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FOREWORD

In the following pages in attempt has "been

made to tr^ace the Hindu Sarhskaras through
their origin and development. They have a long
and varied past. Many of them go back to a
hoary antiquity and some of them still * survive.
In course of time, they have undergone many
changes and modifications The Saihskaras are
described in some Bymns of the Vedas, a^ few
Brahmans, the Grhyasutras, the Dharmasutras,
the Snirtis and the later treatises. But as these
works were intended to be 0 manuals or codes for a
particular time and locality, they do not present
the Saihskaras in thier historical evolution. So,
an endeavour has been made here to link and
piece;, together these scattered materials into a

comprehensive whole and to supply a historical

perspective for thier proper understanding.
For doing so not merely chronological sequence

is traced but the''.connection between various,

changes is also shown It has also bSen explained

that the Saihskaras were based on religious beliefs

and social conditions. What was in the beginning
purely natural becanie more and more, cultural.

Here it will be found that many social elements

entered int> the precincts of religious ceremonies

and many cultural devices were introduced ,to

mould the Sarhskaras in^ order ifco produce the

desired effects.

The Saihskaras are, in a fact, expressive and
symbolic performances. They also contain

dramatic utterances and theological gestures.

Without an inkling into these aspects of the
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^ar being an irrational priest-craft are
consistent and logical in a high degree, though
working under a mental condition which was
different*fom what it is to-day.

As reg&tds the intrinsic merits of the study
of the Samskaras, it has been made clear that
these had practical utility and intention
when and whereevqr they originated, though they,

JJSLJFj appear obscure and purposeless for they
hawe been carried on, without adaptation, into
a new state of society where their original
sense is lost. Therefore' a study of the Saihskaras
forms an important part of investigation into
the origin and development of civilization.

For treatment in the present thesis, only
those Smarta Sarhskaras are taken, which were
performed at the various epochs m the life of
an individual from conception to crematorium.
Their theatre was the home, their chief actor the

householder and the presiding deity the domestic
Fire, by the side of which thdy were -staged

The Srauta sacrifices, for the performance of which
he administration of ^priests &as required, the

STajamana being a passive agent, are excluded
rom the list of the Sarhskaras. ,They beings

iamya ( optional ) ceremonies, were not binding
in every individual, and so they do not -come
inder the Saihskaras proper, which were

.

ompulsory.
,

Thegr whole work can be 'divided into two
iarts. In the first part, sources of iflquiry, the,

leaning and 4he number of tne Sarhskaras,

he purpose of* the Sarhskaras and the

onstituents of the Saihskaras are discussed

a their historical growth. In the second
art of the work the entire Sarhskaras are- -
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grouped under the following
Jf»

d8

Sonclurions **re given in the end.

1. TSe Pre-natal Samskaras

2. The Samskaras of Childhoo

3. The Eduflaticfhal Samskaras

4. The Marriage Samakara

5 ] The Funeral Ceremonies.

While dealing with a Pa^icular . S k

first • Its origin is traced[an
0

th
creatiy£

sub^ueut development discoid. Th^
&way

period of the bamsKaias \

qafhek&ras

h\ 1»r of thfchSrU^erall,
performed at present; so, they ha'®

by
thing of the past. -The rest are performedJ>y

orthodox families only and, hgre to

^
distorted form. The only current S

;

msR^a

are the Upanayana f Initiation ),
not per|r^

by all the twic^-born to-day, t
Antvft3ti

(
Marriage Ceremonies )

and ?
val

A
of

'y
the

( FuneraJ Ceremonies h The r
Arva-

Sa&skaras • by reform societies liwe t y

Samaja is very rdbent, but* times do

to be propitious for such attempts.
. . ,

As the Saxbskaras include many essentiai

preliminary considerations and ceremonies relating

to social rules, taboos, restraints and obseri an

and, as they are well recognized by auth°r ’tat ?®

works, they have found;tneirp^per place m
the treatment of the subject. In the

ritual proper is.* described with poss

interpretations and significance th»reot.

This work was orgmally wrl
£
tea

Baira8
thesis, which was approved by the Ban r

Hindu University for the degree of Doctor

of Letters in 1936. It could not be sent to
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the press earlier for various reasons, but
mainly due to the press and paper difficulties

duriAg the Second World* War, which started in

1935& The long gap has, howevef, been utilized

in tire revision and the improvement of the
original work.

It is a pleasent duty of the author
to acknowledge his deep gratitude to Dr. A. S.

Altekar, CM. LL. B„ D.Litt., Head of the

Department of Ancient Indian History and
Culture, Banaras Hindu University, under
whom he worked as a Research 'Scholar and
whose learned guidance and help were available

at all times. He also owes grateful thanks

to Dr. R S. Tripatbi, M. A, Ph D., Head of

the c Department of Hi&tory, Banaras- Hindu
University, who readily offered many valuable

suggestions on various topics in this work.

His indebtedness to individual authors is

acknowledged in the foot-notes The author

is deeply indebted to Pt. Nagesh Upadhyaya,

M. A*, the Proprietor of the Vikram Pancheng

Press, Banaras, and his staff for undertaking

the "publication* of this wftrk in the midst of

their multifarious anil pressing ‘duties. His

thanks are due to Shri Kerni Kumar, B. A. for

taking great pains in prep’arihg the Index

of this work. The author, more than any body

else, is concious of many defects and* blemishes,

specially, typographical, which have crept - into

the book. For these he craves the * indulgence

of the reader.

Banaras Hindu University

Ram-navami, Vikrama Samvat 2006- ( R.B Pandey

March, 194%, I
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CHAPTEK 1

THE SOURCES OF INQUIRY.

1. Introductory

The Grhyasutras, the oldest manuals of the

Hindu Samskaras, do not cite their authorities

as the Dharmasutras do for their contents. The

oause of this silence is that the Samskaras,

mostly being domestic rites and ceremonies, ware

based more on precedent and popular traditional

usages than on any definite "written code The

Dharmasutras, the Smrtis and the mediaeval

treatises" produce an t horities on Dharma or Law,

both sacfed and secular. But theSe works do not go

deep into ritualistic details and are mainly concerned

with the social aspects of the Samskaras. Therefore,

for the full information about (he Samskaras,; we

have to ransack other sources also ignored by them.

2. The Vedas

The Vedas® are universally recognised as the

primary source of the Hindu Dharma. According

to the Gautama-Dharmasutra 1 “the Veda is .the

i <• 1-2
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source of Dharma and the tradition and practices

of those wjio know it.’’ Other Dharmasutras and

the Sn¥t^tis endorse the above view .

2 From the

perusal of the Vedas'- also we arrive at the same
conclusion.

The oldest document of the religious literature

of the .Indo-Arjans is the Kgveda. Though the

religious picture painted in it is by no means
complete, as it contains hymns used by the pjiests in

the sacrifices to high gods, we catch glimpses of

popular religion at several places. Moreover, there

are a few specific hymns that are particularly

concerned with popular rites and cpremonies. The
wedding

,

3 the funeral

4

and the conception’ are

narrated in them. The narrations or descriptions

may not be ritualistically exact but they are

historically approximate. The later-day Samskaras,
the- Vivaha, the Antyesti and the Garbhadhana
were direct descendants of these hymns. Then, there
are those hymns of the Rgveda that are of general
applicability in the sacramental rituals. They ’are

recited ^at different occasions, which show that
they were not originally composed for a particular
Saihskara.- But their connection with popular
ceremonies cannot be denied altogether. Again,

2. AP. D.S. i. 1. 1-2; V. D. S. i. 4. 5.

3. X. 85,

4/X, 14, 16, 18

5. X. 183. 184.
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we find in the Grhyasutras many citations

homonymous to the Vediq mantras. This fact

indicates that a* large number of the 4tems of the

Saiiiskaras were suggested, by the Vedic verses in

question and they originated in the later Yedic or

the post-Vedic. period.

As regards the details and regulations of the

Samskaras, it must be confessed
ff
that the Rgvedic

hymns do not contain positive rules. They, contain

many incidental references which throw light on

the Samskaras. In fact, the Yedic hymns were

composed under inspirations, for invoking the

help of gods in events, public and private, that

immediately interested the Vedic people. There are

invocitions rohting to a life of hundred years with

children and grand children, securing wives, children

and other domestic articles, 7 and the destruction

of the demon who kills offsprings. 8 These and

sitnilar^eferences have a great porrespondence with

the Samkar is that were 'performed at the various

,
important occasions in the life of a man. Besides,

there are other references in the Rgveda that bear

on the social aspects of the Samskaras' For

example, it was difficult £o secure a husband, for a

brotherless girl. “Like a woman growing old in

jsrwt *15* fiatt in u! <tfarei§u?cit: |) R. v. i. 89. 9.

7. Ibid. iX 67. 9. 11. VIII, 35. 10 X 183.

8. R. V. X. 162.
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her parents’ house etc.”
q Different forms of

marriages are also hinted at. The purchase of a

bride ( Asura marriage
)
was prevalent in the

Rgvedrc period. The Vasistha-Dharmasutra 1
-
-0 quotes

a passage from the Maitrayaniya-Sarnhita 11 which

runs, ‘‘she, who being purchased by husband,” The

Gandharva form is also referred to in these words,

“when* the bride-ds finelooking and well-adorned,

she seeks by herself her friend among many men.” 12

The Rgvccfa 1

1

praises the stage of a student.

The Samveda almost entirely borrowed from

the Rgveda, supplies 1 ardly any material worth

the name for the history of the Samskaras. *It is

mainly intersting for its tune. It was sung at

great sacrifces and other auspicious occasions, e. g.

marriage etc. The rVaraha-Grhyasutra prescribes

Vadana and Gana ( music )
as a part oi the

marriage ceremonies. But as regards the rform of

the Samskaras, the Samaveda has nothing to

contribute.

The Yajurveda represents an advanced stage

in the progress of rituals. During” the period of

its composition the functions of different priests

were, specialized. In it ''all those), formulas are

9. snwrf.fcrMb i ibid, h, 17.7.

10. Ibid. 'I, 36. 37.

11.

'Ibid. i. 11.-12.

1,2- m i ibid. x. 27. 12 .

13 Ibid. X. 109. 5,
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filed, which were used by the Adhrarju and his

assistants in the performance of the great

sacrifices. But the Yajurreda is concerned with the

&raufca ^sacrifices only. -So we do not get any

material help from it for the study of the

Sarhskaras.* The only useful reference found in

it is to the sharing ceremony, a common feature,

which preceded a &rauta sacrifice—wher'e prayers

are offered to the sharing razor and directions are

giren to the barber. 1
- This reference supplies a link

between the 6rauta and the Grhya ceremonies.

In contradistinction with -the other Samhitas,

the Atharrareda is rich in information about

popular religion, rites and ceremonies. Here we

get mantras for almost erery end of human life

The wedding 15 and the funeral 16 hymns aie more

elaborated in the Atharrareda than in the

Rgreda. To the praise of the* Vedic Rrahmacbari

a fulkhymn is derp^ed. 17 The^act of conception has

found mention in a larger number of 'hymns than

in the Rgreda. 18 In the book XVIII of the

Atharrareda there are prayers for long life that are

called Ayusyakarmani, ‘hymns achier^ng long

life.” These prayers were used chiefly at domestic

14. vi. 15.

15. A. V xiv. 1, 2

16. Ibid XViii. 1-4.

17. Ibid. Xi. 5.

18. Ibid. iii.>23; Vt. 81,
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rituals, such as the first haircutting of the boy, the

first shaving of the youth and the initiation. It

also contains hymns that refer, to "marriage and

love and form a separate class, Kau^ika calls,, them

‘Strikarmani’ or wonfen’s' rites. Through them a

maiden tried to obtain a bridegroom or,-,a young man
a bride by stimulating love in indifferent lovers

and unresponsive sweethearts, benedictions upon

the bride were offered, conception was accelerated

and the birth of a male child effected. These hymns

have also got prayers for the protection of the

pregnant woman
,

19 the unborn and the new-born

child, and so on. Considering this popular

character of the Atharvaveda, Ridgeway concludes

that it is not a record of the Aryan religion but

represents the beliefs 9f the aborginal people. This

view cannot be accepted. It is just possible that the

Indo-Aryans assimilated many non-Aryan elqjnents

in their religion, but jthe lower strata of the $.ryan

community were not less 'interested in the lower

side of religion than the non- Aryan population. The

Atharvaveda reflects the faith and “rites of the

common ‘people rather than the highly specialized

religion of the priests.

S
t

The Brahimqas

After the Vedas, we come to the Brahmanas

as the source of our information. They are thorough

19. A. V. vi. 6.
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treatises ou the Vedic rituals. The Brahmanas give

rules for the performance of the $r&uta sacrifices

and th$ Arthavada or explanation if the purpose

and meaning of the sacrfficiSJ acts. They contain

many discussions on the sacrifices, • give

interpretations of Vedic hymns, trace etymology
of words aud fry to explain .symbols. But the

Brahmanas are mostly occupied with the Srauta

sacrifices that were the supreme religious concern

of the time. In them, however, we get sporadic

references that supply some d^ta for constructing

the history of the Samskaras. A fragmentary

account of the.Upanayana is found in the Gopatha

Brahmana .

21 The Satapatha 33 gives a different

account of it and the word ‘jBrahmacharya’’ used

here denotes the condition of the life of a student.

The word ‘Antevasin’ ( living *with a teacher ) in

thesense ofa student is usedb<jth by theSatapat'ha 23

and the Aitareya 2 brahmanas. Ajina ‘the deer-skin’

is mentioned in the Satapatha-Brahmaria .

33

Godana ceremonies are described in the same

Brahmaria. R -cognition of marriage within the

20. Dramas and the Dramatic Dances of non-European

Races p. 122.

21. I. 2. 1-8.

22. Xi 3 3 1.

23. V. 1 5. 17

24. hi. 2. 6

25. V. 2. 1 21.
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third or the fourth degree is also found in it.
27 The

Tandya-Brahmajaa mentions the Vratyas and the

Vratyastoma sacrifices through which they r were

reclaimed to the;Aryanrconimunity. The ^atapatha-

Brahmana, Books XI-XIV, besides appendices to

the preceding books also contain a few interesting

sections on the subjects, which are otherwise not dealt

with in the Brahmanas e.g. ontheUpanayana, 38 the

initiation of a pupil, on the daily . Yedic - Study* 9

and on the death |ceremonies or the raising of the

mound.'50

4. The Aranyakas and ths Upanisads%

The Aranyakas and the Upanisais are mainly

concerned with philosophical subjects and do not

condescend to deal with rituals. But the Yedic

sacrifices and rituals were still very popular imtheir

times and they hare found mention, here and there,

in them. From the point of view of the Samskaras,

the Taittiriya Aranyaka is important. From it we
learn that late marriages31 were general, as

unmarriecf pregnant girls were looked upon as

sinful. The Brahtnayajfia er the Daily Study is

„
26. iii, 1. 2. 5, 6©

f

27. i 8. 3. 6.

28. Xi. 5 4.

29. 5- P. Br. XI. 5. 6

30. Ibid. Xiii.

31- snNtf % ffdi: I i 27.
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praised.33 The sixth chapter called “Pare” gives the

Mantras required.for the Pitrmedha, ‘the burning

of the dead’.

In the Upanisads we have^ many references

relating to the Upanayana-Saihskara, The theory of

the four. Agramas seems to hai e been established.

The Brahmacharin resided and boarded at the house

of the guru and in return rendered* many personal

services such as tending his cows. The importance

of the guru was recognized even for studying the

Brahmavidya and one had to approach a teacher for

this purpose. 33 Admission of a student to the guru is

described in the Chandogya-Upanisad. 31 The

restrictions on the teaching are found in the

Maitrayni-Upanisad, in the dialogue of Brihadratha

and 6akayana which runs thus; “This knowledge

should not be imparted to a sceptic and so on.” 35

The usual period of Brahmacharya is mentidned in

the Chandogj a-Upani^a
#
d.

36 In the Brhadaranyaka-

Upanisad, 3 7 the sacred Gayalri Mantra is esoterically

•explained. Many practical instructions of very

high value are gfven. in the Taittiriya-Upani§ad, 3B

32. Ibid. ii 9

33.

^ fczn mfag srr^qfrr i

CH. U iv 14. 1.

34 iv 4

35. h hi mt uw^ i
Chap. i.

36. Vi. 1. 2

37. V. 15.

38. i. 11

2
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such as those to the student who leaves his college.

As regards marriage, polygamy was possible

as shown by the case of Yajnavalkya and his two

wives. Early marriage 1$ referred.to in the Chandogya-

Upanisad. 30 Here Atiki wife is mentioned. The

word is explained by later writers as a wife married

when she was very young. It was, however, derided.

The 'same Upanisad 40 contain many references

to the system of naming. In the Brhadaranyaka-

Upanisad41 we have a detailed sacrificial rite for

begetting a learned son versed in all the Vedas. The

custom of not performing any funeral ceremony of

an ascetic is mentioned in the Chandogya-Upanisad.

5. The Ritual Literature proper.

O

The first systematic treatment of the Vedio

sacrifices and domestic rites is found in the Sutra

literature. The Srautasutras contain directions for
r

< n °

the laying of the sacred sacrificial fire, for the

Agnihotra,the Dar^apaurnamasya, the Chaturmasya,

the PaSuyaga and the great A^vamedha, the

Kajasuya and the Vajapeya sacrifices. But as they

are .mainly occupied with the Vedic sacrifices, they

do not yield any material relating to the Sarhskaras.

It is in the 'Grhyasutras that we find directions for

all sorts of usages, ceremonies, rites, customs and

39. i. 10. 1.

'
40. V. 15

41. Vi. 5.
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sacrifices, the performance and observance of which
were binding on .the Hindu • householder. Among
these are found the Samskaras that were performed

from the* moment when the individual was
C

conceived in the womb till the hour of his death

and even further through the funeral ceremonies.

The Grhyasutras gepei-ally begin with the Vivaha,

'marriage ceremonies’ and go on describing the

Garbhadhana, the Pumsavana, the Simantonnayana,

the Jatakarma, the Namakarana, the Niskramana,

the Annapragana, the Chudakarma the Upanayatfa

and the Samavartana. Then, they describe the

sacrifices and rites to be performed by a married

couple, and in the end deal with the Antyesti or

funeral ceremonies. They give every detail of a

Saihskara and lay down Mantras and formula to be

recited at different stages of a particular Saihskara.

Many Grihyasutras omit the funeral ceremonies,

as it was*regarded inauspicious and was described in

separate Pari4istas or * addenda and the

Pitrmedhasiii ras. The ritual aspects of.the Sarhskaras

are emphasised' and minutely described in .the

Grhyasutras. Their social sides are simply hinted

at. or briefly described. The Grhyasutras belonged

to the different Yedic schools; so, in matters of

details, they differ from one another to some extent.

There are other branches of the ritual literature

which, though of later dite, should be classed with

the Grhyasutras. These are various Kalpas, the Par-
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i^istas, the Karikas, the Prayogas and the Paddhatis.

The ^raddhakalpas 42 and the Pitrmedhasutras,

which contain rules for funeral ceremonies and

ancestral sacrifices follow many ofthe Grhyasutras,

Next come the Pari^istas or ‘ addenda’’ in which

certain features of the Samskaras are dealt with in

a greater detail, that were briefly described in the

Grhyasutras. Other works on the Samskars are the

the Prayogas, “practical handworks”, the Paddhatis

‘outlines”, and the Karikas' “versified presentations

of rituals”. These works supplement the Grhyasutras

and introduce new materials iu course of time.

They deal either with the complete rites and
ceremonies of that school, or are only concerned

with special rites. There are also exhaustive works

of this class of literature on important Sarhskaras

like the marriage,;the Upanyana, the funeral etc.

There is a continuous stream of the ritual literature

from the most ancienf percod up to the present

time.

6, The Dharmasutras

TW Dharmasutras are closely connected with

the Grhyasutras, and they were perhaps written in

continuation with them. By “Dharma” the Hindus
'mean ‘right, duty, lafr’and also ‘religious custom and

42. The most impotant of then are the the the

srhra, the the the sfNroir and the
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usage.” So, at many places the conteots of the

Dharmasutras and the Grhyasutras overlap each

other. The latter describe the domestic lites which

the householder was rebuked to perform in his

individual capacity, whereas the former were

concerned with rules and regulations about the

conduct of men as the members of the Hindu

community and do not describe rituals of any kind.

The Dharmasutras deal with the Yarnas ( castes )

and the ASramas (
stages of life ). It is under the

A^rama-Dharmas that the rules about the

Upanayana and the Yivaha are given exhaustively.

They also contain rules about the Samavartana, the

Upakarma, the Anadhyayas, A^aucha, the Sraddhas

and the Madhuparkas. They take up and develop the

social aspects of the Sarhskaras that were simply

suggested in the Grhyasutras«

7. The Smrtis.

The Smrtis represent a later and a more

systematic 'development of the Dharmasutras.

Like the Dharmasutras, they are also mainly

concerned wjth the socjal conduct of men rather

than with rituals. Their contents can be classified

under three heads, Acbara, Yyavahara and

Prayalchitta. TJuder the first head the Sarhskaras

are mentioned and the rules regulating them are

given. The most exhaustively treated Samkafas are

the Upanayana and the Yivaha, as they inaugurated
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the first and the second stages of the life of an

individual. The Pancha-mahayajHas or ‘five great

sacrifices’ also figure very prominently in the Smrtis.

Manu43 ghos a very inyror^ant place to them'' and

describes them at length. The Smrtis also offer us

a mass of information about prayers and sacrifices,

household duties, eschatalogy, funeral,ceremonies and

.sacrifices -to the dead'. We find in them discussions

on the right of performing the Sarhskaras, minor

ceremonies and rites, the worship of new Pauranika

deities at various occasions in life, all unknown
to the Grhj asutras 'and the Dharmasutras. Not
all the Smrtis deal with the Sarhskaras. Some,

like the Narada-Smrti.are entirely devoted to

Vyavahara or Law, while others like the ParaSara,

are given to the prescription of PrayaS chittas. Under
the Praya^chitta, hpwever, ceremonial impurity

due to birth and death are described. The main
features of the Smrtis/ as regards * the Sarhskaras,

are that they’mark the transition from the Vedic to

Smarta and Pauranika Hinduism. They omit almost

alltheYedic sacrifices and introduce new types

of worship'and ceremonies. Greater restrictions are

placed cm social sides ofthe Sarhskaras, &g ,
the total

rejection,of intercaste marriages in the latest Smrtis.
*

8 . The Epics

The^epic literature also gives some information

43. iii. 67-75.
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about the Sarhskaras. The Brahrranas, who were
the custodiarfs of literature, utilised the epics, as

they became popular, for propagation of their

culture and religion, * So * many religious and

ceremonial elements which did not originally belong

to it, entered the huge body of the Mahabharata

and it becamea feference book for the Hindu religion.

The Mahabharata was regarded as a Samhita as earl}

as before the fifth century A. D .
4

4

Profifso quotations

from the Mahabharata are found in- the

commentaries and the treatises, bearing on the

a arious topics of the Sarnskaras
,

1 ’“BLiarate>,or in the

Mahabharata” is an oftused phrase in the treatises

on the Dharmasastra. Moreover, there is a close

relation between the Mahabharta and the Smrtis.

The Manusmrti and the Mahabharta possess many
cammon verses. TheVrddha Gautama, 4

G

the Brhaspati

and tfhe Yama-Smrtis originally formed partnf the

Mahabharta. The R&mayana and other epics like the

RaghuvarinSa, theKumarasambhava, and the plays

like the Utt^ra-Ramacharita supply apt illustrations

elucidating many tangled points in the Sarhskaras

9. The Puranas

The Puranas are not less important than the

epics for the study of the Sadikaras.
r
Their influence

44. Biihler and Kirste, contnb . to the history of the

Mahabhrata. Siteungsher wien 1892. 4-27.

45. Cf. VMS, S. C. ete.

46. The Dhanna^astra-Sarngraha, Calcutta, 1876, vol. 2.

497-635. Cf. Islampurkar 1. c. Preface notes 6-9*
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on the Dharmasastra literature is considerable.

Even the earliest Dharmasutras bear witness to

the popularity of the Puranas which they often

quote. They are in many 'ways connected witli the

Smrtis. The Apastamba-Dharmasutra 47 refers

specially to the Bhavisya-Purana .
48 Calaud, while

writing on Sraddha, traced close relation between

the Markandeya-Purana and the Gautama-Smrti,

the Visnudharm-ottara-Purana and the Visnusmrti,

the Chaturvimsati-Purana and fhe Manava-Sraddha-

Kalpa, the Kurma-Purana and the Usa»as-Smrti,

and the Brahma-purana and the rites of the

Kathas. We also come across identical descriptions

of many topics relating to the Sarhskaras in the

Smrtis and the Puranas. Thus, the Sraddhakalpa
of the Yajnavalkya-Srhfti is the same as given in the

Agniand the Garuda -Puranas. Long passages from

the first three chapters of the Manusmrtr are

borrowed by the Bhavisya-Purana. The Laghu-
Harita-Smrti is nothing but an extract from the

Narasimha-Purana.

Ihe Puranas deal with ceremonies, customs and
usages and fasts and feasts of the Hindus and thus
throw light dn many parts of the

c
Sarhskaras.

Astrological considerations that played an important
part in the Sarhskaras are developed in the Puranas.

47. 4p, D. S. i. 24. 6.

48. Altind Ahneneult. 68. 79. 112,
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Divinations regarding different marks on the body,

that determine the suitability of the bride or the

bridegroom are given in the Lingapurana.49 The
Puranaa also served as an abbrogative agency and
came to rescue the Hindu society in the middle

ages. Many old customs and usages that had become
obsolete or obnoxious to the society were tabooed

under Kalivarjya by the Brahma 50 and the

Aditya-Puranas. 5

1

10 Ttie Commentaries

The commentaries on the existing Grhyasufras,

the Dharmasutras and the Smrr.is also give further

and later information about the Samskaras Though
they propose to explain and expound the ancient

texts, they do some thing more. They not only

explain, but they supplement and,restrict also. Thus

they refect a new state of society where many of .the

old provisions of the Dharm^astra had become

out of date, and new ones were urgently needed.

They were able to do so by means of ingenious

interpretations, extention, restrictions ; and

overruling. Really speaking the commentators are

mote important than ther texts, as the.Hindus of

49. Quoted in VMS. Vol. I.

50 i

TO* * ff5rrfdfo: || Quoted in N.S. p,

261.

51. On Kalivarjya quoted in the CVC, and the N.S. jS. 262.

s
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the different provinces follow the particular

commentary prevalent* in them. Modern Pandits

reject even sacred authorities if they are not quoted

by the commentators.,

11. The Mediaeval Treatises.

The Nibandhas or the mediaeval treatises gave a

new orientation to the Samskaras, the GrhyasutraS

and the Dharmasutras belonged to different Yedic

schools and even the Smrtis were connected with

them to some extent. But the Nibandhas do not

owe allegiance to any single Yedic school. Rather

they are scholarly works universal in their nature

and treatment. The N ibandhas are huge compilations

from ancient sourees
r
on various topics of Dharma.

The Samskaras are treated under separate section

allotted to them and called Samskara-kanda, 5 3

Samskara-PrakaSa 5^ etc. Many ancient arid out of

date Sarhskaras are also repeated in them. The texts

are arranged according to the convenient opinions

of the writers. They pay hardly any attention to the
chronological differences and try to rationalize the
ancient texts in their owri way. Different Nibandhas

,
a*e current in different provinces. So they contain
divergent opinions on the same topics.

52. in S.C.

53. In VM.
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12. The Customs

Customs have been recognized from the very

beginning as a source of the Hindu Dharma. The

Gautama, the Baudhayana, the Apastamba and the

Vasistha Dhawnasutras and the Manu and* the

Yajnavalkya-Smrtis all include customs in the

lists of their authorities. 154 But no branch pf the

Hindu Dharma is more based on customs^ than the

Saihskaras that originated from popular beliefs and

usages, and developed independently without a*ny

state interference. The Grhyasutnas generally refer to

the customs of one’s own family in the perform mce of

the Saihskaras. Really speaking, customs were the

only source of the Saihskaras before they were

codified in the Grhya manuals. But there was still a

mass offloating customs that could not be codified but

was recognized as authority on the Saihskaras.

The AS^alayana Grhyasutras 5 s owhile laying down
rules about the Vivaha Samskara says, "the customs

and usages of different provinces and villages are

high and low, that is variant. They should be all

consulted in marriage. We prescribe What is

common.’’ The, difference .was bound to be in rites

and ceremonies that were performed at such happy

and joyous occasions like marriage, birth etc.

54. See Ante pp 1 & 2

55 unwifar trewrac. t

furi i
i. 5.

1
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according to the taste and refinement of the people

concerned. In
r
the funeral ceremonies Xpastamfya 8 *

refers to the authority of ladies in particular as

they are the most conservative elements in society.

Baudhayana, 57 on AAaucha, says, “Jn the rest the

people should be referred to,” for the funeral

cerpmqnies were closely connected with local

beliefs and superstitions. Thus, not written in a

code book, customs were a dynamic force that

introduced necessary and welcome changes from

time to time. Thej also played an important part

in determining the procedure of a rite or ceremony.

Customs can be broadly divided into three

groups. The first group consists of the DeSacharas

or customs prevalent in a particular province, e.g.

marrying the daughter of a maternal uncle in the

South, which is generally prohibited elsewhere. 58

The second group includes the
_
Kulacharas* or the

family customs, for example, "the keeping of sacred

knot or 6ikha was determined by the Pravara of

a man.59 I he 'last group coincides with the

Jatyacharas or customs current in a caste, for

instance, the Kaksasa aijd the Gandharva forms of

56.

few ang: g: 1
Ap. D S. i i.6

57. tftfeftPTT Wgftw |
B. P. S.

58. B. D. S. i. 1. 17.

59* sferurart sgaiprfasrai, go*c

Laugakgi, quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 315.
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marriages were, on the whole, not desirable. Yet
they were recommended for the Ksatriyas. fi0

IS. Pndo-lranian, Indp'European and Semitic

Sources.

The sources pf information about the Hindu
Saihskaras are not exhausted with the: Indian

literature and customs. A few Saihskaras, and

many constituents of^the Saihskaras in general, can

be 'traced back to the pre-Yedic times, when the

Indo-Iranian and even some ©f the Indo-European

people were living together, sharing the same beliefs

and-performing the same rites. The religion of the

Avesta bears close resemblance with the Vedic

religion and Parsism still preserves a few

sacraments akin to the Hindu Samskaras, e.g. the

birth ceremonies, the first eating of food and the

initiation ceremonips. The worship of'fire and the

cult of sacrifice were common to Hinduism and

Parsism both. The Greek and the,Roman religions

were also sacrificial and their rituals, in. many

respects, resembled the Hindu Samskaras. For

example, the marraige ceremonies of the Greeks

were similar to those of the'Hindus in their broad

out-lines, For studying the Hindu Saihskaras the

knowledge of these religions supplies a proper

perspective.

60. M. S. iii. 23. 24
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The religious ceremonies being universal in

ancient times,
# we find many parallel rites in

non-Indo-European races also. Semitic religions

have many sacraments^of' very old origin which are

performed at important occasions in tl^e life of a

man. The Christian sacraments evolved from

Semitic ..sources, though later on* the assimilated

many Aryan elements in the course of its spread in

Europe. Christianity and Islam both have religious

ceremonies like baptism, confirmation, matrimony
etc. These serve as means of comparison between

the Hindu and the Semitic rites which originated

from the same process of ideas.

14. The Relative Importance of Sources.

The information derived from the Vedas, mostly
being, incidental, is highly reliable. Here thtf poet,

Unlike the priests? was not superimposing

ceremonies bn the people but drawing on the

popular sources, and incorporating the popular

rites in his compositions. The specific hymns, e.g.

the wedding and the funeral hymns reproduce very

approximately their respective rites. Winternitz61

calls the wedding hymn*“a narrative ballad.” But
even if we grant that it was so, we cannot deny
that the narrating poet must have tried to be true
to reality as far as it was possible. The theory

{51. A History of Indian literature, vol I. p. 154.
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also that the Vedic hymns were poetic outpourings

of heart and had no connection with rituals, does

not negate the possibility of the* Vedic singers

being ^influenced by ritualistic atmosphere they

were breathing in. The same is also the case with

other inciderftal references found in the Upani§ads,

the Puranas and the epics. They have corroborative

as well as supplementary value. .In the Brabmanas,

the discussions on the rituals are very speculative

and interpretation .and explanations highly

fantastic. Therefore, we cannot take them at their

face value. Making allowance, however, for

exaggeration and fancy, we get the mental picture

of a people who beieved in the miraculous

efficacy of sacrifices and rituals. Ritualistic

details found in the Brahmanas have been utilized

and amplified by the later literature, the Sutras. So,

there i« hardly any doubt that these details are

trustworthy for theij times. la the ritual literature

proper there is a great elaboration of the simple rites

of ancient days. For the development of rituals the

priest was responsible to a great extent. But rites

and ceremonies were not his fabrications; father he

mainly drewpn common .practices, though he gave

a polish and supplied a rationale to them. Had
these rituals not been popular in their origin, they

could not have become so universal and lasting. We
have mostly relied on this class of literature while

describing the Sarhskaras. The Dharmas'utras
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and the Smj-tis that prescribe the rules and

regulations are not so natural to the Samskaras

as the Grhyasutras. In them there was much ideal

and only partially followed by people. But a,s the

hold of religion on men was very strong in ancient

times, these rules and regulations w6re respected

and observed to a great extent. The Dharmasutras
and the'Smrtis were not closely connected with
any Yedie School and they were followed

universally. So, in the present thesis their rules

and regulations have been understood and
utilized as such. The views of the commentaries
and the treatises are more reliable for their times
than the texts, because the texts were written in

a time far back in the past under different

circumstances. Their -interpretations, however, of

ancient texts cannot be accepted for every time
as they try to show.
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THE MEANING AND THE NUMBER OF 'THE

SAMSKARAS.

1. 7 he Meaning of the word ‘Samskara’

Tlie ivoid Samskara defies every attempt- at

its correct translation into English Ceremony or

Latin eaerimoma does not give the full meaning

of this word. Rather it corresponds with

Sanskrit Karma n, religious act in general.

Samskara does not mean “more outward religious
*

rite, polite observances, empty form, stately usage,

formalities and punctitious behaviour
7

\ as it is

generally understood by some people. N<?r does it

mean rites and rituals - alone by .which we
understand ‘‘form of procedure, action required or

usual in a religious or solemn ceremony or observance,

or a body of usages characteristic of a church*’^ A
better approach to the rendering of Sarhskara in

English is made by the wtord sacratfient which

means ^’religious ceremony or act regarded as-

outward and 'visible sign of inward and spiritual

1 The Ojfvfoi d Dictionary, under'the word, ‘Ceremon}^

:

2. Ibid under the word, ‘Rite-’

4
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grace’’, applied by the Eastern, pre-reformation

Western, and Roman Catholic churches to the
• *

seven rites of baptism, confirmation, the eucharist,

penance, extreme unatioa, orders and matrimony.

Sacrament also means confirmation of some

promise or oath; things of mysterious significance,

sacred ^influence and sj mbol.’
’’ ‘Thus it o\erlaps

many ether religious spheres which, in the Sanskrit

literature, are covered by ‘‘Suddhi, purification,’’

Pr§,ya3citta, ‘ atonement;’’ Vratas, “vows” etc.

Samskara is derived from the Sanskrit root

Samkrghan and is used in a variety of ways. The

Mimamsakas 4 mean by it the ceremonious-

purification of sacrificial materials. The Advaita

Vedantists* regard it the false attribution of

physical action to tlfe soul. The Naiyayikas use it

in the sense of self-reproductive quality or faculty

of impression recognised by the Vaises ikas as one of

the twentjfour gunas. . In the classical Sanskrit

literature the word Samskara is used in a very

wide sense:-*-in" the sense of education, cultivation,

training; 6 refinement, perfection and grammatic

3.

Jbld. under the word, ‘Sacrament.*

4. surpjf jetertrfarfer spbutji: I
Vachaspatya-

trhadabhidhana V. p. 5188.

5.
-aft*

I
Ibid

Ragh. V. iii. 35.
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purity
;

7 making perfect, refining, polishing ;

8

embelishment, decoration and ornament ;

9

impression, form, 'mould, operation? influence; 9 *

the faculty of recollection, impressioo on the

memory
;

10 a purificatory * ritb, a sacred rite or

ceremony
;

11

consecration,
__

sanctification and

hallowing; idea, notion and conception; effect of

work, merit of action etcj1

3

So we find that the word ‘‘Samskara” has got

its own peculiar associations gathered round it

through its long history It means religious

purificatory rites and ceremonj.es for sanctifying

the body, mind and intellect of an individual, so

that he may become a full-fledged member of the

community. But the Hindu Samskaras also

combine a number of preliminary considerations

and rites and other accompanying regulations and

observances, all aiming at not' only the formal

purification o'f the body l#it at sanctifying,

impressing, refining and' perfecting the entire

individuality of the recipient. The Samskaras with

7. fan Vr4ht erct r i: The

Kumarasarnbhava, 1 28. .

8 . snrt 1
R**gh v m. 18

9 W ifafiwtajel' I *The likuntala. vii 23.

9a ¥tivr% 5Sifl: 1
The Hitopadesa 1. 8.

10. STR I
The Tarkasamgraha.

11- qifU! SR % I
M. S. ii. 26.

12 STUyw: ITffRt ^ l
Ragh V, i. 20.
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their paraphernalia were regarded as producing a

peculiar indefinable kind of merit for the man who

underwent them. 13 It was in this collective sense

that the word Samsk^ra" was used.

Though many of the Sarnskaras originated in, or

even before, the Vedic period, as the ritualistically

specific hymns 14 of the Vedas indicate, the word

Samskara’does not occur in the Vedic literature. The

Brahmana literature also does not mention the word,

though some sections of it contain fragments of a

few Sarnskaras like the Upanayana, the funei al etc. 1

3

The Mimainsakas 10 " used the word in the sense

of not purificatory rites concerning individuals

but in the sense of cleansing and purifying

sacrificial materials before they were offered

into fire.

2. The Extent and Number of the Sarnskaras.

( i ) The Grrliyasutras.- Th<5 Sarnskaras, in the

strict sense, fall within the jurisdiction of the

Grhyasutras. (But here too we do.'not find the

word f‘Samskara” used in its proper sense.) They

too use the word in the sense of the Mj/inaiiisakns

13 enrntfriHRnfagr fafee skmfaiw: dvwo. t

V. M. S. vol I p 132.

14, see ante p. 2. footnotes.

i

15. & Br. Xi-Xiv.

16: sflipt^r stojuurfe: i

The Vachaspatya-brhadabhidlmna Vol. V. P. 5158.
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and speak of the Panoa-bhusarhskaras 17 and the

Paka-Saihskara,s by which they mean sweeping,

sprinkling and purifying the sacfificial ground
and boiling or preparing -food for sacrifice. The
hold of sacrifices on the social mind was great.

They classify* the entire domestic rituals under

the names of different sacrifices .
18 The bodily

Sarhskaras are included in the -list of the" Paka-

jajnas.
19 The Pai-askara-Grhyasutra divides

the Paka-yajnas into dour classes, the huta, the

ahuta, the prahuta and the praiita. The Baudhayana-

Grhyasutra classifies the Pakaryajiias under seven

. heads, the huta, the prahuta, the ahuta, the

Sulagava, the baliharana, the pratyavarohana and

the astakahoma. It explains them as follows.

Where the offerings are thrown into the fire it

is called huta This class - includes the Samskaras

from the Vivaha (marriage) to the Simant'onnayana

(•hair-parting ). Where, aftep making' offerings

to the fire, presents are "given to the" Brahmans

and others it is called prahuta. This

group contains the Sarhskaras from the Jatakarma

( birth ceremonies ) to the Chaula ( tonsure ).

That kind o£ sacrifices -are called ahuta where

after making offerings to thf fire and presents to

the Brahmans, one receives presents from others/

17. A.G.S. i. 3. i; P G.S i i. 2; G. G S.

18. i. 1 9; Kh. GS i 2 1 P G S. i.41; A. G S i-1. 2 * -

19. B.G S. i 1. 142
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The Upanayana and the Samavartana Samskaras

are included in this list. Thus, here what are, later

on, called the Saiiiskaras are treated as domestic

sacrifices. There seems t©„be no clear idea'- about

sanctifying the body and perfecting personality.

The gods are the centre of religious activities and

not individuals. So the sacrifices including even

the bodily Saiiiskaras were offered for their

propitiation.

In the Vaikhanasa-Smartasutras 20 we find

a clearer distinction,between the bodily Samskaras

and the sacrifices, that were performed at various

occasions to propitiate the gods. Here eighteen

bodily Samskaras
(
Astada§a Samskarah §arlrah ),

from the Rtusarhgam^na (conception) to the Vivaha

( marriage ) are mentioned. Again, the same work

mentions -the twenty-two sacrifices separately. 21

These sacrifices include the Paficamahayajnas,

the seven - Paka-saerifices, the seven Havi-

sacrifices and the seven Soma sacrifices. Properly

speaking, these are not personal Samskaras but

daily a'nd seasonal sacrifices

The Grhyasutras generally deal with the

bodily Saiiiskaras beginning with Vivaha and
ending with Samavartana, The majority of

them omit the funeral. Only a few, eg, the

20. i. 1.

21 Ibid.
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the Paraskara, AJvalayana . and the . Baudhayana

describe it. The following are the numbers of

Saihskaras dealt with in the Grhyasutras. They

fluctuate from twehe t© • eighteen and the lists

are slightly varying in names of a particular

Samskara or in some additions and omissions.

AJvalayana G.S. • Paraskara G.S. Baudhayana G.S.

I IT. ITT’-

1. Vivaha 1. Vivaha 1. Vivaha

2. Garbhalambhana 2. Garbhadhana 2. Garbhadhana

3. Pumsavana 3. Pumsavana 3. Pumsavana
4. Simantonnayana 4. Slmanto-'

5

4. Slmanta
nnayana

5. Jatakarma f. Jatakarma 5. Jatakarma

6. Namakarana 6. Namakarana 6. Namakarana
7. Chudakarma 7. Niskraraana ?.Upanis-

kramana

8. Annp-praJana 8. AnnapraJana 8. AnnapraJana

9. Upanayana 9vCudakarma 9. Chudakarma
10. Samavartana 10. Upanayana 10 Karnavedha

( Grhya 6e?a

)

11. Antyesti - 11. Kesanta 11. Upanayana

12. Samavartana 12. Samavartana

13. Antye§ti 13. Pitrmedha

(I) Varaha G. S. (II> Yaikhanasa G. S.

1. Jatakarma 1. Rtusarifgamana

2. Namakarana 2. Garbhadhana

8. Dantodgamana 3. Slmanta

4. AnnapraJana 4. Visnmbali

5. Chudakarma 5. Jatakarma
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(I) Varaha G. S. (II) Vaikhanasa G. S.

6. Upanayana '
6. Utthana

7. Veda-Vrataui 7. Namakarna

8. Godana '^8. AnnapraSana

9. Samavartana 9 Pravasagamana

10. Vivaha 10. Pindavardhana

11. Garbhadhana 11. Chaudaka

12. Pumsavana " "
12. Upaaayana

13. Simantoanayana 13. Parayana

14. Vratabandhavisarga

15. XJpakarma

IH. Utsarjana

17. Samavartani

18. Panigrahana

(
ii

)
The Dharmasutras. Being mostly occupied

with the Hindu laws and custom, not all the

Dharmasutras care- to describe or enumerate the

Sarfcskaras. They contain rules about the

Upanayana, Vivaha, . Upakarma, Utsarjana,.

Anadhyayas and Asaucha. The Gautama-

Dharmasutra gives a list of altogether forty

Samskaras with eight virtues of the soul

(ChatvarinSatsariisakar.ah Astau Atmagunah).

1. Garbhadhana 2. 'Pumsavana

,
3. Simantonnayan 4. Jatakarma

5 , Namakarana 6. Annapraiiana

7. Chaula 8. Upanayana
9-12. Chatvari Veda-Vratani 13. Snana
14. Sahadharma-charinl-Samyoga
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15-19 PaHca-Mahayajnas 20-26 Astaka, Parvana,

^raddlia, Sravam,

AgrahayanI, Chaitri,

^6vayuji-iti Sapta-

Paka-Yajna-Sams-

thah

27-33 Agnyadheyana, 3440 Agnistoma,

Agnihotram, Dar3a- Atyagnistoma,

Paurnamasya, Uktha, SodasI,

Chaturmasya, Vajapeya, Atiratra,

Agi ayanesti. Aptoryama-iti

N irudha-pasubandha, Sapt-Somajajna-

Sautian-oni-iti Saiiistliah.

Sapta-Haurj ajlta-

Samsthah
/
>Horo too we do not find 8, clear distinction
\

between the Samskaras proper and t.he sacrifices,/

All the (.ton estic ntes and many Srauta sacrifices

elaborately described in the Bfahmanas and the

Srautasutras, are placed with the Sarhskaras in

the above list.. The word ‘‘Samskara ’ fs used in the
r

sense of religious rites in general. According^ to

Harita, 33 a later Smrti-i^riter, the sacrifices are

to be taken as«the Daiva" Samskaras and other
f

ceremonies, that were performed at .the various

occasions in th§ life of an individual, as the Brahma
Sarhskaras. Only the latter are to be taken as the

Sarhskaras in the proper sense. No doubt, indirectly

23. fgffsr; vfffi rnin » h.d.s.

5
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the sacrifices were of purificatory nature, 2 '1 but their

direct purpose was to propitiate g'ods at different

seasons, whereas the main object of the Sarhskaras

proper was to sanctify the personality of the

recipient. 25 Many of the sacrifices, e.g. Chaitri,

Agvayuji were seasonal festivals that later on

crystallised into popular feasts and rejoicings.

(iii; The Srnrtis. When the Srartis arose, the

sacrificial religion and with them the Dai\a

Sarhskaras were on the wane. The Srnrtis generally

mean by Sarhskaras only those sacramental rites

that were performed for sanctifying the personality

of an individual, though some of them include the

PakayajHas also in their, lists. According to

Manu"' the Smarta Sarhskaras or the Smash aras

proier are thirteen, from conception to

death. Beginning' from the conception they are:

1. G uddifidhana- ?. I'mhsavana

3. Snu-antonnayuna ' 4. .Tata Var na

5. Niimadheva 0. IS i.d.ramana
r- V *

7. Annajra^ana 8. Chudak’arma

9\ Upanayaua or 10. Kesaiua

, Maunjibandhana „

"

11. Samavartan 12. Vivaha and

13. Sma^ana

24. JTJflfsfJinJI I
c. G xviii. 5

25.
I
M. S. ii. 66.

26. Ibid. ii. 16, 26, 29; iii. 1-4
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The Yajfiavalkya Smrti 27 also enumerates the

same Sarhskaras, except the Ke^anta which was

omitted from the list owing to the decline of the

Vedic studies and its .confusion with the
m r

Samavartana. The Gautama-Smrti 28
,

following

the tradition ot its school, enumerates the ‘forty

Sarhskaras, though it does not seem oblivious

of the fact that the Vedic sacrifices had fallen in

disuse and consequently the Daiva Sarhskaras

wore not logar led as Ike Sarhskaras proper. The

list of Angira 2 ' contains twenty-five Sarhskaras.

Here the Paka/ajnas are also* enumerated with

the bodily Saihskaras mentioned in Manu and

Yajhavalkya. The later Smrtis supply the list of

sixteen Sarhskaras. According to the Vyasa

Smrti
'l0 the Sarhskaras ere Garbliadhana,

Pumsavana, Simanta, .Tatakarma Namakriya,

Niskrama, AnnapraSana, Vapanakriya, Ka'rnvedha,

Vratade^a, Vedarambba, Kegania, Snana; Udvaha,

Yivahagniparigraha and Tretagnisamgraha. In this

list Karnavedha and the last two Sarhskaras

are added to* the number given in Manu- and

Yajfiavalkya. This late .addition was due* to the

fact that Karnavedha was regarded as a Samskara

only later, originally being iheant for decoration.

27. 1. 2,.

28. viii. 2.

29. Quoted in VMS. vol. I.

30. i. 13-15-
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Jatukarnya 13 also provides a list, of sixteen

Samskaras, but lie includes the Four Vows of the

Vedic study Instead of Vcdarambha and retains

Antya or funeral, dropping the last two Samskaras

of Vyasa.

(iv) Treatises, The mediaeval treatises generally

devote ^ one seerjon to the Samskaras and

in the introduction lists of Gautama, Anyira,

Vyasa, Jatukrnya etc. are compiled The majoritv

of them exclude the Daiva Saihskaras or the pure

sacrifices from their treatment. For example, the

Vlramitrodava 3 J and the Snirticliandrika, 33 the

Samskaramayukha 3

1

quote the list of Gautama
but they deal with only the Brahma or Smurta

Samskaras from Garbhadhiina to Vivaha, So,

by Samskaras’ they mean only the bodily Samskaras,

Thei aN'o, like the majority of the -Smrtis,

exclude the funcril which was^doscribe 1 m separate

books The Mibandhas' besides the classical

Smart,a Samskaras, describe a larye number of

minor rites and worships which Were either the

offshoots of the major Samskaras or were intended

in them. They were popularly performed but were

31 Quoted in the Samskaradjpaka, Part II. p.l.

32. VMS. vol. I, P. 37.

33 Anhika, Prakarana I*
„ •

34. Samskarodde£a‘ p. 10
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not elevated to the position of a separate

Saihskara.

(v) The Paddhat s and the PrayogaS. The Paddhatis

and th® Prayogas also de%I*with only the Brahma

Sarhskaras and leave the Daiva Samskaras

altogether, partly because they have now become

obsolete and partly the current Pakayajnas are

described elsewhere. The funeral is always" treated

separately. The usual number of the Samskaras

in them is from ten to thirteen (from Garbhadbana

to Vivahak Many of the Paddhatis are actually

called “The DaSakarma-Paddhati/' 3 3 or ‘The Manual

of Ten Ceremonies.’’

3, The Sixteen Samskaras

At present sixteen are the most popular

Sarhskaras, though the enumeration differs in

different books. The latest Paddhatis have adopted

this number. The* Sarbskaravidhi 36
^

of Svami

Dayanand Sarasvati and the Soda^a-Samskara-

Vidhi 37 of Pandit Bhimasena 6ariha contain only

the sixteen Samskaras ,
•

As already pointed out, Antyesti or the funeral

Saihskara is’not enumerated by Gautama 'in his

long list of forty-eight Samskaras* it has been

35. The Dagakarrmpaddhatis of Ganapati, Narayana,

Prthvidhara, Bhudeva etc.

36. Published from the Vaidika Yantralaya, Ajmer

37. Published from the Brahma Press, Etawah
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Jatukarnya 31 also provides a list of sixteen

Sarhskaras, but he includes thn Four Vows of the

Vedic study Instead of Vcdirambha anti retains

Antya or funeral, drqppip^ % last two SaAskarns

of Vyasa.

(iv) Treatises. The medieval treatises generally

devote, one section to % 8am skams anti
• T

in the introduction lists of Gautama, A ngira,

Vyasa, Jatukrnya etc. are compiled The majority

of them exclude the Daiva Sarnskaras or the pure

sacrifices from theif treatment. For example, the

Viramitrodaya33 and the Srnrtichandrika,33 the.

Samskara mayukha 3-1 quote the list of Gautama
but they deal with only tlie Brahma or Smarta

Sarhskaras from G&rbhadhiina to Vi \ aha. So,

by Sarhskaras’ they mean only the bodily Samskaras,

The} also, like *the majority of the #Smrtis,

exclude the funeral which wa^doscri bo 1 in separate

books The Nibandhas* besides the classical

Smarta Sarhskaras, describe a large number of

minor; rites and worships Which Were either the

offshoote of the major Sai& s^lras or were inleuded

in th§m. They were poplarly perfoiyned but were

31 Quoted in the SamskaradiPaka, Part II. p.l.

32. VMS. vol. I. P. 57.

33. Anhika, Prakarana I.
• *

34. Samskarodde^a* p. 10
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not elevated to the position of a separate

Samskara,

(v) The Paddhat sand the Prayogas. The Paddhatis
and the Prayogas also de^J-with only the Brahma
Sarhskaras and leave the Daiva Sainskaras

altogether, partly because they have now become
obsolete and partly the current Pakayajnas are

described elsewhere. The funerpl-is always', treated

separately. The usual number of the Samskaras

in them is from ten to°thirteen (from Garbhadhana

to Vivahak Many of the Paddhatis are actually

called “The Da^akarma-Paddhati/’ 33 or “The Manual

of Ten Ceremonies.’’

8, The Sixteen Samskaras

At present sixteen are^ the most popular

Samskaras, though the enumeration differs in

different books. The latest Paddhatis have adopted

this number. Tho' Samskaravidhi36 of Svami

Dayanand Sarasvati and the Sodaga-Sarhsk ara-

Yidhi 37 of Pajidit Bhimasena 6arma contain only

the sixteen Samskaras

As already pointed out, Antyesti or the funeral

Sarhskara is "not enumerated by Gautama 'in his

long list of forty-eight Sarhskaras, it has been

35. The Dagakarmapaddhatis of Ganapati, Narayana,

Prthvidhara, Bhudeva etc.

36. Published from the Vaidika Yautralaya, Ajmer

37. Published from the Brahma Press, Etawah
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generally omitted by the Gg-hyasutras, the

Dharmasutras and the Smrtis and neglected by

later works bn the Samskaras. The reason

underlying this exclusion or indifference was that

the funeral was regarded as an .inauspicious

ceremony38 and it should not be described with

auspicious ones. It was, perhaps,.also due to the

fact th.it the life ^history of an individual closos

with the advent of death and the post-mortan

ceremonies had no dir v.t bearing on the cultivation

of personality. Nevertheless, Antvesti was

recognised as a Sarnskara Some GrhvasfUras

describe it, Manu, Yajilavalky.i, J.Uukariiya

enumerate it in the list of the Samskara:; The

funeral belongs to the class of ceremonies in which

Vedie Mantras wercrrecited 30
,
and those Mantras

are mostly taken from Vedio funeral hymns.'11 ’

In the present thesis, where there is no psychological

bias against it, Antyesti has. found its proper

place among" the Samskaras.

38. M Williams, Hinduism, p. 65

39 Mu: I
M.S. 11 16

40 R.V. X. 14, 16, IS; A V., XVIII. 1-4.



CHAPTER III

THE PURPOSE OF THE SAMSKARAS

1 Introductory

An investigation into the real purpose and

significance of ancient institutions like the Hindu

Sarhkaras is besot with many difficulties. First of

all, the peculiar circumstances under which they

arose are buried deep under thick crusts of ages,

and around them hare clustered a mass of popular

superstitions. So, at suf‘h a ^distance of tune, it

requires 1 well-trained imagination coupled with

a through knowledge of fa"ls to probe into the

problem. The second difficulty is that -of nitional

sentiment, whit h looks ofily at the bright side of

the past and clouds the critical vision so essential

for any research, work. But, a more stubborn

difficulty is presented by the' a priori tendencies of

the modern inind. It is apt to assume that any

thing ancient must be • superstitious ; it is

suspicious of spiritual values of life ; and it is

impatient of understanding strict discipline, which

is a great characteristic of ancient religions. A
student of ancient culture has to guard himself

against credulity on the one hand and the'
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ultrascepticism on the other. He should study the

Sarhskaras with due reverence to the past and full

sympathy with' human nature through its various

stages of development,.,,

2. Twofold Purpose

We can broadly divide the * purpose of the

Samskaras into l^o classes. The first class is

popular and superstitious, which is motived by

unquestioned faith and naive simplicity of the

unsophisticated mind. The second class is priestly

and cultural. Its origin is due to conscious forces

governing the development and evolution ofsociety,

when human beings try to improve upon nature.

The priest, though not beyond the common run

of people, was above the ordinary man in the

street, and, he introduce! considerable refinement

and "culture into social customs and rites in a

variety of ways. Samskaras 'of both the "types

Eiave continued to figure in society from the very

beginning, they "have reacted on each other and

(They are gtill represented in Hinduism.

5, The Popular Purpose

Jihe Dopula ie anc- l » **-“y**^„ T
l,

“V" 1

Hindus, like other nations of the world, believed

influences whicEwere potent enough tor good or

ejdT^TjimseeuencBS^ They thought that these
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influences could interfere in every important

occasion in man’s, life. Therefore, they tried to

remove hostile influences 'and attract beneficial

ones, so fchat man may grot^.and prosper, without

external hindrances and receive timely directions

andiielp from gods and spirits. Many items 'and

ramifications of th^Samskaras arose out of these

beliefs.
I

.

(i) The Removal of Hostile Influences. Eer

removing the unfavourable influences the _Hindus

adopt^^v§rAT^eans^irL-their_Samskaras. The

first of them was propitiation. G-oblins, demons and

other uncanny spirits were offered praise, oblations

and food, so that they may return satisfied with

offerings, without causing injury to the individual.

The householder was anxious to protect the life

of his wife and children and regarded it his duty

to deal .with them. During the pregnahey of a

woman, »at the birth, of a child, during childhood

etc., such propitiation took place. Inr the birth

ceremonies ‘if the disease-bringing demon,

Kumara attacks the child, the father murmurs
‘^Kurkura, Sukurkura, who holds fast children,

Chet ! Chet '

w doggy let him loose. Reverence

be to thee, the Sisara, a barkar, a bender 1 .” The

second method was that of deception! Sometimes

propitiation was thought unnecessary or purposely

1. P.G S. i 16 20; AGS. i. 15; G.G S. ii. 7. 17 Gadadhara

commenting- on P.G.S. gays, fpS I

6
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avoided. For example, at the time of tonsure, the

severed hair was mixed with cowdung and buried

in a cowstall or thrown into a river, so rthat. none
could play -magic 0 upon it

2
. Deception is also

evident in-the funeral ceremonies.' At the approach
of death the imaj. e of a man was burnt before his

death to deceive
r
it8 . The motive underlying this

act was that H^ath while haunting the proper body
of its victim would mistake him for. an already

dead person. But when propitiation and deception

both proved inefficient a third drastic step was
taken. Mischievous spirits were plainly asked to

go away, threatened and directly attacked.

During the birth ceremonies the father pronounces,
‘May 6unda and jVIarka, Upavlra and &aundikeya,
Ulukhala and Maiimlucha, Dronasa and Chyavana,
vanish hence. 'Svaha” 4

I The householder also

ihvoked the help of gods and deities, to drive
away foul influences. While performing the
Chaturthikarma ( the Fourth Day after marriage.)
the husband invites Agni, Vayu, Shrya, Chandra
and Gandharva to remove the injurious elements
from the newly married wife. 5

JBut.fsometimes,

2 * nkrefaq# fasrrc ft I

P.G.S. it. 1. 20.

3. K.S. xlviii. 54 ff; 39 If.

4. P.G.S. i. 16. 19; A.P. G.S. i. 15.

5. «p% sf ^rwt srrcfifafTrcfh mqkm. tJff-
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he himself, by means of water, and fire,
‘ frightened

and droye them off*

Other devices were also used for this

purpose. ^Water was invariably used in every

Sarhskara.) It washed/ away physical impurities

and warded off demons and goblins 6
^ (Noise was

made at the time of burial to scare away lurking

spirits. Sometimes the man himself, asserted: his

boldness.
J
He equipped himself with weapons to

face any odds that might *00010 in his way. (For

instance, the student was given a staff.
7 He was

forbidden to part with it a ad asked always to

keep it, close to his body. When this staff was
thrown away at the end of studentship, he

provided with a stronger bamboo-staff at the

time of Samavartana.^ It is clearly stated that it

was used not merely for protection against

animals aad human foes but also against Raksasag

and Pi6achas. 0^Shaking,was also a means to'remove

evil influences. Combing the hair at the 'time of

the Slmantonnayana ( Hair*parting ) . was done

for the same purpose. 1
^. Selfishness of man

•

qifa qfct# espwsl 1
etc. p.g.s. i, n.

2. 1-5.

6. Wft I Br.

7. A.G, . i. 19..10; P.G.S. ii. 5. 16.

I
P.G.S. ii. 6. 26.

9. faysnsft *tt drer 1
p.g s ii. 6. 26,

10, Ap. G.S, xiv; H.G.S. ii
f 2
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sometimes compelled him to transfer bad influences

form his side to that of others. The marriage

costume worn by the bride was given to the

Brahman, as it was^thcTugbt injurious to her* In

this .case, however, the Brahman was thought too

powerful to be attacked by evil influences. The

nuptial clothes were also put io a cow pen or

hung on a tree.'
13

.

,> (ii) Attraction of Favourable Infiuences,Just as

/untoward influences were tried to be 'got rid of,

Io * the favourahl¥“influehces ' were invited and

attracted for the benefit of the recipient of a

particular ,
garfiskar.%, jQ[ho Hindus believed that

»rery period of life was presided over bj^ a deity)

oj'er'efofe7~ off“?Tery*" occasion, that deity was’

Jtnvoked to confer boons and blessings on the man.
At the time of the Garbhadhatra (Conception)

YisnuyWas the c^fiief deity, at the time of the

YtYfflm FraTapatT^tnd at the time of the Upajaayana

Bril^apitTyfind so on.) But there was no entire

depOTtfence on gods only. Men helped themselves

also bjr various means. Suggestion and reference

to -analogous' phenomena played^ a great part.

Touch exercised a magic power. By touching things

that were beneficial in themselves one expected

good influences to follow. In the Simantonnayana
ceremonies a branch of the Udumbara (fig) tree was
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applied to the neck of the wife. 13 Here touch

was believed t6 bring about fertility. Mounting a

stone brought about firmness and was therefore

prescribed for a student «nd* a bride. 13 Touching

the heart was thought to be a sure means of union

and producing harmony between student and

teacher or husband and wife. 14 As breath was a

symbol of life, the father breathed thrice on the'svmt

ew-born nhild ~tn "strengthen its breaths. 15 Tor

feecuring a male child the expectant mother, was

required to eat a barley corn with two beans and

curd attached to it.*
1

0

The reason is obvious. The

things which the expectant mother took were

symbolical of the male sex and were expected to

impart, it to thd1 embryo. To produce offsprings the

juice of a many-root ed and luxuriant banyan-tree

branch was inserted into the right nosjtril of the

wife. 17 Anointment produced love and affection.

In the marriage deremonies the bride’s father

anointed the couple while the bridegroom

pronounced, “May all gods, may ’water unite our

12. whpNr w gsrsto *nr *

P.GS. 1*15. 4, 6; G.G. S ii. 7. 1.

13. In the Upanayana and the Vivaha S^mskaras.

14. Ibid.

15. In the Jatakarma.

16# H.G.S. ii. 2. 23; A.G.S. i. 13. 2,

17. P.G
fS.j, 14. 3.
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hearts 18 Avoidance of ugly and inauspicious

sights, and giving up contact with impure persons

preserved the purity of an individual. The Snataka

was forbidden even to pronouuce a word beginning

with an unlucky letter, or containg a repugnant

idea. 19 Sometimes dramatic utterances were also

•requisitioned to bring about the desired thing. In

the Slmautonnayart ceremonies the wife was asked

to look at a mess of rice whereupon the husband

inquired whether she was seeing into its offsprings,

cattle, prosperity and long life for him. 20

(iii) The Material Aim of the Sarhskars. \The

material aims of the Samksaras were the gain of

cattle, propeny, long life, wealth, prosperity)

strength and intellect. The Sarnskaras were

domestic rites and naturally during their perform-

ance thinga essential for domestic felicity were

asked from g<?ds. It was a belief of the Hindus %hafc
^ *

by prayer and„appeal their desire'"and wishes were

communicated to the deities who responded to

them in form of animals, children, corn, a good

18.
1

'stops' fasl ^ns wftft funfa sft i s»rier-

^ i
P-G s. 4.

u
15; G.G.S,

ii. 1. 18.

19. ufifart i srprfirfti sTfatj i *mraftrfcr swr&n i

P.G.S. ii. 7. 1143. A.G.S. iii. 9. 6.

20. f%.q^T 5T3Fit ^ , TheSImaveda-

rpantrabr“*hmatia i. 5 1-5.
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.physique and a sharp intellect 21 . These material
aims of the Sarhskaras are very persistent and they
are fpund uppermost, eyen now, in the minds of
common people. The priest* has always welcomed
and blessed the material aspirations of people He
has tried, to sanctify and thereby make them
legitimate for a householder.

(iv) Sarhskaras as Self-expression. But the
householder was not />nly an ever terror-stricken

man, nor was he a professional beggar of gods'. He
performed the Sarhskaras also to express his own
joys, felicitations and even sorrows at the various
events of life. The possession of a child was a
coveted thing, so on its birth the joy of the father

knew no bounds. Marriage .was the most festive

occasion in the life of a man. Every land-mark in

the progressive life of a child brought satisfaction

and .gladness in ^the household. Death was a
tragic scene which brought forth much pathos.

The householder expressed his happy feelings in the

c% JUU,shape ot decoration, music, least and presents
5

his sorrows^vgj^ manifested in the 'funeral

ceremoni

Pur naan.

While fully recognizing the popular purpose of

qssr qjpsfJ |
This verse is rqpited in. the great

Saptap^jll A.i.G.S. i 7 19; g.G.$. i. 14. 5.
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the Saihskaras, the great writers and lawgivers

have attempted to introduce higher religion and

sanctity of life into them. Manu 22 says, ‘‘‘By

performing the Samskaras, conception, birth-rites,

tonsure, and Upanayana, seminal and uterine

impurities are washed away.’’ He 23 again adds,

‘flhe bodily Samskaras of the twice-born sanctify

this life as welt is the other.!’ Yajnavalkya 24

also endorses the same view. Some kind of impurity

was attached to the physical side of procreation and

lying in the womb. 25 Therefore, it was thought

necessary to remove that impurity from the body

by performing various Samskaras. The whole body

was also consecrated to make it a fit dwelling place

for the soul. According to Manu, 2

6

“the body is

made Brakml by studies, observing vows, offering

oblations,^performing sacrifices, procreating children

and r undergoing the Panca-Mahayajnas.’” The
theory was also current that every man is born a

6udra, who requires refinement and polish before

he becomes a full-fledged Aryan: “By birth every

22. 5>«. ii. 27.

23. gotftfolfeitjTWTilW; I

mi srfad&rt: jN ^ h m.s. ii. 26,

24. Y£j S. 1. 16.

25.
i
v. m. s, voi. l. p.j.32.

26.

"

M.S. ii. 28,
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one is a $udra, by performing the Upanayana he is

called a twice-born, by reading the Vedas he

bpcomes a Vipra and by realizing Brahman lie

attains tfie status of a Brabnhaaa 27 ”.

Social privileges and rights were also

connected with the Samskaras. The Upanayna
was a passport for admission into the Aryan
community and its sacred literature. It was* also

a special privilege of the twice-born and was
denied to the Sudras .

28 To mark the end of

education and for ^entering the married life one

had to perform the Samavartana Samskara, The

Ijpanayana and the Vivaha Sarioskaras with

Vedic hymns entitled a person to perform all kinds

of sacrifices befitting an Aryan and increasing- his

status in the society.' - < -

Another purpose of the Sacbskaras Was the

attainment of heaven and .even Moksa or

liberation .
29 When great sacrifices ceased to be

mere propitiation of gods and became. a means for

securing heaven
,

80 the Samskaras, which were

27. 5W?f 3^ |
etc.

28. I
Ap. DS. i 1 1£.

29. sift I

^3 I
Medbatithi on M. S,

‘H. 28 .

30.
I
The Purvamimamsa,

7
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domestic sacrifices, also rose in their efficacy.

Harita 31 speajrs about the fruits of the Sariiskaras,

“One who is consecrated with the Brahma
Sariiskaras attains the sfatus of Ksis, becomes their

equal, goes to their world and lives in their close

vicinity. One who is consecrated with the Daiva

Sariiskaras attains the status "of gods etc.’" As
the heaven was regarded the ultimate goal of life

by common people in ancient times, the Sariiskaras

naturally became instrumental in the attainment,

of that coveted state of existence. Hankha-

Likhita remarks, “Purified by the Sariiskaras and

always practising the eight virtues of tlie soul,'

one gets fame, merits and heaven, he goes to the

world of Brahman^ and reaches the state of

Brahmanhood from where he never falls .

3 25 ’

S. -The Moral Purpose.

In course of time a moralizing feature emerged

from the material body of the Sariiskaras.

Gautama 33 after enumerating -forty Sariiskaras,

gives ‘-eight good qualities of the soul,” viz,,

31* Quoted in^V.M.S. vol. 1. p. 339.

32. sfanu wepn gjfonhgsrcsm i

srwatfira: i

aw* q^rgffcT 3*: ||
Quated in V. M. ,S. <vol.

’
I. p. 142.

33, G.D.S. viii 24,
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mercy, forbearance, freedom from envy, purity,

calmness, right . behaviour, and freedom from

greed and covetousness. He 34 further says, ‘‘He

that ha s» performed forty sacraments but has not

the eight good qualities enters not into union

with Brahman. But he that has performed only

a part of the forty
#
Saiiiskaras and has eight good

qualities enters into union with Brahman and

into the heaven of Brahman.”

The Samskaras were never regarded as ends in

themselves. They were expected to grow find

ripen into moral virtues. Foreiery stage of life

.rules of conduct were prescribed in the

Samskaras .

35 No doubt, in them there is much
that is religions and superstitious, but ethical

attempt for the moral uplift oian individul is also

visible. This stage of~fhe" Samskaras marks a

great advance over the individual benefits that

were solicited in them.

'

6. The Formation and Development of Personality.
m

The cultural purpose that evolved from the

ancient rites and ceremonies of the Hindus 'was the

formation andjievelopment of personality. Angira38

34. Ibid. vin. 25.

35. Cf. uffyiftsm?:, wrwftsro?:, vrarawk etc *

36. fowiai ssr%: I

SNIWTfa It Quoted in V. M. S.

vol. I. p. 139.
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giving the analogy of a painting says, “Just as a

picture is painted with various .colours, so the

character of an individual is formed by undergoing

various SaEoskaras growerly’\ The Hindu sages

realized the necessity of consciously moulding the

character of individuals instead of letting them

grow in a haphazard way. They utilised the

Sarhkaras, already prevalent in the society, for

this purpose.

/ The Saihskaras cover thh full span of life, and

they even try to influence and impress the

individual after his death through the cult of soul.

They were arranged in such a way that they may
produce suitable impressions from the very

beginning of one’s life. The Samskaras were a

guide that directed
r
the life of an individual

according to his growth. So a Hindu was required

to live a full life of discipline and his energies

flowed into a well-guarded and purposive channel.

The Garbhadhana Samskara was performed at the

proper time when the couple were physically fit and

in a healthy condition, when they knew each

other’s heart and had intense desire for possessing

a child. Their whole thought was '"concentrated

towards the aot of procreation and a pure and

congenial atmosphere was produced ''by means of

sacrifices and recital of apt hymns. Throughout

her-pregnancy the wife was guarded and protected

against evil influences physical and superphysical
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and her conduct was regulated to influence the

growing child in-the womb .
87 At the^time of birth,

Ayusya (for long life) and Prajnajanana (for talent)

ceremonies were performed* when, the new-born was
blessed to become firm like a stone, strong and
crushing like an axe and grow into an intellectual

man .
38 On every* occasion during the childhood

joys and felicitations of an optimistic life' were
thrown into atmosphere which was breathed in by
the budding child. After the Chudakarana or tonsure

when the child grew into a boy, his duties were •

prescribed and his responsibilities explained before

him without encumbering his mind and body with

book-knowledge and school discipline. The

Upanayanaand other educational Sariiskaras formed

the great cultural furnace wEere the emotions,

desires and will of the boy were melted and, shaped

and he was prepared for an austere but a rich and
cultured life. The Samavartana was an entrance

and probation for the life of a married householder.

The marriage arrangement was a developed code of

eugenics and the nuptial ceremony a honjify on

the life of a married couple. The various sacrifices

and vows prescribed for a householder were

introduced to remove selfishness clinging to one’s

individuality and make him realize that he was the

part and parcel of the whole community.

37 Sec the pre-natal Safrtbkaras

38. G.S. 34*1v; P G.S. i. 16; J G S-i. 6.
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The death of a man was made easy by previous

arrangement and . his soul was given solace and

help in its journey to the other side ot life. No

doubt, thei'e are many itsies in the Samska/ras that

may be called a matter of faith. But none can

deny the operation of the cultural motive

underlying the Sarhskaras, though one may not

concede them a place for a perfect scientific

scheme.

cBy making the Sainsksxras compulsory, the

Hindu sociologists aimed at evolving a type of

humanity uniform in culture and character and

having the same ideal in life. They were successful,

to a great extent in their, attempt. The Hindus

form a peculiar race with a wide cultural back-

ground. Ihey influenced and assimilated the

people who came in contact with them by their

cultural scheme, and they are still living as a

nation.

J.
Spiritual Significance.

Spiritualism is a chief feature of Hinduism

and every phase of Hindu religion is tinctured with

it. This general outlook of the Hindfis transformed

-the Sarhskaras into a spiritual Sadhana. The

spiritual purpose and significance of the Sarhskaras

cannot be given an open demonstration nor can it

be evidenced with paper documents. It is the

experience of those who have received the
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sacraments. To a Hindu the Saihskaras conveyed

more than their* constituents They were (‘an

outward visible sign of an inward spiritual grace,f

He looked beyond the cereifloninl performances and

felt something invisible which sanctified his whole

personality. So, for the Hindus the Samskaras

were a living religious experience and not a dead

formalism.

The Sarnskaras served a mean between the

ascetic and the materialistic conception of Che

body. The advocates of the first school try to

worship the spirit while discarding the body—an

absurd procedure in the world of elements 39
. I he

upholders of the second view do not go beyond the

body and deny the spiritual -aspect of man’s life,

and therefore they are deprived of that peace and

joy that are nestled in the calm recesses of the

spirit40 . It was the business* of the Samskaras

to make the body a valuable possession, a thing not

to be discarded, but made holy, $ thing to be

sanctified, so that it might be a fitting instrument

of the spiritual intelligence embodied in it.
•

The Sariiskaras were a gradual t.rainirrg in

spiritualism. Through them the raeigient realized

that all life,
#
properly understood, is a sacrament

and every physical action should be referred to,

391 The Jains, the Buddhists and the neoVedantists,

40. The Charvakas and the Vamamargis.
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and connected with, the spiritual reality. ,It was

the way in which an active life of the world was

reconciled with spiritual realization. In this

system of living the^bady and its function# ceased

to be hindrances, and become helpersin attaining

perfection. By performing these Samskaras the life

of an ordinary Hindu, with whom the world would

have been too much but for timely intervention

of spiritual discipline, was made a grand sacrament.

Thus duly celebrating the rites and ceremonies,

the Hindus believed that they escaped the physical

bondage and crossed the ocean of death .
41

8. Different Stages

Such was the purpose of the Hindu Samskars

when they formed the part and parcel of the life of

the Hindus, who felt and acted accordingly. The

SarnskaraS' in their „cicatn e jperiod were true to

life, a flexible and living institution and not a fixed

rigid ritualism^ They were adapted to different

localities and different times .
41 Eiery Vodic

family* performed the ceremonies in its own way.

Then set in the intellectual classification of the

Saihskaras when they were codified. At this time

the creative period was drawing to its close and

41. fanraifasn u? i

wfasrat II
The Igopani^ad, 11*

42. That is why there are so many variations in the Grhys^tras
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an attempt was made to settle every thing finally.

There are nuirferous discussions and options about

the various details of the Sarhskaras. Minutest

details* were recorded arsd no departure from them

was desired. But change was still possible, fhe

Hindu mind was not stagnant as yet. Then came

a third period In the religious life of the Hindus.

They thought that their energy was exhausted, they

could not create any
#
thing new and their only

business was to collect and preserve; They regarded

even a slight variation from the fixed course of the

Samskaras a sin and they felt that they could not

turn even a pebble, or utter a single word without

the prescription of the ancient Bsis. To make

the matter worse, the language of the procedure

and Mantras became unintelligible in course of

time. This was the stage when . the .true Spirit

of the Saifiskaras ' departed and their
.
sepulchures

were left behind to' be worshipped by their blind

followers. The Sarhskaras ceased to be refined,

elevated and adapted to the specific needs of the

time. Therefore, now they have become, more or

less, a defunct institution not serving their real

purpose.



CHAPTER IV

THE CONSTITUENTS OF THE SAkiSKABAS

t. Introductory

The Sarhskaras are a eomplex combination of

various elements. They expreasJ)eIiefa^sentimeBt.s

ancTTfcnowledge of the ancient Hindus about^the

nature of human life and the universe and their

relation with" the superhuman powers that were

supposed to guide or control* the "destiny of man.)
'

The Hindus believed that man requires protection,

Consecration and refinement. For this, to a great

extent, they depended on gods whose existence

they seriously-felt and whose help they invariably

asked. But while they sought aids from gods, they

also helped
c
themselves by the knowledge they

possessed of natural and supernatural world. So

we find a mixture of religious and secular faotors

’in the-Saihskaras, though they have all assumed
a religious garb in course of time.

r

$. Fire

The first and the most permanent constituent
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as old as Indo-European period. Its equivalents

are found in Latin ignis and Luthianian ugni.

During the Indo-Iranian period also it was

worshipped as a chief domestic deity. As it is

called the “houselord” in the Rgveda, so Atar

( Avestah word for fire ) is, called the “houselord

of all houses” in »the Avesta, 1 Its contact with

man was very congenial in cold winters of

northern countries. Consequently, it became the

chief domestic deity tliat was a constant source

of help in secular as well as sacred life of the

householder. The family hearth was the first

“holy of the holies’’. The fire that was kept

burning in every house became a perpetual sign for

all influences that bound men with family

and social relations, and becahae the centre of all

domestic rites and ceremonies. It was not the

case with the Vedic Indians alone The Romans
and the Greeks also made the Ifearth the centre of

religious faith and rite.

We can well appreciate the high position, given

!

o Agni in the Samskaras if we know what beliefs

he Vedic Indians cherished about it. By virtue

f its services, Agni assumed the role of Grhapati,

the lord of the house”:
JZ*

Doing his work he dwells in earthly houses.

1. Yasna. 17. 11.
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Though god he wins the fellowship of mortals 2

Who over the Five Tribes' bearing away,

Has set him down in every home,

Sage, youthful, master of the house. 3

. Agni was believed to be a great and renowned

protector against illness, demons and other hostile

spirits. Therefore, at various Samskaras it was

propitiated and recognized as such because one of

the objects of the, Sariiskaras was to ward off evil

influences#

To the sage Agni render praise,

Him of true rules in sacrifice,

God bamsher. of illness .
41

Agni eccpells the Raksasas,

God of clear radiance, deathless one,

Bright cleansing, worthy to be praised.

Agni protect us/rom distress,

. With hottest flames, unaging god,

Burn ’those against our enemies. 5 ’

s pk „ r. v. in.

3* «j:^ ftrcruK i

,«^E*«qfe^rr u R- v. vm. is. 2.

4> f?
1

mflf w&Pi 11 ibid. i. 12 . 7.

5* «rft? fljtfer %^Rr Ejqfsntfaws?: i

gfa? qpr$ f®r: if Ibid «

* ‘

wwf sf&ri si% flqm 1

II
Ibid, vii. 15. 10, 13.
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To ancient Hindus Agni was not only the

‘‘house-lord*’ and protector blit also the. high priest

and mediator and messenger between gods and

men. In* the first capacity • it supervised the

ceremonies and in the second it bore offerings

to gods.

Agni I praise* domestic priest,

God minister of sacrifice.

The Hotar, giver bgst of gifts. 6

Through thee who art their mouth the guiltless

deathless gods.

All eat the offering which is sacrificed to

them.6A

0 Agni, mayest thou announce

Among the gods this newest song

Of ours, a potent Gayatra. 7

Agni doth send the sacrifice to heaven. 8

Hotar is he, he knows the faork

Of messenger
;
goes to and for

“Twixt heaven and earth, knsws heaven’s

ascent.
8 *

6. i

ftaii ireraiOTi ||
Ibid. i. 1. 1.

6 a. Ibid. ii. 1. 14.

7- rfUUnl Ufa nm usqruu I

wft ^5 II
Ibid, i 27. 4.

8. 1
Ibid. X. 80. 4.

8 a. Ibid. vii. 5. 1.
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The Hindus regarded Agni as the director of

rites and guardian of morality,* Every rite was

performed ahd contract and bond executed by

Agni. It was an ^ter^al witness around which,

during the Upanayana and the Vivaha ceremonies,

the student, and the husband and wife made
circumambulations, so that their ties may be valid

and permanent.

King of the clans, the wonderful

Director of the rites, *1 praise

This Agni, may he hear our call. 0

Thou who art king of holy rites,

Guardian of yta, shining one,

Increasing in thy own abode. 10

k. Prayers, Appeals and Blessings.

The .second class of constituents includes

prayers, appeals and blessings. According to

Ty lor “prayer is soul’s • sincere desire, uttered or

unexpressed, and is the address of personal spirit

to personal spirit.” 11 When, lateron, ceremonies

and rites evolved, the animistic prayer became

co-extensive with ritual prayers. Because prayer

9. fcRit wmfowq; i

alia tft&U 3 ST*?! II
Ibid, viii, 43. 24.

10. UtWPR I

3UUR ^ 5$ It
ibid. i. 1. 8.

11. Primitive Culture, vd. I. p. 364.
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originated in the early stage of culture and was

applied to domestic ceremonies, it was, more or

less, unethical in the beginning. Gods were prayed

to for the accomplishment of desire, but desire was

as yet limited to personal or family interest. The

Sarhskaras, as already said, were domestic rites.

During their performance, generally, prayers -were

offered for protection and prosperity of a family

consisting of children, animals, corn, strength and

other felicities. For example, the husband, while

taking with his wife the great “Seven Steps'*

( Saptapadi ) prayed to Lord Visnu, “One for sap,

two for juice, three for the prospering of wealth,

four for comfort, five for cattle, six for the seasons.

Friend, be with seven steps ( junited to me ). So

he thou devoted to me ” 12 In more cultural

Sarhskaras like the TTpanayana, the worshipper

adds to his entreaty for prosperity the claim for

help towards virtue and against vice, and prayer

became an instrument of morality. In the

Upanayana prayers were offered for intellectual

stimulation, purity, Brahmacharya etc." The

famous and the most sacred Gayatri mantra says,

“Let us meditate on the most excellent light of the

Creator ( the*Sun ); may he guide our intellect.” 18

12* P. G. S. i. 8. 1; A. G. S. i. 19. 9.

13. asrfffftwr I

ffepft sft *n ijg.g.s. h. io, 35.
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The pupil at the time ofmaking offerings to Fire

prays, “May I be full of insight ;
not forgetful

;

may I become full of glory, of splendour, of holy

lustre etc.’’ 14 While f^ing the girdle round his

loin the student said, “Here has come to me,

peeping away evil words, purifying my kinds as a

purifier, clothing herself by (
power of) inhalation

and exhalation, with strength, this sisterly goddess,

this blessed girdle.” 13

During the performance of the Sarhskaras

blessings were also expressed. They differed from

prayers in this that while the prayers were made

for one’s own good, the blessings conveyed good

feelings towards others. These were wishes or

appeals on the part of those interested, which

were uttered by.a spirit or a god. They symbolised

the object desired for. The man believed that his

blessings would - transmit
e
the good and thus

influence the individual aimed at. The objects of

blessings weye almost the same as those of prayers.

The-husband presenting the under garment to the

bride" uttered, “Live to old age; put on the

garment ; be a - protectress of the human tribes

againstjimprecation. Live a hundred year^full

14. A.G.S. i. 22. 1.

15. & qfbrfwrr Tfrsf 5*# *r swrrat i

wwnnsnwjt swiwrar n p.g.s. ».

2. 11 .
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of vigour. Cloth thyself «n wealth aud children.

Blessed with life, put on this garment !” 16 The

father at the birth rite blessed his Child,
llBe a

stone, be? an axe, be imperishable gold. Thou

indeed art the self called son ; thus live a hundred

autumns.’’ 17

4. Sacrifice

Another important constituent of the

Sarhskaras was sacrifice. Its origin belongs to the

same period of culture and it evolved from the

same anthropological belief which gave birth to

prayer. They have, moreover, stood in close

connection with each other in their long career.

Men bejieved that gods, like men, were propitiated

by praise and prayer. It was equally natural to

their mind that, like men, they also liked and

accepted presents and gifts. The Sarbskaras with

the solitary exception of. the funeral, were

performed at the blooming and festive occasions in

the life of a man. Therefore the recipient of the

Sainskaras or, if he were a minor, his qr- her

parents offered presents, paid homage or tribute to

16. srnn’s® srfeprrar i ^ ^ sffa

P.G.S. i. 4. 13.

17. anpn qrgpfa t
i. 16. 14; H. g. s,

ii. 3. 2,
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the beneficient gods in token of gratitude, or

in anticipations of further blessings. Even at the

funeral, sacrifices were made to gods requesting

them to help the dea^d. r The sacrifices were offered

invariably in 'the beginning of, and through the

course of a Samskara. Special deities were believed

to ^preside over a particular period of life. So they

were Specifically invited, placated and feasted. But
other gods were also entertained, as their spheres

of influence were often overlapping.

p. Lustration

The next class of constituents consisted of bath,

sipping water and lustration or baptismal

sprinkling of water over persons and things, “The
animistic theory of the universe which underlies

all ancient religion and philosophy suggested that

water was a livings being, which in so far as it

assisted the process of -growth and aided men in

other ways, might be presumed to be beneficient.” 18

But, besides Ahis animistic theory, water seemed
livingrto ancient people on account of its motion

$

sound and power. That is why the Hebrews called

it “living "water,’’ The purifying effects of water

and its invigorating influence were revealed to

men, as after having a plunge in its 'cool waves he

found himself purified and refreshed. Other ideas

18. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. II p, 367.
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were also associated with water. Many springs,

lakes, wells and rivers had miraculous healing

property* so it was thought that some divinity

lived in each of them. The* water was also

supposed to possess the power of removing evil

influences and killing demons. 19 It was quite

natural that having all these powers it was- used

by the Hindus as one means of removing the

contagion, influence of# spirits, and at a higher

stage the guilt of sin. |Bath—was complete

washing oflL of physica l. moral and spiritual^

impurities.] 1 Sipping water and lustration were
partial or symbolic baths.) Ceremonial purification

was a univefFaffeature" inalmostall the Saihskaras.

Tbe Hindu led a life regularly* purified by water

from his conception in the womb up to his death

and even after it. The father was required to

bathe after the Garbhadhana 20 and in the

Jatakarma (birth ceremonies 20 *
}

Bathing was
one of the iaitial ^teps that .preceded the”

C u.dakaranaTand the Upanayana. 21 At the end

of his student career the youth was sumptuously

bathed 22
. The bride and the bridegroom were

19. R.V. vii . 47, 49; X. 9. 30.

30- 1 I
Apastamba, quoted

by ob P. G, S.

20 a. WRr fad! Jsi U%55 I
Vasigta Ibid,

•21* Riat fraiw'srat'ssisq i
a.g.s. i. 17.

•2. P.G.S. ii. 6* G.G.S. iii. 4. 6.
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bathed before the nuptial ceremonies 23
. The

dead body was washed before it was burnt 34 .

Sipping many times in^ day as well as ceremonial

sipping in every Sarhskara are prescribed by the

scriptures. Sprinkling was also a common feature

of the Samskaras. Entire material was sprinkled

with ' water, before a Samskara began. In the

tonsure ceremonies the child’s head was sprinkled, a

Snataka was sprinkled with water for fame, glory,

learning and holy lustre23 ; the bride was sprinkled

on her head for, health, peace and happiness ect26 ,

6. Orientation

Orientation was another element of the

Sarnskaras. It was based on the pictursque

symbolism of the path of the sun and myths

(according to which different directions were ruled

by different deities.j (In meh’s mind the eastern

direction was associated with light and warmth,

life and happiness and glory; the west with

darkness and chill, death and decay. According

to Indian mythology, south is the direction of

Yama, the god of death, so it 'was regarded

inauspicious^ These beliefs gave rise to various

23. G. G. S. ii. 1. 10-17.

24. The B.P.S.

^5. sfa srprnnrc i
P. g. s. ii. &• 9.

26. Ibid. i. 8. 5.
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practices concerning the position of man in the

Sarhskaras. In all the auspicious S^araskaras the

recipient faced the east indicating his preparedness

to receive light and ltfe. While making

circumambulation in the Samskaras, .the course of

the sun was followed. In inauspicious Saihskaras

the direction was reversed. During the. funeral

ceremonies the head of the dead was kept towards

the south when it wa^ placed on the funeral pyre

and the soul was on its journey to the abode of

Yama. At special occasions the position of

persons and things was determined by ideas

suggested on that time.

J7. Symbolism

(
Symbolism played a great part in the Hindu

Saihskara^.] It was a material object ‘to convey

jncntal and spirituaj significance. It was mostly

suggested by analogous objects. Men believed that

like things produce like effects. So, by their

contact, it was thought, men were bestowed with

similar characteristics. Stone was a Symbol of

fixity and one who mounted it was supposed-, to be

invested with firmness in his or her character.
27

The student in the Upanayana ancl the bride in

the Vivaha ceremonies were required to step on

a stone suggesting their steadfastness in their

27. fwi i
p - u. s. i. 7. 1 .
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devotion to the teacher and the husband. Looking

att he pole stay was productive of similar, effects .
38

Sesamum and rice were symbols of fertility and

prosperity .
20 Anointment was symbolic of love

and affection; 30 eating together was a symbol

of union ;

31 touching the heart symbolized joining

hearts ;

32 grasping the hand was a sign of

taking full resp&nsibility
;

33 looking towards the

sun indicated brilliance and lustre
;

34 a male

constellation ensured conception and so on .
35

,
8. Taboos

Numerous taboos observed at various points

of the Sarfiskaras constituted a different category.

Taboo is a Polynesian word said to mean “what
is prohibited.” The ethical conception of man in

early times was influenced by magical determination

of things injurious. r The science of medicine and
hygiene were also helped by it. There were many

28. spuftr gcf isqr nfq I
ibid. i. 8^

29. ijfer I
a. G. S. i. 7. 8,

30. ^ %rr OTSJfg |
G. G. 8, ii. 1. 18.

31. ar^jfl srrarqfcr

—

<Tlt mi m*’ [
P. G. S. i. 11. 5.

32. uu ^ qqtfir wfmirgf^ i
ibid. i. 8. 8.

33. G.G.S. ii. 2-16.

34. I
P* G. S. i. 17. 6.

35. Ibid i. 11.3.
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taboos connected with the conception of life.

Life was the central mystery of the world for early

man. He attached mystery and dariger with every,

thing connected with it. %,Its„genesis, growth and
end were all mysterious. It was thought necessary

to take precautions against dangers and to give

vent to the sense of mystery at various occasions of

life. This gave birth to various restrictions that

later on crystallised into well defined taboos about

pregnancy, birth, childhood, adolescence, youth,

marriage, death and corpse.

There were taboos connected with lucky and

unlucky days, months and years .
07 People believed

that injurious influences arising from various

objects and present in the air associated themselves

with some months, days and* years when things

might or might not be done with safety and

advantage. Unfavourable incidents, economic and

astronomical, and occasions like death, desease and

defeat stamped days, months and years*as unlucky.

There are many such beliefs, the ocigin of which

is lost in a remote antiquity. Out of the vast

experience of a community there evolved a* system

of taboos connected with them. But there were

37. !J*f 5J*f I
Ratnakosa quoted'

. by Godadhara on the
strain a«nr i p.g.s i. 4-8.

*llfa II
Vyasa, Ibid.

sitftHsft § finSRT I
Rajamartanda, Ibid,
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other prohibitions also that were based on rational

grounds. During natural calamity, political

revolution, death of a person, monthly course of a

woman etc. the Saihskar^s were postponed .#
8

f ^Taboos connected with food were also numerous,

*A_par±icuiar
:
food was~prescribed in a particular

Saiiiskara.vJ. The object in viorw was that food

stfould be light, free from injurious ingridients and

symbolic of the occasion. Sometimes food was

altogether prohibited .

40 The underlying idea here

was that the weakness and impurity of the flesh

should be removed before the man could enter, into

communion wiht a deity at the time of the

Samskara. Fasting was sometimes also meant

for producing ecstasy. By observing abstinence

from food man felt elevated and moving in an

atmosphere quite different from that of ordinary

men.'

38. * ik % \

m mf *5r$?sr l

W* §j5lF§fiT; II
VrddhSmanu, Ibid.

39. grwnfti^wm **-G.s. i. 8. 21.

40. Ibid. iii. 10. 25-26.
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9. Magic

Magical elements are also foiind in the

Saihskar&s. Dangers an(h problems of early life

were more acute, in certain directions, than those

that confront the civilized society to-day. They
demanded constant rigilence, careful investigation

and prompt action. (As~‘adready said, early men
recognized supernatural agencies.J But they did

not always supplicated to these agencies. Sometimes

they .attempted to 'avail of, and control, these

forces. Magic originated from this tendency of

man. It is essentially a directive and coercive

pi'ocedure and differs in this respect from full-fledged

religion, which is essentially submissive and

obedient to supernatural powers. The method of

magic is based on ‘sequence of incidents and on

imitation of nature and man. In the Athafva-Veda

there is a large number of magic formulas which

are used by KauSika in his sutras at various

ceremonies. A hymn of the Atharvaveda begins

as follows, “Let the up-thruster .thrush thee up;

do not abide in 'thine own lair, the arrow love

that is terrible therewith''^!'" pierce thee in. the

heart.”41 This hymn is -used^feyKau^ika42 in a

charm for/^jnhing a >woman under one’s control,

by pushing her with a finger, piercing the heart of

41. iii. 25. 1.

42. K. S. xxxv. 22.

10
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an image of her, etc. Other
__

Grhyasiitras also

utilize magic formulas in the Sarnskaras. But

here, magic being beneficent is different f;om black

magi?. { For example, magic was performed

for safe and easy delivery
,

43 for warding off evil

spirits etc .
44

[In the Hindu Sainskaras religion was more

important than magicA On the whole, in the

beginning, there was hardly any difference between

a -j.priest and a magician But later on, as a

consequence of progress and refinement in religion,

conflict arose between the two. Ultimately, though

not completely, the priest succeeded in ousting

the magician, who was in league with uncanny

world. The Buddhist and Jain monks were

forbidden to devote themselves to the exorcism

of the Atharvaveda and magic. The Brahmanical

law-books declared sorcery as a sin
;
the magicians

were classed with rogues and scoundrals and the

king was asked to punish them .
45

110. Divination

Divination also played an important part in

the “performance of the Sarhskaras. ^Divination

is the science that seeks 'to discover the will of

43. The Sosyanti karma.

44. In the Jatu karma Ceremonies.

45. fWlW«H I

w?i^rt«arfti%s e? h m.s. ix. 258.

=*r eef isMt ffcsjreft i
ibid. ix. 290,
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supernatural powers. \ Men desired to learn the

causes of the present and the past misfortunes and
the story of the future that they may know at any
moment vhat is the best course to pursue. It was
supposed that these things * are indicated by

appearances and movements of the various objects

of the world. Natural phenomena indicated the

purpose of the superhuman forces, as it was believed

that gods could not but so reveal themselves. It

was man’s task to discover the laws of phenomenal

revelations. The question of rationale did not

arise, as it was held that gods were friendly, and

anxious to guide the uncertain footsteps of man.

Of all divinatory methods actrology played the

greatest role in the history of the Sarhskaras. It

derived its prominence from the splendour and

myths of the sidereal heavens and the belief that

all heavenly bodies were divine or controlled by

divine beings, or abode of the dead46 . So', it was

natural that the astral movements Should be

looked on as giving signs of the will -of the gods.

In the early Grhyasutras astrological considerations

are very few and simple. With the development

of astrology they became amplified and developed.

Detailed astrological rules are formulated in the

later treatise^ for every Sarhskara.

^
Every care

46. gfatft are the parent-gods from which the Hindu

Pantheon sprang up
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was taken that a Samskara should be ^performed

under an auspicious planet 47

Sacredness of human body also lent divinatory

power to several marks 'ui'body. The^Linga-purana

has exhaustively dealt with this subject and is

quoted in the examination of the bi'ide and the

bride-groom 4

b

. Other methodsr were also adopted

for divination. - Gobhila admits the limitation of

human knowledge and recommends to examine the

future of the bride by means of various clods of

earth49 . After the Annapragana, the 'occupation

of the child was determined by its choosing one of

the objects placed before it. And sp on 5r>

11. . Cultural Elements

In adition to the above religious beliefs, rites

and ceremonies, the Saraskaras contained social

customs’ and usages and rules about eugenics,

ethics, hygiene, medicine ect. In ancient

times, different spheres of life were not

departmentalized. The whole life was a compact

47. A large number of astrological^ works have come in:o

existence for this very purpose.

48. Quoted H the V M.S vol, II. p. 752

49. G.G.S ii 1 11

50.
1

4>hf 5W q%PT SRKJUI II

Quoted in V.M.X, vol I.
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unity saturated with the all-pervading idea] of

religion. As the Sarhskaras covered the full life of

an individual, his physical, mental and spiritual

training was combine^ with them. The social

status ofa man played an important role throughout

the Samskaras. The right of performance and the

procedure of ceremonies were aften determined by

castes. Marriage settlements were made according

to social customs and rules. In~selectTon of bride and-

bride-groom, in copulation, pregnancy and rearing

of chidren the rules of eugenics and racial purity

were followed. The life of a Krtachuda ( one who

has undergone the tonsiire ceremonies
),

a

Brahmacari, a Snataka and ''a householder were

regulated according to the moral laws of the time.

Life was protected not only against demons

and goblins but also against desease and accidents

by prescribing rlues of health, diet and * medicine.

Buies of sanitation were also observed -during" the

monthly course of a woman, confinement, and death

in a family and on other occasions in life

12. Common-sense Elements

Common-sense elements were also found in the

Saihskaras,''which were not closely connected with

the religious idea and they will continue to be there

whatever change-mayoccflrli'the religious idealogy

of people, [invitations were sent to all the relatives

and friends to attend the ceremonies.,/ A new
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^canopy was erected in the Yivaha, the Chudakarana,
'
'the KeSanta, the Upanayana and the Simanta

ceremonies, jMirth was expressed by decoration

of the house'with sprouts^Ieaves, flowers etp. and

dressing the recipient with fittiag costumes.

During the Samavartana the Snataka was
presented garments, garlands, staf and other

necessities and comforts of a householder. In the

Vivaha ceremonies both the husband and the wife

were dressed and ornamented according to their

social status. Music was also employed to echoe

the general happiness and to entertain the guests.

The Yaraha Grhyasutra raises the Yadanakarma

or instrumental music to the position of a regular

^onstituente^f the Yivaha ceremonies.

IS. A Spiritual Atmosphere
4

1 These rules and regulations and commonsense

elements were social in th$ir origin. But in

course of time they were given a religious shape.

The whole sacramental atmosphere was fragrant

with spiritual significance.J Under the sacramental

canopy £3ae recipient felt himself exalted, elevated

and sanctified.



CHAPTER V

THE PRE-NATAL SAMSKARAS.

1. THE #ARBHADhInA (CONCEPTION)

(i) The Meaning

The rite through which a man placed his seed

in a woman was called Garbhadhana .
1 Saunaka

gives the similar definition though in slightly

-different words; “The rite by the performence of

which a woman receives semen scattered ( by her

husband ) is called Garbhalambhanam or

Garbhadhana .’*2 So this is quite clear that this

rite was not a religious fiction but a ceremony

corresponding to fact, though its adherents, later

on, fought shy of, and ultimatefy, abandoned it.

We know nothing about sentiments and rites,

if any, regarding the procreation of children and

the ceremonial procedure accompanying ijt in the

pre-Yedic times. It must have taken a very long

period for the evolution of this Saihskara. In the

The sr^iq 1/ *TT% 4 2, Quoted in V.M.S.

*tmder this Saihskara*

2. ml: fW I

STW II
Quated in V.itySv
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beginning, procreation was a natural aot. A
human pair « copulated, whenever there was a

physical demand for it, jrnthout any anticipation

of progeny, though It was a usual consequence.

The Garbhadhana Saihskara, however, presupposed

a well established home, a regular marriage, a

desire ©f possessing children and a religious idea

that beneficient gods helped men in begetting

children. So the origin of this Samskara belongs

to a period when the Aryans were far advanced

from their primitive conditions.

(ii) The Vedic Period

In the Vedic period we see that parental

instincts found theif expression in many utterences

containing prayers for children .
3 Heroic sons

were regarded as boons conferred by gods on men.

The theory of Three Debts was in tho process of

evolution in the Vedic period .
4 A son was called

“Rinachyuta” 5 or one who removes debts, which

may denote parental and economic both, and the

begetting of children was regarded a sacred duty

3 srsti m sri acfH ^ i R*V viii. 35. 10,

gqrat q* ftaft i
ibid. i. 89 9

4. stfewpit % srraef

^»i: swr faawi: i ^ m w. 55ft qssrt 35^ wr 1

the Taittiriya-Sarnhita
, vi, 3. 10. 5.

5. R.V. x 142. 6.
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binding on every individual. Moreover, there are

many similes and -references in the Yedic hymns
bearing on how to approach a * women for

eonceptioh. 6 Thus an idea
a
and* perhaps, a simple

ceremony regarding conception were coming into

existence in the Vedic period.

Though the ritual procedure adopted in the

Garbhadhana must have assumed a fairly

ceremonious shape before the codification of the

Samskaras in the Grhyasutras, we do not get an
exact information about it in the pre-Sutra period.

But we come accross many prayers in the Yedic

hymns pointing to the act of conception. “Let

Yi?nu prepare the womb; let Tva?tar adorn thy form;

let Prajapati pour on
;
let Dhatar place the embryo.

Place the embryo, 0 Sarasvati ;
Tet both the Alvins

garlanded with blue lotus set thine embryo.” 7 “As
ASvattha has mounted the 6aml; there is made
the generation of a • male

;
tfiat verily is the

obtainment of a son ; that we bring into women.
In the male indeed grows the seed. That is poured

along into the women; that verily is the obtainment

of a son
5

that Prajapati said.” 8 A verse in the

Athar,vaveda contains an invitation to wife* to

mount the bed for conception: “Being happy in

6. 5’n^f $an 1

at sac sflwrwwfh' II
etc. a. V. vi. 9 ,

7. R.V. X. 184.

8. A.V. vi. 9. 1,2.

11
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niind, here mount the
.
bed

;
give birth to children

for me, your husdand .” 9 Descriptions of actual

copulation 'are also found in the pre-Siitra:

literature .

10 From the&bove references we gather,

that in the pre-Sutra period the husdand approached

the wife, invited her for conception, prayed to,

gods for placing the embryo into her womb and

then finished fertilization. The procedure was very

simple. No other details are available. It is,

just possible that some hind of ceremony was
performed on this occasion, but we are quite in

dark about it. The reason why this ceremony is

not described in details seems to be that originally

it formed a part of the marriage ritual.

(in) The Sutra period

The Garbhadhana ceremonies are, for the first

time, systematically dealt with in the Grhyasutras.

According to theifi, since marriage the husband

was required to approach the wife in every month,

when she was ceremoniously pure after her monthly

course. But before the conception, one had to,

9. Ibid xiv. 2. 2.

10 flrt ^ *rg«jr: wqrf^r i

Ssrcft ftjtpnfh wnpren irso* u

R.V. x. 85. 37.

«r*r i ml aswwr ftgw pi* pf crsrrai-

Tfre Brhadaranyakopanisacl.
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observe various vows according to the desire of

possessing different types ofsons-Brahmana, ^rotriya

(one who has read one $akha), Anuchana (who

has read ohly the Vedangas), Rsikalpa (who has read

the kalpas), Bhruna (who has read the sutras and

the Pravachanas), R?i (who has read the four vedas)

and Deva (who is superior to the above). 11 At
the end of the vow, cooked food was -offered to the

fire. After this, the pair were prepared for

cohabitation. When the wife was decently

decorated, the husband recited Yedic verses

containing similes of natural creation and

invocations to gods for helping the woman in

conception. 12 Then embracing began with verses

containing metaphors of joint action of male and

female forces, and the husband rubbed his own body

with verses expressing his fertilizing capacity. 13

After embracing, conception proper took place with

prayers to god Pusan" and an indication to

scattering semen.14 The husband, then, touched

the heart of the wife, . reclining over her right

shoulder with the verse, “0 thou whose hair i$r well

parted. Thy heart that dwells in heaven, in the

11. U.G. S. i. 7. 1-8.

12. Ibid. i. 7 37-41;

13. si m sfa# tuts?

|
etc. Ibid. i. 7, 42.

14. Ibid. i. 7. 44.
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moon, that I know ;
may it know me. May we

see a hundred autumns.” 16

(iv) The Dharmasutrof, the Smrti and Subsequent

Periods

The Dharmasutras and the Smytis add little to

the ritualistic side of this SamSkara. Rather they

lay Sown rules regulating the performance, e.g.

when the conception should take place

;

recommended and prohibited nights ; astrological

considerations
;
how a polygamous man should

approach his wives ;
conception a compulsory duty

and its exceptions; the right of performing the

Saiiiskara etc. Only a few Smytis like the

Yajnavalkya, the Apastarhba and the Satatapa

prescribe bathing for husband after coition
,

16

though
=
the wife is exempted from this purification.

The last named authority says, “In the bed the

husband and the wife both ‘become impure. But
after they get up, only the former becomes impure

while the latter remains pure.’’

Th§ Prayogas and the Paddhatis add a few new
features to this Saihskara, They introduce the

worship of Puranic gods and prescribe Sahkalpa

15. P.G.S. i."l2. 9.

16. sgan rdtwi and eU'TCdsst

swrasjsft ^irai net i

snwtffarai srrft sfa: wrcgfas 3*113. » 533133;

Quoted by Gadadhara on P.G.S. i. 11.
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( determination ), Matrpuja and Nandl&raddha, and
worship of Gape£a or Vinayaka in ‘the beginning of

it.

17 Presents and feasts are also "enjoined at the

end of the Samskara .
18 * Thqpe features, however.,

are common to almost all the Saihskaras.

(v) The Time of Performance

The first question that was raised in connection

with the Garbhadhana ceremony was about the

time of its performance. The Dharmaiastras are

unanimous at the point that it should be performed

when the wife was physically prepared to conceive,

that is, in her Rtu. [The proper time for conception

was from the fourth to the sixteenth night after

the monthly course of the wife. 19
)

(The majority

of the Grhyasutras and the ''Smrtis consider the

fourth night ceremoniously pure for conception)

But the Gobhila Grhyasutra 30 takes a more

rational view. According to it, conception should

take place after the stoppage of the flow of impure

blood. The woman, before the fourth night, was

regarded untouchable and a man approaching her

was polluted and also taken to be guilty of abortion,

because his semen was scattered in vain .

21

17. The Da^akarma-Paddhatis.

18 Ibid.

19. M.S iii. 2; yaj. S. I 79.

20 fsr^m wfcpfc i
« 5

21. aw'faft’S numwwtm quoted in the
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Only nights were prescribed for conception

and day time was prohibited .

22 The reason given

for it was that £he vital airs of one, who cohabits

with his wife in the* day time, leap ouB; one

approaching his wife in the night time is still a

BrahmachSri ; one should avoid coition in the day

time, because from it unlucky, weak end short-lived

children* are born .

23 Exceptions to this rule

however, were recognized. But they were meant

for only those who generally lived abroad,

sepated form their wives, or when their wives were

intensely desirous of cohabitation
,

24 The idea

underlying the second exception was that women
should be satisfied and protected by every means,

so that they should not go astray .
23

' Among the nights later ones were preferred

Baudhayana says that “one should approach his

wife from the fourth to the sixteenth night,

V.M.S. vol. I

22. Yaj. 8. I. 79. The Agralayana Smrti,
|

quoted in V.M.S. vol. I

23. snutf 5fT U3T |

I)
The PragntJpaniSad. i. 13.

35715^1 l sfe: I
quoted in V.M.S* vol. I.

24.

fi %T ^rarqqifq m \ M *r*&csrwfi[^ft

^ il
Ibid,

25. %sn: M.s. Ibid.
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specially the later ones .’’ 26 Apastamba and
others endorsed the same view .

27 Children

conceived on later nights were regarded more lucky

and meritorious: “A son conceived on the fourth

night becomes short-lived and without wealth; a

girl conceived on the fifth generally gives birth

to female childreif ;
a son conceived on the sixth

becomes mediocre ;
a girl conceived on the seventh

would become barren; a son conceived on the
»

eighth night becomes a lord or prosperous; if the

conception takes place on the ninth night an

auspicious woman is born and a son conceived on

the tenth becomes wise ; a girl conceived on the

eleventh night becomes an irreligious woman and

a son conceived on the twelfth becomes the best

man ; on the thirteenth an adultress woman is born

and on the fourteenth a religious, graceful, self-

realized and firm in his vow, son is born; on' the

fifteenth a mother of many sons and devoted to

her husband; and on the sixteenth a learned,

auspicious, truthful, selfcontrolled and a refuge

of all creatures is born .

1 ’ 28 The rationale^ of this

belief was that conception, farther removed from

the contact df monthly impurity, was purer and

more meritorious.

26. B.G.S. i. 7. 46.

27. i AP . d.s. ». i.

28. «ira, quoted, in V M-S. yol.
J.
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The sex of the would-be child was believed to be

determined by the number of night" on which the

conception took place. Even nights were selected

for the birth of a male child and odd one§ for a

female child. 29 It was thought that quantity of

semen and menstrual discharge was responsible

for the sex of the child,30 Pare'hts were guided

by their desire "of possessing the child of a

particular sex.

Certain dates of the month were prohibited for,

conception. (jfhe eighth, the fourteenth, the

fifteenth and the thirtieth, and all the Parvans were
specially avoided.'51/ A twice-born householder

observing the above rule was regarded to be ever a

Brahmachari. The Vi^nupurana 32 stigmatizes these

nights and damns the persons guilty of approaching
their wiv-es on them to hell. Manu 3

3

taboos the

eleventh and the thirteenth days also. These days were-

r

.

29 SW 3trq5% ftrotsgwrig ufag I
M.s ill -18

3°. smsgitsM; st ftrar. i

||
Ibid, iii, 49 .

31 qstai tferwRrcr i
M.S. iii. 45; yaj S.i, 79.

32 (nffutaft xfon ^ * i

t^sforra»>ff gmq; i

The Visnupufana, quoted in

the V.MS. vol. I

33. ? trr
i

w u m.$. iii. 47.
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meant for religious observances, and therefore any
sexual act was eschewed on them. But there may
be other reasons' why these nights wgre forbidden.

The ancient Hindus were well conversant with

astrology and astronomy. When they could fix the

paths of the sun and the moon, they would have

observed that their conjunction on different

dates -produced different effects on , the earth.

It is a common-place knowledge >of physical

geography that, owing, to the attraction of the

moon and increase of the watery substance,

the physical condition of the e«rth becomes

abnormal on the Parvan dates and consequently

the health of the animal world is not sound. So it

was thought advisable that such an important act

as the Garbhadhana should notj, be performed on

these dates. Most probably, this experience of the

astronomers found its place in the DharmaSastra,

yrhen astrology developed.
A

(m) A Polygamous Householder

The next question connected with the

Garbhadhana was : How should a polygamous man
approach his wives when they were all in tjieir

monthly course at once ? This question is not

raised in the Grhyasutras, the Dharmasutras and

the majority of the Smrtis. In very early times

polygamy could not have been very common. When
the Aryans became well-settled in India and began

12
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to lead a luxurious life, keeping many wives

together became a fashion and a sign of greatness.

During the mediaeval period polygamy was very

popular, specially among the ruling families. So,

when this condition obtained, the Sastrakaras

thought it necessary to lay down some provisions

in order to avoid the clash of conflicting interest

of co-wives. Devala
,

34 a mediaeval Smrti-writer,

opines that in
Ssuch a case the husband should

approach the wives according to their caste-status,

or if they were without any issue, according to the

priority of their marriage.

(vii) The Performer

Another problem was : Who should perform the

Garbhadhana Samskara ? The later works on the

DharmaSastra do not discuss this problem, as

tjiey suppose that none but the husband could

perform .this Sajnskara. The early writers,

however, .raise this question." Usually the husband

was the natural performer of this Saihskara. But
in his absence, substitutes were also allowed.

Levirate was current in ancient times, because it

was thought necessary to beget children at any

cost for the benefit of the family and the

dead Fathers, In the Yedic literature we

34. i

Sr l| Devala, quoted in V.M.S.

vol. I.
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get references where a widow invites her brother*

in-law to raise children for her husband.
35 Manu36

and many other Sm:rtis allow the Tyidow or the

wife of an impotent or invalid person to bear

children from the brother of he* husband, a Sagotra

or a Brahmana, though elsewhere he does not like

this idea .
37 In the Mahabharata 38 Bhigma asks

Satyavati to invite a Brahmana for raising ohildren

on her daughters-in-law, and he gods on describing

the qualities of a substitute. Yajnavalkya 39 also

permits the substitution: “The brother of the dead

husband should co-habit with his wife in her Rtu

with the permission of the elders, having rubbed

ghee on his body. In his absence a Sagotra or

Sapinda should do this.” Another Smrti says,

“Father is the best performer „of the Saibskaras,

the Garbhadhana and others but in his absence

35. *rr fas&r. trc *r qter f# * aw an i

K.V.X. 40. 2.

Rsjteratfanjcisjn n m.s. ix. 59.

37. Ibid. ix. 66-68.

38. arSWf: |
The Mahabharata

quoted injthe V.M.S. vol. I. p. 165.

39. argsft gqgsrrat ^nc: jw* i

wi m vnwra; II
yaj. s. i. 68.
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either a man of his own family or a friend of

another family should perform them .
1*40

Later on, „ when the idea of female chastity

changed and begetting children was not such an

imperative need of “the time, substitutes for the

husband were discouraged and ultimately

disallowed. Protest against substitution is

recorded even in Manu, where * levirate is called

Pagudharma or "animality .

41 The later Smrt'is

allow substitutes in the .Bamskaras other than

Garbhadhana. According to the A^vlayana 42

Smrti, if the husband is dead, degraded from the

caste, retired from the household life or gone

abroad, some elder person of the same Gotra should

perform the Samskaras, the Purhsavana etc.”

Raising children on„a widow became tabooed under

the Kalivarjya. The Aditya 48 and the Brahma
Puranas 4

.
4 both include levirate in the list of

usages prohibited in the Kali age. At present

40. facn *53: 1

8W1% qtSMJ»T|5|5r: I)
Quoted in V.M.8.

41. srjf WSg«r*ff fauffcT: I
M.S. vol. I. ix. 66.

42. q# qfg| |

a$5l%r gSRSHW II
Quoted in V.M.S. vol.

I. p. 165.

43. fqsjqRF JT^fecrejt I
Quoted, in N.S. p. 262.

44. Ibid. p. 261,
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none but the husband is authorised to perform the

Garbhadhana Saihskara.

(viii) Whether a Garbha-or a Ksetra-SamsMra
<_

'

J The mediaeval treatises also discuss the question!'

whether the Garbhadhana was a Garbha-Samskara

or a Ksetra-Sarhskara. There were two schools of

opinion on this point. The first sfihool held that it

was the Sarhskara of Garbha or embryo and based,

its arguments on Manu45 and Yajnavalkya 46 who
were of the opinion that “religious rites of the

twice-born from the conception to the funeoral

Bhould be performed.’’ The Gautama-Dharmasutra47
.

^lso says that forty Sarhskaras were meant fojr

Purusa or man. According to # the second school;

Garbhadhana was a K§etra-Sarnskara or the

consecration of the wife. They supported their

views by such authorities a$ follows ; “Hayingl

once co-habited with* the wife ceremoniously one

should approach her in future ordinarily ( without?

any ceremony One should recite the verse

beginning with “Vigriuryonim’’ after touching the

genital organ of the wife. A child born in her

45. fsj^rfe: jmraFcft wtafeftfadt fafa: |M.S. ii, 16.

46. ftiforsnwrctfcir i y»j. s. 1. 10,

47. viii. 24.
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without the Garbbadhana attains iippurities”. 4 8

They were also of the opinion that thfp Samskara

should be performed only in the first conception .
49

as the Ksetra once consecrated leufb purity tq

every conception in future. Logically speaking, the

Garbhadhana was a Garbha-Sariisk&ra in the

beginning, and the second school represents the

tendency of simplifying and omitting the

Sarbskdras and, certainly, is of a later origin.

(ix) A Sacred and a Compulsory Duty

Approaching the wife during her Rtu was a

sacred and compulsory duty of every married man.

Manu50 enjoins, “Remaining true to his wife, one

should approach her in every Rtu”. Paragara 51

not only enjoins this compulsion but threatens the

non-conformist with sins ; “One wjio, though in

good health, does not go to his wife during her

Rtu; attains the sin of causing abortion, without

any doubt.” „ The duty of approaching the husband

was equally binding on the wife, when she became,

48. fcqpjfl* greyr ferfas&ft I

satrap §Rf5T (I
An anonymous quotation,

m VMS, vol. I. p. 157.

49. jnsnpCTfet i

50.
|
M.s. iii, 45.

51. s&gRRrt § ql |

5t5l5«»PJr iH5f H«srq: II
P.S. iv. 15,
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pure after her monthly course. ParaSara5 2 says,

“A woman itho having bathed does not go to her

husband bee dines a Swine in her next life.” Yama83

goes still further and prescribes punishment to her.

"She should he abandoned -after having been

declared “as ohe causing abortion” in the middle

of the village’’.

The above compulsion represents the condition

bf an early society, when a large number of children

was a great help to the
%
family, both economically

amd politically. The Aryans, at their rise
,
in

India, were a community seeking expansion.

So they prayed to gods for sons, at least,

ten in number. In ancient times there was

no anxiety about the expansion of the

family. Besides, begetting as
#
many children as

possible was regarded religiously meritorious. The

larger the number of children the more happy the

Fathers would be in heaven, being sumptuously

feasted by their descendants. The ancestral debt

could be paid only in the form of children, and the

extinction of the family waa regarded to be a sin.

These circumstances were responsible for jnaking

the Garbhadhana a compulsory Samskara.
•

52. fnd *rak‘ *rr§»T«riS i

ei far s toe# a 3=0 3*1: 11
ft>id. fv. 14.

53 t *rahc sfau-eafa

»

at srnreff ft &uoted ^ the v,ms,

yol, I. p. 162,
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(so) Exceptions

Exceptions, however, on physical, mental and

moral grounds were recognized. “A man has no

fear of sin, who does not approach a woman who Is

vqry old, barren, or corrupt ; whose children have all

died, who does not pass menses
;
who is a minor

girl or a woman with many sons .” 64 Ihe

Yisnupuraria says, “One should not approach a

woman who has not bathed, who is afflicted, who is
J

still in her menses, who is hot praiseworthy, who
is angry, who is thinking ill who is not

generous, who is thinking of another man, who has

ho passion at all.’ who is hungry or

overeaten.” 66

In course of time the social and religious

idealogy of the Hindfts changed. When the Aryans

spread over the country and became master of the

soil* their number increased and there was no need

of ten sons' either for political or economic purposes

for every householder. The facination of heavenly

54. jar i

^ srgjstf ^ er5?as|*?Rr W*IR[. It
The Madanaratna

.quoted by Gadadara on P.G.S, i. 11. 7.-

55. :rt*Ttar hi fiatf n#?rrgti h I

snst^dl ^ ffadt JUfasr 5T JjfqwflJI II

U The Visnupuiana

quoted by Harihara on P.G.b. i. 11. 7.
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enjoyments also, arising from the offerings of many
sons, became less important than salvation

dependent on the moral life of the individual*

Therefore, the compulsion of approaching the wife

in fvery month was loosened and finally removed,

ljt was binding only in case of those who were

childless. After the birth of one son, it became

ineffective. “A man should approach his wife in

every month until a son is born. The Yedic

prayer for ten sons is only a praise.”66 Manu
says, “By the birth of the first son alone, man
becomes Putrin (possessing sons) and pays off his

ancestral debt. By whose birth one removes the

debt of the Fathers, obtains the highest bliss, he

alone is the son born of Dharma, or Law. The rest

are born of passion.’’ 57 At present there is no

craze for a large number, of children in the Hindu

society.

(xi) Significance
*>

The study of the Garbhadhana Samskara is

very interesting from the cultural point of view.

56. sRpsraifannft i

?fer srjft: tt
The Kurmapurana,

quoted in the s. C. Ahnika, Prakarana I,
-

57 i

s ggnw&rgfa i

U 5*IS €t«rsnfadtlf^: II
M.S. ix. 106, 107, cf

V.S. xviii. 1-3.

*3
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Here we do not find a primitive man expressing

bonder at the prospects of a child and only seeking

the help of gods to secure it, nor conception - here

is a haphazard accident without any desire for the

progeny. Here we come across a people who
approached their wives with a definite purpose of

procreating children, in a definite manner calculated

to produce the best possible progeny and with the

religious serenity which, they believed, would

consecrate the would-be-child.



2. THE PCMSAVANA (QUICKENING A MALE CHILI))

(i) The Meaning of the term

, i

After the conception was ascertained, the child

in the womb was’ consecrated by the Saihskara

named Puihsavana. (By Pumsavana was generally

understood “that rite through which a male child

was produced.” 1
/ Vedic hymns recited on this

occasion mention Puman or Putra ( a male
)
and

favour the birth of a son .

2 The word Puihsavana

is rendered into English by "a rite quickening a

male child,”

(iij The Vedic Period

In the Atharvaveda and the Samveda«-Mantra-

Brahmana 3 we get prayers for jnale children. The

husband prajs by the"wife|” Unto thy, womb let

a foetus come, a male one, asjan arrow to a quiver

;

let a hero be born unto thee here, a ten-months’

son. Give birth to a male, a son ; after him let a

male be born ; mayest thou be mother of sons, of
•

1* mpsrwtfisrn I
gaqpaka quoted in .

V.M.S. vql. I. p. 166.

f*
3*W 3$ d i

wwrurt urerr snsrcf a.v. Hi. 23. 3. 3-

3* i. 4. 8-9.
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those bom and whom thou shall bear etc .’’ 4 We do

not know what exact kind of rite was performed.

But the above verses bear testimony to^ the fact

that some kind of celebration was made with these

prayers. The ceremony is called Prajapatya in

these hymns. “I perform the Prajapatya ( the

ceremony of Prajapati )
etc .” 5 Some sort bf

medicinal herb* was also given to the pregnant

woman with the verse, -“The plants of ’ which

heaven has been the father, earth the mother, ocean

the root, let those herbs of the gods favour thee, 'in

order to acquire a son.’'® Thus the main features

of the later day Samskara are found in the Vedic

peril d. But the rules regulating the various

aspects of the Samskara cannot be traced in

the Vedas,

(Hi) The Sutra Period
r r

During the Grhya sutra period the Puriisavana

Samskara was performed in the third or the fourth

month of pregnancy or even later, on the day wkeh
the moon was on a male constellation on Tiiya

particularly .
7 The pregnant woman was required

4 . an& tiflr 5^ wlgfan 1

snifter smrara: 3^ s'sraiwi 11
ibid »»>• 23.

5. & jnsrjqwq 1 ibid.

6. dt fam mm ngst gs?

pftaipiVt 11
ibid m. 23. 6 .

7. P.G.S. i. 14. 2; B.G.S. i. 9. 1.
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to fast on that day. After bath she put on new
clothes. Then in the night the sprouts of the’

banyan tree were pounded and the juice was

inserted into the right nostril of the woman with

verses beginning with “Hiranyagarbha etc.’’ 8

According to some Grhyasutras KuSakantaka and

Somalata were also to be pounded with the

above .

9 If the father desired that" his son should*

be Yjryavan or virile, „h© should place a dish of

water.on the lap of the mother and touching .her

stomach recited the verse “Suparnosi ." 10

(iv) The Later Rules and Considerations

r The Dharmasutras and the Smrtis do not add

anything to the ritual proper. , The Prayogas and

the Paddhtis solely draw upon the Grhyasutras of

the Vedic School they follow with the only addition

of the Matripuja and Abhyudayika Sradflha,11
’

•>

(v) The Proper Time

The Smrtis deal with the proper time when the

Saihskara should be performed. According to

Manu12 and Yajnavalkya13 it should be performed

before the foetus begins to move in the womb.

8. P.G.S. i<*]4. 3.

9. Ibid. i. 14. 4.

10. Ibid. i. 14. 5.

11. Almost all the Paddhatis -

12. 13. tmtaisigdt 5’w wf i
Yaj. s. i. li.
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&ankha 14 followed them. Brhaspati 1

5

prescribes

the time after the movement. Jatukarnya 1

0

and

6aunaka 17 say that it should be performed in the

third month of pregnancy after conception* becomes
manifest.

The time of performance ranged from the second

to the eighth month of pregna ncy. It was due to

the fact that the'symptoms of conception became
visible in the case of different woman in different

months. The Kulacara or family custom, was
also responsible for this variation* Brhaspati

differentiates between these periods:” [n the first

pregnancy, the Sarnskara should be performed in

the third month. In the ease of women who have
already given birtk, to children it should be

performed in the fourth, sixth or even ih the

eighth month of pregnancy.’’ 18 In- the first

conception* the symptoms show themselves earlier

than in the,others. That is wby later periods are

prescribed in the second case.

14. Tht S. S* ii. 1.

15. ftreft 1
quoted in V.JJ.S. vol.J. p. 166.

16. Ibid.

17. Ibid.

18. aeft ntftr |

^^,*11% 3 ||
Quoted in V.M.S. vol.

I. p, 168.
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(Hi) Whether performed in every pregnancy -

> !

The Smrtis also discuss the question whether

this Sargskara should be performed in every

pregnancy or not According to Saunaka this

rite should be repeated in every conception, because

by touching and feeding, the foetus becomes

purified ; moreover by the force of the verses recited

in this Saihsk ra, one obtains the "memory of the

past lives. So, it is prescribed in every

conception ,

91

9

In the Mitaksara on the Yajfiavalkya,

we find an eliminating tendency where Vijnane^vara

says, “These Puihsavana and Simanta being,

Ksetra Saihskaras should be performed only

once.” 80

#
(vii) The Ritual and its Significance

%

The significance of the Sathskara consisted, in

its main features. It should tie performed when

the moon was on a male constellation. ‘This time

was.regarded as favourable for producing a male

issue, inserting the juice of the banyan tree was a

device meant for preventing abortion and ehsuring

the birth ofa male child. Jn the opinion of Suiruta

the banyan tree has got the properties of removing
_

all kinds of troubles during pregnancy, e.g. excess
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of bile, burning etc. 2

1

He says, “Haring pounded

with milk any of these herbs, Sulaksmana

Bata4unga, Sahadevi and Vi^vadeva, one should

insert three or four drops of juice in the,, (
right )

nostril of the pregnant woman for the birth of a

son. She should not spit the juice out.” 22 Insertion

of medicine into nostrils is a common thing in

the Hindu system of treatment. Therefore, it is

evident that the ritual prescribing it was

undoubtedly founded on the' medical experience of

the people. Putting a dish o* water on the lap

was a symbolical performance. A pot full of water

denoted life and spirit in the would-be child.

Touching the womb emphasized the necessity of

taking every care by the expectant mother, so that

the foetus should ^be healthy and strong in the

womb and abortion may not take place. The hymn

•.‘.SuparnS etc.” or “of beutiful wings” expressed

the wish that a handsome child should be born.

r

21. Sugruta, S'trasthana, ch. 38.

22. gssrwNrctetwrs:

|
Ibid, ^arirasthana, ch. 2,



3. THE SlMANTOHNAA’ANA (HAIR-PARSING)

(%) The Definition of the term

The third Samskara of the embryo
.
was

Simantonnayana. ^That rite was called Slmanta, in

which the hairs of a pregnant woman were parted.^

(ii) The Purpose

The purpose of this Saihskara was partly

superstitious and partly practical. (People believed

that a woman in her pregnancy* was subject to

attacks of evil spirits and some rite should be

performed to ward them off. } The AJralajana-
Smrti has preserved this belief. It says, “Evil

demons bent on sucking the blood, come to woman
in the first pregnancy to devour the foetus. In

order to remove them, the husband should invoke

the goddess &ri, as the lurking spirit leave the

woman protected by Her. These invisible cruel

flesh-eaters catch hold of the woman in her first

pregnancy and trouble her. Therefore, the ceremony

/• dt»Rr: i

V.M.S. vol. I. p 172.

14
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named Slmantonnayana is prescribed ’’. 2 The

religious intention of the Samskara was to bring

about prosperity to the mother and long life to the

unborn child, as it is indicated by the verses

recited. Physiological knowledge of the Hindu was

also responsible for instituting this rite. From the

fifth month of pregnancy the formation of the mind

of the would-be child begins .
3 So the pregnant

woman was required to take utmost care to

facilitate this process, avoiding any physical shock

to' the foetus. This fact was symbolically

emphasized by parting her hair. Another purpose

of the Samskara was to keep the pregnant woman
in good cheer. To address her as Raka or. “fullmoon

night,” Supe^a, or ‘ of beautiful limbs” and parting

and dressing the H£«r by the husband himself were

methods used for it .

4

(Hi) Early History

The only pre-Sutra reference to this ceremony

is found in the Mantra-Brahmana
; “As Prajapati

2. «w. smsi i

siunffu wfTONWtft ll

are! fwrarcfa i

sTSfr ||
A^valiyiinavharya

quoted m V.M.S* vol # I, p 172.

3.

«rss^*pr: afefssf «grkr, |
Su grata, ^arirasthana

ch. 33.

4. B.G.S. i. 10. 7,
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establishes the boundary of Aditi for great

fnosperity, so I part the hair of this woman and

make her progeny live to a old age.’
-5

In the same

Brahmana reference is also made to the simile

between the Udumbara tree and a fertile woman.

“This tree is fertile Like it be fruitful etc.’’
6 In

the Grhyasutras the Sanhskara is described at

length and all the features are fully developed.

(it) The Time of Performance

The Grhyasutras, the Smytis and the astro-

logical works discuss the proper time of performing

this Sarhskara. The Grhyasutras favour JJoe-faurth

or the fifth month of pregnancy. 6 The Smrtis and

the astrcdbgt5fft"bdoks~extend the period up to

eighth month or up to the birth of the child. 1 Some

writers are even more liberal. According to them,

if delivery took place before this Samskara was

performed, it was celebrated after the birth of the

child, placing it on the lap of the mother or putting

5. eft i

Sf*nf*r f’ntfa U The S.V^M. Br. 1 . 5. 2.

6. Ibid. P.G.S. J. 15. 6.

6a. Jpsur Wflfat I
>• l0- L A.G.S.

i. 14. 1; Ap. G.S. xlv. 1.

7. 9Tg$ rn I
Yaj. S. I 11.
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it into a box .

8 The later periods indicate that the

original sense of the Samskara was being lost and

it was becoming a farce.

(v) The Object of Purijica tion

The authorities are divided in their opinion

whether, this Samskara should be performed in

every pergnancy or it should be performed only in

the first conception. According to A^valayana,

Baudbayana, Apastamba and Paraskara, it is a

Ksetra Sarbskara and should be performed only

once .
0 Harlta and Devala followed them. “A

woman once purified by the Simantonnayana, every

child produced by her becomes consecrated”. 10 But

in the opinion of others it was a G-arbha-Saiiiskara

and should be performed in every conception. The

difference of opinion was due to the fact that the

child in the wonib was consecrated throgh the

mother, s
r
o the first school thought it enough that the

idea of protecting the unborn child was impressed

even once on her mind, or protection aganinstevil

spirits was once ensured for her.

8. i

ctaRUffr II S^tyavrata ^ I

G aigya quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 177.

9. A.G.S. i. 14 ; B.G.S. i. 10 ; P.G.S. i. 15 1.

10. Quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 176.

11. sinner fe i
Visrtu, ibid.
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(vi) The Ceremonies

The constellation under which • the Sarbskara

was performed, was a male one. The mother was
required to fast on that day. The ritual proper

began with preliminary rites, e.g. the Matypuja,

the Nandi&raddha and oblations to Prajapati.12

Then the wife was seated on a soft chair on the

western side of the fire and the husband parted

the hair of the wife upwards (e.g. beginning from

the front
)
with a bunch containing an even number

of unripe Udumbara fruits, and with three

bunches of Darbha-grass, with a porcupines quill

that had three white spots, with a stick of the

Ylrat ara wood and with a full spindle, with the

mantra “Btnir Bhuvah Svah” Sr with each of the

three Mahavyahrtis. 13 Baudhayana prescribes two
other verses at this point.

A later practice of making a red mark on the

person of the wife to frighten demo’ns was also,

prevalent. 15 After the partion of hair the husband

tied the Udumbara branch round the neck of the

wife with a string of three twisted threads with

the words. “Rich in sap is this tree; like the tree

12. The Paraskara-grhyapaddhati.

13 P G.S- i- 15 4

14. i. 10. 7-8.

15. V.G.g. xvi.
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rich in sap, be thou fruitful.” 16 Baudhayana

recommends barley-sprouts instead of the Udurnbara

branch. 17 This ceremony was symbolical of fertility

of the woman. This idea was suggested by

numerous fruits of the Udurnbara branch and the

barley-sprouts. The next step in the Sadiskara was

asking the wife by the husband to look at the mess

of rice, sesame and'ghee and see into it offsprings,

cattle, prosperity and long life for the husband. 18

Some authorities provide that Brahman ladies

sitting beside the pregnant women should utter the

following phrases: “Be mother of heroic sons, be

mother of living sons etc.” 10 Then the husband

asked the two lute players, “Sing ye the King, or

if anybody else is -still more valiant.’’ 20 The

following stanza was prescribed to be sung. “Soma

alone is our. King. May this human tribe, dwell on

thy ba'nk, 0 (river) whpse dominion is unbroken.” 21

T?he Aryans were still a militant race, aiming at

farther conquest and praying for heroic sons to

achieve it. The above stanza was a bind of heroic

16. awisfifcfi is? a#r nlfk i p.o.g. i. 15 6.

17. i. 10. 8.

18. f% 'tssfk i H3ir jrafdtaraf to^3^ 1 g.v.M. Br.

i. 5. 1-5; G.G.S. H- 7. 10-12. .bid.

19. wtfwT spqifa <*sftfk «• 7 -

20. P.G.S. i. 15. 7.

21. Ibid. 1. 15. 7.
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ballad meant to create a heroic atmosphere and

thereby to influence the unborn child. The ceremony

closed with the feasting of the Brahmans. Th§

mother ^:ept silent after the ceremony until the

stars appeared in the sky. Theu she touched a calf,

a performance suggestive of a male issue, uttered

the Vyahrtis, Bhur Bhuvah Svah and broke her

silence .

2 2

(vii) The Duties oj a Pregnant Woman

The Smrti-writers realized that every conduct

of an expectant mother influenced the unborn

child. So, after laying down rules and regulations

about the pre-natal Sarhskaras, they prescribed the

duties of a pregnant woman and her husband.

These duties can be grouped into three classes. The

first class is based on the superstitious belief that

evil spirits try to injure the pregnant woman .and,

therefore, she should.be protected from them. The

second class containg rules aiming at thh preventing

of physical overexertion, and the third class was

calculated to preserve the physical and mental

health of the mother.

To begin* with the first class, we find In the

Markandeya-Purana the following, observation:

“There are. terrible fiends and witches bent on

devouring the foetus of a pregnant woman.

22. G. G S f ii, 7.
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Therefore, she should be always protected from

them by ever observing purity, writing sacred

mantras and wearing beautiful garland.

0 Brahmana, Virupa and Vikrti generally 4well in

trees, trenches, ramparts and seas. They are

always in search of pregnant women. Hence they

should not visit these places. The son of

Garbhahanta is^ Vighna, and Mehinl is his

daughter. 'I he first enters the womb and eats

away the foetus. The second having entered it

causes abortion. From the mischief of Mehinl are

born snakes, frogs, tortoises from the womb of a

woman.” 23

Again, there is a long conversation between
KaSyapa and Aditi in the Padmapurana about the

duties of a pregnant’woman in which the former

said to the latter, ' She should not sit on ordure, a

mace or pestle and a mortar ; she should not bathe

in a river
,

nor 'she shoujld go to a deserted

house
; she should not sit on an anthill and never

be mentally disturbed
; she should not scratch the

earth with her nails, charcoal and ashes ; she should

not always be sleeping and dorment; she should

avoid • exercise ; she should not touch husk, coal,

ashes and skull.; she should avoid quarrel in the

family and mutilation of her limbs
; she should not.

leave her hair dishevelled and never remain impure

23. The Markandeya-Purana. quoted in V.M.S. vol.

L p. 180
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while sleeping she should not keep her head

towards north and downwards and remain naked,

disturbed and • wetfooted ; she should not utter

inauspicious words and laugh too muoh; always
busy with good work, she should worship her

father-in-law and mother-in-law, and wishing

welfare of her husband remain happy.”24 In the

Matsya-purana Ka^yapa says to .Diti, his se:ond

wife, “O of beautiful colour, a pregnant woman
should not take her meals during twilights

;

she should not go and remain under a tree ; she

should not be always sleeping ; she should avoid

the shade of a tree, bathe with warm water mixed
with medicinal herbs, remain protected and
decorated, worship gods* and givg alms ; she should—
observe Parvati-vratas on the third day of a

month
; she should avoid mounting an elephant,

horse, mountain and many-storeyed buildings
; she

should give up exercise, swift-walking, journey in a
bullock-cart, sorrows, blood-letting, sitting like a
cock, exertion, sleeping in the day, keeping awake
in the night, highly saline, sour, hot, stale and heavy

food. The son of a woman observing the above

rules bocomes 'long-lived and talented ; otherwise

abortion takes place without doubt.” 4s

The Smrtis, the Karikas and the Prayogas give

nothing more but a summary of the above rules*

24. The Padma-purana, V. 7. 41-47,

25. The *Matsya-pura na quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p, j80.
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TheVaraha Smrti-prohibits the taking of niealtu

during pregnancy .

2 6

(viii) The Duties of the Husband

The first and foremost duty of the husband was

tp fulfil the wishes of his pregnant wife. According

to Yajftavalkya, ‘‘By not meeting the wishes of a

pregnant woman, foetus becomes unhealthy
; it is

either deformed or it falls down. Therefore, one

should do as desired by her .” 27 The ASvalayana-

Smrti lays down other duties of the husband
i*.

‘‘After the sixth month of her pregnancy, he shouldi

avoid cropping hair, coition, pilgrimage and.

performing Sraddha.” 2s The Kalavidhana prohibits''

“ going in a funeral procession, pairing nails,

joining war, building a new house, going abroad^

marriage In the family and bathing in the sea, as it >

would shorten the life of the husband of a pregnant

'
26. cnfimvsf Jrafar | Varaha quoted by

HaTihar on P.G.S. i. 15.

27. i

fSravf arrsftr tnwrcwi far few: ti
Yaj. s. m. 79.

28. qratf %f TafiyiBMV i

STPg ^ ^R5(§?f%g[ ll
Agvalayana quoted by

Harihara P.G.S, i, 15.
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woman.” 29 Another Smrti forbids the hewing of

a tree also. 30

(ix) The Medical Basis

The rules laid down for the health of the

pregnant woman are based on the medical

knowledge of the Hindus. Su4ruta31 prescribes

similar precautions. “From the time of pregnancy

she should avoid coition, over-exertion, sleeping in

the day, keeping awake in the night, mounting a

carriage, fear, sitting like a cock, purgative,

phlepotomy and untimely postponement of natural

flow of excretion, urine etc.” Thus every possible

care was taken to preserve the physical and mental

health of the pregnant woman.

29. *rt*f*a*r =3 cffefjrawij i

30. fas|RR l Quoted in V.M.S. vol.

r. p. i84.

31. Sugruta, garirostha-na, Ch, il.



CHAPTR VI.

JlHE SAMSKARAS OF CHILDHOOD

1. THE JATAKARMA (
BIRTH CEREMONIES

)

(i) The Origin ,

The birth of a child was a very impressing scene

for the early man. Owing to its wonderfulness, he

attributed this event to some spuerhuman agency.

He also apprehended many dangers on this

occasions, for the avoidance of which various taboos

and observances arose .

1 The helplessness of Ihe

mother and the neflr born during her confinement

required natural care, from which ceremonies

connected with the birth of a child originated. Even

in very ancient times ordinary human feelings

must have «been moved at the sight of a mother,

who had just given birth to a child. The man, who
shared the pleasures in the company of his mate,

sought to protect her and the babe, during the

critical time, from natural and, supernatural

dangers. Thus the birth ceremonies had a natural

basis in the physical conditions of child-birth. (The

primitive wonder, supernaturl fear and natural

care were, in course of time, combined with the

1. Cf. Gardner and Jewans, Greek Antiquitus, p. 299.
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cultural devices and aspirations to protect the

mother and the child and to consecrate

the babey

(it) The History

The word “Janman” or “birth” occurs twice in

the Bgveda .

2 But it is used there in the sense

of relations .
3 Besides, the context in which it

is used shows that the passages where the word
occurs have nothing to do with any ceremony like

it In the Atharvaveda, however, there is one full

hymn containing prayers and spells for easy and
safe delivery. The hymn runs as follows: “At this

birth, O Pusan, let Aryaman
(
as efficient Yedhas )

invoker utter Vasat for thee
; letihe woman rightly

engender, be relaxed ; let her joints go apart in

order to give birth. Four are the directions of

sky, four also of the earth ; the .gods sent together

the foetus ; let them unclose her in order to give

birth. Let Pu§an unclose her; we make the Yoni go
apart ; do thou Su?ana loosen

; do thou Vigkala, let

go. Not as it were stuck in the flesh, not in the

fat, not as it were in the marrow, let the spotted

slimy afterbirth, come down for, the dog to eat ; let

the afterbirth descend. I split apart thy urinator,

apart the Yoni apart the two groins, apart both

2. iii. l5. 2
; ii. 26. 3.

3. sjibr arwnrr gts \
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the mother and the child, apart the boy from the

afterbirth ; let the afterbirth descend. As the wind,

as the mind, as fly the birds, so do thou O ten

months’ child, fly along with the afterbirth ; let the

afterbirth descend”. 4 This hymn is both a piece'

of prayer and of magic. The husband was moved

at the labour-pain of the wife. He wished that she

should be free as soon as possible. The help of

gods and the will of magicians were requisitioned

to ease the mother undergoing the throes of

childbirth The Grhyasutras employ the third

verse of the above hymn in the rite, Sosyaut.lkarma,

for speedy delivery. But besides the prayers and

spells no details of the ceremonies associated with

them can be gathered.

In the Grhyasutras this Sarhskara is fully

described. But here, too, the ritual is purely

religious, and popular and superstitious elements

are hardly given their 'proper scope. The

Dharmasutras and the Smytis do not give any

descriptive details. The mediaeval treatises,

however, introduce many preliminary items e.g.

the arrangement of the maternity house, ceremony

accompanying entery into it, presence of desirable

persons near the expectant mother, and some other,

superstitious observances which a$e otherwise)

unknown to earlier sources.

4. A* V. I. 11; Kaugika quotes it at the beginning. of a

long and intricate ceremony for safe delivery._ ,*
. ,

,
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(Hi) Preliminary Precautions and Ceremonies

We know from the later seurces that

preparations for delivery began one month before

the birth of the child. “On the eve of the month of

delivery special arrangement should be made ”. 5

The first thing done in this connection was the

selection of a suitable room in the house. ‘‘On an

auspicious day when the sun is in* an auspicious

zodiacal mansion, a room selected in the convenient

direction is called the Sutika-bhavana or maternity

house by the learned ” 6 Vasistha does not leave

the selection to option but prescribes the room

situated in the south-west corner of the house .

7

“The house should be elegantly built on an even

ground by expert architects; it sKould face either

the east or the north and look auspicious and

strong.” 8

A day or two before, the delivery, the expectant

mother entered the Sutika-grha which was well

protected from all sides, having worshipped the

|
Katnakara quoted in the

• ”

6. tisft § i

JTtW f^Ts ||
Garga quoted in V.M S

vol. I, p. 18W*.

7- gjfireiq®* I
Ibid.

ggtf s** 11
Th© VIsnudharmottara, Ibid*
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gods, the Brahmans and the cows, amidst sounds

of conchshells and other musical instruments and

the recital of auspicious verses. Many other

women, also, who had given birth to children, who
were capable of bearing hardships, of pleasing

manners and reliable, accompanied the mother. They

cheered up the woman, and prepared her for safe

delivery by means of useful ointment and

regulations about diet and living. When the time

for actual delivery came, they made the mother lie on

her back .
9 Some rites were then performed for the

protection of the house from evil spirits. The place

was anointed to ward off demons. A Brahman

loosened all the knots in the house .

10 It symbolized

the loosening of .the foetus in the womb of the

mother. (Fire, water, staff, lani p. weapons, mace and

mustard seeds were kept in the house.
1 X

J Turyanti

plants were also placed before the mother.
121 / It

was believed that" in their absence, terrible

bloodsucking demons would kill the new-born. 18
^)

9. Ibid.

10
%
A coresponding custom is found in Germany where people

open all the doors and locks of the house.

11. The Markandeya-purana quoted in V.M*S, vol. I. p# 185*

12. Ap. G.S xiv, 14; H, G. S. ii. 2-8.

13. m snwMt *rw fafcRrmRr i

WRWtf OT WU: Sfawa! ||
The Marakandeya-purijkaa,

V.M.S. vol. I, p. |.85.
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Before the Jatakarma proper, a ceremony named

Sosyantl-karma was performed to expedite the

delivery by force of the Atharvan verse, “.Not as

it were stack in the flesh, not in the fat, not as

it were in the marrow, let the spotted slimy

afterbirth come down, for the dog to eat.’’ Special

rites were prescribed if the child died in the birth.

If the delivery was safe and the child was born alive

a fire was lighten'd in the room to warm utensils

and to smoke the child and the mother .

14 This

fire was kept burning for the days. Grains of rice

and seeds of mustard were thrown into it with

appropriate formulas to drive away various kinds

of evil spirits. The Sutika fire was regarded

impure and it disappeared on the tenth day when

the domestic fire came into use after the purification

of the mother and the child was performed

(iv) The Time of Performance*

(The Jatakarma ceremony was performed before

the severing This seems to

14, S.G.S i. 25’'^Tp'G-S. i. l6. 23 g.b.s. i. 8. The purifying

influerce of
#

fire is recognized in the Greek ritual also*

Here the child is switly carried roun<£ the fire in an

awphiobcy-nia for strength and speed.

15. 5H5TW }

wet: RWH* il
Saiuyarta quoted in

V.M.S. vol. I. p. 187.
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have been the original time, but later writers state

that if the time expired it was performed at thei

end of ihe ceremonial impurity of ten days, or, if '

the birth took place during the impurity; caused •

by a death in the family, the ceremony was 1

postponed until its expiry. 16 Ln later times the

moment of birth was noted with meticulous care

for preparing horroscope, as it was thought to be

a determining factor in the life of the child. Then

the good news was brought to the father. Different

.

sentiments were expressed at the birth of a boy

and a girl, as different prospeets were depending on

them The firstborn was liked to be a boy, as he

freed the father from all ancestral debts. But for a

sensible man a girl ivas not less meritorious, because

her gift in marriage* brought merits to the father.

After this, the father went to the mother in order

to see the 'face of the son, because by looking at the

face of the newborn son
|

fche fajbher is absolved from

all^bbts and attains immortality. 17 Having seen

fthe face of the child, he bathed with his clothes

pn invited the elders and performed the Nandi-

16. g 35pP*T ^ I

qqiftfa 11
The Smrti-Samgraha

quoted by Gadadhra on P.G,S«

17. ^ TRSfcT I

fa?rF gsw straw gut* n v*s* xvii* 1-
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^raddhai.8.---and—4he-— Ja.taka.rroa ceremonies. 1
%

Generally speaking. £raddha is an inauspiciou s

ceremony BuFTthc one performed here was an

auspicious^raddha, It was meant for entertaining the

3?fflhev$. Harita says,“ Merits. ariae form the happines

of the Fathers at the birth of a son. Therefore, one

should offer ^raddha to them with pots full ofsesame

and gold, after haying invited the BxaJioiajtas/ 12

0

The Brahura^uTaM^also^mfoms" to perform the

Nandi f^raddha at the birth of o son. 21

(v) The Ceremonies and their Significance

(a) Medha-janana. Now the Jatakarma

ceremonies proper commenced. 3 2 LThe first ceremony

was the Medhajanana or production of intelligence^

It was performed in the following way. The father

with his fourth finger and an instrument" of gold
N

gave to the child honey and giee or ghee alone.

/

(Jthjers add to it sour milk, rice, barley* and even

whifishTbl^k and red hairs of a black Jcull. The

formula employed was, “Bhuh I put into thee:

% aRr**r n The Brahma-purana

'

quoted in the V.M.S. voh-h-^Cl'Sfr^- ^—J—

"

20. snt fmt etc^jnfrar

21. Ibid. p. 191.

22. P.G.S. i. 16 ; G.G.S. 1. 7, A.G.S. i. 15. S.GiS. i. 24; M.G.S.

i. 17; H.K.9.S. ii. 3; Bh. G.S. i.24 ; B.G.S. ii. 1.
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Bhuvah I put fnto thee
;
Svah I put into thee: Bhur

bhuvah svah ..every thing I put into thee.’’ The

Medhajanana ceremony speaks of the high concern

of the Hindus about the intellectual well-being of

the child, which they thought their first business

with it. The Vyahrtis uttered on this occasion

were symbolical of intelligence; they were recited

with the great' Gayatri mantra which contains

prayer for stimulating talent. The substances,

with which the child was fed, were also conducive

to mental growth, According to SuSruta, the

following are the properties of ghee:
‘

'Jt- is producer

of beauty ;
it is greasy and sweet]' it is remover of

hysteria, headache, epilepsy,^fever, indigestion,

excess of bile; it is mcreaser of digestion,'*meml5ry

intellect, talent, lustre, good sound, semen and

life”. 23 -The properties of honey “and gold are

equally favourable to the mental progress of the

child. According to the Gobhila Grhyasutra,24

at this time, a name was given to the child, while

the phrase, “Thou art the Yeda, “was being uttered

in its ear. This was the secret name known to

the parents only. It was not made public, as they

were afraid that enemies might practise magic on
Q

it and thus injure the child.

(b) Ayusya. The next item of the Jatakarma

ceremonies ~was~the Ayusya or the rite for ensuring

23. l§arirasth na, Ch. 45.

24. il 7. -
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a long life for the child. jNear the navel or the right

ear of the babe the father murmurred, “Agni

is longlived ; through the trees he* is longlived.

By that long life I make thee longlived. Soma is

long-lived ; through the herbs etc. The Brahman
is long-lived

;
through ambrosia etc. The Rsis are

longlived; through observances ect Sacrifice is

longlived
;
through sacrificial fire. etc. The Ocean

is longlived; through the rivers etc”. 25 Thus all the

possible instances of long life were cited before the

child, and by the association of ideas it was

beliveed that through the utterance the life of the

babe would be also lengthened. Other rites were

also performed for long life The father thrice

recited the verse, “The threefolcVage,’’ thinking that

it would three times lengthen the span of child’s

life. If the father desired that the son may live

the full term of his life, he touched him with

Vatsapra hymn. Not satisfied witli the single

will of his own, the father invited five* Brahmans,

placed them towards five regions and requested

them to breathe upon the child. The Brahmans

helped the infusion of life into the child in the

fallowing waf The one in the south said, “Back-

breathing; the one to the west, “Do«wnbreathing !”

the one to the north, “Out-breathing !’’ and the

fifth one looking upwards said ‘‘On-breathing! 1 ’36

25 PG.S. i. 16. 6.

26. P.G.S. i.
J6.

10-12.
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If the help of the fire Brahmana could not be

secured the father himself recited the above

phrases, going'round the child. The breathing was

thought to be productive of life. Therefore, this

magical ceremony was performed to strengthen the

breath of the child and prolong its life.

The earth, where the child was born, was
naturally believed by the simple folk to be instru-

mental in the safe delivery of the child, and

therefore -reverenced. So the father offered his

grateful thanks to it: ‘‘I know, 0 Earth, thy heart,

thy heart that dwells in heaven, in the moon.

That I know
;
may it know me’’. He further prayed

to it: “May we see a hundred autumns ; may hear

a hundred autumns^” 27

(c) Strength^ The father next performed

another rite for the hardy, martial and pure life of

the child,
j
He asked^the babe,

c
“Be a stone, be an

axe, be an imperishable gold. Thou indeed art the

self called son; thus livea hundred autumns, 1,2 8

After this the mother was praised for bearing

a son, tfie hope of the family. JPhe husband recited

the following verse in her honour: “Thou art Ida,

the daughter of Mitra and Varuna; tbou strong

woman hast borne a strong son. Be t„hou blessed

27. P,G.S- i. 16. 13

28. «npnr *pr ftwracf m i
ibid. i. le. 14.
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w«ita strong children, thou who hast blessed us with
a strong son.’ 29

. Then the navel-cord was severed and the child

ravashed and given the breasts of the mother. The

mther put down a pot, of water near the head of

thefmother with the verse, ‘‘0 waters, you watch

with the gods. As you watch with the gods, thus

watch our this mother, who is confined, and her

child.” The waters were supposed to ward off

demons. Hence the mother was commended to

their protection. Having ceremoniously established

near the door of the maternity house the fire that

had been kept burning from the time of the wife’s

confinement, the husband offered into that fire

mustard seeds mixed with rice-chaff, every morning

and evening until the mother golT up from the

child-bed, in order to scatter away gobli.ns and

demons. The following magical formula was used.

‘‘May 6unda and Marka, Upavlra and Saundikeya,

Ulukhala and Malimlucha, Dronasa and Chyavana,

vanish, hence. Svaha ! May Alikhata, Animiga

Kimbadanta, UpaSruti, Haryaksa, Kumbhina
£atru, Patrapani, Nrmani, Hantymukha,

Sargaparurta, Cilyavan Vanish, hence Svaha I’"’
80

The above are the names of diseases and*deformities

29. ptfk sffarsfrspw i

UR3 *13 u Ibid. 1. 16. 15.

|0. Ibid. 16. 19
t
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that attack an infant. They were conceived and

addressed as goblins and demons by early people.

Here, as their conception is fantastic but

picturesque, so their remedies were magical but

useful.

If the disease-bringing demon Kumara attacked

the child, the father covered ilri^Elfa net or with

an upper garment, took him on his lap and

murmurred, “Kurkura, Sukurkura, Kurkura, who
holds fast children Chet ! Chet ! doggy ! let him

loose. Reverence be to thee, the Slsara, barker,

bender etc”.31 It was an euphamism to placate

the supposed demon. The father at the ceremonies

expressed his last wish with the words, ‘‘He does

not suffer, he doesTnot cry, he is not stiff, he is not

sick when we speak to him and when we touch

him”.33 ’ It was the expression of the heartfelt

solicitude of the father for the child.

("When the ceremonies were over, presents were

offered to the Brahmans and gifts and alms

distributed
.
^The~~BfahiiTaraud^the Aditya-puraua

say, “Qrrtbe birth'~6fa son the gods and the Fathers

/pgaie to witness the ceremonies at the house of a

[tw ice-born. Thereforepthat day is auspicious and
important. On £hat day should be given gold,

earth, cows horses unbrella, goals, garlands.

31. Ibid. i. 16 20.

32, Ibid. i. 16. 21,
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***- —*—
bedding, seats etc’’.

83 According to Vyasa the

4i^rits gt alms given on the day of a son’s birth are

Mernalf84

33. Quoted in V.M.v vol. 1. p. 199.

34. jsisisitIJi qrarar <?<3*itm i

lbld -



2. the namakabana (name-giving)

(i) The Importance of Naming

Ever since men evolved a language, they have

tried to give names to things of daily use in their

life. With the .progress of social consciousness

men were also named, because without particular

names of individuals it was impossible to carry on

the business of a cultured society. The Hindus

very early realized the importance of naming

persons and converted the system of naming into

a religious ceremony. Brhaspati with a poetic

exaggeration remarks about the desirability of

naming: “Name is the primary means of soqial

intercourse, it brings about merits and it is the

root of fortune. From name man rttains fame.

Therefore, naming ceremony is' very praiseworthy .” 1

(ii) The Origin

The* origin of name-giving is a linguistic

problem beyond the scope of the present work.

We are here concerned with ceremonial naming of

persons only. It is generally found that the choice

Mwrfew wraith l

srcrerf^ srm*? Ii
Brhaspati,

quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 241,
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of a name for the child is often connected with

religious ideas. The child is frequently named after

a god who seems to be regarded its protector orjjit

is named after a saint whose blessings are sought

for it. Secular ideas are also responsible for

determining names. They denote a particular

quality in the person named. New names are also

given to a novitiate when he 'enters a secret

society. 2^The adoption of the father’s name ia

prevalent, which is based on the family attachment

and pride.
]
The assuming of a secret name is also

found. If/ involves the personality of a man and

is, thorefore, withheld from enemies. Thus there

are so many factors working behind the system

of giving name to a person.

(in) The Vedic Period

‘Naman* or name is a word efcommon occurrence
r%

in the Sanskrit literature and is found even in the

earliest work of the Indo*Aryans, the Kgveda.*

Names of objects and persons are found in the Yedic

literature. Other peculiar names suggested in the

Sutras and the Smrtis are also found in the Yedic

and the Brahmaria literatures. The Rgveda4

recognizes a secret name, and the Aitareya 5
i and

n

2. H. Webster, Primitive Sacred Societies, pp. 40 ff.

3. X. 55. 2; 71. 1.

4. Ibid.

5. i. 3. 3.
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the Satapatha

6

Brahmanas refer to it. But the

practice, as giyen in the Sutras, of giving a secret

name after the Naksatra-name is nowhere instanced

in the Vedic literature. The adoption of a second

name is assumed for success and distinction in life.

The common fashion was to adopt two names. The

one name was the popular one, the other being a

patronymic or 'matronymic. For example, in

Kaksivanta AuSija
,

8

the first is the popular name
and the second is the name derived from USija

( the name of mother ) ; in Brhaduktha Vamneya J

the second name is derived form Vamani In

such cases, however, it should be noted that

parentage was not necessarily direct. A person

could be named even after a remote ancestor. Some
local names, although not prescribed by scriptures,

are found in the Brahmanas, e.g., Kau§ambeya

( named after KoSambi )
snd Gangeya ( named

after Ganga ).
10 Besides the Incidental references,

one positive rule is also found in the $atapatha

Brahmana 11 for performing the naming ceremony

of a newborn child. “One should give a, name to

the newborn son.”

6. vi. 6. 1. 3,
r
9; iii, 6. 2. 24; v. 4. 3. 7 ; Br. U.tvi. 4. 5.

7. Br. iii. 6. 24; V. 3. 3. 14.

8,. The P. Br. xiv. 11. 17.

9. Ibid. xiv. 9, 38.

10. Ibid. viii. 6. 8.

11. wroprer srrer*? hiw frat* i
vi 1 . 3. 9.
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(%x>) The Sutra and later Periods

From the study of the Brahmanas it is evident

that there was a system of naming in the

pre-Sutra period. But we do not precisely know
what ceremonies were ’associated with it.

Even the Grhyasutras, except the Gobhila,

do not quote Yedic verses to be recited on this

occasion, though they lay down rules for the

composition of the nam*. It seems that the

Namakarana was more a custom than a ceremony

in the beginning. But being the occasion of a

great social importance, it was later on included in

tne Samskaras. It is only in the Paddhatis that

the common preliminary ceremonies are prescribed,

and the Vedic verse “Angat ( form body )” is

quoted for recital

(a) The Composition of the Name. The first

question which has been discussed from the time

of the Grhyasutras onwards is the composition

of the name. According to the Paraskara

Grhyasutra
,

1 - the name should be of two syllables

or of four syllables, beginning with a sonant" with

a semivowel in it, with the long vowel or the

Yisarga at its end, with a Krt suffix, not with a

Taddhita In the opinion of Baijavapa 18 there is

12. i. 17. 1.

13. f«RH HUT JWPTC aTTfT&Tcn^ *TT I

Quoted in „V,M.S, vol. I. P. 241.
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no restriction of syllables. “The father should give

a name to the child containing one syllable, two

syllables, three syllables, or an indefinite number of

syllables.*’ But Vasistha 14 restricts the number

to two or four syllables and asks to avoid names

ending in 1 and r. The ASvalayana Grhyasutra 16

attaches different kinds of merits to different

number of syllables: “One who is desirous of fame,

his name should consist of two syllables, one who
desires holy lustre, his name should contain four

syllables,
5
’ For boys even number of syllables were

prescribed.

(b) Naming a Girl. The naming of a girl had

a different basis. The name of a girl should

contain an uneven number of syllables, if should

end in a and should have a Taddbuta. 16

Baijavapa 17 says, “The name of a giral should

contain three syllables and end in I"’ Mami 18

gives further qualifications of the name of a girl

:

“It should be easy to pronounce, not hard to hear,

of clear meaning, charming, auspicious, ending in

a long^vowel and containing some blessings ’’ She

if yqsgy* cswt'uq:’ v.d.s. iv.

15. 5WC JtfggHiliT^SW STiK^W: l fi 15. 5.

16. s^snsKwrenPri ferl afeni i
i'. (* s

. 17.-3.

17. feral* |
Quoted in v .M.S vol. J. P. 2. 43.

18. gfrni * 1

*rif*3 u m.s. is. 33.
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should not be given an awkward name indicating

“a constellation, a tree, a river, a mountain, a bird

a servant, and a terror.” 19 Manu forbips to

marry girls who were named after these objects.

The most probable reason seems to be that such

names were current in the non-Aryan peoples with

whom the Aryans were not willing to form

matrimonial relations.

(c) Status a Determining Factor, The social

status of the person to be named was also a

determining factor in the composition of the name.

“The name of a Brahmana should be auspicious,

that of a Ksattriya should denote power,

that of a Vaisya, wealth and that of a Sudra

contempt.” 20 For example, a Brahman should be

named Laksmldhara, a Ksatriya Yudhisthira, a

VaiSya Mahadhana and a 6udra Naradasa.”

Further, “the name of a Brahmapa should contain

the idea of happiness and delight, the name of a

Kssattriya should denote strength and ruling

capacity, the name of a Vaisya wealth and ease and

that of a 6udra should contain the idea of obedience

and servitude”.21 Different castes should* have

different surnames “barman was added to *the

name of a Brahman, Yarmana to» that of a

19. Ibid. iii. 9.

20. i

%3-srcq srsregfR^ 3 igfarern u m.s. ». 31

21 . Ibid ii. 32.
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Kgattriya, Gupta to that of a Vailya and Dasa

to that of a &udra .” 22 The idea of caste was'

deeprooted in the Hindu mind, and the birth in a

family determined the future career of a child.

What a man would be in the world was a foregone

conclusion and, accordingly, he was provided with

privileges of social significance. But this caste

complex was not peculiar to the Ancient Hindus

alone. It was prevalenl, and is still common, in

other Indo-European peoples also .

23

(d) Fourfold Naming. There was current

fourfold naming, according to asterism under*

which the child was born, the deity of the month,

the family deity, and the popular calling. This

system was not fully developed in the pre-Sutra or

the Sutra iperiod. The Grhyasutras knew the

Nak?atra name and the popular name. The rest

were unknown to^ them. The system was fully

worked out by the latter Smrtis and the

astrological works. This development was due to

the rise of religious sects and <astrology. The
sectarian religions gave birth to the family deities.

Astrology brought the people under the influence

of^-astral world, and every period* of time was
believed to bo presided over by a deity or a spirit.

22. STflfa 5ilSWI#TK qrftroq § |

5IW siSRd IfcFRUWt: It
Vyasa.

23vKultur det' Sndo-german, pp. 302 ff.
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The gods of days, months etc. arose out of this

belief.

(1) Naksatra-name

To begin with the Nak?atra name, it was a

name derived from the name of a Nakgatra

(a lunar asterism) under which the child was born,

or from its presiding deity. 24 Sahkha and Likhita

prescribe that “the rather or an elderly member of

the family should give the child a name connected

with the constellation under which the child is

born”.25 The following are the names of the

constellations and their deities; ASvinI—A§vi,

BharanI—Yama, Krttika—Agni, Rohinl-Prajapati,

Mrga^ira— Soma, Ardra—Rudra, Punarvasu-Aditi,

Pusya—Brhaspati, Aslesa—Sarpa, Magha—Pitr,

PurvaphalgunI—Bhaga, Uttaraphalguni-Aryaman,

Hasta— Savitr, Chittra—Tvast^a, Svati—Vayu,

ViSakba—Indragni, Anuradha—Mitra, Jjestha

—

Indra, Mula-Nirti, Punasadha—Ap, Uttarasadha-

Vi^vedeva, &ravana—Yisnu, Dhanistba—Vasu,

6atabhik—Varuria ,
Purvabhadrapada—Ajaikapada,

Uttarabhadrapada—Ahirbudhnya and Eevati

—

Pu?an. If a child was born under the constellation

ASvini, he was named ASvinikumara" if under

24. A-G.S. ». 15. 4.

25. «B9STiir*ra«[5 f*rat f I
Quoted in V.M.S.

yoI. I. p. 237.

18
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Rohinl, Rohinikumara etc. Another method of

naming the child after the constellation was also

current. The letters of the Sanskrit alphabets are

believed to be presided over by different

constellations. But as there are fifty two letters

and only twenty-seven constellations, each

constellation has more than one letter under its

influence. The 'first letter of the child’s name
should begin with one of the letters ruled over by

a particular asterism. A child who was born under

A3vini, which presides over the latters Chu-Che-

Gho-la was named Chiidamani, ChedlSa, Cholera or

Lak?mana according to the different steps of the

constellations.

. According to 'Baudhayana, the name derived

from the constellation was kept secret. 30 It was
the second name for greeting the elders and was
known to the parents only up to the time of the

TJpanayana. In the opinion of some authorities

the secret name was given on the birth day. About

the greeting name A^valayana also says that it

should- be selected on fie naming day and should

be Jrnown to the parents only. 3 7 6aunaka is of

the same opinion, “The name by which he should

greet the elders after being initiated, should be

2\ 5fm3wi gftn I
B G.S. quoted in V.M.S.

vol. J. p. 238,

27. etfagtiisftii gsnratfvcrcf fMrraTS'rspwRt i A.g.s.

i. l5v9.
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given to him Having thought over it, the father

should pronounce it closely to the child so that

others may not know it. The parents should

recollect this name at the time of initiation’’. 2

8

The name derived from the Naksatra was vitally

connected with the life of the individual. So it

was kept secret less enemies may do mischief to

the man through it.

( V) Name after month-deity

The second mode of naming was based on the

deity of the month in which the child was born.

According to Gargya, the names of the deities of

months beginning from Marga§lrsa are Krsna,

Ananta, Achyuta, Chakrl, Yaikumtha, Janardana,

Upendra, Yajnapurusa, Vasudeva, Hari, Yogi^a

and Pundarlkaksa .
29 The child was given a second

name connected with the deity of the month.

The above names are all of Vaisnava secty and they

originated much later than the Sutra period.

(S) Name after family-deity

The third name was given according to. the

family deity.
30 A family deity was a god or

28. Quoted m,V.M.S. vol I p.238.

29. i

sfojt «n§^rersTT fib i

%far: ffi?RRtra;jqRR 1!
Ibid. p. 237.

30. fqm STTCJRW?r I &ankha, Ibid,
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goddess worshipped in a family or tribe from very

early times.*5

1

The people naming a child after

it thought that the child would enjoy special

protection of the deity. The deity may be Vedie

e.g. Indra, Soma, Varuna, Mitra, Prajapati, or

Puranic e,g. Krsna, Rama, Sankara, Gane^a etc,

While naming the child, the word Dasa or Bhakta

“a devotee” was added to the name of the deity.

(4) Popular Name

The last mode of naming was popular. The

popular name was meant for general use in the

society and was very important from the practical

point of view. The rules of the composition given

above were consulted in framing this name. The

formation of this name mainly depended on the

culture and education of the family. This name
was desired to be auspicious ^and significant. 32

The principles followed in naming were the

following. First of all, the name should be easy

to pronounce and sweet to hear. Particular

letters and syllables were chosen for this purpose.

Secondly, the name should indicate the sexual

difference. .-Nature has differentiated sexes by

31. §3 ^r?ri §3r<jwji ^rerr u?rr i

l
v.M.s. voi, i.

P. 237.

32. |
Ibid. p. 241,
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physical formation. Men are hardy and robust

;

women are tender and lovely. Therefore, the names

of men and wom'n were to be so selected as to be

indicative of the.r natural built and disposition.

It is why female names end in feminine a and I.

The uneven number of letters in the name of a

female was also meant for the same purpose. The

third principle was that the name should be

significant of fame, wealth, power etc. Lastly,

the name was suggestive of one’s own caste. It

made quite chr the social status of the person

bearing it without any other inquiry. The system

of naming shown above is a sensible one, and

cannot be profitably neglected, even if superstitious

and religious aspects of the Sarhskara may be

ignored. The meticulous attention paid to the

naming of a child was due to the fact that it was

a life-long suggestion to the man. It was a

constant reminder of an ideal to which the man

was asked to be true.

(5) Repulsive Name

This is so far as the scriptural methods of

naming were concerned. But the common people

must have' taken many other things into

consideration, as they do even now. The unfortunate

parents who had lost their previous issues gave the

child an awkward name, repulsive and disgusting,

frighten a way#demons, diseases aud dbath.
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(v) Ceremonies and their Significance

According to the general rule of the

Grhyasiitras
,

83 the Namakarana ceremony was
•performed on the tenth or the twelfth day after the

birth of the child with the single exception of the

secret name which was given, in the opinion of some,

on- the birth-day% But the later options range from

the tenth up to the first day of the second year.

One authority says, “The naming ceremony should

be performed on the tenth, twelfth, hundredth

day or at the expiry of the first year ’’.34 This wide

option was due to the convenience of the family and

health of the mother and the child. But the option

from the tenth u„p to thirty second day was due

to the different periods of ceremonial impurities

prescribed for different castes. In the opinion

of Brhaspati, “The naming eeremonies should be

performed on the* tenth, (twelfth, thirteenth,

sixteenth, nineteenth or thirty-second day after

the birth of the child”.35 But according to

astrological works even these dates were to be

postponed if there was any natural abnormality or

lack "of religious propriety. ‘‘If there be a

33. j§.G,S. i. 2%. 4 ; A.G.b. i. 15. 4. P.G.S. i. 17. G.G.S. ii, 7

15. Kb. G.S. ii. 2. 30 ;
H.G.S. ii. 4. 10. Ap. G.S. 152.

34. The Gobhila-grhyasatra-pari^ista*
y

35* 4r awratsfa l /
'rtsfNfafirer sfl ^fst% ^3: 9PTRT U Quoted in vol.

I. p. 234.
*
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Safiakranti ( the passage of the sun from one

zodiac to another
),

and eclipse or &r,addha, the

ceremony cannot be auspicious”. 86 There were

other prohibited days also which should be

avoided.

At the expiry of impurity caused by birth, the

house was washed and purified, and the chiWL

and mother bathed. Before the proper cerema^f
the preliminary rites were performed. Then^ the

mother, having covered the child with pure cloth

and wetted its head with water, handed it over to

the father. 37 After this, offerings were made to

Prajapati, date, constellation, their deities, Agni

and Soma.38 The father touched the breaths of the

child, most probably, to awaken .its consciousness

and to draw its attention towards the ceremony#

Then the name was given, How it was done is

not described in the Grhyasutras, but the

Paddhatis 39 contain the following porcedure. The

father, leaning towards the right ear jpf the child,

addressed it, “0 child ! thou art the devotee off the

family deity, so thy name is
;
thou art born

in such and such month, so thy name is thou

art born under such and such constellation, so ~ thy

name is and they popular name is; .”

36. An anonymous authority, quoted, in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 234.

37. G.G.S. ii. 7. 15.

38, The Samskara-vidhi by Svami Dayananda Sarasvati,

39, Sodaga-samskaravidhi by Pandit Bhimasena £arma.
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The Brahmans assembled there said, “May the name

be established ’. After it the father formally made

the child salute the Brahmans who blessed it,

repeating its name every time, “Be long-lived,

beautiful child.’’ They also recited the verse. “Thou

art Yeda etc.” The name for greeting was given

last. The ceremonies terminated with feasting

the Brahmans and respectfully dismissing the gods

and the fathers to their respective places.



3. THE NISKRAMANA ( FIRST OUTING j

(i) The Origin

Every important step in the progressive life

of the child was a festive occasion for the parents

and the family, and it was celebrated with
appropriate religious ceremonies.

(
When the taboos

of the maternity house were withdrawn, the mother

came out of the small room and began to take part

in the family life agaiD. The child’s world also

widened. It could be carried to any part of the

house. J The parents and senior members of the

family fondled it and the small children played

with it. The curious little eyes of the babe gazed

at the inmates of the house very closely and never

let any thing pass without being observed. But
within a month or, two the universe of the child

was found too small. The curiositise of ths child

and the movements of its limbs required- wider

scope to satisfy themselves. So it was thought

proper that it should be introduced to the outer

world. Indeed, it was a land-mark in the life of

the child and the parents gave expressions to the

sense of joy at this occasion. Life outside

the 1 house, however, was not free from natural and

supernatural dangers. Therefore, for the protection

19
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of the child, gods were worshipped and their help

was sought.

(it) Its History

Thecustom oftaking the child out ceremoniously

may be very old, but we do not get any reference

to it in the Yedic literature. EveD the Yedic

verse, “That eye etc.” 1 recited in this Sarhskara

is of general applicability and is used every where,

when one has to look at the sun. Hence it has no

specific significance here. The procedure given

in the Grhyasutras is very simple. It consisted

in taking the child out by the father and making

it look at the sun with the verse. “That eye
1 ’

2

The later ,Smrtis and the Nibandhas elaborate

the rituals and customs relating to it.

(in) The Time of Performance

The time for performing the Nigkramapa

Sarhskara varied from the twelfth day after the

birth -to the fourth month .
8 The twelfth day is

recommended by the Bhavi§ya-purana and the

Brhaspati-Smrti only. 3A Perhaps it was only

possible whom this Sarhskara was performed with

1. P.G.S. i. 17. 5. 6.

2. lb'-d.

3. Ibid. ; M.S. ii, 134.

3a. Quoted in the V.M.S, vol, I. p, 250.
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the Namakarana, wh8n the child was brought

out of the Sutika-grha for giving it a uame.
The general rule, however, according to the

Grhyashtras and the Srnrtis was that this Sarhskara

took place either in the third or in the fourth

month after the birth. The rationale of the option

between the third and the fourth month is

supplied bj_Y_amaj who .says, "“The
,
ceremony

of looking at the sun should be performed in the

third, and that of looking at the moon in the

fourth month”. 4 For taking out the child in

the night a longer period was required. In course

of time when the ceremony could be performed

even later the two ceremonies blended together.

If the above prescribed dates expired, the

Ni§kramana was performed with the First Feeding

in the opinion of A^valayana. 5 There are many
astrologically objectionable -dates when the

ceremony should be postponed. The above options

were based on the convenience of the parents,

the health of the child and suitability of the

weather.

(tv) The Performer

According to the Grhyasutras, the* father and

the mother performed the ceremony. But the

4. i

Il Yama, quoted in the

V.M.S. vol. I. p. 250.

5, Ibid. p. 251.
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Puranas and the astrological works extend this

privilege to others also. In the opinion of the

Muhurtasarhgraha it was desirable that the

maternal uncle should be invited to perform the

ceremony .
6 It was due to the affectionate

feelings that he cherished for the children of his

sister. The Visnudharmottara recommends that

the solicitous nurse should take the child out,.
7

This custom probably arose when the respectable

ladies could not come out of the house owing

to the Purdah system. But in practice it

was confined to the rich families only. These

customs are non-Vedic and popular. When the

Sarnskara was regarded a domestic sacrifice, only

tho father coulb properly perform it. But when it

ceased to be so, the rtght of performance was
transfered even to persons other than him.

(v) The Ceremonies and their Significance

On the day of performing the Sarhskara, a

square portion of the court-yard, from where the

sun could be seen was plastered with dowdung
and clay, the sign of Svastika was made on it and

6.

srreerr *TF§55f I
The Muharta-

bamgraha, quoted in the V.M.S. vol. I.p 253,

7. wnft i

shrjwiFS ll
The Vi§nu-dharmottara

lbid,
o
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grains of rice scattered by the mother.^In the Sutra

period the ceremony ended when the father made

the child look at the sun) But more details are

available from later sources. 8 The child was fully

decorated and brought to the family deity in the

.house. Then the deity was worshipped with

instrumental music. The guardians—ofL-eight

directions, the sun, the mooD, Va.sudeva and sky

were also propitiated. The Brahmans were fed and

auspicious verses recited. The child was carried

out with sounds of conchshell and recital of Yedic

hymns. At the time of outing, the father repeated

the 6akunta hymn or the following verse, “Whether

the child is conscious or unconscious, whether it

is day or night, let all the gods Ipd by Indra protect

the child.’’
9 Then the child was brought to the

temple of a god, who was worshipped with insense,

flowers, garlands etc. The child bowed to the deity

and the Brahmans gave blessings to it. After this

the child was taken out of the temple to the lap

of the maternal uncle who brought it home. In

the i end the child was given presents, e.g., toys,

gifts etc. and blessings.

Brhaspati 10 gives different procedure.

According to him, having properly •decorated the

8, A ^valayanacharya and the Visnu-dharmottara, Ibid,

9. srsrw sruvi traPMf'r ?i i

ll
The Visnu-dharmottara, Ibid.

10. Quoted in the^V.M.S. vol.J. p. 254.
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child, the father should take it out on a carriage,

or the maternal uncle should carry the child himself.

The friend« and relations accompanied the child

amidst sounds of musical instruments. Then the

child was placed on a pure plot of ground plastered

with cowdung and bestrewn with grains of rice.

After performing theRaksa (Protection) ceremony

the father repeated the Mrtasan jivana ( reviving

even the dead ) mantra, “Tryarhbakam yajamahe.”

In the last 6iva and G-anega were worshipped and

the child was given fruits and other eatables.

The significance of the whole ceremony lay in

the physical necessity of the child and impressing

on it the sublime grandeur of the universe. The

Samskara implied "that after a certain period of

time the child must be taken out in the fresh air

and from thence the practice should* be continued.

It also emphasized «on the budding mind of the

child that this universe is a sublime creation of

God and it should be respected duly.



4. THE ANNAPRAI^ANA ( FIRST FEEDING
)

(i) The Origin

Feeding the child with solid food was the next

important stage in the life of the child. So long it

was fed on the mother’s milk.^But after six or seven

months its body developed and required greater

amount and different types of food, while the

quantity of the mother’s milk diminished. jSo
, for

the benefit of the child and the mother both', it was

thought necessary that the child should be weaned

away from the mother and some substitute for her

milk should be given to the -babe. Thus this

Saihskara was connected with the satisfaction of

the physical need of the child. This fact is endorsed

by Su&ruta,1 who prescribes the weaning of a child

in the sixth month and describes the types of food

to be given. It was only later on that this system

of feeding the child for the first time assumed a

religions shape. Food was a lifegiving sutgtance.

People thought $mt there was something mysterious

about it from which life emanated. That source of

energy was to be infused into the child with the

help of gods.

1« WTCf ^ I The Sugruta, garirasthana,

Ch. 10. 64.
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(ii) Its History

The corresponding Parsi custom of feeding the

child ceremoniously indicates that the Annapragana
was a common Indo-Iranian ceremony and it

originated when both the peoples were living

together. Praises of food are found in the Vedas 2

and the Upanigads
,

3

but whether they were sung at

an ordinary dinner or on the occasion of the first

feeding of the child is doubtful. It seems that

the ceremony of fedeing the child for the first time

put on its proper ritualistic garb during the Sutra

period. The Sutras contain prescriptions about

the time of performance, the types of food and the

verses to be recited. The later Smrtis, the Pura^as
and the treatises supply a few changes in

regulations which took place in subsequent times,

while the Paddhatis follow the same ritual.
rt

(Hi) The Time of Performance

According to the Grhyasjijtra^l the .ceremony
' wasperformed in the sixth months after the birth of,

therchild. Early SmrtTslikrMTnu 5 and Yajnavalkya 6

2. Y.v.xvn.3i.

3. The T.U. lii. 7. 9.

4. A.G.S. i. 16; P.G.S. i.19. 2; |.G.S. i. 27 B.G S. ii. 3;M.G.S.
i. 20; Bh.G.S, i. 27.

5. M.S. ii. 34.

6. Yaj. S.I.12.
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are also of the same opinion. Langak?!, 7 however,

differs from the mathematical determination of

the time and prescribes an individual test when

the child could digest solid food. He gives the

option, “Or after teeth come out.’* Teeth were

visible signs that th^ child was able to take solid

food. Giving food before the fourth month was

strictly prohibited. For weak children further

extention of time was allowed. “The feeding

ceremony should be performed in the sixth solar

month after the birth; if postponed, in the

eighth, ninth or tenth month ; but some

learned people are of the view that it might be

performed even at the expiry of one year.” 8 The

last limit was one year, because further

postponement would have told on the physical

well-being of the mother and the digestive capacity

of the child. The even months jfor boys and odd

ones for girls were ’prescribed This difference

based on sex was sentimental that even in

ceremonies some sort of discrimination should be

made about different sexes.

T, Bisrsrraw ^!J fl I
Quoted in the V.M.S.* vol,

I.P. 267.

8. ssrnt qt i

qisPr f#i smaratf vkh, i

qf 3*35? qfosgr: It
Narada. Ibid.

20
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(iv) Different kinds of Food

The types of food were also determined by the

scriptures. The simple prescription was that food

of all kinds and of different sorts of flavours

should be mixed together and given to the

child to eat,.
0

fSome prescribe a mixture of curd,

honey and ghee. Different kinds of food, including

meat, were recommended for different ends,^) The

father fed the child ) with the flesh of the bird

Bharadvaja, if he wished to the child fluency of

speech, with flesh of Kapinjala and ghee if

abundance of nourishment, with fish if swiftness,

with the flesh of the bird Kykasa or rice mixed with

honey if long life, with the flesh of the bird Ati

and partridge if he desired holy lustre, with ghee

and rice if brilliance, with curd and rice if strong

senses, and with all if he desired every thing for

the child ,

10 From '•the above it is evident that

the Hindus were no Jains in the Grhyasutra period.

They would not refrain lrom taking meat if it

brought physical and mental strength to them.

The Grhyasutras were still saturated with the

Yedic idea of animal sacrifice and animal food, so

they did not feel any hitch in recommending meat

and flesh. The later-day tendency, however, was

9. P.G.S. i- 19. 4.

10. Ibid; £.G S.; i. 27; Ap. G.S. i. 16. 1. A.G.S >.10; H.G.S

ii.5;
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towards vegetarianism, It was due to the cults

of non-voilence which influenced the Hindu diet to

a great extent. But animal products like curd,

ghee and milk were still retained and regarded as

the choicest articles of food for the child. The

Markaiideya-Purana 11 recommends a mess of milk

and rice with honey and ghee. The popular

practice thit at last became current was of giving

milk and rice. Books on ritual, however, still

insist on animal food. Many of the Paddhatis

contain the prescriptions given in the Grhyasutras.

The reason is that though the higher religion of

the Hindus forbids animal food and they have

general regard for animal life, the lower customs1

are not particular about it.

Whatever the type of food may be, one thing

was kept in mind that it should be light and

conducive to the health of the child. Su&ruta says,

“One should feed the child in the sixth month with

light and suitable food’’. 12

(<o) The Ritual and its Significance

On the day of the feeding ceremony 'the

materials of sacrificial food were first of all

cleansed acd then cooked with appropriate Yedic

11.

j*wnvfq SWPfcWMr I an 1
Quoted in the V.M.S.

aoI* I. p. 275.

12. t
Sarlrasthana, Ch. 10. 64

t
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verses. When food was prepared, one oblation was

offered to Speech with the words, “The gods have

generated the goddess, Speech ;
manifold animals

speak her forth. May she, the sweet-sounding, the

highly praised one, come to us. Svaha !” 13 The

next oblation was offered to vigour, “May vigour

come to us to-day”. Having made the above

sacrifices, the farther offered further four, oblations

with the following phrases : “Through up-breathing

may I enjoy food, Svaha ! Through downbreathing

may X enjoy food. Svaha ! Through my eye, raiy

I enjoy, visible things. Svaha ! Through my ear.,

may I enjoy fame. Svaha ”! 14 Hore the word

“food” is used in a wide sense. The prayer was

offered that all the senses of the child should be

gratified so that he may live a happy and

contended life. But one thing was kept in mind.

One in search of gratification should not violate

the rules of health and morality, because it would

spoil the fame of the man. In the end the father

set apart food of all kinds and flavours for feeding

the child and fed it silently or with the syllable

“Hant (well!)’’. The ceremony terminated with

the feasting .of the Brahmans.

The significance of the Annapra^ana-Sarhskara

was this that children were weaned away

13.

P.G.S. i. 19.2.

14. Ibid-i, 19. 3.
1
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from their mothers at proper time. They were

not left at the caprice of their parents who often

injure their children by overfeeding them without

taking into consideration their digestive capacity.

The feeding ceremony also warned the mother that

at a certain time she should stop suckling the

child. The ignorant mother, out of love for her

child, goes on suckling it up to «. year or more.

But she little realizes that thereby she allows her

own energy to be sapped away without doing real

good to the child. A timely caution was given

by the ceremony for the benefit of both the child

and the mother.



5 . THE CHUDAKARAN\ ( TONSURE ).

(i) The Origin

It was after a long stride in the march of

civilization when men came to realize the necessity

of keeping short hair for health and beauty.

Ring-worms were a great trouble to primitive

People. To keep the head clean some device was
bound to be invented. Cutting the hair was meant

to meet|this end. But being a novel thing, it was

regarded an, important event in the life of an

individual. ^Chopping the hair by means of an

iron instrument was a new and exciting scene

people knew that it would clean the head, but at

the same time they were afraid that it may injure

the person whose hair was cut.^Necessity and

fear both mingled together and gave rise to the

Chudakarana ceremonies.^ The practical and

beneficient aspects found their expression in the

accompanying verses. The sharp razor, coming into

contact with the child naturally inspired terror in

the fatfier of the child, who requested the sharp

and hard iron razor to be mild and harmless to it.

These sentiments were responsible for giving the

Chudakarana a religious shape.

(it) The Purpose of the Samkara

The purpose of the Saihskara as given in the

scripture was the achievement of long life for tlje
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recipient. 1 “Life is prolonged by tonsure ; without

it, it is shortened. Therefore, it should be performed

by all means.’’ 2 The scriptural object of the

Chudakarana is supported also by medical books of

the Hindus. According to Su^ruta, 3 shaving and

cutting the hair and nails remove impurities and give

delight, lightness, prosperity, courage and happiness.

Charaka 4 opines, “Cutting and dressing of hair,

beard and nails give strength, vigour, life, purity

and beauty. ’ At the basis of the tonsure ceremony

the idea of health and beauty was prominent. In

the opinion of some anthropologists, 5 however, this

ceremony had a dedicat ive purpose m its origin,

that is, hair was cut olf and offered as a gift to some

deity. But this supposition is not correct, at least

so far as the Hindu tonsure is concerned. The

dedicative purpose was unknown to the Grhyasutras

and the Smrtis. bio doubt, at present, the tonsure

ceremony is sometimes performed at the temple of

a deity, but so are some other Samskaras e.g. the

l- eta er aiT|^ gwtorc wwft i
G * s- ’• i7- 12 -

2. Vasi?tha, quoted in the V.M.S. vol. 1. P. 296.

I
Cikitsasthana, Ch. 24. 72.

4. qtfgtB fttrswi l

o

5* Crawfi rd Howell Toy, Introduction to the History of

Religions, p, 81.
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Upanayana. The Sarhskaras of only those children

are performed at the place of a deity who are born

after a long disappointment or the death of previous

children. Moroever, this practice is not universal.

I hus, there is not an innate connection between the

( ensure ceremony and its dedication to a deity.

(Hi) The Vedic Period

Almost all the verses that are used in the

Grhyasutras at the tonsure ceremony are found in

the Vedic literature and they are all of specific

character which shows that they were composed
for the purpose of cutting the hair only. Wetting
the head for tonsure is mentioned in the

Atharvaveda.
6 The shaving razor is praised and

requested to be harmless: “Thou art friendly by
name Thy father is hard iron. I salute thee; do
not injure the child.-

7 Cutting the hair by the

father himself for abundance of food, progeny,

wealth and strength is also referred to .
8 The

barber, an impersonification of Savita or the sun,

is alse welcomed.
9 Many other mythological

6. vi,68«l.
A

7.9ft fenrt sraifa sqferfoRt fq<rr w# *nnr tfhi

Y.V. iii. 63.

8- aii hsrasrrq
i

Y. V. iii. 33.

9. A.V, vi, 68. 2.
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allusions to hair-cutting are given in the Vedas .
10

So it is quite clear that the Chudakarana was a

religious ceremony as early as in the Vedic period,

consisting of wetting the head, prayer to the razor,

invitation to the barber, cutting the hair with

Vedic verses and wishes for long life, prosperity,

valour and even progeny for the child.
*

(iv) The Sutra and the Subsequent Periods

The tonsure ceremonies assumed a systematic

form in the Sutra period. The Grhyasutras 10 *

give the procedure and lay down rules for particular

performances. In the subsequent period many
Puranic elements entered the ceremony. It is

evidenced by the Smrtis, commentaries and the

mediaeval treatises. They represent a new phase

of the Sarhskara and supply, many social and

astrological details, though still later Paddhatis

followed the ritual procedure as given in the

Grhyasiitras.

{») I'he Age

In the opinon of the Grhyagutras the

Chudakarana ceremony took place at the entTof the

10. lb‘d. vi. 68. 3; viii 4. 17.

10a. 4 G.S.i. 28; A.G.S. i. I 7
; P.G.S. ii. 1; G.G.g. ii. 9; Kb.

G.S. ii. 3-16; the B.G.S ii. 6 ; Ap. G.S. 16.. 3; B.G.S.

ii, 4.

21
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first year or before the expiry of the third

year .
11 The earliest Smrti, ManuTalso prescribes

the same: “According to the rules of the Vedas,

the Chudakarapa of all the twice-born should be

performed either in the first or the third year of the

child.5,1

2

The later authorities extend the age up-to

the fifth and the seventh year ome say that it

could be performed with the Upanayana which

might take place even later. “Chudakarana is

praiseworthy in the third or the fifth year
; but it

can be performed even in the seventh year or with

the TJpanayana.’* 13 The tendency of prescribing

later periods for performing the ceremony was

due to the fact that in times subsequent to the

Sutras, its purpose became ceremonial instead of

real. In practice, hair was cropped early in the

life of the child, but its ceremonial performance

was postponed up t5 the timQ of the Upananyana

when it was performed a few minutes before the

initiation with all the formulas of the scripture.

This is the custom which is generally foollowed

at present. However it is not liked and an early

age *is regarded more meritorious. ‘'Chudakarana

performed in- the first year prolongs life and

11. P.G.S. ii. 1. 1-2.

12. M.S. ii. 35.

13. q-sft srcn=# i

srr Sfl n Agvaiayana, quoted in

the V-.M.S. vol. 1. 296;
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increases holy lustre. In the third year it fulfils

all the desires. One who desires cattle should

perform it in the fifth year. Its performance in

the even year is prohibited.” 14 “Chudakarana
performed in the third year is regarded as the best

by the learned
; in the sixth or the seventh year it

is ordinary
; but in the tenth and eleventh year it

is worst.’’ 15

(m) The Time of Performance

Astrological and other factors, though unknown
to the G-rhyasutras, were also taken into

consideration in fixing the time of the Chudakarana

in the later ‘Smrti period. It was performed when

the sun was in the Uttarayana. ‘According to the

Rajamartanda, Chaitra and Pausa, but according

to the Sarasarngraha Jye§th and Marga6ir§a were

prohibited for the Samskara 10
, It was performed

only in the day time* The obvious reason was

that hair-cutting in the night was dangerous. The

Chudakarana was prohibited during the pregnancy

of the child’s mother, 1

7

as she could not take part

14. asffr rf =*& § i

5 r ll

qgir ^ § nffun II
Atri ibid, p. 298.

15. N. S. quoted.in^the V.M.S. vol. p. 296.

16. ibid. p. 300.

17. ftRft H I
Bhraspati ibid. p. 312.
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in the ceremony. But this rule was applicable

after the fifth month of pregnancy 18 Moreover,*

it was not binding in the case when the ceremony

took placetafter the fifth year of the child .
19 When

the mother of the child was in the monthly

course the ceremony was postponed until she

became pure. Bad results were apprehended if

the Samskaras „ were performed during this period,

‘•If the marriage, the initiation 'and the tonsure were

performediduring the monthly course of the mother,

the girl becomes widow, the student dunce and the

child dead ...” 1 °* The above statement, no doubt, con-

tains threats for ignorant half civilized people, but

the;underlying idea of this prohibition was that the

mother was half suck during her monthly course and

therefore she (could not participate in the ceremony

'without’ which half its mirth and joyousness would

have been loot. Tlys question is not raised in the

case of the Samskaras preceding the tonsure. The

reason is that this question did not arise at all,

because the monthly course stops during pregnancy

and a,few months after delivery.

18. Vasisth^, Ibid, p. 312.

19. N. S. Ibid.

19a. fqqfe fimr srcrsr i

^ II
Vrddha-gaigya,

quoted in the V. M. S. vol. I. p. 312.
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(vit) The Choice of the Place

Another development not found in the

Grhyasutras and evolved only from later customs

is the choice of the place where the ceremony should

be performed. During the Vedic and the Sutra

periods, home was the theatre of all domestic

sacrifices including the Sarhskaras. But in

subsequent times “sacrifices fell into disuse and

the domestic fire was not always kept burning in

every house. So the householder could transfer

the stage of performing the ceremonies to the

outside of the home also. When the ritualistic

religion declined and devotional cult embracing

idol worship developed, the temple of gods

became the cantre ol religious* activities. After

disappointments and deaths of children the parents

prayed to gods for progeny. If they were blessed

with children they believed that the child was a

gift from them. They also regarded it obligatory

to perform some of its Sarhskaras in the honour

of the deity prayed to. Every family has at present

its favourite deity where the Chudakarana and the

Upanayana Sarhskaras are performed. 195

(viii) The Arrangement of the Top-h’atr

The arrangement of the top-hair or 6ikha was the

most important feature of the Chudakarana, as the

J9b, This custom, however, Is not universal.
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very name of the Saihskara suggests. The hair on

the top was arranged according to the family

custom: ‘‘One should arrange the hair in

accordance with one’s family tradition.” 20 The

number of tufts was determined by the number of

the Pravara in the family, as it may be three or

fire. Jaugak§i 21 gives examples of different

families following different fashions: *'
I he

descendants of Vasistha keep only one tuft in the

middle of the head > the descendants of Atri and

Kagyapa two on either sides, the descendants of

Bhrgu remin without any tuft ( Mundita ) ; the

descendants of ASgiras keep five, Some keep one

line of hair and others but one 6ikha.” Later on

keeping of only pne tuft became universal in

northern India, probably due to its simplicity and

decency, though in the Deccan and the South the

ancient traditions are kept alive to some extent.

The fashion of the Bhargavas'is followed at present

by the Bengalis who are not very particular about

keeping tufts.

This system of keeping special number of tufts

was a* tribal fashion and the insignia of the

family.

Keeping the top hair, in its course of e volution,

become an indispensable sign of the Hindus. 8 *•

20. i
a.g.s. i. 17.

21. Quoted in the V.M. 6. vol. I. p„ 315.

2la* It may be a reaction against Buddhism and Sanyasa.
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The tuft and the sacred thread are the compulsary
out-ward signs of the twice-born. A man not

keeping the tuft does not get the full (merit of

religious ceremonies. “One should always remain

with the sacred thread a ad the tuft; without them
performance of religious ceremonies is tantamount

to non-performance.” 32 Atonement is prescribed

for chopping off the tufts “The twice-born, who
out of infatuation, ingnorance or hatred cut off

the top-hair, become purified by undergoing the

Taptakrcchra vrata .’
-23 The fashion of keeping

sacred top-hair is passing through a very critical

period of its life at present. A large number of

English-educated young men of to-day have

dispensed with it. But even *in their zeal for

fashion they are still walking in the footsteps of

their ancestors, the Bhargavas.

(ix) The Ceremonies *

An auspicious day was fixed for the performance

of the Chudakarana 34 Iq_ the beginning,

22. f%r^ qesftfh ST ttcfRPI i
Devala, quoted in the

V. M. S. vo!. I. p. 315.

23. ftrerr i

0
» Laghu-Harlta 4. Ibid

24. qrrafrot fftrrair i

s?rwt gmr II
B

r
haspati quoted, by

Gadadhara on the P. G. S. ii. 1, 4.
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preliminary ceremonies e g. Sarbkalpa, worship of

Ga$e4a, Mangala-Sraddha etc. were performed.

Then food was distributed among the Brahmans.
After this the mother took the child, bathed it,

put on it a new garment which had not yet been

washed, put it (child) on her lap and sat down to

the west of the sacrificial fire. The father, taking

hold of her, sacrificed Ajya oblations, and after he

had partaken of the sacrificial food, looking at the

barber he poured down warm water into cold one

with the words, “With warm water come hither,

Vayu! Aditi, cut the hair”. He mixed a piece of

fresh butter or ghee or some curd with the water

and taking some of it he moistened the hair near

the right ear with* “On the impulse of Savitr may
the divine waters moisten the body in order that

long life and splendour may be thine’*. Having
dishevelled the hair ."with a porcupine’s quill that

had three white spots he put three young ku£a

shoots ‘into dt with the formula, “Herb, protect

this child. Do not inflict pain on it”. The father

then t<3ok an iron razor with the formula, “Thou

art'friendly by name. Thy father islronT Salutation

be to thee. ]}o not hurt the child,’’ and cut the

hair with the words, “I cut off the hair for long

life, properly digesting food, productivity,

prosperity, good progeny and valour. The razor

with which Savitr, the knowing one has shaven

the beard of the kings Soma and Varuna, with that
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ye Brahman, shave his head, in order that he may
be blessed with long-life and may-reach old age”.

Cutting of the Kusa shoots together with the

hair, he threw them on a lump of bull’s dung
which they kept northward of the fire. In the

same way two other tufts were chopped off silently.

He cut the hair, behind with the verse, ‘‘The three

fold age”. Then on the left side ^ith the verse,

“By that prayer by which mayest thou, a mighty

one, go to heaven, and long mayest thou see the

sunt With that prayer I shave thee for the sake of

life, existence, glory and welfare”.

The head was three times shaved round from

left to right with the verse, “when the shaver

shaves its head with the razor, wounding, the well

shaped, purify his head, but do not take away his

life”. With that water the father moistened the

head again and gave the razor t® the barber with

the words, “Without wounding him, shave him*’.

The locks of hair that were left over were arranged

according to the family tradition. In the end the

lump of the dung with hair was hidden in a

cowstall, or thrown into a small pond or covere4 in

the vicinity of water. The ceremonies ended with

giving of presents to the teacher and the barber.

(at) The Main Features of the Ceremonies

In the Cudakarana ceremonies the following

main features can be distinguished. The first is

22
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the moistening of the head. It was done for

facilitating the shaving. The second feature is

actually cutting the hair with prayers for non-injury

to the child. An iron razor on the tender head of

the child inspired fear in the father, who praised the

instrument and requested it not to harm the babe.

The third feature is hiding or throwing away the

severed hair with cow-dung. The hair was regarded

as a part of the body and was therefore subject to

magic and spell by enemies. So it was kept away
from their reach. The fourth feature is the keeping

of top-hair. It was a racial fashion and widely

differed in different families. Many ancient peoples

kept tuft of hair on their head and some Asiatic

peoples even now follow this custom .
25

(m) The Association of Top-hair with long life

The most striking characteristic of the prayers

cited in this ceremony is that, they were meant for

long life of the child. The question may be asked

why did the Hindu sages suppose that the

Chu<Jakara$a would prolong one’s life ? Is there

any connection between longevity and the lop-hair?

SuSruta ,

26 again, helps us in tracing the connection

25. The people, who migrated from Asia to Alaska, shaved

their heads except one lock called a scalplock
(
I he

Book of knowledge, Part I. pp. 15. 16 ), The Chinese and

the libetans still keep tufts of hair on their heads.

26. wjt

\
6arirasthana, Ch. 6. 83.
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between the two. According to him, “Inside the
head, near the top, is the joint of a !§ira ( artery

)

and Sandhi ( a critical juncture ). There in the
eddy of hairs is the vital spot called Adhipati
(Overlord). "Any injury to this part causes sudden
death’'. The protection of this vital part was
thought necessary and keeping a tuft of hairs just
ever the vital part served this purpose.



6 . IHE KAENAYEDHA ( BOEING THE EARS )

(i) The Origin and Early History

Boring of different limbs for wearing ornaments

is current among savage peoples alTover the world.

So its origin is very ancient. But even when

civilization progressed, ornamentation continued,

though it was refined, [n the case of boring ears,

it was undoubtedly ornamental in its origin, but

later on it proved to be useful, and for emphasizing

its necessity, it was given a religious colouring.

Su&ruta says, “Ears of a child should be bored for

protection ( from diseases in his opinion ) and

decoration”. 1 He, again, explicitly prescribes the

boring of ears for preventing hydrocele and hernia .
2

Thus it was a precaution taken early in life, so

that the chances of the abbve deseases may be

minimized.

The recognition of the Karuavedha as a

Saznskara and the ceremonies attached to it are of

a late origin. Almost all the Gyhyasutras omit

it. It is described only in the Katyayana-Sutras

1. I
&arirasthana, Ch. 16. 1.

2. w i

U Ibid Cikitsasthina,

Ck. 19. 21.
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incorporated in the Pari^ista of the Paraskara

Grhyasutras. The later-day Paddhatis describing

this Sarbskara quote their authorities, “The

Yajftikas say so,” which suggests it had no

scriptural authority in the origin. The cause of

the la^e inclusion of this ceremony in the list of

the Saiiskaras is that its original purpose

was decorative and there was the absence of anv

religious idea associated with it. It was only in a

very wide sence that it entered the holy precincts

of the Sarhskaras.

But there is one hymn in the Atbarvaveda 3

which refers to ear-boring, This hymn is, however

utilized by KauSika 4 in the ceremony of marking

the ears of cattle, and it is never quoted on the

occasion of the Karnavedha ceremony by any later

authority.

(«'*) The ige and Time of Performance

This ceremony was performed on the tenth the

twelfth or the sixteenth day after the birth "of the

child according to Bfhaspati .

5 Garga regards, the

sixth, the seventh, the eighth or the twelfth month

3. v5,

4. K. S.

5. aiwrat qtfo Tift 51# grrs«rc# |
Brhaspati quoted m the

V.M.S. vol, I. p. 25$.
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as suitable periods. In the opinion of &ripati,® the

Karnavedha ceremony shonld be performed before

teeth of the child come out, and while it is still

creeping on the lap of the mother. The Katyayana

Sutra, 7 however, prescribes the proper time of

performing the ceremony in the third or fifth year

of the child. The idea underlying the early age

was that the boring would be easier and less

troublesome to the child. Taking physical facility

into consideration Su6ruta 8 prefers the sixth or

the seventh month. The GrhyapariSista of Paraskara

is certainly of a later day when the Sainskara

became a ceremony and it must be performed

without paying any heed to the comfort of the

child. The third £fhd the fifth years coincided with

the periods of the Chudakarana ceremony. In this

case both the Satiiskaras would save been

performed together.* At present, in many oases

both the Chudakarana and the Karnavedha are

performed with the Upanayana.

(Hi) The Performer

In the opinion of the Katyayana-butra father

performed the„ ceremony, but it is silent as to who

6. frrpwraf'm; i

ffcpBgsRT ll
Quoted in the V.M,S.

vol. I, p. 261.

7. The P G.S. Pari ^i?ta. 1.

8. Sufruta, Sutrasthana, Ch, 16. 1.
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should bore the ears. According to SuSruta a

surgeon should pierce the ears. 9 But 6rlpati, a

mediaeval writer, allows this privilege to a

professional needle-maker, 1

0

more often a goldsmith.

Su&ruta was more reasonable in his prescription

than Srlpati. The goldsmith, however, has

acquired a hereditary experience and in the

majority of cases it is he who is invited to bore

the ears.

(it) The Types of Needle

The types of needle with which the ears

were bored are also determined by writers on

ritual. “Gold needle lends elegance, but one can

use silver or even iron needle according to his

means’’. 11 The Smrti-Maharnava 12 prescribes

copper needle for all, “One should pierce the ears

with copper needle towered with white yarns”

Descrimination was made according to the caste

of the child. “The needle for a prince should be

made of gold, that of a Brahmaria and a Yai£jra

9. fa'&l I Ibid. Ch. 16. 2.

io. ^ fgpt^rcr i §npati

ll- sarafWRjfl i

flstat flSJjtft wrsft 2J«rr jpns II
Brhaspati quoted

in V.M-S*

12* The Smi ti mahafnava, Ibid.
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made of silver and that of a Sudra made of iron”. 1 *

The basis of this differential treatment was

economic

(v) A Compulsory Ceremony

When the Karnavedha assumed a religious

garb, its performance became compulsory and

its omission was° regarde a sin. The defaulter

was thought to be fallen from his status

Devala, a mediaeval Smrtiwriter, says, “All the

accumulated merits disappear at the sight of a

Brahmarta, through whose ear-holes do not pass

the rays of the Sun. No gift should be given to

him in the Sraddha ceremonies. If one gives, he

becomes an Asura or demon’’. 14

(vi) The Ceremonies

The Karnavedha* ceremony described in the

Katyayana-Sutra is very simple. On an auspicious

day the ceremony was performed in the first half

of the day. The child was seated facing towards

the eadt and given some sweet-meats. Then the

•

13. I

U Quoted in the V.M.S-

vol. I. p. 261,

sresn gtrasn: ii

tTtft OT3* *T ^rasaf qfc li
Devala, Ibid,
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right ew was bored with the verse ‘‘May we ! hear
auspicious things through ears etc.” and the left

ear with the verse, “Vaksyanti etc.” The ceremony
closed with the feasting of the, Brahmans, 15

.

(vii) Susvuta on the Boring of Ears

Sulruta gives a very cautious procedure of the
ceremonys He says that the ceremony should be
performed in the sixth or seventh month, in • the
bright- half and on an auspicious day. After
the preliminaries the child should be put on- the
lap of the mother or the nurse. Then the child
should be fondled and persuaded by me^ns of toys.

Now the surgeon should pull the ears with his left

hand and bore them slowly at the natural holes
which are visible in the sunlight. If the ears are
tender they should be pierced with a niddle, if stiff

with a probe. After boring oil.should bo applied
to the ears by means ofa cotton thread or bougie, 16

(viii) Later Pham

The later writers on the Saihskara introduced

more religious elements and social mirth in the
ceremony. On the day of performance Ke^ava
('Lord Visual

) Hara ( Siva ), Brahma, the sun, the

moon, deities of quarters, Nasatyas, Saraswatl, the

15, The P. G. S, Parigigta, Karnavedhasu'ras 1, 2.

16. iugruta, Sotrasthana, Ch, 161.

23
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Brahmanas and cows were worshiped. The

teacher of the family was decorated and offered a

seati Then the nurse, wearing white garment;

brought the ohild well-adorned with its ears

painted with red powder. The child was persuaded

and kept still. The surgeon pierced the ears in

one stroke but very lightly. The right ear of the

boy and the left of the girl was bored first. In the

end, presents were given to the Brahmans,

astrologers and the surgeon, Ladies, friends, the

Brahmans and relatives were paid respect and
entertained. 1

7

l7. The ViEoudharmottara, quoted in V M <
5. vol 1. p, 262.'



CHAPTER VII

THE EDUCATIONAL SAMSKABAS

1. THE VIDYARAMBHA ( LEASHING OF ALPHABETS )

(») Names, Meaning and Purpose of the SamsMra

When the mind of the child was prepared to

receive education, the Vidyaraihbha Saihskara waa
performed to mark its begining, and alphabets

were taught. The Saihskara is variously named.

It is called Yidyarambha
,

1

^
Akgararaihbha,*

Ak§arasvikarana
'

5 and Ab?aralekhana 4 by different

writers. As its iery name suggests, it was more

cultural than natural. It orginated at - a very

high stage of civilization, when alphabets were

evolved and utilised for writing purposes.

(ii) The Sources ofInformation

Though the Vidyaraihbha precedes * the

Upanayana in order the origin of the former is *far

posterior to that of the latter. The Gfhyasutras, thp

Dharmasutras and the early Smitis do not meptjon

1, V.M.S.vol. 1. p. 321; Vi$vamitra, Ibid.

2* Copinatha Bhatta: Samskara-rataa.nala, U

3, Vasi?tha quoted in V.M.S, yol. 1
. p.

4; The Markandeya-Purai} a, ibid.
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it. Even the madiaeval and the modern Paddhatis

that dseoribe the Saihskaras do not contain it. Our
authorities for information about this Sarhskara

are a few treatises, namely, the Vlramitrodaya

( Sarhskara-prakaSa, Vol. T, pages 321 ff, ), the

Smrti-chandrika ( Saihskara-kanda, pages 67 If.
),

the Samskara-ratnamala of Gopinatha Bhatta “and

the commentary t>f Apararka on the Yajnavalkyar

Smrt\ All these sourses are very recdnt in' the

history of ritual literature in India and they

oan be placeds ubsequent to the eleventh century. 6

Even the original authorities, Vi^vamitra,®

Brhaspati 7 and Markaijdeja 8 quoted by them,

cannot be much earlier. As the astronomical

details given by th*e writers named above cannot

be traced back anterior to the seventh or.the eighth

century A.D., we conclude that they flourished

after these centuries-9

» '

(Hi) The Late 1)' Origin and its Cause

It seem* very strange that the Grhyaeutras
anti” the * Dharmautras that deal with even

5.

’ Cf P. V. Kkne. Histoiy of Dharma^astra> pp, "44C;
- 343; 328.

'

6. Ibid, p. 236.

7. Ibid. p. 207.

8. Ibid.

9. lMdj Dr. A. S. Altekar, 'Kducaton in aricieW .'India pi £
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insignificant ceremonies like the First Outing

and the First Feeding of a child, pass over the

Yidylrarnbha, which marked the beginning of

the primary education and was thus a very

important occasion in the life of a child* The

omission could not be by mistake. It can be only

explained by the fact that while many of the

Smskaras originated in the pre-Sutra period, the

Vidyarambha did not come into existence till

very late. Sanskrit was then a spoken language,

and the Upanayana marked the beginning of'

primary education. Learning of Sanskrit did not

require a preparatory training in reading and

writing. The education of children began with;

the memorizing of the sacred hymns without any .

help df writing. Moreover, writing was unknown,,,

in early times,
10 or at least not used for

educatipnal purposes. Therefore there- was no

need of instituting another Samskara besides the

Upanayana for celebrating the learning of

alphabets, -

dO. Dr. Buhler (Indian Antiquary, 1904) says that the

introduction of alphabets in India was subsequent to 800

B.C., but his opinion has been given up ip the light of the

Indus valley discoveries, M.M. Rai Bahadur Pandit Gauri

bhankar Hirachand Ojha, in his Prachina Lipimala has

proved, on literary evidences, that the art of writing* wak
*

known in India in the later Samhita period
(
c. 1600-1200

B,C* ). 'There is however, no evidence to show that letters

*we$e introduced eafrlier.
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Later on, Sanskrit ceased to be the spoken

language of the people. The literature of the

Hindus progressed and became complicated. The
sciences of grammar and exegesis evolved and
different branches of learning came into existence.

The mass of literature was increasing and becoming

too unwieldy for memory. Hence, to preserve the

treasure of learning, alphabets were invented and
the art of writing became knowD. At this time,

for studying the Sanskrit literature, a preliminary

instruction in reading and writing became

necessary. Thus, in course of time, the Upanayana

could not mark the beginning of primary education.

Bather it was performed at the commencement of

secondary education. So a new Sarhskara was

needed to solemnise the start of the primary

education. It was to meet this need that the

Vidyararhbha Sarhskara came into existence.

The Sarhskara originated earlier than its

mention in the Sm?tis. This late recognition .of

'•The Learning of Alphabets'* as a Sarhskara was,

probably due to the fact that for a very long tipae

this Sarhskara was performed with the Chaula or

tonsure ceremony. 11 This supposition is supported

by the ArthaSastra, 12 according to which the

education of a prince began at the time of the Chaula

11* Cf* Dr,A.S, A ltekar, Education in Ancient India p*2»

12. TOftvpft WW tfWPf 1 U 2, Kaghu, V, 28i
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Sarhskara.lt is evidenced bj the Uttara-Ramacharita

also, tyhere the sage Yalmiki started the education

of Ku4a and Lava after their tonsure ceremonies

and they had learnt ma#y sciences before they

commenced their Yedio studies after the

Upanayana,18 There was one more factor which

facilitated the performance of the Vidyararhbha-

with the Chudakarana. The latter was performed

between the fourth and the seventh year of the

child. This was the proper time for commencing

the primary education also. So both the Sarhskftr&s

were combined and performed together. The number
of tufts of hair to be kept at the time of the tonsure

ceremony was determined by the number of

celebrated sages ( Pravaras )
in t,he family.14 This

was a convenient suggestion that the primary

education of the child should commence at the time

when its tonsure ceremony was pereformed,

( ip) The Age

The Vidyarachbha Sarhskara was performed in

the fifth year of thechild according to YiSvamitra. 15

In the opinion of an anonymous Smyti wrjiter

quoted in the Sodaga-Saraskaravidhi, dt could be

13. fsrfrr ftuu trttwifo :*nrai

f T he Uttararamacharita, Act. I.

14. qqfti I
G * xvi 6; V, U. S. Iv.

15. Quoted in the V, M, S, voi. J, p. 321.
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perforined even in the seventh year.
19 But, i£

owing to some unavoidable circumstances it was
postponed, it must be performed some times before1

tee TTpanayana ceremony. ‘‘The wise should begin1

the learning ofalphabests before the second birth.”17

The proper time of performance w-as from the month

of MargaSirsa to Jye?tha. The months form Ag&dha*

t.o Kartika, when Lord Vi§nu was supposed to be

sleeping, were prohibited for this Samskara .

18 Here

one thing is remarkable. During the Sutra -and the

pre-Siltra periods, the educational ' session began"

particularly during the rainy season. But according 1

to the . above authorty this yery - season was

'

avoided.

( v ) Thi Ceremonies

When the sun was in the northern hemisphere,/

an auspicious day was fixed for performing the

Saihskara .
19 In the beginning the child was

>16;'

*

1
=3$ fiss^ |

'
Sodaga-Samsksravidhi by Paddit

. Bkimasena i§.rma

l-Brhaspati quoted in the

V.M $. vol. 1. p. 321.

18. 5r*ri^ i farmfasr* ib ; d.

• BTOPltW fft. I

faitf wt: iff: II Visnudharmottara,

Ibid. .

19. I
Vasi?tha

;
Ibid.,
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required to bathe and to be scented and decorated.

Then Yinayaka, Sarasvatl, family goddess and

Brhaspati were worshipped. Narayana and Lakgml

were also propitiated, and one’s own Yeda and the

Sutrakaras of one’s own Yedic School were paid

respects. After this a Homa was offered. The

teacher, facing towards the east, performed the

Aksararambha of the child who w<2s facing towards

the west. The Saihskara consisted of writing and

reading both. Saffron and other substance were

scattered on a silver plank and letters were written

with a gold pen. But as it was possible in the

case of only the rich, letters may be written on

rice with any pen specially made for this ocoasion.

The following phrases were written. ‘ Salutation

to Gane£a, Salutation to Sarasvati, salutation to

family gods and goddesses and salutation to

Narayana and Lak?ml.*’ After this * Om namah
Siddhaya or salutation to Siddha.” 20 Then the

child worshipped the teacher, and the latter made
the child read thrice what was written. Having

read, the child presented clothes and ornaments to

the teacher and made three circumambulations

round the gods. The Brahmans were, entertained

and propitiated with sacrificial fee. In return,

they blessed the child. The ladies whose husbands

and children were alive, waved lamps. In the end
*

20. It indicates the Jain influence on the Hindu Sajhskaras,

24
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the teacher was presented a turbaD. The ceremonies

closed with the dismissal of gods to their respective

places .
21

21 . For description of the ceremonies see the Markandeja-

purana and the Sodga-Samskaravidhi by Pardit

Bhimasena £>arma.

The ceremony associated with the learning of alphabets

was performed by the Mohammadans also. We are

informed that Humayun, the moghul empercr, was

admitted into a Maktab when he was four jeais, four

months and four days old, and the occasion was

solemnized with due ceremonies
(
Tazkiratul Sac-atin, Ms.

in Boh. Coll. vol. f, p. 169 ,
Shah-i-Jahan Namah, Ms. in

AbB. p, 45 ).



2 . THE UPANAYANA ( INITIATION )

(i) The Origin

Ceremonies performed in connection with the

arrival of youth are universally prevalent. The

youth is welcomed into the tribe with proper

ceremonies. The Parsis, the 'Christians, the

Mohammadans etc. all have rites specially meant

for this purpose. Even the savage tribes of the

world perform some kind ofceremonies for greeting

the youth into their fold. These ceremonies are

as important as any other class of social procedure.

Their basis is civil. Their object is to prepare the

young men for entering on the active duties of

citizenship The importance of the clan is

realized and the people are anxious to

preserve the life of their community unimpaired.

To meet this end the flowers of the race are

disciplined to shoulder the burden of the

elders. Thus the ceremony in question arose out

of the civil needs of the community. But in

course of time it received a religious colouring* as

every phase of early life was saturated with the

idea of religion, and every communal function was

in the need of religious sanction for its validity.

(ii) Forms of Initiation

Initiation of youg men takes place in different

ways in different tribes and religions. #®ie
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savage tribes initiate their youths by tests of

endurance.
1 In certain communities girls are

initiated by observing a temporary seclusion

2

A
few tribes re-arrange the taboos for a young man
when he enters the life. Mutilation of the body is

another method of initiation in some wild tribes .
8

The Mohammadans still initiate their young men
by means of circifmcision

(in) The Hindu Initiation.

The scheme of education framed by the ancient

Hindus to initiate the young men for preparing
them for full citizenship of the community marked
a great advance over the primitive idea of

initiation. Here we find that the conception of
race was cultural, and it was on the basis of

cultural fitness that one could seek admission into,

and claim the full rights and privileges of, the
community. Without the Upanayana none could
call himself a twice-born. One who would not
undergo this Samskara was excommunicated- and
debarred form all the privileges of the race. The
initiaFtion was a passport to the literary treasures
of the Hindus? It was also a means of communion
with the society, because without it none could

1. Frobenius, Childhood of Man, Chap. iii. Frazer, Golden
Bough, 2nd. ed. iii. pp. 442. ff.

2. Frazer, Golden Bough, i. pp. 826. ff ; iii. 204. ff.

3. H. Speiscer, Principles of Sociology, i. 189. 290.
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marry an Aryan girl. Thus the Hindu ideal made
the universal education the i ndispensable test and
insignia of their community. The most striking

fact in connection with the Upanayana is that by
virtue of its performance the initiated ranked as a

Dvija or twice-born. This transformation of man’s

personality by means of religious ceremonies

compares well with the Christian Hte of baptism,

which is regarded as a sacrament and carries with

it a spiritual effect to reform the life of man. If

we look beneath the surface of the ceremonies, we
'

cannot but recognize in it the expression of a deep

human conviction th*t man, due to his contact

with the world, loses his native purity, and

that he must be born again to enter the spiritual

kingdom again.

(iv) The Antiquity of the Upanayana

The Upanayana ceremonies are of a hoary

antiquity. The corresponding Parsi rite called

Naujat (TheNew birth4
), by which Parsi children,

both boys and girls, receive religious initiation

after they have attained the age of six years, and

three months, indicates that the
0
Upanayana

or the initiation of the child originated in the

period when both the Indo-Aryans and the Iranians

were living to-gether.

4. It closely corresponds with fgr^fcr SRI or the Second Birth

of the Hindus,
1 / *
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(v) The Vedie Period

The word “Brahmacharya” is twice mentioned

in the Rgveda in the sense of the life of a religious

student.
3 We also get a reference to a student

who has just performed his Upanayana Saihskara .
6

In the Atharvaveda 7 the Yedic student is extolled

in two hymns which give many details of the

Upanayana Saihskara found in the later day
ceremonies. The Yedic sludent was called

“Brabmachari” and the teacher “Acharya’’. / The
initiation of the student was regarded a second

birth: ‘ The teacher, taking him in charge, makes
the Vedic student an embryo within

;
he bears him

in his belly three nights; the gods gather unto him
to see him when born.’^y The student wore sacred

girdle, put on the deerskin, kept long beard,

practised austerity, collected fuel and offered them
in the sacred fire: “The Vedic student fills the

worlds with fuel, girdle, toil and fervor. The
Yedic student goes.„clothing himself in the
black antelopeskin, consecrated and long-bearded.” 9

5.

-x. 109. 5.

6. Ibid ,* iii. 8r 4, 5.

7. xi. 5; xv.

gqjpwrat *T*f*Rf: I

usfifera: arid ^r; a a,v,
xi. 5. 3.

9. Ibid, xi„5. 6.
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The student also begged alms: “This broad earth,

and the sky, the Vedic student first brought as

alms.” 10 All these characteristics of a student

re-appear in the post-Vedic literature on the ritual.

During the Brahmana period the Upanyana

assumed almost a ceremonious shape and its

procedure was going to be fixed.11 The student

be-took himself to the teacher and announced his

intention to become a student; “I have come for

Brahmacharya ;
let me be a Brahmacharl.'’ The

teacher, then, asked the name of the student and

took him in charge. After this he grasped the

hands of the student with appropriate verses and

commended him to the protection of deities and

beings. He also delivered the fivje commandments
to him for guidance of his conduct. Then the

student was taught the sacred Gayatrl mantra

and the teacher observed continence for three

days: “When one has admitted a Brahmana to

a term of studentship, he should not carry sexual

intercourse etc.” The procedure given above is the

prototype from which the laterday procedure12

evolved.

In th6 Upani?adic period the theory of the "four

A&ramas seems to have been established and

“Brahmacharya” or a student’s life became a

10. Ibid, xi. 5. 9.

11. 4* Br. i. 2, 1-8.

12. cf. P.G.S. ii. 2. 5.
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respected institution. The importance of the

teacher was recognized even for Brahmavidya and

the Aeharya was the final resort .
18 Upanayana

was no more than going to a teacher and being

admitted as a pupil.
14 But admission was not

open to all. Students were admitted when they

had satisfied the conditions laid down by the

teacher: **This knowledge should not be imparted

to the sceptic, to the wicked and the vicious

etc.” 15

The Brahmacharins resiled and boarded at the

house of there gurus 1 * and in reuturn rendered

many personal services, such as tending his

cows and looking after the sacrificial lire. From
the story of Satyakami Jabala we learn that

he was asked to stay with the cows of the guru
and return only when they had increased to a

thousand. Moreover, the student helped his guru
by begging alms also.

17 The usual period of

studentship was from the twelfth to twenty*

fourth year of ja man .
18 But longer periods

are also mentioned. The age at which studentship

13. StRphg 5t uffoOT I
ch. U.

14.
I
Ibid, iv, 4.

15* 5fiitr«ira

t. u.

16. or Ch.U. Hi. 2.5; iv. 10. 1.

17. Ch. U. iv. 3. 5.

18.

Ch. U.,vi. 1. 2.
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began and the period spent at the house of the

guru varied according to the individual inclination

and capacity. To give an instance, 6vetaketu

commenced his studentship at twelve and

studied for twelve years. The Upanisads also

inform us that every time a man approached a

new teacher, he had to perform his Upanayana
anew.19 The story of Aruni tells, that even old

man could become a pupil for a time.20 The

teacher was held in high respect. It is preached

that devotion to the teacher is necessry for the

highest kind of knowledge.21 At the end of the

student life many practical instructions were

given which are of very high value, such as,

“Speak the truth. Lead a pious life etc”. 22

(vi) The Sutra and later Periods

The Upanayana Samskara became fully

established in the time of the Grhyasutras. All

the Grhyasutras presuppose that Upanayana
was universal and encumbent on every twice-

born. They lay down all the regulations *and

every possible detail of the ceremony. The

development of the ritualistic side of the

Sarhskara was complete by the time of the

19. Ibid.

20. Br. U. vi. 1. 6.

21. &-U. vi. 23.

22. T. U. 1. 11.

26
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Satras. The Dharmasutras and the Smrtis do
not contribute any-thing to the ritual proper.
They take up the link supplied by the Grhyasutras
about the social s ide of the Sarhskara and develop
it. They give full information and discussions
about the age of the child to be initiated, the
lawful recipients, the duties of a student’ and
his conduct. -In these rules and regulations many
changes were introduced at different times which
will be shown in their respective places. The
Paddhatis, that were written still later, follow
the ritual of their particular Vedic school in
general, but at the same time admit many local
customs prevalent in their times.

(vii) The Meaning of the term Upanayana

The conception of Upanayana has undergone
many changes 4n course of time. In the
Atharvaveda the word “Upanayana’’ is used in
the sense of “taking charge of a student”.28 Here
it meant the initiation of the child by a teacher
into 'sacred lore. “Upanayana” connoted^ the
same thing during the Brahmana period, as it is
evident by „ the initiation of a student in the
Satapatha-Brahmana. 24 Even in the Sutra period
the proposal of the student for studentship and

23. sffwnfapi l
A.v. xi. 5. 3 .

24. xi. 5. 4.
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its acceptance by the teacher is the central point

in the Saihskara. But later on when the mystio

significance of the Upanayana increased, the idea

of the second birth through the Gayatri mantra

overshadowed the original idea of initiation for

education. Manu says, “Id the Vedic birth of the

student, symbolized by wearing girdle made of

Mofija-grass, Savitrl is the mother End the teacher

the father .” 25 By many writers the Sainskara

itself is called “The Teaching of Savitrl” (Savitri-

vadanam ) A.paraka remarks on the word

“Upanayana ’
11

used by Yajnavalkya, “By Upanayana

is understood the establishment of connection

between the pupil and Savitrl, which is performed

by the teacher .’’ 36 In still later time? the word

“Upanayana’’ was used only in the physical sense,

that is, taking the pupil near the teacher by his

guardians. By the ITpanayana Samskara was
meant that rite through which the child was taken

to the teacher .
27

'\TTe authority extends the

meaning of the word “Upanayana’’ and doee not

restrict it to the educational sense alone: ‘‘The ‘rite

through which a man is initiated into the vows -of

the gure, the Vedas, the restraints, observances and

25. g5( ajq: WfJ5T«nSR l

firar ?*ivp? 3^ ti m.s. u. i70.

26. Apararka on Yaj. S. I. 14.

27. I Bharuchi,

quoted in V.M#S* vol, I# p# 334.
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the vicinity of a god, is called CTpanayana .” 38 In

the latest development of the Samskara its

educational sense has departed altogether. The
word “Upanayana 5

’ is used in the sense of a

ceremonial farce which is performed sometimes

before the marriage of a twice-born. In this sense

it is called ‘Maneoo,” 29 that is, a ceremony in

which a boy is fnvested with the Sacred Thread

What a mockery of fate ! The Sacred Thread as such

is not mentioned in the Grhyasutras. It was a

later substitute for the upper garment which was
put on at the time of a sacrifice .

30 One did not

know that this insignificant decorative substitute

would outweigh the original elements of the

Saihskara. But when not education but a badge

became the sign of regeneration, the Sacred Thread

reigned supreme.

(ii%%) The Purpose of the SamsMra

The purpose of the Saihskara has also suffered

various vicissitudes. Originally education was
the main purpose and ritual or ceremoniously

28
» fowsv * i

snftf vi ^rrcfl sfc&sdt ||
Abhiyukta, Ibid,

29, This word is current in Northern India,

30. cf. anrtoftd §# v# prcsg |far i g.g.s. a. 10.

II
Devala, quoted in V,M.S,

vol. I.„p. 415.
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taking the initiate to the teacher an ancillary item.

It was not only at the first initiation of a boy but

at the beginning of every branoh of the Veda, that

the Upanayana was performed .

81 Evidence is

available to show that such was the case. In the

Upanisads we come accross a unmber of

cases where a man underwent the rite of

Upanayana when approaching a guru for learning

a new branch of philosophy.^ Yajnavalkya

regards the reading of the Vedas the highest object

of the Upanayna: “The teacher, having initiated the

pupil with the Mahavyahptis, should teach him
Vedas and the rules of conduct.

33 .According to

Spastamba and Bharadvaja, thg Upanayana was
meant for learning: “Upanayana is the sacrament

of a person desirous of learning .’’ 3 4 But in course

of time the performance of the ritual and the

Vratadega or the cqmmandnfents for observing

vows became the chief object and education a

secondary one. Gautama was the first exponent of

this chools x ‘‘Being consecrated by forty-eight

Sarnskaras a man goes to the vicinity of Br&hman

31. srnmirt i

sEPjirg * qfacft II
VasiStha, Ibid. p. 337.

32. Ch. U. V. ii. 7.

33. gtpffa 55 : foci

qftareuhc* It
Yaj. S. I. 15.

34. fq«iT*tei srftrer: e'wi 5% I
AP- D- S- 1,
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and Rsis.”35 According to Manu also the ritual

purifies this life as well as the other .

36 Angira

also thinks that the Saihskara properly performed

produces Brahmanhood .
87 When the Upanayana

was an educational Saihskara, the Vratade^a or

the delivery of commandments by the initiator

was a secondary performance, but when it became
a bodily SarhskaTra the ritualistic significance

rose into importance. In the latest of its

development, the Upanayana became a religious

achievement (Purusartha) bereft of any educational

intention. Even the mad, the dumb, the deaf or

otherwise disabled persons who were originally

excluded 38 from „the right of performing this

Samskara were required to undergo tho

ceremony.
8 9

(ix) The Age

The first problem to be considered in

connection with the Upanyana Samskara wass At

35. G.D.S. viii. 14. 24.

36. JV1.S. ii. 26.

37. Quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 137.

38. $ankha,and Likhita quoted by Harihara on. P G.S ii. 2

||
The Brahma-purana,

quoted is V.M.S, vol I, p. 399.
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what age of the initiate should it be performed?

The general rule given in the Grhyasutras and

endorsed by the later authorities was that the

Upanayana ceremony of a Brahman boy should

be performed in the eighth year, that of a Ksattriya

in the eleventh and that of a Vai^ya in the

twelfth.40 As regards the basis of this

differentiation many speculations have been

offered. Some writers 41 regard it as a fancy

and self-conceit of the Brahmans. As the number
of letters in the Savitri mantras of ihe Brahmans,
K§attriyas and the Vaigyas happened to be eight,

eleven and twelve,42 the Brahmans took fancy to

them and determined the respective ages of the boys

of the upper three classes for initiation at eight,

eleven and twelve They quote Medhatithi43 and

the Vlramitrodaya 44 to support their views.

According to another set of scholars45 the

differentiation was • based on the intellectual

superiority of the Brahmans ; the Brahman child

40. F.G S. II. 2; A.G.S. i. 19; & G S. ii. 1; B.G.\ ii. 5; Ap.

G.S. xi; GG.S. ii. 10; M.S- ii. 36, Yaj. S. I. 11.

41. Keay, Ancient Indian Education, p. 2^.

Medhatithi on M.S. ii. 36.

43. Ibid.

44. V.M.S. vol, I. p. 344.

45.

J3.K. Das, The Educational systems of the Ancient Hindus,

p. 72-
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was more intelligent than the Ksattriya and the

VaiiSya children. In connection with the first

speculation it should be noted that the observations

of Medhatthi and the Vlramitrodaya, far removed

from the time of the Sutras, may be fanciful, but

relation between the Savitrl mantra and the age

of the initiate cannot be traced in the Grhyasutras,

Equality of letters is accidental which gave rise

to the fancy of later-day writers, to whom
Upanayana was a farce and not a real necessity.

Moreover, there is no sanctity attached to these

numbers in Hindu religion. So, it is difficult to

believe that the difference in age for the

performance of the Sarimkara, a ceremony full of

consequences in the beginning, originated from

mere
i

fancy. The second speculation also cannot

be supported. Baudhayana recommends any year

between eight and sixteen for a Brahman boy.
40

So, it seems quite improbable -that earlier age for

their children was due to the superior intellect or

the superiority, complex of the Brahmans.

' Tim more plausible basis of differentiation

seems to be that, in early times, the lather was the

teacher in case of the Brahman Brahmacharins.
Therefore, -it was in no way inconvenient to them if

they were initiated at an early age, because they
had not to leave their homes for education: But

46. B.G.g, ii. 5. 5,
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quite different was the case with the Ksattriya and
the Yai^ya children. They had to part with their

parents /or receiving education. Therefore, they

would ha ve been put to troubles, had they been

separated form their parents in a very young age.

Thus paternal feelings were responsible, to a great

extent, for the higher age at which the initiation

should be performed. There was one"more operative

factor in fixing the age of the Ksatriya and the

YaiSya children. Tbe Brahmanical education

that began after the Upanyana was mostly

religious and priestly and consisted of Vedic and

allied studies. The Brahmans had to busy

themselves earlier with this kind of education,

because their further prospects depended on the

knowledge of the Yedic lore. But the professions

of the K?attriyas and the YaiSyas were different. No
doubt, they had to maintain a "racial standard of

culture by undergoing a literary education, but they

had to specialize in the military art and

administration, and commerce and agriculture

respectively. So, these two classes joined the

Brahmanical education later, as they were not

required to pass the same couse of studies as the

Brahman students. Thus, caste differentiation

originated form practical necessity and not out of-

fancy and superiority-complex of the Brahmans.
47

47. Cf, Dr. A.S. Altekar, Education In. Ancient India, Chap*

. p. 18.

2«
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Optional ages were prescribed for securing

special merits, In the opinion of Baudhayana
‘‘One desirous of holy lustre should perlorm the

Upanayana in the seventh year, of long life in

the eighth year, of glory in the ninth year, of food

in the tenth, of cattle in the twelfth, of talent in

the thirteenth, of strength in the fourteenth, of

brothers in the fifteenth and of all in the

sixteenth.” 48 Manu also says, “The Upanayana
of a Brahmana child desirous of holy lustre

should be performed in the fifth year, that of a

Kfattriya child desirous of power, in the sixth

year, and that of a Vaigya child - desirous of

Wealth in the eighth oear,’’ 49

At the first, sight the wide options meant for

different merits look fanciful. But when we take
into consideration the change which the

conception of Upanayana underwent, in course
of time, their rationale becomes evident.

In the beginning the Upanayana marked the

commencement of the primary education. Therefore,

an early age was preferred and the earliest possible

age' for the Upanayana was fixed at five. But
when the Upanayana ceased to signalize the

primary education; and was performed at the

4?. B.G-S.u/5. 5.

* -49* self t

qft II
M.s. ii. 37.
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beginning of the secondary education, higher age

was prescribed for this purpose, though it was
always within the period of educational suitability.

The age should be such that the mind of the

student be still receptive and he may get

sufficient time to study. The same age, however,

would not suit every child. So, intermediate

options were allowed to meet the need of every

type of children. But at whatever time it may be

performed, it was regarded always meritorious,

because it was considered to be a sacrament full

of religious 'significance.

The last limit for the performance of the

Upanayana Sarhskara in the case of a Brahman
student was sixteen, of the Ksattriya twenty-two
and of the Vai^va twenty-four. When the

Upanayana became a compulsory bodily Saihskara,

it had got to be performed howsoever late it may be.

The underlying purpdse was to enlist all the

possible yonng men of the community and stamp
them with the peculiar culture of the race. For the

Brahman the age was still earlier, as he was, the"

custodian of the Aryan religion and the teacher of

the Aryan race. The Ksattriyas and the Vai^yhs,

who were less enthusiastic about priestly education

could be initiated later. Twenty four was the

last age, because it was the time about which
marriage generally took place. The Upanayana]must

50. P.G.S. «, 5, 36-38,
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be performed some times before the marriage of a

twice-born. Mitrami^ra, a seventeenth century

writer, permits Upanayana up to twenty-four

years of a Brahman, thirty-three of a Ksattriya and

thirty-six of a Vai^ya. 51 This was the time when

India was under the full hold of the Muslims. The

performance of religious ceremonies was not a

certain and safe= thing. So, even wider scope was

allowed for contingency. Probably it would have

helped the reconversion of the new Muslims into

the Hindu fold also.

(a) The Vratya

One, who inspite of the wide option allowed by

the scriptures would not abide by the rules, was

regarded fallen form the status of a twice-born and

excommunicated form the community. According

to Manu, “If after the last prescribed time people

remain uninitiated, they become Vratyas, fallen

from Savitri, discarded by the Aryans.” 5 * These

non-conformists were debarred from all religious

and s’ocial privileges of thd Aryans. Non-abidance

to the rule, in some cases, may have been due to

carelessness? or adverse circumstances. But in the

majority of cases it was deliberate. Hence, the

51. V.M.S. vol. I. p. 347.

52. am I

urftift qfaq? swtwwpffoiffo it w m.s. m. 39.
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severe punishment was inflicated upon them and

they were classed with a non-Aryan tribe, the

Vratyas, and classed with the Sudras. 53

It would not be out of place to trace briefly

the history of the word '*Vratya” to make the

connection between the Vratyas and the non-

conformance with the Yedic initiation more clear.

In the Atharvaveda the word Vratya is used not in

thes ense of “one who has not performed his

Upanayana’’ but it is employed in the sense of the

Highest Brahman ;
“The Highest Brahman is con

eeived and exalted as the Vratya-both as the heavenly

Vratya, identified with the Great God (Mahadeva),

the Lord ISana or Rudra, and his prototype, the

earthly Vratya. The "Vratyas were certain, probably

Eastern tribes, whether Aryan or non-Aryata, but

Gertainly living outside the pale of Brahmanism,

roving about in landson rough waggon covered

with boards in a rather warlike fashion, owners

of cattle, having their own peculiar customs and

religious cults.’’
54 According to some scholars the

word “Vratya » is used in the sense of a non-Aryan

tribe,54* while others hold that it denotes, the

earliest worshippers of Rudra and 6iva. Mr. J. W,

53. mrofar: I
Ibid. x. 41.

54, Winternitz, Hlstony of Indian Literature, vol. I f p,

54a*. Rajarima Ramakri?na Rhagavata, I* B. K. A. S. l (Jj
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Haver* 4b regards ‘‘Vratya” as the eostatios of

the jKsattriya class and the forerunners of the

later-day Yogins.

Most probably the Vratyas were Aryan in rac e,

though they were not Aryan in religion. This

inference is supported by the fact that the doors

of Aryandom war always open for them if

they sought admission
,

56 while it was closed

against the ^udra^. Thus, though the exact sense

of the term is not certain, it is clear that it was
not used in the Smarta sense, that is, in the sense

of a person who has not performed the Upanayana.
But because the Vratyas dissented form the Vedic
religion, those, who did not perform their Saihskara,

in later time®, were classed with thejn. They were
called “Vratyas*’ because after observing certain

vratas (sacrificial ceremonies) they could be admitted
into the Aryan community .

60 According to the

scriptures, persons outcasted for nonperformance
were eligible to re-admission into the Aryan
fold after performing the Vratyastoma sacrifice.

(xi) The Upanayana not Compulsory in the leginning

Though the Grhyasutras and the later literature

on the rituals presuppose that the Upanayana was

54b. Die Anf'iHigeder Yogapraxis, Berlin, 1922, pp. 11 H.

;55. a<Ti
p.g.s. a. 5. 44.

56* ibid.
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a compulsory Saihskara, such does not seem to be

the case before the Sutra period. It may be argued

that during the Atharvavedic times, the Upnnayna

was regarded as a second birth57 and, most

probably, all the twice-born received their status

from this rite. But the idea of the second birth

was not peculiar to the Upanayana only. It was

also associated with the initiation which was

performed before a sacrifice .

5 8 So the significance

of the second birth in the Vedic time was religious

and not social
; and not all the persons of the

upper three classes were compulsorily required to

perform the Upanayana Samskara. For a very long

time before the rules laid down in the Grhyasutras

crystallized, the Upanayana was a voluntary

ceremony. Whosoever desired to learn, approached

his guru and performed the initiation ceremony,

while his cousins, not willing .to do so, remained

without any initiation. The Upanayana was

confind to literay and priestly families only. This

is borne out by Ar,uni’s advice to his son £vetaketu

(that he should pass through the life of a student,^

because members of his family did not claim

Brahmanhood by birth .

59 It should be also noted

57. 3TIMW sqJRRRi SUHlRoi Will I

tf tisftffcre firms d srrd n A-V.

xi* 5. 3.

58. 5 % i A Ur, ii. 3. 4.

59. Ch. U. vi. 1. 1.
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that the Airama theory, though recognized, was

not universally observed. The word “Vratya,’’ as

already pointed out, did not denote a person who
had not performed his Upanayana, but it was

used in the sense of a person who did not offer

Soma sacrifice or keep the sacred fire.
60 In the

Smrti and susbequent times many disabilities

were imposed for not performing the Upanayana

ceremony. But no such punishment was inflicted

on the defaulter in the Vedic times. The social

status of the Vratyas suffered in no way, as it is

evident from their exaltation in the Atharveveda 61

It is, therefore, quite clear that the Upanayana.

Saihskara was not regarded compulsory, rather it

was a privilge t£> be availed of by a willing

person for entry into the sacred library of

the race

(xii) The Upanayna becomes Compulsory

The Upanayana Saihskara became compulsory
somewhere towards the close of the Upanigadic
period. There were many factors that led to it.

First of all there was the cultural factor. For any
advancing civilization education is essential. In
order to make education universal, the Upanyana

60. foai ftrawfl qr * dtu sr* i a Vedic text quoted

in the Para&ira-madhaylya. 1. 1. p. 165.

61. A.V. X.V.
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was made compulsory. Every Aryan was compelled

to spend at least some years at the house of a

teacher or in some educational institution. The

next but the allied factor was that the mass of

literature and learning was increasing. Different

branches of learning evolved. Therefore, in order

to preserve the sacred literature the services of

the entire mommunity was conscripted by making
the Upanayana a compulsory Samskara 62 The
third factor was a purely religious one. The

Upanayana came to be believed to have possessed

sanctifying power. One may or may not receive

education but he must consecrate his person. This

undue importance attached to the sanctity of the

Samskara was also instrumental in mking it

compulsory for all. The last factor was racial.

The Indo-Aryans had to distinguish themselves

from the non-Aryan population round them. In

the first contact with the non-Aryans they were

superior to, and distinct from them by their

colour and culture both. But in course of time

these characteristic dwindled, and there arose the

danger of fusion with them and thus of lowering

the standard of their civilization. The Upanyana
which was already prevalent in the society, served

a good means for differentiation The Aryans,

who may not devote the period ofyouth to education,

62, Cf.Dr. A. S. Altekar, Education In Ancient' India, Chap.

I. pp. 11, 12.

27
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but underwent the ceremony and put on the Sacred

Thread, were called the regenerate and distinguished

form the Sudras, the later-day non-Aryan population.

The Upanayana was called a second birth in the

sense that it heightened the social status of the

recipients. All the Aryans became twice-born. A
non-Aryan ^having only one physical birth was

certainly regard*! inferior to an Aryan.

(mi i) Ridiculous Gonsequenees of Gompulson

When the Upanayana became a compulsory

Saihskara people gradually forgot 'its real purpose

and many ridiculous consequences followed.

Formerly when it was purely an educational

Saihskara, persons inherently incompetent for

education were excluded from the right of

performance.
68 But when it became a bodily

Saihskara, the opinion was advocated that the

Upanayana should be performed in the case of the

dumb, deaf, blind etc. also .

64 A few Smj-ti-writers

dissected from this view
,

68 But the majority

accepted this absurd procedure in order to enable

even disabled persons to marry, by providing them
with a badge"ofsuperior castes, Another consequence

63. I Sankha and Likhita, quoted by

Harihara on P.G.S.

64. The Brabma-puraua, quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 399,

65. j^ankha and Likhita, quoted by Harihara on P.G.S.
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of the Upanayana being a bodily Sarhskara was

that a fresh Upanyana was prescribed for a person,

when he happened to be defiled by drinking wine,

eating onion etc.66 This repetition presents a sad

contrast to the fact that in the Vedic times it was

repeated when the student began a new branch of the

Vedas. The most absurd consequence that followed

the degradat ion of the Upanayana from its original

purpose was that even the Upanayana of trees

came to be performed. A fourteenth century

Carnatic inscription records that a Brahman

performed the Upanayana ceremony of four peepal

trees 6 7

(xiv) The Upanayana Partly neglected during the

mediaeval period

So long as the Brahmanical culture had a strong

hold over the Hindus, 1}he compulsion was followed

regularly. But during the Muslim period of

Indian history, Hinduism received a rude shock.

The religious life of the people was endangered and

many high and prosperous families of the Ksatfriyas

and the Vaigyas were reduced to agriculturists.

The theory became current that there are no

Kgattriyas and the VaiSyas in the Kali Age.68

Though it was not universally accepted, the

66. {^atatapa andJYama, quoted in V.M.S, vol. I. p, 545.

67. Epigraphica Carnatica. Ill, Malavalli Inscriptju no. 23.
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majority of the VaiSyas and the Ksattriyas of many
localities dispensed with the Upanayana Samskara.

From the ninteenth century, however, owing to

cultural revival by orthodox associations
,

69 they

are again becoming particular about performing

the Upanayana Samskara,

(xv) Who took4he child to the Teacher t

Another problem was: Who should take the child

to the Acharya ? In early times, in the Brahman
families, it was the father who taught the boy .

70

So, there was no need of discussing the problem.

But the non-Brahman children were taken to the

Brahman teachers. Moreover, when education

developed and the art of teaching was specialized,

the Brahman children also went to efficient teachers

for study. Therefore, for proper, initiation the

question of taking the student to the Acharya came
to be discussed. In the opinion of Pitamaha, the

father, the grand-father, an uncle and an elder

brother were rightful guardins of a boy, and, in the

absence of the former the latter took the student

68. «E?5t enSRRT: f&fiu |

69. The Aryasamljas and the Sanatancdharma Societies.

70. For example, &vetaketu was taught by his father Aruni

{ Ch. U. vi. 1. ); Br. U. vi. 2. 1; The Ch. U. iv. 5. *5; M, U.
i,2.12,
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to the teacher .
71 In the absence of the above

natural gurdians an elderly member of the same

caste was also authorized to conduct the child to

the Acharya.
7 2 But when there was none to do

so, or none would care to take the child to the

teacher, the pupil himself went to the Acharya for

initiation .
7 3

(xm) The Selection of the Teacher

The selection of a teacher was determined by

certain considerations. The best possible teacher

was sought for, because the main object of the

Upanayana was acquisition of knowledge and

building of character. If the teacher, himself was

lacking in knowledge or virtue, he could not elevate

the life of the student. “From darkness to darkness he

goes, whom an ignorant person initiates. Therefore,

one should desire an initiator, who comes of a good

family who is learned and who is self-controlled.” 74

“A Brahmana who is well-read, of good family,

of good character, purified by penance, should

71. folsr ^q^c$5r fag: i

fapfar 3 Ufacs I
Pitamaha.

72. frasft uftutstr: I
VTddhagarga.

73. Such cases are very common in the Upani?ads.

74.

*a*ret *T^ am srfsRT% etc., quoted in the

V,M.S. vol . I. p. 408,
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initiate a child.” 75 A man was asked not to make
a person his teacher who was not firm in his

character, for “hands besmeared with fat cannot

be purified with blood .” 76 Vyasa recommends a

person for teachership “who is aBrahmana, entirely

devoted to the Yedas, who comes of a good family,

whose profession is the performance of Vedic

sacrifices, who is pure who is particular about the

study of his own Yedic Sakha and who has no

lethargy.” 77 Some further qualifications of an
Acharya are given by Yama78 as follows: “An
Acharya should be truthful, courageous, capable,

merciful towards all creatures, believer in God,
firm in the study of the Yedas and pure in

character. * These considerations were binding or

respected when the Upanayana was an educational

Saihskara. When it ceased to be so, they could be
dispensed with. Later on, it

#
was not meant for

fsf^qi'lTr
||

J§aunaka, Ibid,

76. * tor**

. WRift
|)

Harita, Ibid.

sj7* W sTlfipf gfaq; i

STOMmiSSJf fair
j|
Vyasa, Ibid.

78. ssrr; lifoiq’ sjsr:
i

gfotm sv# u

iflflrFqr ftfetfjpn ,

sit fttWFj, it Yama, lbjd#
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education but consecration. The Acharya was not

expected to teach the initiate. His only business

was to perform the ceremony with the recital of the

Yedic verses. So, any-body who could do so was
approached for this purpose. At present, in many
cases, the Acharya is dispensed with altogether. To
save expenses and botherations, people go to a

sacred place, dip the Sacred Thread* in to the water

poured on the deity and put it round the neck of

a boy. It is due to the appalling ignorance of the

real purpose of the Sarhskara on the one side and

the non-religious character of the modern life on

the other.

(oovii) The Geremonis and their Significance

In the beginning the Upanayana Sarhskara

must have been very simple. In early times when
the sacred Yedic lor£ was Handed down from

generation to generation in priestly families, the

father himself was the guru In this case, the

formalities observed with him naturally should

have been limited The very ancient teachership

of the father is proved by the parable of gods, men
and demons all spending their student life under
the guidance of their common father Prajapati.

7 9

During the Upanisadic period also there are

79. 4
Br. Br. U. V.2. 1.

80*. Br. U. vi. 2. 1; Ch, U. V. 3; iv. 5, 5; v, 11. 7; M. U.

i. 2. 12.
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instances of students studying with their fathers .
80

Original parental simplicity is re-echoed in the

Upani?ads, where in many cases the Upanayana is

very simple. The student approached his teacher

with sacrificial fuel in his hands, thereby showing

that he intended to be his pupil and he was ready

to serve the teacher.
81 There are other instances

where an oral request on the part of the student

and its acceptance on the part of the Ahcarya was

all that constiuted an Upanayana .

82 But these

are sporadic cases of simplicity. Even before the

close of the Vedic period, the ceremony was

assuming a complicated character. The Upanayana

of the Atharvavedic time included many items of

the later-iay ritual. During the Brahmana period

noted for sacrificial elaboration, the Upanayana

Saihskara was developed and its ceremonious

character is evident from the details available in

them .
83 The Grhyasutras 88 * describe a full-fledged

ritual with well-developed details The Saihskara

in its onward march also gathered many non-Vedic

and popular materials under its auspices.

(a) The Time. An auspicious time . was

selected for „ the performance of the Saihskara.

81. Idid.

82. Cf.
l
8r. U. vi. 2. 7.

83. . Br. xi. 5. 4.

83a. S-G.S. ii. 1; A.U.S. i . 19. Hi. 5; P.G.S. ii. 2; G.G.S. ii. 10

Kh. Q.S. ii. 4; Hi. 1; H.G.S. i. 1- ii. 18, Ap. G.S. 10.
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Generally the Upanayana took place when

the sun was in the northern hemisphere ,

84

but in the case of the Yai^ya children, its southern

course was also prescribed .
8 5 Different seasons

were meant for different castes .
80 The Upanayana

of a Brahman was performed in spring, of a

Ksattriya in summar,, of a Yaisya in autumn and

of a Rathakara in the rainy season. *These different

seasons were symbolical of the temperament and

occupation of different castes. The moderation of

spring symbolized the moderrte life of a Brahman

;

the heat of summer represented the ferver of a

Ksattriya; autumn, when the commercial life of

ancient India re-epened after thg rainy season,

suggested the wealth and prosperity of a Yaisya

;

and the easy time of rains indicated facility for a

chariot-maker. The later astrological works associated

different kinds of merits witlf different months

from Magha to Asadha: “A boy whose Upanyana is

performed in the month of Magha becomes

wealthy, in the month of Phalguna intelligent,

in Chaitra talented and well-versed in the Yedas, in

VaiSakha provided with all kinds of enjoyments,

in Jyestha wise and great, and in A§adha a great

84. P.GS. ii. 2; A.G.S. 1.19.

85. I
Brbaspati quoted in V. M, S. vol.

I. p. 354.
*

86. <3r»r mfc i

B.G.S. 11. 5. 6.

28
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conqueror of enemies and famous Pandit .” 87 The

bright half of the month was preferred, a sit was a

delightful time for any social function and its

brightness was symbolical ofknowledge and learning.

Holidays, Parvans, inauspicious times and the days

of natural abnormality were avoided.

(b) Preparations. Before the actual ceremony

took place, a canopy was set up under which the

Sarnskara would be performed .

88 A day before the

ceremony, many pauranic Performnces took place.

The most auspicious god Gane£a, was propitiated and
several other gooddesses, &ri, Laksmi, Dhrti, Medha,
Pusti, &raddha, and Sarasvati were worshipped .

89

On the previous night, the candidate was sweared
all over with an yellow substance, and a silver ring

was tucked to his top-knot ,

90 Aftfr that, he was
commanded to spend the whole night in absolute

silence. It was a“mystic rite which prepared the

candidate for the second birth. The yellowish

powder gave a show of embryonic atmosphere and

82. tnftr qirarat i

Wit 3^5 gftgt |vr i

RfPTfedt ll
The Rajamartanda

quoted in V.M.S. vol. I.p. 355.

88. 5!I55Rr fasnt 5% I

P.G,S. i. 4. 2

89. It was a later development not found in the Gfrbyasutras.

90. Itjs a local custon in many provinces.
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absolute silence made the boy a speechless child

anew.

(c) The Joint Meal. The next morning the

mothor and the child ate together for the last time.

It was rather an unusual procedure in a Hindu

Satbskara. According to Dr. Altekar 91 it marked the

end of an irregular life of a child and reminded the

boy that he was no longer an irresponsible child

and that he had to lead a systematic life thence

onward. But it might hare been the parting

feast of the mother and the child also. It

was a sad touching ceremony. It expressed

the deep affection of the mother for her

child After his TJpanayana the mother no more

could take food with him as a rule The very idea

moved the mother to show her last affectionate

feeling. Both the ideas may Jiave operated in

the above ceremony. But there seem to be some

more factors that gave rise to it The boy not

only could not take food with his mother, but

also was going to be separated from her for a.long

time. The mother, could not enjoy his company

during this period So her heart was heavy on

the occasion and the most impressive* act of love

that she could do was to eat withithe child. There

was perhaps, one practical necessiry of feeding the

child in the morning. The ceremony was a protracted

9l* Education in > Ancient India, I. p, 19

,
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one. In order that he may not get hungry during

the ceremony, he was fed before it began. After

the mother’s feast, a number of young men were

entertained It was a party which was given to

the playmates of the candidate at the departure

of their friend to the teacher’s house.

(d) The Bath. After the feast was over the father

and the mother took the child to the canopy, where

the sacrificial fire was burning in the alter. The first

scriptural item of the ceremony was the feeding of

the Brahmans,' an act always meritorious and in

this case symbolical of Brahmayajna and

Brahmaeharya, which the life of the student was
going to be after his Upanayana, Then the boy

was shaved. If the Chudakarana had been performed,

he was simply shaved in the ordinary way by the

barber But sometimes to economize the expenses,

though not sanctioned by the scriptures, the

haircutting ceremony was postponed till now and
it was performed before the thread-giving. When
the slaving was finished, the boy was bathed. It

was a ceremony essential to every Saihskara.

Washing purified both, the mind and the body of

the recipient.

(e) The Kaupina. The bath being over, the boy
was given a Kaupina to cover his private parts. The
social consciousness hid already dawned upon the

mind of the boy, but from now he had particularly to

observe the social decorum and to maintain his
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own dignity and self-respect. Then the boy went
near the Acharya and announced his intention to

become a Brahmacharl: ‘T have come hither for the

sake of studentship. I will be a student .’’ 92 Having

accepted his request the Acharya offered him clothes

with the verse, “In the way in which Brhaspati put

on the garment of immortality on Indra, thus I

put this garment on thee, for the s*ake of long life,

of old age, of strength, of splendour .” 93 The Hindu

idea of deccrum required that, when engaged in a

religious ceremony, the upper part of the body

should de covered with a piece of cloth. On the

occasion of the Upanayana, therefore, the young

scholar was offered an upper garment, because from

this time his proper religious life began From

the ancient literature we know that the original

piece of the upper garment offered at this occasion

was the deer-skin We are informed by the Gopatha

Brahmana that the deer-skin was symbolical of

spiritual and intellectual pre-eminence.

94 By
putting it on, the student was constantly asked

to become a youth of ideal character and deep

scholarship. In the early pastoral life of the

Aryans the use of the deerskin was a need.

Its hoary antiquity lent it a sanctity and,

in course of time it became a religious luxury Its

92. r.G.S. ii. 2. 9,

93. Ibid. ii. 2. 10.

94. G. Br.j, 2. 1-3,
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use, however, was limited to bedding. When the

Aryans became agriculturists and spinning and

wevingcame into existence, a cotton cloth was
offered to the student. According to the Apastamba
and the Baudhayana Grhyasutra9, this piece of

cloth should have been woven in the house of the

Brahmacharin just before the ceremony 93 The

Grhyasutras prescribe clothes made of different

stuffs for different castes. The clothes ofa Bi-ahman
student should be made of Sana

{
hemp

),
that of a

Kgattriya of Ksauma ( Silk

)

and that of
a Vaigya of Kutapa ( the ku^agrass ).

96 But,
optionally, clothes made of cotton were prescribed
for all.

97 Formerly on purely religious grounds,
white and unwashed clothes were offered, no doubt
symbolizing the purity of life.

98 But, later on,
practical sense prevailed on the religious motive,
though it was still'tinged with symbolism The
clothes of a Brahman shtfld be Kasaya.

( reddish )
that of a Ksattriya Mafijistha

(
dyed with madder

)

*

95.
I
B G.S. ii. 5. 11; Ap. G.S. 11. 16.

96. sjnwNNhgrgqr i
g.d.s. i. 17. 18.

97. sw 1 ibid.

98. arsfNr wwur dfiafkfa
1 a.g.s. i. 19. 10.

tfafcr m srifapi 1

U? wrg 11 Fraceta, quoted ia
V M.S yol. I. pH10.
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and that of a Vaisya Haridra ( yellow ).
90 The

clothes were dyed because thereby they would not

get shabby very soon. Different colours preserved

the distinction of castes. The deep-rooted facination

for white clothes, however, did not die away and
many Smytis insist that the colour of the clothes of

a Brahmaehari should be white .

100 At present the

above distinctions have vanished^away and clothes

dyed in Haridra ( yellow )
are offered to all the

twice-born.

(f) The Girdle. Next, the Acharya tied round the

waist of the youth the girdle with the verse, “Here
has come to me, keeping away evil words, purifying

mankind as a purifier, clothing herself by power

of inhalation and exhalation, with strength, this

sisterly goddes, the blessed girdle’’ 101 or with, “A
youth well attired, dressed, come hither. He, being

born, becomes glorious. Wise sages extol him,

devout ones, turning ‘their minds to the gods”. Or

silently .

1018 The girdle was originally made to

support the Kauplna, But, later on, it was turned

to serve as a religious symbolism. It wag made

of triple cord, which symbolised that the student

99.3jf^ wpt srtswrt sfSrct

i
A.G.s. i. 19. io.

100. *p| g srmCOTfWRW I
Manu quoted in V.M.S

vol. p. 410.

101. P.G.S. ii. 2. 11.

- 101a. Ibid. ii. 2. 12-13.
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was always encircled by the three Vedas 102 The

girdle also informed the student that his belt was

“a daughter of Faith and a sister of the sages,

possessed the power of protecting his purity and

chastity and would keep him away from evil.”
10 2a

Like the upper garment, the girdle was also made

of different stuffs for different castes, and even for

one single caste roptions were allowed according

to different Vedic schools. The girdle of a Brahman

was made of MuEja grass, that of a Ksattriya of a

bow-string and that of a VaiSya of wool. It must

be even and good-looking. Its use at present is

momentary, and soon after the Upanayana it is

substituted by a cotton girdle.

(g) The Sacred "Thread. After the tying of the

girdle came the most important item of the

Samskara, according to the later authority, the

investing the student with the Sacred Thread It

should be, however, observed that it was unknown
to the early writers on ritual. None of the

Grhyasutras contains the prescription of wearing
the Saored Thread. It seems that the upper garment

102. si^nijdt5?fi?Rr g fgH: I
Agvalayana, quoted in

V.M.S. voi.I.?. 432.

i02a. srswi f%r eqdtsfasrnn prsr sprint epjf i
a.v.

vi. 133. 4*

mm dteft effort stft tsj: gsurar; wgsft*. i

m *rr WFm gf vrafo# ggif « V.Q.s. 5.
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which was offered to the youth was the proto-type

from which the sacred thread descended, though

both the prototype (but not for sacrificial purpose)

and the imitation were retained by the later

authorities, The very name of the Sacred Thread,

“Yajnopavlta’’ supplies a clue to its original

nature.
108

The scriptures prescribe that, cotton jcords

should be worn by the Brahmana, woollen by the

Ksattriyas and linen by the Vaigyas .
104 But the

option of cotton cords is found for all .
105 It seems

that it was due to the convenience of getting

cotton threads The Sacred Thread was of different

colour according to different castes ; the Brahmans

wore white, the Ksattriyas red* and the Vai§yas

yellow. It is said that it corresponded with

the colour of the mind of the above castes. But the

differentiation was afterward^ removed and at

present the Yai§ya colour, yellow, has been adopted

universally.

The Sacred Thread is spun by a virgin Brahman

girl and twisted by a Brahman. In it as many

knots are made as there are Pravaras amongst the

103. Cf. Dr. j\.S Altekar, Education In ^Ancient India,

Appendix, A.

104. f^r flwt i

srflSRjsw3? n M -s-

105. frprtu sfcpffcr I
Paithinasi, quoted in V.M.P.

vol, 1> p. 415.

29
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ancestors of the wearer. The composition of the

Sacred Thread is full of symbolism and significance.

Its length is ninetysix times as the breadth of

the four fingers of a man, which is epual to his

height. Each of the four fingers represents one of

the four states the soul of a man experiences from

time to time, namely, waking, dreaming, dreamless

sleep and absolute Brahmanhood. The three folds

of the cord are also symbolical. They represent the

three G-unas, reality, passion and darkness, out of

which tbe whole universe is evolved. The care is

taken that the twist of the threrd must be upward.

It was done, so that the Sattvaguna or the good

quality of reality may predominate in a man, and
so he may attain spiritual merits. The three

cords remind the wearer that he has to pay off

the Three Debts he owes to the ancient seers, the

ancestors and the gods. The three cords are tied

together by a knot called' Brahmagranthi, which
symbolises Brahma, Visnu and 6iva. Besides,

extra knots are made in the cords to indicate the

varipus Pravaras of a particular family.

The Acharya, while investing the student with
the SacredvThread repeated an appropriate Mantra,
asking for strength, long-life and illumination for

the boy,106 the boy looking, in the meanwhile,

106, q%5f irsTtq&iRffsr gjHiq; i

sngwrof wfagsgsi qstoftd « P-G.s. h. 2, 13a
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towards the sun, A Brahmachari can put on only

one set of the Sacread Thread. A householder is

given privilege to wear two, one for himself and

one for his wife. There are different methods

of wearing the Sacred Thread at differeat

occasions. While performing an auspicious

ceremony one should be TJpaviti, that is, the Sacred

Thread should hang from his left shoulder, at the

performance of some inauspicious ceremony a man

should be Prachinaviti, that is, the Sacred Thread

should hang from the right shoulder, and at times

he is called IS iviti when the Sacred Thread is

worn round the neck like a garland .
107

th) The Ajina. Then the Ajina'or deer,-skin was

presented!^ the pupil. The word “Ajina” denotes-

generally the skin of an animal e.g. a ganelle ,

108

as well as that of a goat 109 The use of skins as

cloth in ancient times is shown by the adjective

“Clothed in skins
” 110 (Ajina-vasin), and the

farriers’ trade is mentioned .
111 The Maruts

were also noted for wearing deer-skins .
112 * The

wild ascetics of a late Egvedic hymn seem to be

107. A quoted in V.M.S. vol, I. p. 423.

108. A.V. v. 21. 7.

109. 6. Br. V. 2. 1. 21.

110. Ibid. lii. 9. 1. 12.

111 . The Vajasaneya-Samhita xxx, 15.

112. R,V. i. 166, 10.
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clad in skin.113 The Ajina was first used as an

upper garnu nt. But, later on, when cotton cloth was

supplied in its place, it was utilized for a seat. In

early times the country was covered with forest

and skins were found in abundance. But when

forest were cleared, there became paucity of hide,

and blanket was prescribed. 114 The ancient

tradition was adhered to, though the skin was

reduced to threads which is now represented by

three strands fastened to the Sacred Thread at the

time of the Upanayana Saihskara. Different binds

of skins were prescribed for different castes. The

Paraskara Grhya3iitra says, “The upper garment

of a Brahmana should be an antelope skin ; that of a

Rajanya the skin of a spotted deer ; that of a Vaigya

•goats’ or cows’ skin
; or if the prescribed sort of

garment is not to be had, a cows’ hide should be

worn by all, because to that 'belongs the first place

among all kinds of garments”. 115 The cow’s skin

was easily available; that is why it was a

general option for all. According to Yisnu tiger-

skin was also worn by the Yedic student. 116 But
it was a rarity. The skin was of a practical use

113. Ibid. x. 136. 2.

IH. | Ap. d.s i.

115. F.G.f. ii. 5. 2".

1 16. ITPfalSfrSmfa |
\ isnu quoted in V.M.S. vOl, I.

P»
413.
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in the forest life of early times. Because it was
generally used by hermits and ascetics, it began to

gather sanctity round it. When it became

connected with the religious ceremony, the

writers on Dharma invested it with symbolism.

The Gopatha-Brahmana says that the lovely

deerskin was sombolical of holy lustre and

intellectual and spiritual pre-eminince .

117 The

student, while putting it on, was reminded that

he should attain the spiritual and intellectual

position of a Rsi.

_ (i) The Staff. A staff1 1

8

was given by the

Acharya to the student, who accepted with the

verse, “My staff whice fell down
%
to the ground in

the open air, that I take up again for the sake of

long life, of holy lustre and of holiness.” According
to some authorities the scholar should grasp the

staff with the verse that was recited while taking

a staff at the time of entering on a long sacrifice.

The latter prescription was based on the fact that

studentship was regarded as a long sacrifice.

119

The Manava-Grhyasutra observes that "really

speaking, the student is a traveller on the long

road of knowledge.
120 The staff was the symbol

117. See'aute p. 18 '.‘footnote 11.

118. P.G.S. ii. 2. 14.

1

3

T mr of I
quoted by Harihara oa

P.G.S. ii. 2-14.

120. M.G.S. i. 22. 1}.
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of a traveller and while accepting it, the

student prayed that he may reach safely the

end of his long and arduous journey .
121 One

authority, however, remarks that the staff was
the symbol of a watchman .

122 The student was
armed with the staff and charged with the duty of

protecting the sacred Vedas. According to some,

the purpose of ther
staff was to protect the student

not only from the human foes but from the demons
and evil spirits as well 123 Apararka on the

Yajnavalkya Smrti 124 points out that the staff

could also serve the purpose of making the student

self-confident and self-reliant, when he went out

in-the forest for collecting sacred fuels, for tending

the cattle of his guru or when he travelled in

darkeness.

The type of the staff was determined by the

caste of the student, Tne staff of a Brahman was
of Palala wood, that of a Ksattriya was of Udmbara
wood and that of a Vai^ya was of Vilva wood .

125

Options, however, were allowed which were based

on local fashion or the availability of a particular

wood in the locality. But as the wood of a staff

121. Cf. Dr. A.S. Education In Ancient India, Chap.
I. pp. 25. 26.

122. V.G.S. 6.

-123.P.G.S. ii.6.26.

124. Yaj, S. I. 29.

125. A.G.S. i. 19. 10.
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was not of a great consequence, so all could use

all kinds of wood .
136 But some limit the staff

to the sacrificial trees only .
137 The length of the

staff was also fixed according to the Varna of the

student. “The staff of the Brahmana measured up
to his hair, that of the Ksattriya up to his forehead

and that of a Vaiiyaup-to his nose.” 133 Vasi§tha 129

prescribes quite the reverse whicl^ shows that there

was no real significance in the above distinction

except the caste difference. Elegance of the staff

was also taken into consideration. According to

Gautama and Paithlnasi the staff shuld be unbroken,

unscratched and with bark 130 Manu says that

it should be straight, without any scratch, fine

looking, not causing uneasiness und not burnt by

fire .
131 In some cases, even at present, all these

rules relating the staff are respected, but in the

majority of cases a very poor or nominal substitute

for the staff is presented to the student. The

reason is that, now a da) s, it has no practical

utility, the initiate not being expected to go

outside his home to a hermitage in the forest*

126. gif eiifqiq; |
E G.S. ii. 5. 2&.

127. l
G.D.S.

128. AG.S i. 19 V\

129. V.D.S. quoted in V.M.S. vol. I. p. 436.

130. auftfl-dF fWSiTfEreW |fd I
G.D.S.

I3i*qj5m& 5 m fgtzwt i

srslrmn ll
M.s. ii. 47.
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Cj) Symbolical Performances. After the student

was fully equipped with the necessities of a student

life in ancient times, a series of symbolical

acts followed before the Acharya properly took the

student in his charge. The first of them was that

the teacher, with his joined hands, filled the

students’ joined hands with water with the verse,

“Ye waters,” This was symbolical of purification. 181 *

The student required sanctification before he could

legitimatively learn theGayatri mantra. A^valayana

says, “The teacher having uttered mantras pours

water in the joined hands of the student, so that he

may be purified to receive the Savitrl mantra.’’ 132

Next, the teacher made the student look at the sun

with “That eye etc." 133 The life of a student was

a perfect discipline regulated to the minutest

details. The sun represents the Cosmic Law which

governs the whole universe The student was
asked to learn fr.om the sun the observance of

unswerving duty and discipline. ASvalayana,

again observes ; “The sun is a witness to all actions;

he is Che Lord of all vows, time, action and virtues;

therefore he should be properly worshipped.1 ’184

131a. to uiftsf! s*pit I

\\
A§valayan“carya quoted

in V.M.S. vol I p. 426.

232. Ibid.

133. P G.S. ii. 2. 17.

!34. I

n Agvalayanacarya.
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(b) Touching the Heart. After this, the

teacher touched the heart of the pupil reaching oyer

his right shoulder with the words, “Into my will

I take thy heart etc.” 185 The same verse was

recited at the time of the marriage ceremonies also,

with the only change of tho deity, in that case

being Prajapati, while here it is Brhaspati. The

‘‘Lord of Prayers” or the “Presiding deity of

Learning” was requested to unite the hearts of the

Acharya and the pupil. This prayer was intended

to emphasize that relation between the teacher and

the taught was not formal and mercenary but real

and sacred. Realization of this fact was necessary.

Ko progress in education was possible unless there

was a complete harmony, a deep sympathy and a

wholehearted communion between the guru and

the initiate.

(1) Mounting the Stone. Then the student was

asked to mount ~a stone with the words, “Tread

on this stone ; like a stone be firm. Tread the foes

down ; turn away the enemies.”136 According to

the Manava Grhyasutra, 187 the student," by

mounting a stone, was asked to be steadfast in the

persuit of his studies. In the opinion of the

Bharadvaja Crhyasutra, 188 however, stone was

135. P.G.S. ii. 2. 18.

136. M.G.S. i- 22. 10.

137. Ibid. i. 22. 12.

13$. Bh. G.S. i. 8.

30
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also symbolical of strength. The purpose of the

rite was to make the student adamantine in his

physique and character. The stone delivered a

good sermon to the student that the firmness of

determination and strength of character are the

most essential needs of a successful student

career.

(m) Taking the Charge. Now the proper taking

the charge of the student began.189 The teacher

seized the student’s right hand and asked his name.

The pupil replied, “I am N. N Sir !’* The teacher,

again, enquired whose pupil he was, whereupon the

student replied ‘‘Yours”. The Acharya correcting

his answer said, “Indra’s pupil art thou; Agni is

thy teacher; I am "they teacher, N. N. Thus the

teacher took the boy in his charge for education

and protection. But thinking h'mself not

ommipresent and all-powerful, he commended the

student to the protection of gods and all creatures,

that were requested to guard him every where. “To
Prajapati I give thee in charge. To the god Savitjr

I give thee in charge, To Heaven and Earth I give

thee in charge. To all beings I give thee in charge

for the sake qf freedom from harm’’. 140

<»> The Commomdments. Then after a
circumambulation of the fire, and offerings to it,

the teacher, taking hold of the student, delivered
i

13a P.G.S. ii. 2. 19-22.

140. Ibid, ii. 2. 23.
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the following commandments: “A student art thou.

Take water. Keep silence. Put fuel on the fire.

Take water.” 141 This commandment is found as

early as in the datapaths Brahmana142 which,

besides, offers some explanation of the text also.

“Sip water. Water doubtless means ambrosia: Sip

ambrosia is thus he tells him ; do thy works work

doubtless means vigour ; exert vigour is what he

tells him
;
put on fuel: enkindle thy mind with fire,

with holy lustre is what he thereby tells him ; do

not sleep: “do not die” is what he thereby says to

him etc’’. The commandment was a practical advice

as well as a symbolical performance.

(o) The Savitrt Mantra. ^Next, the most

sacred Savifrllnantra was taught to the student143

If he could not follow it just on that day, it could be

recited to the boy after one year, six months,

twenty-four days, tw.elve ‘days or three days.
144

The teacher, looking at the face of the child,

ut ered the Savitrl mantra, “Let us meditate on

the most excellent light of the Creator ( the Sun );

May he guide our intellect .” 145 The mantrS was

recited Pada by Pada, then hemistich by hemistioh,

Hi. fs ^ w u&rwft-

swrtrFtRr i
Ibid - “• 3 - 2 -

142. xi. 5. 4.

143.

#
P.G.S. ii. 3.^3; g.G.S. i. 21. 5-

144. Ibid.

'45. Mf I fast % sit II
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and the third time the whole verse. To a Brahman

the Acbarya recited the Savitri mantra in the

Gayatrl metre, to a Rajanya in Trigtubha, and to

a YaiSya in Jagatl, or to persons of all castes in

the Gayatrl metre, The last option has now

obtained universality. The teaching of the sacred

mantra signalized the second birth of the child, as

the teacher was' regarded the father and Savitri

the mother of the child. 140 In early times the

teacher himself waa supposed to have conceived the

child: “By laying his right hand on the pupil, the

teacher becomes pregnant with him; In the third

hight he is born as a Brahman with the Savitri.” 147

The prayer was ,
simple but significant. It was

very appropriate to students whose prima business

was to stimulate and develop their mind.

(p) The Sacred Fire. The rite of first enkindling

and feeding of the sacred fire 148 was performed

after the teaching of tbe Gayatrl mantra. The

,
verses uttered here were full of educational

significance. The student wiped with his hand

the ground round the fire with the formula. “Agni,

glorious one, make me glorious. As thou glorious

Agni, art gforious, thus, 0 glorious one, bring me
to glory. As thou Agni are the preserver of the

146. gsnsr urtt erMt fart i
m.s. «. 170.

147. §. Br. xi, 5. 4 . 12.

143. P.G.S. ii. 4. 1-8
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treasure of sacrifice for the gods, thus may I become
the preserver of the treasure of the Vedas for

men .’’ 149 Then he put fuels on the fire with the
prayer, “To Agni I have brought a piece of wood,
to the great Jatavedas. As thou, Agni, are

inflamed by wood, thus I am inflamed by life,

insight, vigour, offspring, cattle, holy lustre...May
my teachar be the father of living sons

; May I be

full of insight, not forgetful of what I have learnt;

may I become full of glory and splendour, of holy

lustre and enjoyer of food. Svaha I
” 1 50 The sacred

fire was the symbol of Life and Light, for which
the student strove. It was the centre of all religious

activities of the Indo-Aryans. Its worship began
in the student career and continued throughout
his life.

(q) The Rounds for Alms. Then followed the

student’s going thelroands “for alms .
161 This was

the ceremonious beginning of what was going to be

the chief means of his maintenance throughout his

student career. On the day of the Upanayana he

begged from only those who would not refuse, e g.

his mother and other relatives. The decorum
required that a Brahmana student • should beg

addressing the woman whom he asks for alms with

the word, ‘‘Lady” put at the beginning of his

1 49. Ibid. ii. 4. 2.

150. P.G.S. ii. 4. 3.

151. Ibid, ii, 5. 1-f}.
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request ; a Rajanya with the word “Lady’’ inserted

in the middle; a VaiSya with the word put at the

end.’’ It cannot be said how far the custom of

begging was universal in ancient India. But the

ceremony of begging emphasized on the student’s

mindjthe fact that, being a non-economic entity, he

was dependent on the public charity and he should

discharge his dirties to society when he would
become its earning member. Begging of alms, in

early times if not universal, must have been

common, at least, in the case of Brahman and other

poor students, as it is still practised by poor

Brahman students. But in later times, excepting

some rare cases, it fell in to disuse.

(r) Late Features. At present a few new
features, unknown to the scriptures, have been
introduced in the Upanayana Samskara, which are
located after the ceremonial begging. The student
undertakes a mimic performance.

152 He enacts a
comedy of going on educational mission to Benares
or Kashmir. But he is persuaded by his maternal
uncle or brother-in-law who allures him by promising
a bride. What;a tragedy of the educational ideal of
the Upanayana Samskara. The Samavartan that
was performed at completion of the studies, is now
staged on the^samejday, simply for the emergency
of chiild-marriage.

152. In ancientitimes educational journey of the student was
a Aalsone See the &G.S, ii. 8; A.G.S. iii. 10,'
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(s) Triratra-vrata. After the initiation

ceremonies were over, the student was required

to observe three days’ continence, which was
called “Triratra Yrata”. 153 This continence

might extend to twelve days or one year. It was
the beginning of a rigorous training. He was not

to eat saline food, he had to sleep on the ground,

and he was forbidden to take meat and wine and

to sleep in the day time. At the end of the vow,

the Medhajanana ritual was performed in order to

evoke divine help in the sharpening of the

intellect, memory and retaining power. 154 It was
called Medhajanana, because by prforming it one

cauld get intellect fit to grasp the Ye lie knowledge.

6aunaka says, “The ^un-born Goddess, the

preserver of this world, Herself is- Medha. One

who desires success in learning should worship

her with a view to stimulate talent.” 155 At

present, the Upanayana having no educational

purpose, these ancillary rites of educational

significance have been dropped.

(tj The Dawn of a new Era. When* the

Upanayana was a living Saihskara performed at

the beginning of the student career, it
#
must have

153. A.G.S. i. 22. 12 H.G.S. i. 8 16.

154. Bh. G.'S. i. JO.

155. qi 3ru?i5fi iw iim i

Ibn fsrorfafs* It
Saunaka quoted m

V.M.S. vol.I. p. 440.
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created a very impressive atmosphere * It

marked the dawn of a new era in the life of the

initiate. He was no more a child and was

introduced to the life of perfect and stern discipline.

The ceremony symbolized the fact that the student

was a traveller, starting for the boundless realm

of knowledge. To reach his destination, he was

asked to be firm and steadfast, like a stone, in his

determination. A complete harmony between

him and his Acharya was also essential. In his

mission, the student was assured the help of all

gods and creatures. The ideals before him were

Indra, the lord of all gods, and Agni, the most
brilliant element in the world, the one suggestive

of power and position and the other indicative of

life and light. If the student acted up to the

symbolisms and suggestions of the Samskara. he
was bound to be a successful scholar and afulfledged

man, fit to share the responsiblities of the world.



\y3, THE VEHABAMBHA (THE BEGINNING OF THE VEDIC S iUDX)

(i) Introductory

la the earliest enumeration of the Saihskaras

by Gautama
,

1 the Vedarambha and the Godana

are not mentioned. Instead, he give? the four Vedio

Vratas, “Catvari Vedavratani/' which according

to ASvalayana, were, Mahanamni, Mahavratam,

Upanisad and Godana .
3 Besides, special rites were

prescribed before the reading of a Veda or its

branch .
3 Though these vratas were originally

intended for all the twice-born, they were probably

observed in the priestly families alone, because it

were they who used to specialize in all the branches

of the Vedas and the Vedic rituals. The non-

Brahmans gradually g.ave up the practice of

performing the Vedic vratas or vows. In course of

time, the non-Vedic literature grew in extent and

importance and came to be studied extensively by

the Brahmans. The Vedic literature was less

1. G.D S. vih. 24.

2. srard fjeter «

Stftf ^1? II
Agvalayana quoted

in S.M. p. 63.

,
3. STIfTOtdfl^ I

tt
Vadstha quoted in

V.M.S. vol. I. p. 338.

81
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and less studied. So with the decline of the

Vedic study these vratas began to pass out of

vogue. They are not mentioned in the majority

of the Grhyasutras and the Dharmasutras

and altogether passed over by the Smrtis. But

respect for the old tradition required that there

should be one Samskara that could take the place of

the Vedic vow? and mark the beginning of higher

education. Thus the Vedarambha sprang on the

ruins of the ancient Vedic tratas. This is the

reason why the Vedarambha appeared so late in the

list of the Saihskaras Vyasa mentions it for the

first time.
4

(U) The Origin

There was one more change in the history of

the Saihskaras which necessitated the existence

of the Vedarambha as a separate Samskara. In

the beginning the Upanayana and the study of

the Vedas began almost together. The former was
a real going of the child to the house of the teacher

and was immediately followed by studentship. The
Vedic study was supposed to begin with the most

sacred G-ayatrl mantra. But in later times, when
Samskrit ceased to be a spoken langauage or a

widely understood one the Upanayana became
merely a bodily Samskara. Then it was performed

4. Vy.'s. i. 14.
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when the student had already begun the study of

his vernacular, and the nominal Acharya by whom
the SaEbskara was performed had no intention to

take the student in his own charge. Therefore it

was thought necessary to perform another Saihskara,

besides the Upanayana, to mark the beginning of

the Yedic Study,

(in) A New SafnsMra

The Saihskara, as already pointed out., is first

mentioned in the Vyasa Smrti.5 It differentiates

the Yratade^a ( a new name of the Upanayana )

from the Yedarambha. During the time of the

author, the first had nothing to do with study, but

the second was purely an educational Saihskara

performed at the time when the student actually

began his Yedic study. The later Paddhati-writers

have recognized the distinction between the

Upanayana and the Vedarambha and they insert

the latter between the Upanayana and the

Samavartana.

(vi) The Ceremonies

For the performance of the Yedarambha

Samskara an auspicious day was fixed after the

Upanayana. In the beginning, the Matvptija the

Abhyudayika Sraddha and other preliminary

5. 11?i4.
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ceremonies were performed. Then the teacher

established the Laukika-Agni, invited the student

and seated him on the Western side ofthe fire. After

this, gereral offerings were made. If the Kigveda

was to be begun, two abutis of ghee were offered to

the earth and Agni; if the Yajurveda, to Antariksa

( the sky
)
and Vayu; if the Samaveda, to Dyau and

the sun; and ifT the Atharvaveda^ to the quarters

and the moon. If the study of all the Vedas began

together, .the above offerings were made together.

Besides, Homa were offered to Brahman, Chhandas

and Prajapati. In the end the teacher, having

- made gift of the Purpapafra and Daksina to the

•officiating Brahman, began the teaching of the

Veda .
0

6, The Gargapaddhat'.



4. THE KESaNTA OB THE GODANA (THE SHAVING OF BEARD)

(i) Different Names and their Significance

The Keganta or the first shaving was one of the

four Yedio Yratas 1 When the first, three vratas,

that were closely connected with.the Yedic Study,

disappeared, the Keganta separated and assumed an

independent position, though it retained the ancient

ceremonies. The existence of the KeSanta as a

separate Samskari seems to be older than that of

the Vedarambha. The Grhyasutras 2 describe the

Ke^anta with the Chudakarana, but they nowhere

mention the Vedarambha. Jatukarnya, an older
- 9

writer than Vyasa, enumerates the former but do

not mention the latter.
3 It was regarded as a major

Saihskara by Yyasa who includes it in the list of

the famous sixteen Sarhskaras .
4 The question may

rise in one’s mind why the Ke^anta did not meet

the same fate as the other Yedic Vratas met. The

reason appears thus. This Saihskara had an

advantage over its colleagues. While the first

1. Agvalayana quoted in S.M. p. 63.

2. A.G.S- i. 1 fc>;*P.G.S it. 1 3; <§.G.S. i. 28. IS; G.G.S. iii. 1;

H.G.S, ii. 6. 16; Ap. G.S. 12; Kh. G S. ii. 5. 1.

3. wWteraifiT t
quoted in V.M.S. vol. 1.

'decRitf'v.

4. Vy.S.i. 14,
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three Yratas were dependent, for their life, on the

Yedic study, it was essentially connected with

the body and conduct of the student. When the

Yedic literature ceased to form the general curri-

culum of studies, the first three Yratas fell into

disuse. But the Keganta still signalized the natural

change that took place in the life of the student.

Even when the Samskaras became mere ceremonies

bereft, of their original purpose, the KeSanta did

not suffer very much.

(ii) The Origin and Early History

The Kesanta, as its very name suggests, was a

Saihskara which consecrated the first shaving of

thetstudent’s beard. It was called G-odana also,

because it was characterized by the gift of a cow
to the teacher and gifts to the barber. This

Saihskara was performed at the age of sixteen and
marked the arrival of youth when the student was
no more a boy, and beard and moustaches appeared
on his face,

5 The consciousness of manhood dawned
upon the young man. He required a greater

watchfulness over his youthful impulses. Hence it

was thought-necessary that the student should be
reminded once more of his vows of Brahmacharya.
He was, after shaving the beard and moustaches,
required to take the vow of Brahmacharya anew

5. 4G.S. i. 18; M.S. ii. 65.
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and to live the life of strict continence for

one year.

(in) Later History and Confusion

During the mediaeval and subsequent times

confusion entered the Hindu religion and

degeneration set in every department of life. When

early marriage became commofi, the Ke^anta

began to be considered as marking the end of

Brahmacharya In the Sutra period the shortest

period ofBrahmacharya was twelve years. According

to this calculation, the student career ended at the

age of eighteen. But this was not the general

custom. Only those students, who were in sure

need of the family, took leave of their gurus at

this early age. Later on, however, owing to the

emergency of child-marriage, it became a common

practice to close the Brahmacharya period with the

KeSanta or Godana. The Bharadvaja and the Varaha

Grhyasutras, which were written subsequent to

the beginning of the Christian era, had already

begun to prescribe the general option that “fn the

opinion of some, one could close his Brahmacharya

with the Godana ceremony .” 6 The supporters ofearly

marriage began to argue that the termination of

Brahmacharya at sixteen was in no way against

the Gastric rule, as if the Upanayana was performed

6. sn*iW*T > Bh. G.S.i.9; V, G. S 9.
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at the age of five, one could get twelve years for

the study of the Vedas .
7 Thus what was in the

beginning a concession, later on became privilege

and right of the people, but cetrainly for the

worse

As a matter of fact, the Ke^anta or Godana
had nothing to do with the termination of

Brahmacharya ’The Samavartana was to mark
the close of the student life. Both the Samskaras
were confounded deliberately in order to enable

the boy to marry without finishing his complete

course of studies. Confusion became more
confounded for. ordinary men owing to the fact that

shaving formed the common clement in both

the Samskaras.

(iv) Ceremonies

As already said, the ceremony was performed
at the age of sixteen. The procedure followed at d
the mantras recited at this saxhskaras were quite
the same as adopted in the chauda Sarhskara. The
only diflerence was that in it beard and moustaches
were shaved instead of head. Just as in the
Chudakarapa, hair of the beard, head, nails were
thrown into water. The student, then, offered a
cow to the teacher. At the end of the ceremony
he observed a vow of silence' and *led a life of austere,
discipline for full *one year.

7. Srinivasa on J.G.S. i. 18.



, 5 . THE SAM VVARTANA OR SNANA ( END OP STUDENTSHIP )

(i) Introductory

This Satnskara was performed at the close of

the Brahmacharya period and it marked the termi-

nation of the student life. Sauravartana means

“returning home from the house of the guru.” 1 It

was called Snana also because bathing formed the

most prominent item of the Saihskara. According

to some anthropologists, bathing was meant for

washing away divinity fron the student 3 During

his Brahmachrya period, he was living in divine

contact and he himself had some divine halo round

him. So, before he returned to the ordinary world,

he had to put off divine influence, otherwise he

would pollute divine attributes and thereby incur

divine displeasure. The &arly Indian writers also

regarded Brahmacharya as a long sacrifice.
3

Therefore, just as at the end of a sacrifice the

sacrificial bath or Avabhrtha was taken By the

sacrifices so the long sacrifice of Brahmacharya

also required that the student should have a bath

1. gsT Hura&f *rw wkphwi i
v-m.s.

vol. I. p. 564.

2. E. H. Nassau. Feticshism 5n West Africa, p. 212.

3. I
Quoted by Gadadhara

on the P.G.S. ii. 2. 15.

82
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at its end. But there was one more idea associated

with bathing in the Samavartana Samskara, which

later on became the most prominent. In the

Sanskrit literature learning was compared to an

ocean, and one who possesed great learning was

supposed to have crossed that ocean. Naturally,

a student, who had completed his course of studies,

was regarded us a person who had crossed the

ocean of learning. He was called a Vidyasnataka

(one who has bathed in learning) andaVratasnataka

(one who has bathed in vows).
4 Thus the

ceremonial bath at the end of the student career

symbolized the crossing of the ocean of learning

by the student.

(it) Importance

The close of one's student life was a very

momentus period in one’s life. One had to make a

choice between two paths of life One of them was

to get oneself married and plunge into the busy

life of the world, sharing its full responsioilities

The other was that of retirement that is, to keep

off from the turmoil of the world and to lead a life

of detachment, both physical and mental. Those

students who chose the first path were called

“Upakurvana”, and those who selected the second

path wereknownas “Nai§thika '\ 5 The Upakurvapas

4. P.G S. ii. 5. 32. 36,

5. Yaj, K I. 49.
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returned from their gurukulas and became

householders. The Is' ai?thikas did not leave their

teachers and lived in the service of their masters

in quest of supreme knowledge.
6 According to

Visnu, some people were compulsorily required to

lead the life of a Brahmaehari on physical grounds.

They were the hump-backed, the blind by birth,

the impotent, the lame and the .diseased .
7 They

did not perform their Samavartana, because

Vivaha was not possible in their case.

(Hi) The Normal Course

But the majority of students followed the

normal course of life and preferred the life of a

householder to that of a celebate one. AH the

authorities on Dharmasastra recommend that one

shouid pass through all the four ASramas in order.

Manu says, “The different orders, Brahmacharya,

Garhasthya, Vanaprastha and Sanyasa spring from

the life of a householder. The four Agramas

followed in order, according to the rules of the

Sastras, bring a man to the supreme state of

life .’’ 8

6. ?9rr«Jifcr*t gfr §% «

Sri;: u M-s 243.

7. gCtfronPi <

*d^'f 3If¥5iflsr*RUcr: U Vi?nu quoted in S.M. p. 6?

8, M.S. Ibic}.
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(iv) Three Types of Snatakas

This Samskara was originally performed in the

case of those, who had finished their entire course

of studies and observed all the Vratas.

Those, who simply memorized the texts of the

Vedas, without understanding the meaning and

without following the rules of conduct prescribed

for a Brahmaehari, were excluded from the right of

performance.

9 Thus in the beginning the

Samavartana was a ceremony corresponding to

modern convocation function. Only those who

have passed their examinations are at present

admitted to the convocatioa; only those who had

finished their education were allowed to take their,

bath. But in course of time this rule seems to be

relaxed. In the opinion of a large number ofthe

Gyhyasutras there were three types of Snatakas 10

The first type was that of the Vidyasnatakas, who
had completed their entire course of studies but not

the full term of Brahmacharya. The second type

consisted of the Vratasmatakas, who had observed

all the vows and spent the full period - of

Brahmacharya at the house of the guru but had not

finishad the full course of studies. The third type

was constituted by the best students, who had

9. a 3^ SWH* I
M.G.S. ,i* 2. 3.

10. to ^nrffca sRfSarast fasnsa^ra* sfa \

P.G.fc. ii. 5. 33,
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finished their full course of studies and observed all

the vows. They were called the TJbhaya-Snatakas.

(v) A pass-port to Marriage

Later on, when the TTpanayana lost its

educational significance, the original purpose of

this Saihskara was also lost sight of and it came to

be regarded, more or less, a bodily Sarnskara, a sort

of license for mariage. This condition obtained

when early maariage became prevalent in the

country. Because marriage could not take place

before the Samavartana, it must be performed some

time before that First, the convenient time found

for it was that of the KeSanta " ceremony, which

also resembled it in some details, eg. in shaving

and bathing .
11 But subsequently, the KcSanta

too became an insignificant Saihskara; so the

Samavartana came to be combined with the

Upanayana. At present, in the majority of cases,

both the Sarhskaras are performed together. What

a mockery of fate ! The education of a chile}, was

supposed to be complete before it commenced.

Another ridiculous result also followed from the

ignorance about the real nature of the Samavartana.

In the beginning, it was performed when the

education of the youth was over ;
marriage usually

followed but by no means immediately. In later

? See apte p, 247,
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times, the theory became current that one should

not remain without an ASrama even for a single

moment.
12 If a Snataka was not immediately

married, he would incur sin by spending some days

without any particular ASrama. In mediaeval

times it came to be advocated that the Samavartana

j-hould be performed when the marriage of the

youth was already settled. So it takes place one

day before the marriage, possibly with the Haridra

ceremony.

(vi) The Age

At what period after the Upanayana, the

Samavartana-Saifcskara should be performed was

a problem to be considered .
13 The longest period

of Brahmacharya was forty-eight years, allowing

twelve years for the study of each Veda. The

smaller periods stopped at thirty-six, Twenty-four

and eighteen according to the circumstances of the

student and his parents. The last but one period

was £he most common type’ of Brahmacharya and

in the majority of cases education finished at

twentyfour. The mediaeval writers, however, began

to favour the last period in order to enable a boy

to marry earlier But at present there is no time

12. sraispft «r %sr: i

fan fs srs n D.s. i. lO.

13. P.G.S. ii. 6. 2-3.
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limit. The Vedas have become a sealed book,

there is no fixed course of education and even

ordinary literacy has become a luxury. The

Samavartana Sainskara is now drowned into

insignificance and is incor porated either in the

Upanayana or the Vivaha ceremonies.

(vii) The Permission of the Teacher
m

Before the student took his bath, he had to

discharge a tery important duty. He asked the

permission of hi* master to end his student career

and satisfied him with the guru-daksina or tuition

fees .

14 Anujfia or permission was regarded

necessary, because it certified the Snataka that he

was a fit person in learning, habit and character for

a married life. Manu says, '‘Being permitted by the

guru, one should perform his Samavartana and

marry a woman etc.” 15 Up to this time the student

did i.ot pay any thing to the Acharya 10 So, when

he was going to leave him, he was expected in all

propriety, to pay him accordiug to his means, in

the form of fees. The teacher should be given earth,

gold, cow, horse, umbrella, shoes, clothes,

fruits and vegetables .
17 According to yyasa, only

14. fl I A.G.S. ih. 8

15.

*uTT?^t wfafa i

wrel ssrcii i
m.s. in. 4,

16. Ibid. ii. 245,

17. Ibid. ii. 246.
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cows should be given in fees. 1 ® The services

rendered by the teacher to the student were highly

respected and none could pay too much for them.

“Even the earth containing seven continents was

not sufficient for the guru-daksina’’. 19 “There is

no object on this earth by giving which one can

free himself from the debt of even a teacher who

teaches a single- letter”. 20 If one could not pay

anything in the form of money or land etc. be

should at least, go to the teacher and formally take

his permission. In such cases the teacher used to

say, “My child, enough with money ! I am satisfied

with thy merits’ 1
.

2

1

(mi
i)

The Ceremonies and their Significance

When the preliminary considerations - were

disposed of, an auspicious day was fixed for the

performance of the Samskara. The ceremonies

opened with a very strange procedure. The student

was required to shut himself up in a room
throughout the morning. According to the

Bhafadvaja G-jhyasutra, it. was done, so that the

18* ssfefrrat um |
Quoted in V.M.S.

vol. I. p. 5C5.

q 55<T?i | wfcT, Ibid.

20. 35.
1

"
:

*11^5 ulfj; || Ibid.

21. dtfae: UHf, I Ibid.
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sun may not be insulted by the superior lustre of

the Snataka, as the former, shines only with the

light borrowed from the latter. 32 . At the midday

the student came out of the room, embraced the

feet of his teacher and paid his last tribute to the

Yedic fire by putting some fuel on it. Eight vessels

full of water, were kept there. The number eight

indicated the eight quarters of« the earth and

suggested the idea of honour and praise being

showered on the student from all over the earth.

Then the student drew water out of one vessel with

the words, “The fii’es that dwell in the waters, the

fire that must be hidden, the fire which must be

covered, the ray of light, the fire which kills the

mind, the unbearing one, the pain causing one, the

destroyer of the body, the fire which kills the organs,

these I leave behind. The shining one that I seize

here Therewith I besprinkle for the sake of

prosperity, of glory, of holiness, of holy luster’’. 33

With other appropriate verses he bathed from

other vessels. The body of a student was heated

with the fire of austerity and penance, hence for

the comfortable life of a householder it required

a cooling influence, which was symbolised by

bathing and indicated by the verses associated

with it. .

£2. •. ^rtffsrr 5 gqfer l

Bh. G.S. ii. 1. 8.

23. P.G.S. ii. 6. 8-10.

33
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After the grand bath the student cast off his

entire out-fit, e g. the mekhala, the deerskin, the

staff etc. into water and put on a new loin cloth.

Haring eaten some curd and sesame he cut off his

beard, lock of hair, nails, and cleansed his teeth

with an XJdumbara tree branch with the verse,”

Array yourself for food. Here has come King
Soma ; he will purify my mouth with glory and

fortune”. 34 The student had practised continence

both in food and speech. New he was going to

prepare for a fuller and more active life of the

world. At the time of the Samavartana, the austere

life of a student was over, and many comforts and

luxuries of life* denied to him during his

Brahmacharya, were presented to him by the

Acharya. First, he gave the studest a bath with

fragrant water .
25 Then oinment was applied to

different organs of the student and a wish was
expressed for the gratification of senses, “Satiate

my up-breathing and down-breating
; satiate my

eyes; s tiate my ears.” 26 The student, then, put

on new garments which had not yet been washed

or soaked in dye, and received flowers and

garlands. ‘Ornaments, collyrium, earrings, turban,

umbrella, shoes and mirror, the use of which was

24. P.G.S. ii. 6. 12.

25. Idid. ii. 6. 13; G.G.S. Hi. 4
. 11; Kh. G S. iii. 1. 9.

26. Ibid.*
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forbidden to the student, were officially offered

to him. A bamboo staff was also given to the

scholar for. safety in life. Well-todo guardians

were expected to furnish a double set of the above

articles, one for the teacher and the other for the

student .
27

In the case of a Brahman student, according

to some, a Homa was performed and the hope was

expressed that the Snataka would get plenty of

students to teach. 27 ' The teacher, then, offered

to the student the Madhupark, indicating a great

respect, for it was reserved for a few, e.g. a
king, a teacher, a son-in-law etc .

28

Dreseed in his new attires, the student would

proceed to the nearest assembly of the learned

in a chariot or on an elephant .

29 Thera he was
introduced as a competent scholar by his teacher

But according to other authorities, after the

ceremony was over, all day the Snataka kept away
form the sun-shine and remained silent till the

stars appeared. Then 'he went east or northwards,

paid reverence to the quarters, and the stars and

the moon, conversed with friends and went to

where he expected argha, gift which was regarded

27. A-G.§. iii. 8.

27a. B.G.S. ii. 6,

KTffer i arr^rl ’cori i
t'-G.s.

i. 3. 1-2.

29. 4p. U.s. i. 11. 5,-‘D.G.S. iii. X. 26.
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appropriate to a Snataka immediately after

the bath .

3

(ise) The Respect paid to the Snataka

A survey of the Samavartana ceremonies

shows hgw high was the respect in which scholars,

who had completed their education, were help by

society in ancient India A Brahmana passage

quoted in the Grhyasutras assert tint the Snataka

was a powerful personality .

31

(as) An Absurd Simplification

At present, tue whole caremonies have been

reduced to an absftrd simplicity. The Sarhavartana

is performed either with the (Jpanayana or the

Yivaha in hurry and the only remnants of the

detailed procedure are the bath and the decoration

of the person, and these also without proper Yedic

mantras.

30. G.G.S. iii. 5. 21.

3 1*. Jiff «R I
A.G.S. iii. 9. 8.



CHAPTER VIII

THE YIVAHA ( MARRIAGE CEREMONIES )

(*) The 1mportance of Marriage

The Vivaha is the most important of all the

Hindu Sainskaras. The Grhyasutras generally

begin with it, beciuse it is the origin and contre

of all domestic sacrifices. They presuppose that

every man, in his normal conditions, is expected

to marry and run a home. Even beforre them, in

the Yedic period, to which only a few of the

Saihskars can be traced back in their ceremonial

form, the marriage ceremonies were developed and

they have found literary expression in the Rgveda 1

and the Atharvaveda.

2

fA sweet home, a lady love

and fondlings in the house-these were coveted

objects for theYedic Aryans.^ Therefore, marrige

received great importance even in early times

When religious consciouness developed, marriage

was not only a social necessity but became a

religious duty encumbent upon every individual.

Marriage was regarded as a sacrifice 8 and one who

did not . enter the married life was called “one

1.

x*85,

2. xiv. 1, 2.

3* 5IT tpT I
Br. a. 2. 2, 6.
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without sacrifice”, a contemptible term, indeed,

for the Vedic Hindus. The Taittirrya Brahmana

says, “He, indeed, is without sacrifice who has

got no wife ” It again adds
,

4 ”He is himself a hal^

man, the second half is wife.’’ When the theory

of Three Debts 5 evolved, marriage gained even

greater importance and sanctity, as it was through

marriage that oae could pay off one‘s ancestral

debt, by producing children.

During the Upanisadic times, the ASrama

theory was established. The advocates of this

theory maintained that one should proceed ASrama

by ASrama, that is, a man should fir-t live the

life of a student, then he should enter the married

life, after this he should lead a retired life and in

the last A^rama he should give up all worldly

attachements and become a religious wanderer. The

married life was regarded essential for the growth

of personality and no tinge of antipathy was

attached to it.

In the time of the Smrtis, the AJram system

was believed to be divinely ordained, and it was
thought to be the sacred duty of every person to

respect it. * From the Grhyasiitras and the

Dharmasutras we learn that the number of

4. 9f«Tt m g«r snare: nwsfl: I
'bid ii. 9. 4. 7.

nswr T.S. vi. 8. 10. 5.
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Naisthika Brahmacharis was very much limited and
majority of young men accepted the life of a

the householder. The Smrtis entirely endorse the

A dramas system and emphatically prescribe that

a man should marry after his student life. Manu 6

enjoins, “Having spent the first fourth part of his

life in the house of his guru, the second fourth in

his own house with his wife, the third part in

forests, one should take Sanyasa in the fourth part,

casting way every worldly tie.” Harlta 7
is of the

same opinion: ‘‘One who spends his life in the

said manner, having conquered all the worlds,

attains the world of Brahma.” According to

Daksa, 8 the order of the first three A6ramas cannot

be changed. None is more sinffil than one who
trangresses this rule. The Smrtis highly praise

the life of a householder. They call it the best

ASrama and regard it as the centre and prop of

the whole social structure. “Just as all creatures

exist depending on air, so do all the A^ramas

6. 3d: §& 1

?> simifT: 1

uft 11
m.s. iv.*i, 2.

7. ei^r.ftfasrr qt ft WHns'Rtafr 1

tr
Quoted in S.M. p. 64.

8. 5T fired I

snfaijfo^T 31 snft *r » d.s. 5 * 12 *
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depend upon the householder, Because the

householder spports the three ordess by manns of

knowledge and food, so his order is the highest. One
who longs for imperishable heaven and happiness in

this world, should uphold the Grhastha-A^rama...” 9

Quite in keeping with these ideas, a man who did

not marry was held in low scale. An anonymous
quotation by Apararka on Yajnavalkya10 says, “0,

King, a man, he may be a Brahmana, K?atriya, a

Yaiiya or a §udra, who is without a wife, is not

fit ror religious act.”

For several reasons marriage was held in high

esteem among ancient peoples. Doubtless, in rude
pastoral, and even agricultural time3, economic and
social causes were at the basis of this esteem.

Large family was a blessing. Marriage was a family

affair rather thanapersonal one
;
indeed the generation

of offspring was the supreme motive of every

union to the end that a man’s house or family

might not die jout. Then religious motives were
equaUy operative in assigning such a great regard

to marriage. Worship of ancestors and gods' was
dependent on progeny, which could be obtained

9. 3j*r, sraifaoq oqsfflra

»

dissnswn » etc. m.s. iu.* 77-79.

10. sunt cEispi
|

*r i

si©?© «n 57; a 1. 5i.
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only through marriage. In later development of

Hinduism, the last idea became more prominent

than the social and economic ones.

• Other ancient peoples also held marriage in high

esteem. Among the people of Iarael it was respected

for the same reasons as among the Hindus .
11

“Later on in the age of the Messianic prophesies,

marriage gained an added sanctity from the

precious possibility that the fruit of the union

might be the promised messiah of the Jews, its

long desired savior from oppression,’* In Greece

also marriage was highly respected and looked

upon as a sacred ceremony 13 “By means of such

union family was perpetuated, the inheritance of

property provided for and the worship of ancestral

gods continued. Therefore, celebacy was regarded

a serious offence, a crime against the household gods

So strong was the feeling in Athens that a law was

enacted enjoining the first magistrate of the City

to see to it that no family became extinct.’*13 And

in Sparta Plutarch tellus us that a man who *did

not marry lost certain rights and was not treated

by younger men with that respect so scrupulously

accorded by Spartan youths to their elders .
14 Like

11. Willystine Goodsell, Ph. D., A History of The Family
’

-As A Social And Educational Institution, pp. 58. ff.

12. Ibid", pq. 86 if.

13. Ibid.

14. Life of Lycurgus, Bohn’s Classical Library, vol. I. p. 81,

34
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ancient peoples the .Romans looked upon marriage

as a sacred and important act and stamped celebacy

with public disapproval, since it was

disadvantageous alike to the state, which needed

supporters, and to the family which needed sons to

continue its domestic worship.

But a contrast is presented by the hristian

views regarding marriage. There can be no

reasonable doubt that the views of the early

Christian Fathers concerning the marriage bond

was profoundly influenced by the opinions of St.

Paul. The doctrines of this great leader are so

familiar that only a brief reference need be made

to a few of the more influential of them. He writes

:

‘‘Nevertheless, to avoid fornication let every man
have his own wife, and every woman have her own

husband ” 1S But this doubtful sanction is promptly

followed by the words: “But I speak this by

permission and not of commandment .For I

would that all men were as I myself I say

therefore to the unmarried and widows, it is good

for them if they abide even as I. But if they

cannot confent, let them marry ;
for it is better to

marry than to burn”. 16 There is no tint in Paul’s

writing, nor does it clearly appear in the’ works of

the later Church Fathers that mrrriage is a spiritual

15. 1. Cor. vii. 2.

16. Ibid.* vii. 7-8.
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as well as a physical union and that the latter should

be' impossible witout the former. “Obviously these

pronouncements show scant appreciation of the

uplifting and strengthening influence of a true

marriage-of its power to quicken and deepen all

worthy emotions Thus it is that the reading of

the marital views of the later Church Fathers is a

distasteful task from which the student willingly

turns.” 10 * But it should be noted^that this was a

reaction against the corrupt Roman society where

sexual relations were very loose and which led to

the physical as well as spiritual downfall of the

Romans.

(ii) The Origin

Such an important occasion as marriage naturally

attracted much attention of the people and many

and various ceremonies gathered round it But for

fully understanding the development of the

marriage ceremonies it is necessary to know how

and under what circumstances they arose. The

circumstances, in which'the institution of marrige

originated, conditioned the nature of marriage

rituals. The word “marriage’’ has a reference to

“a union of the male and female which does not

cease wiljh the act of procreation but persist after

the' birth/if offsprings until the young are capable

>9

16a. Willystine Goodsell, Ph. D., A. History of the Family

As A Social And .Educational Institution, < pg. 80. ff.
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ofsupplying their own needs .’’ 17 It is evident

that sexual instinct itself could not have brought

about permant relationship between man and

woman. Nor the aboriginal man had that

glimmering conception of that ideal love which

to-day binds a pair together in the strongest of

human ties. The weakness of the savage female

also was not responsible for marriage tie, because

she was as strong and capable of self-defence as

the male. The source of marriage is to be sought

for elsewhere. We can look for it in the utter

helplessness of the new-born offspring and the need

of both the mother and the young for protection

and food during a varying period of time. So it

appears that marriage has its source in the family,

rather than the family in marriage, and the very

roots of the permanent union of the sexes are found

in parental duties, f It was the natural desire of

woman for sufficient protection during the critical

period of her confinement and for adequate

protection of the child in its helpless state of

infancy that drove her to seleot a permanent

compahion in life.y In this selection she was very

cautious, as she fully considered the fitness of the

man and arrived at a mutual understanding before

she gave herself away to him. The love making
and other means of enticement were there that

17. Willystine Goodsell, A History of the Family As A. Social

And Educational Institution
. p. 6,
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helped in effecting the union.17 * The desire for a son, *

the protection of wife and children, the need of

ruuning a home and the ideal of domestic felicity-

are duly reflected in the marriage ceremonies.

(in) Pre-marital Stage

Now we have to consider the evoltion of

marriage in ancient periods of Indian history,

though the marriage ceremonies of the Hindus

presuppose a monogamous union. The Rgredic

society emerges with a well established home which

could not have been possible in the pre-marital

stage of sexual relation. There is no instance of

promiscuity proper in the Yedic literature. The

only reference to it is found in the’ Mahabharata. 18

There it is stated that women were free

in early primitive times and they could have

sexual relation with any body they liked,

even thongh they were married. This revolting

custom, however, was abolished by ^vetaketu, son of

Uddalaka. This story, at most, proves that the

Aryans »had tpassedi through a stage of society when

such intercourse was tolerated in society.

Temporary sexual relations also are not to be found

either in the Vedas or in the Grhyasiitras. The

marriage as described in them was meant to be

1.7a. A. C. Das,
j.
gvcdic Culture

18. ersfTfm: pfera i

II
»• 12S -
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regular and permanent The only instance of

marriage by periodical contract is supplied in the

story of Urveil and Pururavas in the Rgveda. 19

This form of marriage, however, was not current

in the Rgvedic times and must have been a

recollection of ancient times when temporary

marriages were in vogue.

(it?) Marriage Proper

It is a mistake to suppose that sexual relation

in the earcy society was promiscuous. The great

anthropologists with their vast and intimate

knowledge of primitive culture have arrived at the

conclusion that the sexual relation between man and

woman in ancient times was not promiscuous,

Westermarck remarks: ‘ It is not ofcourse impossible

that among some peoples intercourse between the

sexes may have been almost promiscuous. But there

is not a shred of genuine evidence for the notion

that promiscuity even formed a general stage in

the history of mankind Although polygamy

occurs among most existing peoples, and polyandry

,

among some, monogany is by far the most common
form ofhumah marriage.lt was so among the ancient

peoples of whom we have any direct knowledge.

Monogany is the form which is generally recognized

and permitted. The great majority of peoples are,

19. X. 59.
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as a rule, monogamus, and other forms ofmarriages

are usually modified in a monogamous direction .” 20

Almost the same observations are made by

^Howard 2

1

on the topics “In a progressive society

monogamy is the natural and usual form of

marriage. Other forms of marriage are degradation

or retrogression to the primitive conditions./

Promiscuity never creates the home, nor engenders

those noble sentiments of self-sacrifce and self-

denial that have helped to uplift the human race.’’

The Vedic hymns and the Grhyasutras celebrate a

regular marriage for a life-long companionsphip.

The Hindu Sarhskaras recognize the fulfledged

marriage bereft of savage waywardness on the part

of man and woman

) The Forms of Marriage

After we have considered the general state

of sexual relation, we have to see how a young

man and a young woman were united to lead the

life of a householder. The Smytis 22 ,have

recognized eight methods through which it

was done. These are Brahma, Daive, Ar§a,

Prajapatya, A sura, Gandharva, l£ak§asa and

20. History of HumanMarriage, pp. 133, 149

21. History of Matrimonial Institution, pp. 90, 91.

22. ^r*=r*jr rarnmcNiga i

II
ili. 21 ; Yaj. S,

I. 58-61.
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Paigacba. Though many of these methods can be

traced back to the Vedic period, they hare not

been mentioned as such in the per-Sutra literature.

To the majority of the Grhyasutras the

eight methods are unknown. The Manava
Grhyasutra 23 refers to the Brahma and £ulka

(Asnra) only. So does the Varaha. The

A^valayana 24
is the only Grhyasutra that

mentions all the eight methods. The omission,

however, does not mean that these methods were
not current before, or even during, the composition

of the Grhyasutras They were, more or less, a

social problem beyond the proper scope of the

ritual literature. When every thing was settled

about marriage, the particular rite was required

to solemnize it.

The Smrtis have divided the eight methods into

two groups, Praiasta or approved and ApraSasta
or disapproved. 23 The first four are PraSasta, the

rest are Aprasasta. The first four methods were
regarded praiseworthy, among which the first was
the best, the fifth and the sixth were tolerated and

“the last two were forbidden. But all of them were
legalized. At present the only two forms, Brahma
and Asura are rocognized. The more objectionable

the method the more primitive it was, though

23. M.G.S. i.7. 12.

•24. A G.S. i. 6.

25. M.S. Hi. 24. 25.
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some of them were current side by side. They

will be d«alt with in their ascending order.

(vi) The Historical Growth of Eight Forms

(a) Pai^acha, The least approved method

was Pai4acha. 2fi According to it the bridegroom

fraudulently got possession of the person of the girl,

and it was, therefore, characterised as the basest

of all methods. In the opinion of the Asvalayana-

Grbyasutra, carrying off a girl, who was either

sleepy, intoxicated or unconscious was called

Pailacha, The capture of the girl was common with

the Raksasa method, but unconsciousness on the

part of the girl and her guardians gave it a

different form. Gautama and Yispu define it<as

“Cohabiting with a girl who is unconscious, sleepy

or intoxicated.’* Manu 30 '1 define.'? “When a man
cohabits with a girl in loneliness when she is

sleepy, mad or intoxicated, it is called the PaiSacha

method.” Yajnavalkya calls a marriage Paigacha

when a girl is married thrugh fraud. Devala

gives a simlar definition. The PaiiUeha

was the most uncivilized and barbarous method

through which marriage could be effected. In it

the bride was ravished then and there, a revolting

<
M,s* ‘“.21.

26a. gat ar # qsiti.wsfir 1

u mfqgt fsnrtsur u ibid. Hi. 34.

35
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event indeed, It was prevalent in primitive

savage tribes, later on very rarely repeated and

ultimately disapproved altogether.

(b) Raksasa. The next method in ascending

order was Raksasa 27 According to Manu S7 *

“Capture of a girl by force while she is crying and

weeping, having killed, scattered and injured her

relatives is called RakSasa -Vivaha”. In this

method the bridegroom did not wait for the conscent

of the father or of the girl herself, but took her

away by force. This method was prevalent in

ancient warring tribes and the captive women were

enjoyed as war booties The definition given by

Manu pictures a scene of battle. Yisnu 28 and

Yajnavalkya 2 '’ actually say that it arose from war

In the opinion of some scholars it is the oldest

method of marriage, which was prrevalent among

all the primitve peoples. They see the semblance

of the original war in the marriage procession of

the present time. They say that this is proved by

many procedures adopted in the marriage

ceremonies among savage and half-civilized tribe^

of to-day. „ Tor example, in India also, maijy

17. A.G.S- i. 6. M.S. ii. 21; Yaj S. I. 61.

27a. few =3 facWI =3 SRftRrf SfRI. I

3ft® TI8?Ut II
M.S, iii. 33.

28. TOS* I

29. i
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simulated farces of fights ami capture are

performed at the time of marriage in the jungle

tribes. Among the Gonds, the bridegroom pursues

the bride who poses to run away before the

nuptials. In Bihar, among the Birhols, the

^bridegroom captures the running bride.

4- The above view presupposes a regular marriage

‘from outside. It is very dopbt'ul, however,

-whether any people habitually secured wives from

without their tribe The supposition that conflicts

-of wedding ceremonials are derived from war is

‘also not well founded and can be explained on

'-other groundes Most probably the procession is

due to the festivity of marraige and the assemblage

"of people is derived from the custom of marrying

-relatives which gave certain persons a vested

interest in the women of their own community.

Moreover, capture cannot be the only original

-method of securing a wife. Even in the primitive

sexual -relation, willingness of the parties

concerned must have been very common, as it is

found in animals also. There is a pre-arranged

natural hormony between opposite sexes which

unites them without any external force. So, even

in the very primitive times, the Gandharva form of

marraige must have been more common than the

Raksasa one.

Thb Indo-Aryans, during the Yedic times, were

not always warring, and the old savage customs
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were disappearing from amongst them. The

capture of a gir-I against her wishes was falling into

disuse and in the majority of cases the girl was

carried away with her own consent, though against

the consent of her parents. Such kinds capture

were sometimes prearranged by the bride and the

bridegroom. Sometimes the lovers came into

conflict with their gaurdians, and the marriage had

to be accomplished by capture and elopement, which

was -regarded as a commendable step for the knight

and the lady alike; thus in the case of Vimada and

Purumitra’s daughter, "° it appears that there was

no voilence pure and simple, but that the affair

was prearranged with the consent of the bride who
refused to be directed by her parents This

previous consent is a fact w hich distinguishes such

instances of capture and elopment of lrom the

Raksasa method of rnaiTiage. In the epic instances

of B.ukmini and Subhadra also the consent of the

bride was obtained.31

In course of time when people became settled,

raarxyage by capture generally disappeared from the

society. It continued, however, among the

Ksattriyas, the military caste of India. The simple

reason for. this is, that it were they who mostly

participated in war and obtained wives as war
booties. This original war booty grew into a

30. R.V. i. 112-19 ; 116-1 ; 117-2 ; x. 39.7 ; 65 , 12
*

31. M. B. viii. 37, 34.
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knightly fashion later on. Manu32 regards the

Rakgasa form the main form commendable for the

Ksattrij as. In the Mahabharata Bhisma also calls

it the best for a for the ruling caste, 38 and he

actually captured wives for the ICuru princes.

Harita84 calls it the Ksattra marriage and

Devala 35 regards it as a sign of power and

prestige. This custom was current up to the

Rajput period of Indian History, though in the

majority of cases the captured wife was a willing

one, for instance, the capture of Sarhyukta by

^Prthvlraja wis prearranged .
36 Subsequent to the

twelfth century of the Christian era this custom

disappeared, as the political power of the Rajputs

dwindled away and the Hindus became, more and

more, an agricultural people.

(c) Gandharva. The next method of obtaining

a wife was Gandharva .
37 According to ASvalayana

“that form of marriage is called Gandharva where

a man and a woman having entered a contract,

approche each other”. In the opinion ofGautama and

Harita that form is called Gandharva where -a girl

3’. usjd I
S ‘ U'

33 g i
B* '• 245 - 6 *

34. STSfgnTfasnia: 8JI5T: i

35.^3 : faw wmi i

;6. The Prthvirajaraso.

37, A.G S.i. 6.
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selects her own husband. Manu 8 8 gives the most
comprehensive -definition; “Where the bride and
the bridegroom meet each other of their own accord

-and the meeting is consummated in copulation

born of passion, that form is called Gandharva”.

In this form, it were not the parents of the girl

who settled the marriage, but the bride and the

^bridegroom arranged it among themselves out of

sensual inclination.

The Gandharva form of marriage is as old as,

or even older than, the Pai^acha and the Raksasa
ones, because it is more natural than any other form.
In the childhood of humanity, men and women,
becoming of age, must have attracted each other
without any force or fraud, In the Rgvedic89

opinions ‘‘that “vadhu’’ alone was “bhadra,” who,
brilliantly attired, herself selected her mate, even
in the midst of an assembly”. The most usual
type of marriage seems to have been that in which

. the bride and the bridegroom had previously come
to enjoy one another’s company in their ordinary
village life or in various other places of festivals

and fairs where their free choice and mutual
attachment' were generally approved by their

38.
I

utwr&uf fMrat sfasr; u m,s. hh. 82,

39. X, 27. 17.
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kinsmen, A passage in the Atharvaveda40

shows that parents usually left the- daughter free

in selection of her lover and directly encouraged

her in being forward in love affairs, The mother

of the girl thought of the time when the

daughter’s developed youth ( Pativedanam

)

would win a husband for her. It was a smooth

and happy sort of affair with nothing scandalous

and unnatural about it .
41 In the Atharvaveda

there are other references to this form of

marriage 4lA At one place in the same work

Gandharva husbands are actually mentioned 42

Instances of Gandharva marriage can be multiplied

from Sanskrit epics

This method was called Gandharva, because it

was mostly current in a tribe called Gandharva,

living on the slopes of the Himalayas. It wag

more prevalent among the Ksattriyas than among

any other section of the Hindu community, as they,

represented the freest element in the society.

According to some authorities43 this method

was praiseworthy, as it proceeded from mutual

40. 3tf ^ nitf^rr l

sraftf srsgft i*w u i!* ^6.

41. R.V Vi. 30. b.

41 a. vi 3. 6.

42. 3F(3t^ 3TO€Fl <TcF4t fJWC 1
lV- 37• 12

43. SRrafNf 1 G.D.S. ii, 1. 31..
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attraction and love. Kanva, the foster-father

of Sakuntala, %says in the Mahabbarata
,

44 “The

marriage of a desiring woman with a desiring

man, though without religious ceremonies, is

the best marriage”. But in the opinion of the

majority of law-givers it was not regarded so;

on the other hand they discouraged it on

religious and moral grounds .
46 It was inferior to

the first five forms of marriage, because it

was performed without sacred rituals and

originated from lust. There was some fear also

as regards the stability of the marriage tie.

Because cupidity was the de'ermining factor in

such a marriage, the relation may or may not

be lasting.

It seems that, from the time of the Sutras,

this form of marriage was falling into disuse.

The Grhyasutras 40 speak of “Datta” or

‘‘Pratta’’, “the given one,” bride, whose hand

was to be grasped by tae husband. In course

of time when the sense of property increase^

the "children were regarded as possessions and
the parents began to exercise greater control

over their - sons and 'laughters. Therefore, the

44. i tv. 94. 60.

45. iTPfsfcg {SBJJtgkr: i Quoted in V.M.S. vol.

II. p. <57.

46. P.G.S. i. 4. 16.
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independence of the bride and the bridegroom

in selecting their mates diminished. The

marriages, in ninety percent cases, began to be

settled by the guardians. The child-marriage

system rendered a death blow to the Gandharva

form of marriage, because children have no

proper idea of marriage and they cannot

exercise their discretion and rights in marriage

affairs. Ultimately this form of marriage

disappeared from the Hindu society and at

present it is not legally recognized.

(d) Asura. Then a bit superior to Gandharva

was the Asura 47 method of marriage. “Where

the husband, after having paid money to the

relations of the bride and the bride herself,

accepts her out of free will, it is called the

Ssura type of marriage*’.4 8 The main

consideration in this kind of marriage was

money and it was, more of less, a purchase

By some writers it is called Manuka or human.

There is no doubt that it was a great

improvement, in early times, on the PaiSacha

and the Raksasa form of marriages where fraud

and force were applied.

In the patriarchal system of family children

were regarded as family property and the girls

47. AJG.S. i. 6.

48. sifavft %r srftfsr: i

sw# n m.s. in. 3i.

86
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could be given away in marriage for money.

We find in the Vedic period that some-times

bargains were struck, and the bride was

practically sold for a heavy price.
49 Some-times,

out of greed, girls themselves selected wealthy,

though otherwise unfit, husband for money 50

In one passage a Rsi invokes Alvins to be

generous like a Vijamatr .

51 Yaska explains

Yijamaty as Kritapati (^husband of a purchased

girl). The Maitrayanl-Samhita 53 condemns the

faithlessness of a purchasad wife.

In the beginning, there seems to be no
stigma attached to this custom. Later on it

became distasteful. From the Mahabharata 83

we know that Bhisma procured wives for some
Kuru princes by purchase. When he approached

$alya for this purpose, the latter felt the

awkwardness of fie situation, but had no
courage to stop the custom of demanding

price for a girl. In the case of royal families,

however, it was a custom rather than a sale

Bhi§ma admitted that there was no sin in

49. R.V. I.10/.2.

to. ffgfa qfar lift jftm <r^r vpfa i ibid. x. 27. 12.

51 arsrv ff^ft sntfimr frsnrape wr^rr 1 ibid, i 109. 2.

52. wr tr^r 155: sjfter ar?ts 1 >,10. u.

53. ijlfs
1

eif 11 etc. m.b. i. 122 . 9. ff.
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the transaction. But Balya’s hitch in demanding

money shows that the public opinion was not

in its favour.

In course of time the sale of girls began to

savour too much of worldliness with the growing

conception of the religious character of marriag,

where the bride was regarded a meritorious gift

by the father to the bridegroom. The Smrti-

writers describe the Asura marriagjb only either as

a traditional custom or as a necessary evil. In

their free opinion, however, th(y condemn it and call

it a sale in the guise of marriage. Manu says, ‘‘The

learned father of the girl should not accept even

the least amount of price. Accepting the price

out of greed, he becomes the seller, of children ”.54

According to Apastamba-Smrti, “not even a $udra

should accept money while giving away his daughter.

Taking money is a sale in disguise”.55 Not only

this much. In the opinion of some writens, ‘‘a

purchased wife cannot attain the full status of a

wife and is not entitled to share the worship of gods

and the Fathers. She should be regarded ^as a

maid servant”.56 More and more sin was being

54. ^wiiqr: faar fagpg- i

JJSnrfS? 3J535 55t^r J
i»i- 51.

55 . Mi^ttr * $55 fflai w* \

f? II
IX - M.S ‘X. 98.

56. h m 45ft 1

q n ui cri frf. 11
bjj.b. i. 11.2).
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attached to the «ale of a daughter. ‘Those who
blinded with, greed give their daughters in

marriage for money, are sellers of their own
selves and the sinners of the first water. They

fall in to hell and kill the merits of seven previous

generations”. 57

But in spite of its unqualified condemnation

this custom lingered in india, and is still found,

though restricted to very poor families. The

presence of this custom in the North-West frontier

is attested by Greek writers .
58 At present in

India, In low castes and in some poor families of

upper castes also, this tustom is followed. But

it is not done with a lcean conscience and an

attempt is made to hide the sale.

The similar custom of dowary to be offered by the

father of the bride to the bridegroom is not to be

found iu ancient literature of the Hindns. There are

however, - some references where the guardians of

the girl had to offer dowry to the bridegroom. A
daughter who had some physical defects was

to be disposed of with money .

59 In the marriage

hymn “Vahatu” or dowry is mentioned .
60 In the

57. SfgQT abfUTtfsan i

<n<n \\

qgfor afcr \
ibid- i. 11 . i\.

58. Megasthenes, quoted in Oxfyrd History of India, vol, I p. 60,

59. R. V. x. 23. 11.

60. Ibid. x. 85.

'
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Atharvaveda a king is crused that his queen may
not fetch dowry for him. 61 In- the Aitareya-

Brahraana62 a bargain marriage is called
1 Pa^uvivaha’’, “animal marriage” but it is not

clear as to which party exacted money.

In times when the Asura and the Arsa forms of

marriages were common, it was absured for the

bridegroom to demand money from the relations of

the bride. Equity of the time required that the

father of the girl should demand her price But in

course oftime circumstances changed. In early times

advanced maidenhood was tolerated; latter on the

marriage of a girl became compulsory and

pre-puberty marriage came into existence. Now the

father of the girl became v*ry anxious to dispose of

the girl within a limited time. On religious grounds

he wante 1 to get rid of the girl even with an offer of

money which the father of the bridegroom

demanded. The religious conception of marriage as

a sacrifice also helped the rise of this custom.

Dowry was regarded as Dak^ina attending the main

gift of a girl, and to this extent it was offered

willingly. The right of daughter’s inheritance was

also instrumental in making this custom rigid

in the proper tited class of people. In the form of

dowry thq daughter got her share from the property

of her father. In modern times, in the educated

61. h ssiraT srasrr?t qswfcftq i vtf. 12,

62. A. Br. 1, 16.
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circle, education of sons is costly. The father of the

boy thinks that the cost of education should be

shared by the father of the girl, who reaps all the

advantages of his son’s education. At present it is

felt that the demand of dowry is a great impediment

in the selection of a proper bride or bridegroom, and

the public opinion is being prepared to do away

with the rigidity and absurdity of the dowry

system.

'e
1

! Prajapatya. Next comes the Prajapatya 62A

method of marriage. According to it the father

gave away his daughter to a suitor on the distinct

understanding that they should both perform their

civic and religious duties together .

0 3 The father, here,

obtained some sort of bond from the bridegroom

who himself came forward as the suitor for

marriage A^valavana 64 defines it in this way:

“Tnafc form of marriage where thecommandment-You

both should perform your duties together-is given,

is called Prajapatya”. Gautama 65 and Manu66

almost repeat the same words. The very name
Prajapatya suggests that the pair entered the solem

bond for discharging their debts to Prajapati, that is,

62a, A.G.S.rf 6

63. Yaj. S. 1. 6<\

64. th;<t fPr srrsrm: i >. 6.

65. sqfam'sr: i

66. w smfirfa ^ i

$»?r srsTiT^t frfa: 33m n m. 30.
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for procreating and bringing up children. The most
practical side of this method is brought out bj

Devala
,

67 who regards it
4<a marriage by fixing

conditions'*. The modern people will regard it the

most satisfactory and up-to-date form of marriage,

because here the rights of the husband and the wife

are equally well secured. . But according to the

Hindu point of view, it is inferior fo the first three

methods. The reason is that, here, the gift i* not

free but it is bent low under conditions, which
should not have been according to the religious

conception of a gift. This form is still Pragasta or

commendable.

This form could not have been current in very early

times Only in the advanced stage of the society,

educated men and women would have resorted

to it. It also required a free society where there

was no seclusion of women, and the bridegroom

came forward to ask the hand of the bride. This

form declined at the introduction of child-marriage,

because for it only grown-up parties were eligible,

who could understand the implications of the bond

they were going to enter. In course of time

marriage became a pure gift by the father to the

bridegroom and any condition, hawsoever. prudent

67. uiau form ijtffofcr i

8T5f qppfo se*m\ fofff: S srarcft: 11
Quoted in V.M.S. vol.

II. p. 851.
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it might be, became offending to the religious sense

of the Hindus.
*

(f) Ar§a. The Ar§a 68 method of marriage

excelled the Prajapatya in order ofmerit. According

to this method the fafher of the bride received

from the bridegroom a pair of kine or two for the

uses pressribed by law, e-g., the performance of some

sacrifice.69 Evfdently it was not the bride’s

price, but there was some consideration for. the gift,

though the father of the bride did not want to

make a bargain out of it. A4valayana, Baudhayana

and Apastamba all agree that when a youth

married a girl, after having offered a pair of kine

to her father, it "was cajled the Ar§a form of

marriage. A condition, however, was imposed on

the offer, in that it was exclusively meant for a

sacrifice. Thus it was distinguished from the

Asura. Manu. 70 observes, “Where the relatives do

not accept price for the girl, it is not a sale; what

is taken is only in name’’. In the opinion of the

Vlramitrodaya, 7

1

it was not a price, because its

68 A.G,!5. i. 6; M.S. iii. 2 (J; Yaj. S. I. 61.

69. ^ qt fesjq |qr «itfqiqiq *r*?e: l

SHnsrari qn: u ssqt n m.s iii. 29.

70. qtef sngqt q sr ffJftf: i

srior qcfqrftnr.qpjsm u iii. 54.

71. ^ * sfwfafirov: I ntfq^q q *qq*

%5qtq^iu^qi?wq?q | V.M.S. voI.II. p. 852.
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quantity was limited. Moreover, it was given away
with the bride herself. This method was called

Arsa, because it was current mostly in priestly

families, as its very name suggests. A, C. Das in

his Kgvedic'Culture. 7 3 however, gives a different

interpretation of the word Arsa. He writes, “Then

there was a form of marriage called Ar§a, when a

daughter was married to a Rsi for his vast knowledge

and spiritual culture". But in this way we cannot

explain the origin of the custom of demanding a

pair of kine Keverence and demand both would

go ill together. With the decline of sacrifices, this

method of marriage became out of fashion. Formerly

it was a commendable type of marriage, but later

on even the nominal acceptance of a pair of kine

became repulsive to the idea of Kanya-dana. ( the

g^t of a girl ). As early as in the time of the

Manu-Smrti, the opinion was voiced: “Some
prescribe the acceptance of one pair of kine in the

Arsa Vivaha, but it is improper. It is a sale;

it matters little whether
(
one accepts a large sum

or a small one’’. 73 In course of time* the

yery word “take” on the part of the bride’s

father was esehemed from the -auspices of

marriage.

72. P. 253

73. wW

M-S. iii. 53,

37
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(g) Daiva. The next form superior to Ar?a

was Daiva .
74 In this form the decorated girl was

given away by the father to a priest, who officiated

at a sacrifice commenced by him According to

Baudhayana
,

73 the girl was given as a Dak§ipa or

sacrificial fees. It was called Daiva, because in it

the gift was made on the occasion of a Daiva

sacrifice, The gfft of a maiden in marriage for

services rendered is illustrated even in the Yedic

literature. But sometimes its bareness was
clothed by other elements. Thus in the case of

Bathaviti, Dalbha’s daughter, Syava^va was at the

same time an ardent suitor for the maiden

subsequently given to him .
76 Priests very often

received from their princely patrons, noble maidens

or slave girls for services at sacrifices who were
called “Vadhus”

;

7 7 but this appears to have involved

no proper; marriage, and is to be regarded as

concubinage associated with polygamy developing

among rich and powerful classes. This method was
mainly prevalent among the upper three classes of

the Hindus. People thought it meritorious to give

their daughters away in marriage to a priest.

Later on, with the merits of sacrifices, this custom

'4. sgf?# s |
A.G.S. i. &.

75. u B.D.S.

76. R.V, V. 61. 1749.

77. ibid.
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also fell into disuse, and it was thought not proper

to offer a girl to a priest without considering his

other conditions Moreover, the conception of

marriage came to involve that it was not merely a

gift but it was the settlement of the girl in life and,

therefore, it should be well arranged, This form of

marriage was regarded inferior to Brahma, because,

here, the father of the girl took the services of the

bridegroom into consideration, '’whereas in the

Brahma method, mareiage was a pure gift,

(h) Brahma. The purest and the most evolved

method of marriage was Brahma. 78 It was called

.so, because it was thought fit for the Brahmans.

In it the girl was given by the father, with such

ornaments as he could afford, to a man of character

and learning, whom he invited voluntarily

and received respectfully without taking any

thing in return. 78 * The Smrti3 regard it

the most honourable type of marriage, as

it was free from physical force, carnal appetite,

imposition of conditions and lure of money. Here

the social decency was fully observed and religious

considerations taken into account. In its very

nature, this method could not have been very

primitive, as it presupposes a long culture of social

78. A.Gt.s. i, 6; M.S. iii. 27;, Yaj. S.I. 58; V.s, ii. 5; &S. iv. 2.

78a. ^ I

3rsrt ii m.s. iii. 27.
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habits. But this form can be traced back up to the

Vedic times. The marriage of Surya with Soma,

as described in the Rgveda, is the prototype of the

Brahma marriage .
7 8b This form is still current

and the most popular in India, though it has been

prostituted withithe morbid stipulation of dowry.

fvii) Some other Forms
•

Besides, there were other forms of marriage of

which the scriptures do not take cognizance. For

example, marriages by exchange and service etc.

The first of the above is still current in the Hindu
society. But only poor parents whose children do

not attract the notice of match-makers, arrange the

marriages of their sons and daughters by exchange.

It is not a voluntary custom but a procedure forced

by circumstances. In other respects it resembles

the Brahma type. of marriage.

(vii’i) Popular Forms

At present the only two methods of marriage in

use are the Brahma and the Asura. In the first,

the father of the girl gives her away to a person

whom he invites for the purpose, without accepting
any thing from him in any shape In the second,

the father accepts money from the bridegroom as
the price of his daughter. It will be noticed that

78b. x, 8§.
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our law-givers do not contemplate a third

contingency in which the intending bridegroom may
put pressure upon the father of the girl to pay him
handsomely for the favour of marrying her, no

matter whether his means allows him to do so or

not. The present system of fixing dowry and to

make it the main consideration in settling the

marriage does not seem to have existed in ancient

times

(iso) Religious Ceremonies Essential

Whatever may be the method through which

marriage was effected, the religious ceremonies

were essential to make it valid .
780 "Vasistha and

Baudhayana declare: “Where a damsel is taken by

force but is not solemnly marr ;ed according to the

religious rites, she may be duly given in marriage

to another, for then she remains a virgin as

before. 79 ” T>evala says, “In the forms of marriages,

beginning with the Gandharva to the PaiSacha the

marital rites have again to be performed in the

presence of fire”.
80 In the Gandharva marriage,

78c. Prer qftre^et i

*N>trra[ q'fksi q^ n y.s i. 76.

79 3c5p?qpq qfc *1^ sr>w?rr i

cfqf SI ||
Vasiltha and Baudhayana

quoted in V,M*S. vol. SI. p, 860.

80. fqfa: i

||
Deva4a, Ibid.
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consummation of the union preceded the nuptials.

According to Manu81 rituals should be performed

only in the case of a virgin. But the later Smrtis,

as cited above, prescribe the rites even after

consummation. Manu82 modifies his previous

injunction by emphasizing the need of ritual, It

was done so for legalizing the marriage,

legitimatizing the children and avoiding the public

scandal. Madhhvacharya al&o realizes the necessity

of performing the religious ceremonies in every form

of marriage : “It must not be supposed that in these

disapproved forms of marriages, beginning with

the Gandharva, the relationship of husband and

wife does not arise for the want of the ceremonies

of marriage including the taking of seven steps,

because although they do not take place at the

outset before acceptance, afterwards they are

invariably per formed ’’. 8 3

The religious idea was supreme in the Hindu
life. It was ofl ess consequence how the pair was
united, but if once united, the tie should be

consecrated and thus union made lasting. The

nuptials were supposed to impart sanctity to the

marital relation. Hence it was thought necessary

that they should be performed in every case. At

81. M.s. ibid

82. M.S. Ibid.

83. Quoted b^P. N. Sen, Hindu lurispnjdence, p. 270.
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present, however, such cases do not arise owing to

the custom of child-marriage and Purdah system.

Only in low-caste peoples rare cases of irregular

marriage are noticed

(x) Limitations of Marriage.

Another problem regarding marriage was the

examination of the family of the bride and that of the

bridegroom. “According to Senart the Aryan people

practised ,in affairs of marriege both a rule of

exogamy and endogamy. A man must marry a

woman of equal birth, but not of the same gens,

according to the Boman law as interpreted by

Senart and Kovalevsky, and an Athenian must

marry an Athenian woman, but. not of the same

yevos. In India these rules are reproduced in the

form that one must not marry within the Gotra,

but not withouth the Caste’’. 8 81

(a) Exogany. The bar ' of exogany is not

peculiar tcTTndia, but it is prevalent in other parts

of the world also. It is current in barbarous, half-

civilized and civilized tribes. In tribes where there is

no Gotra system, totem serves the purpose, and it

separates one group from the other. The origin

of this btyr is shrouded in mystery. Various

scholars have propounded divergent theories

to explain its rise.

83a. V edic Index, ii. 268.
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We can briefly refer to these theories as follows.

According to one school of opinion the custom of

exogamy arose owing to the paucity of women in

early times .
84 Another school of opinion holds

that erogamy was introduced to prevent the early

sexual promiscuity within the clan .
85 Then, there

are scholars who are of the opinion that the origin of

exogamy was due to the absence of sexual attraction

between persons who are brought up together .
8 6

The fourth school is of opinion that in primitive

times the patriarch of the family himself wanted

to keep the young girls of the family for himself. So

his jealousy drove the youngmen of the clan to

seek their wives outside : What was at first

necessity, subsequently became a voluntary

custom .

87 The fifth school holds that the totem

was responsible for evolving the custom of exogamy.

The clan blood was regarded sacred and to spare

the divinity of the totem one had to refrain from

its appropriation for sexual purpose .* 8

These theories do not seem to be conclusive in

themselves. To take the first theory, even if granted

that the female population was less than the male
r

84* I. F. Mac Lennan, Studies in Ancient History, I, p. 90.

85. L. H. Morgan, Ancient Society, p, ^ 24; Frazer, Totemism

and Exogamy, i. 164 ff,

86
f
Westermatk, Human Marriage, xiv-xvij Crawley, The

Mystic Rose. p. 222.

87. J. J. Atkinson ,
Primal Law.

88. Durkheim, Annee Sosiolegique, i, 1-70
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one, in ancient times, the paucity of women would

not stand in the way of every young man for taking

his wife from within his own clan. As regards the

second theory, w.e are quite familiar with the fact

that the savages are not credited with such a

thoughtful scheme of improving morality of the

clan. The third theory does not take the facts in

order; the absence of sexual attraction is a result

rather thsm the cause of prohibition; for example,

animals do not betray such repulsion, and in many
religious orgies of India, even at present, no

scruples are felt in sexual intercourse within the

same clan. The fourth theory of patriarchal

coercion is borrowed from the beast-herds, where

the strongest animal drives the younger ones away
from the females. But will net the patriarch

appropriate the new comers also? So the origin of

exogamy must be sought for somewhere else The

theory of totemic sanctily also is not supported by

facts. It is not probable that the totem was

regarded as divine in the period when the custom of

exogamy arose. Moreover, the members of the clan

were regarded as friends and equal and not as. gods

In this case the clan -blood was not toe? sacred for

sexual intercourse.

More plausible suppositions regarding the

origin of exogamy appear to be these. The young
men of a clan or tribe went off to.seek food and

thus came into contact with a new clan. Being

88
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compelled to seek wires in their new surroundings,

they might thus initiate a habit of outside marriage

that would in time become general usage and

‘therefore’ sacred. Marriage by capture also seems

to have been instrumental, to some extent, in

evolution of exogamy. In ancient times warring

people captured women in wars and made them

their wives. This habit was hardened into instinct

and even after the dawn of civilization, the fashion

of marrying outside was retained, though war was
replaced by mutual negotiation and the tribal army
by a marriage party. Exogamy might have been

introduced to avoid the jealousy and quarrel in ihe

family also. When marriage was allowed in the

family, the seme girl was desired by a number of

cousins, who some-times quarreled among themselves.

To prevent this trouble, the head of the family

might have thought it wise to arrange the marrirge

of young men outside the family. Experience

also taught that the marriage within the same
family or clan was not desirable, as it led to the

degeneration of the race. Darwin says. ‘‘The

consequence of close inter-breeding carried on for

too long a 'time are, as is generally believed, loss

of size, constitutional vigour, and fertility,

sometimes accompanied by a tendency of

malformation”. 89 Thus racial eugenics required

89. Variation Animals and Plants under Domestication,

London, 1868.
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that marriages should take place outside the clan.

But we cannot assert that there was only one,

cause at the root of the custom of exogamy. In

different localities, under different circumstances,

the causes must have varied considerably, and at

such a distance of time we cannot be very positive

in our speculations.

It cannot be said how far the abqve causes were
applicable in case of the Indo-Aryans, who at the

dawn of history were sufficiently advanced in

civilization. It is also a great wonder how this

institution sprang up into existence all of a sudden

in the Indo-Aryans. Among other Indo-G-ermanic

races, the bar is nowhere prevalent at present. The

probable source of this custom seems to be the

contact with, and the assimilation of, the

Dravidians among whom like many other tribes

this custom was strictly observed.

The word ‘'Gotra” in its modern sense is not

known in the Vedas, though it occurs in the sense

ofacowpen .
90 The earliest mention of this word

in its technical sense is to be found in ’the

Ohandogya-Upani§ad where the teacher of

Satyakama Jahali asks his Gotra. 9
i We find

frequent use of Gotras in the Buddhist and Jain

literature,.for example, Manava, Vasistha, Gautama

90. Roth, quoted in the Vedic Index, i. pp, 235,, 236, 240.'

91. iv. 4. 1,
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etc. It seems that by the time of the Buddha, the

Gotra system was an established institution.

But the idea of “Kula’’ or family was there even

in Yedic times. So for as prohibition of marriage

with near relatives is concerned, we come across the

lively discussion between Tama and Yarn! in the

Bgveda
,

92 which shows that, though marriage with

a near relative .may have been common in early

times, it was falling into disuse in the later Yedic

period. The moral, however, given by Yama against

such marriages does not speak any horror. But the

family prohibition did not go too far. There is a

passage in the ^atupatha Brahmana 93 that refers to

the union of brothers and sisters in the third or the

fourth generation. Harisvamin, the commentator

on the above Brahmana says, in the way of

illustration, that one Kanva married a girl in the

third generation. In Surastra, there are instances of

marriage in the fourth generation. The prohibition

of marriage in one’s Pinda also does not seem to be

in force in the Yedic period. In the Khailika hymn
(Vni) Indra is invoked in the way which shows
that daughters of maternal uncle and paternal aunt

could be married .

94

92, x, 10.

93. > ». 8. 3. 6.

ant wr# u
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In the Brahmanas, all sorts of speculations were

a pace, but there is not a single reference to the

institution of Gotra. Though it is a- negative

evidence, but coupled with other facts it is ofa

great significance. Vedic rituals are not connected,

with Gotra Saerificers have not to choose only

those hymns that were composed by their own
Gotra-Kits. The Apri hymns are the only

exceptions; but this is the view of the !§rauta Sutras

only and the Yajurveda does not lay any such

restriction Thus Gotra was not as yet much

consulted in the matter of religious ceremonies.

Prohibition of marriage within the Pravara is

first found in the Grhyasutras, but there is no

similer prohibition of Sagotra marriage.

Spastamba, Kaugika, Baudhayana and Paraskara,

all avoid Pravara but not Gotra.
95 From the time of

the Dharmasutras, however, Sagotra and Sapinda

marriages are being prohibited. Vasistha prohibits

Sagotra marriage .
96 But the range of Gotra was

still very limited and marriage was possible beyond

the seventh generation of the father and the fif*h of

the mother. According to the Apastamba

Grhyasutra ,

9 7 however, the limits of Gotra were

extended. It could go too far and was not

g5. The Gotrapravaramafijari by Ke£ava.

26. V£>.S.

97. hi. 10.
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co-xtensive with the seventh generation of the

father.

The institution of exogamy seems to have been

established subsequent to the beginning of the

Christian era. Almost all the metrical Smrtis
declare the marriages within the Gotra, ipso facto,

invalid. Such' marriages could not be legalized, nor

the children borij of such wedlocks.98 - But there

seems to be still some leniency about marrying a

girl within’the Gotra One Smrti" prescribes only

an ordinary atonement for marrying a girl within

the Gotra, while later on the marriage is nullified

and the punishment is very sever.

fhe later writers on Dharmagastra are dead

against Sagotra and Sapinda marriages. They
prohibit not only such marrsiaget but try to explain

away ancient statements that might go against

them. For example, they say that the invocation

to Indra in the Khailika hymn is not a Yidhi (rule)

but an Arthavada (praise); if it were a rule,

incest would become permisssible. Again they

declare that the passage in
_
question refers to

ohildren born from Asajatlya. marriages. Some

(J8. 3T*rfao3T ^ an iri§i:e%ri =* gi fag: i

m M. s. iii. 5.

9'-l
. qftqffa 5 mrnreqti i

WU
1 qfo H Quoted byGadad&ara

on P.G.S.
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ingeniously* explain that “of the maternal uncle”

and “of the sister of the father” do -not mean the

daughters of the maternal uncle and the paternal

aunt but they mean Matrsadriamukhi and

Pitrsadrgamukhi, that is, girls whose face is like

that of the mother and the father The

Viramitrodaya 100 andithe Smrtichandrika 101 take

a bolder step and say that the above passage

contains “an example not to be followed”,

“Dr§todharmavyatikrama”. These writers

flourished in a time whem Sagotra and Sapinda

marriages became extinct. In order to give this

institution a hoary antiquity they attempted to

explain away the passages which might prove

stumbling blocks in their way. Apararka followed

quite a different line of argument. He offers an

altogether different meaning of the above invocaton.

“0 Indra, invited by your devotees come to the

sacrifice and enjoy your share. We offer vapa, fat,

as disinterestedly as the Matulayosa (daughter of

the maternal uncel) and the Paitrsvaseyi (daughter

of the paternal aunt) are offered in marfiage

without the least desire of self-appropriation.” 102

He quotes the Brahma-Purana, prohibiting Sagotra

marriage, with cow-slaughter, as Kalivarjya,

100. V.M.S. vol. 11.

1 01. S*. C. Anhka, Vivahaprakara^a.

102. On Yaj. S. I. 55.
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“prohibited in the Kali age”. These facts show that

the prohibition of Sagotra marriage was an

accomplished fact during the time of the

commentators and the Nibandhakaras. Since then

it has been followed in the Hindu society with

every caie.

(b) Just as exogamy is strictly observed among

the Hindus so is endogamy an established institution

of theirs. All the Smrtis eajoinrTEa't a twice-born

should marry a girl of his own caste. 1 ® 3 This is but

natumTahd'm^ been the general rule^*ven in

early times, but it could not have been strictly

observed, as the caste system was not firmly

established.

(c) .Hypergamy. _
(During the Yedic times,

inter-marriages between several castes were much
easier. Jit is difficult to believe how the freedom of

social intercourse was given lo young men and

women, in popular gatherings and private company,

if there were any real bars to intercaste marriages.

Intercaste mariages generally took the form of

hypergamy. Men of the Kgvedic priestly class are

often stated to have married into royal families,

as Chyavan 6yava$va or Yimada did.104 Perhaps,

the greater prominence of hypergamy is due to the

records preserved by the Brahmans, who generally

103. wrai i
m.s. m. 4.

104. R.V.5. 112-19; 116. 1} 117. 20; x. 39.
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passed over the Ksattriyas, marrying Brahman girls.

Still, there are some instances of such marriages.

For example, king Svanaya Bhavayavya’s beloved

wife was an Angirasi 105 The Atharvaveda 106

glorifies the Brahman as the best husband for

women of all other classes, though from the same

text it can be inferred that the Brahman women,

sometimes, held opposite view» and they had to be

reclaimed from the persons of other classes, with

the help of king .
107 Vaigiputras are known to

the early Brahmarias .

108 The connexion of an

Arya with a Sudra girl is made th 2 subject of joke

in courts and priestly circles, as is known from the

Yajurveda .
109 Such marriages must have been

legal and frequnent, and respectable Vedic

personages, like Augija, Kavaga, Vatsa etc were

sons of Dasi, or Sudra mothers .
110 The frequent use

of the word Dasi, as compared with that ofDasa, in

Yedic texts, shows that Dasis came into contact

with their Aryan masters as a result ofthe conquest

and subjugation of neighbouring tribesmen; so

Daslputras became very common in the Aryan

society.

105. Ibid. i. 126.

106. A. M. V. 17. 8. 9.

107. Ibid.

l0 T* Br. iii. 9. 7. 8; 3. Br, xiii. 2.

109. V. Sans xxiii. zo. 31; T.S. vii. 4*19. 2-3.

110. R.V. i. 18. 1; i. 112. Jl; P. Br. xiv. 11. 16.

39
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,/(d) Pratiloma. A few cases of 6udra-Ary£

connexion are also recorded in the Vedic texts. A
Yajurveda Sainhita 11

'

1 mentions the word “Ayogu,*’

which, if it is connected with the later Ayogava,

may mean the Arya woman (a Vaigya) married to

a &udra. 112 This interpretation of the Yedic text

is supported by the evidently old tradition recorded

in the Agvalayana Grhyasutra,113 that the family

slave, equally with the brother-in-law of the widow,

could lawfully marry the widow of his master.

Other Yajurvedic texts refer frequently to such

cases which points to the beginning of such

intermixture in the earlier period. In the

Atbarvaveda 114 a charm is directed against a rival

lover or one’s wife’s paramour who is referred to as

a Dasa, winnning her love by sheer physical

strength.

Thus the above instances evidently show that

Anuloma as well as Pratiloma connexions were
known and permissible in the Vedic times, though

they.may not have been very common.
(e) Later History of Inter-cast Marriage

Later on inter caste marriage though
tolerated wos not encouraged. During the

111. \ aj S xxx, 5.

l ] 2. «jftr |

gofs'^r: II
m.s. x. i2.

113. iv. 2 . IK -

114. A.V. ii. 5. 6-
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Grhyasutra period the general rule was to marry a

girl of the same caste Hypergamy, however, was

recognized, though a &iidra wife was not liked.

Parashara 115 says, “A Brahmana can have three

wives, a Rajanya two and a Vai^ya one. According

to some, all can have one $hdra wife also, withaut

recital of the Yedic verses.” The Dharmasutras and

the early Smrtis all allow to marry a girl flSm the

lower castes, though such cases 'were not many,

and generally they were not' esteemed, Manu116

declares, "Among the twice-born, a girl of the

same caste is commendable for wifehood. But

for those who are given to lust, girls from other

castes can also be had in order”. All these

scriptures are against the marriage of a low-caste

man with the girl of a higher class.

An indirect light is also thrown on the problem

of the inter-caste marriage from the dmrti

literature. The Dharmasutras and the Smrtis

make provision, for A^auca caused by the death

.of the relatives of different castes, which indirectly

proves the existence of intercaste marriages,. In

the partition of properties, sons born of mother

belonging fo different castes, receive their shares.

Here, too, Dharma6astra contemplates the

115. i. 4*9-14,

116 . srolir
-

fgsntfbri trow i

srtwnfcrais *5* wwi&TO* II
M

.-s- iB-
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possibility of on inter-caste marriage. A student is

enjoined to salute the wives of his teacher, coming

‘form lower castes, from a distance and not to

touch their feet. It isp resupposed that the gurus

could have wives from different cast«s and it was,

in no way, derogative to their position In

adoption a Vijatiya child could be adopted. All

these side-lights prove the existence of inter-caste

' marriages.

That the inter-caste marriages were current

as late as in the mediaeval period of indnn history

,
is evident from the concrete cases recorded in the

Sanskrit literature. Bana had two ParaSava

brothers born of a £udra step-mother .

1 1

7

The wife

of Rajagekhara, Avantisundarl was a Ksattriya

girl .

118 Kalhana in his Rajatarangini 119 describes

the marriage of the sister of Samgramaraja with a

Brahmana. In the TCatha-Saritsagara
,

120 we have

a number of instances of inter-ca^te marriages.

A king asks his commander-in-chief to search a

husband for his daughter, who must be either a

a Frahman or a Ksattriya. At the Svayamvara of

Anahgamta!, suitors of all the castes assembled

together, which shows the possibility of a marriage

between different castes. Again, we get a Brahman

117. The HarSachariti. I.

118. The Kavyamimarn-'a. I.

119. vii. 10-13.

120. xviii. 2. 65,
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marrying a Ksattriya girl and the sentiments of th«

pact leaves no doubt that such marriages were

regarded still desirable. “The marriage between

the princess and the Brahman youth was for the

glory of each other like the union of the Goddess

of Laming and Discipline .

1’ 131 In the Bank
inscription of Jodhapur, the founder of the

Pratihara dynasty is described to have married

two wives, one Ksatriya, the other Brahmanl.

According to the inscription of Vakataka
Hastibhoja, a Brahmana Somadeva married a

Ksatriya wife in accordance with Jsruti and

Smrti .
122 Such was the state of affairs during the

first millennium of the Christian era. The custom

was regarded as “sanctioned by the &ruti and the

Smrti”. These instances are very valuable, as they

are incidental. Even the Puranas, while doaling

with the Kalivarjjas, do not include the intercaste

marriage the list. The Mitaksara on the Yajnavalkaya

Smrti 133 and the Dayabhaga, both recognize the

validity of intercaste marriage. The cases of

Pratiloma marriaee are very rare and they do not

find literary mention,

^y(f) fnlercaste Marriage forbidden. But a

time came when inter-caste marriages were not

121. erateg faiNgsratt i

II
The Kathasaritsjgara

xxv, 171*

122* Epigraplhia fndica

123, II* 122.
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only discouraged but totally forbidden. Even

in the time of the Manu-Smrti, 124 marriage with

a $udra wife was scandalous. The later Smrtis

unanimously forbid marriage with a 6udra, and

excommunicate a man marrying her. The sinner

was threatened with the fire of hell In course of

time, the same abhorrence was shown to the

marriage between the upper three classes also,

Manu125 calls intercaste marriages lustful and

later on develops the fictitious theory of the

Varnasamkaras, giving low social status to the

children born of intercaste unions.120 The logical

consequence of this tendency was that none was

allowed to marry beyond his own caste, and this

process at present is complete. 'Now, among the

.Vaigyas
. and the iSudras, not only the Varna

distinction but even sub-caste distinction is

respected in a marriage alliance. The same

tendency has also manifested in the prohibition

of interprovincial marriages.

There were different causes responsible for

the confinement of marriage within one’s own

124. fftsrrftrfsrcf fgsrrara: i

a fib i 5 -

swfefi spi 3FT? srfst«u^ II
“'-17,

125. Hi. 12.
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caste. First of all there was the race-complex.

Owing to the difference of culture and colour, men
and women desisted from choosing a wife or

husband from a lower race. This was at the root

of prohibition of marriage between an Arya and
a ^udra. With the development of the rigidity

of the caste system, marriage between the

twice-bcrn also declined, as the standards of

their life were different .But besides the standard

of living, caste superiority, born of attaching too

much importance to the birth of a person, was
also instrumental in discouraging the system of

inter-caste marriage 126 ”.

(g) Examination of the Family. In addition

to the consideration of the Varna, the particular

family to be related was also thoroughly examined.

According to the A^valayana Grrhyastitra,127

“first of a 11 the family should be examined, both

from the mother’s and the father’s side’.

Manu 128 says, “A man of a noble family, in

order to increase the excellence of his own, should

always make relation with men of noble families,

and should shun the ignoble ones’’. In later

J26a. Under the impact of modern education inter-caste and

int^-re'igious marriages are again being revived.

127. §55qJT W35T: I
5.

128- -3^ I

u Quoted in V.M.S. ii. p.

5. 87.
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times the importance of the family so increased

that the theory was being advocated that the girl,

in marriage was given to the family and not to

an individual. In the case of the Brahmans at

least, family was the only consideration. In

comparison with the family, even ("he learning was

dispensed with In the opinion of Yi§nu,129 “of a

Brahmana, only his family is to be considered,

not his Yedas or learning. In the gift of a girl

and ^raddha, learning does not count.’'

Yajnavalkya 130 explains Kulinata or

family-reputation as follows: "Families of the

^rotriyas famous from ten generations

( are called good one3 ).” The commentary on this

run*, “The family of those is to be taken as good,

who are famous from five generations, both from

mother’s and father’s side, and are reputed for

their learning and character131 ”.

. The most esteemed families were those noted

for their good deeds, learning and morality.

“Thgse should be always made relatives, who are

pure from their deeds done in accordance with the

129.wpw f55 *ns} *r I

a«rr sing !lfgsrr U5r ll
Vi?nu, quoted in

V.M.S. vol II. p. 585.

130. ufrfstrcn i 54.

131
. g? ssrfJn pt; *ra?r: ref*: fasar: refaf^i*

*rcf35 I fMrFWt. Ib5d «
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injunction of the Sruti and the Smrti; who are

born in good families and observe unbroken

Brahmacarya
;

who are related to noble families

and have risen to eminence; who are contented,

gentlemen, agreeable, saintly and equitable; who
are devoid of greed, attachment, envv, pride and

infatuation; and those who are not given to anger

and are always tranquil in their minds’. 132

On moral and physical grounds many families

were prohibited. In the opinion of Manu
,

133 these

ten families, howsoever rich they might be, should

be avoided. Thei are -one without good deeds;

without great men; without Vedas; hairy; and

suffering from pile, consumption, dysentery,

epilepsy, white leprosy and leprosy proper. Families

suffering from, or infected by, contagious disease

were also to be shunned. Yauu 111 prohibit* tho

fourteen kinds of families on almost the same
grounds, adding a few new details. The new
objectionable families are those, whose members
are either very tall or very short; either very white

or s ery black
;

possess either less or extra nuniber

of limbs; who are very passionate and suffer from

jaundice etc.

The moral objections were the following:

“Those faipilies should be avoided with care, the

1

3

-

2. M3, "ui, 6; m. 1 7.

133. Ib-d. it.. 6.

134. Quoted m V M.b. vol ll. p, 58%

40
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members of which are thieves, cheats, impotent,

atheists, living on objectionable means, deformed

always bringing enmity with brave persons,

enemies of the state, always dining at funeral

feasts, cowards and ill-reputed; the women of which

are either barren or produce only female issues

and try to kill their husbands’’, 135

The reason- for the utmost care spent on the

examination of the family was primarily eugenic.

The best possible progeny was desired and for it

physically, mentally and morally fit matches were

necessary, as the children inherit the good or bad

qualities of their parents. Harlta sajs on the

point “Offsprings are bom according to the

families”. 1 86 Manu 187 opines in the same strain,

“The children follow the character of either the

father or the mother, or the' both. An issue of bad

origin cannot attain the proper condition.” In

order to save the family from degeneration, one

had to be very cautious in selecting a match.

“The good families fall to ill fame etc. from bad

marriages, disappearance of the religious duties

L/5 . M.ipu, Ifc.d.

136. sfaj =r^f?5r i
Ibid.

137. fagqt Sits l

*T pffa; SffTU efl ||
Mann, Ibid,

cf. *rstd 35p *rsrd i

writer vnuqigr a*it solar ||
Vyasa, ibid.
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and the non-study of the Vedas 1 3 s ' 5

. Domestic

felicity was another object in view w-hile selecting

the particular family for marriage, as the culture

of a family counts much in such affairs.

(xi) The Marriageable Age

After the consideration of the Varna and the

family, the bride herself was examine 1. The first

consideration was her age. In the Vebic times,

as it is evident from the marriage hymns 139 in

the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda, the parties to

marriage were grown up persons competent to woo

and be wooed, qualified to give consent and make

choice. The bridegroom was supposed to have a

house where his wife could be mistress, even in

case his parents, brothers and sisters, for some

reasons, happend to live with him, thus giving her

position of a supremacy in the household. 140 This

could not have been possible in the case of a child-

wife. The Vedic rituals presuppose that the

married pair were grown up enough to be lovers,

man and wife, and parents of children. 141 Alrilost

is8.
i

§55Rrf qrfrr % n M -b - "*> 63 -

H9. K.V>x. 85, A V. xiv. i, 2.

HO. ^*5 usurer 1

u ^-.v. xiv. i, H
141. R.V, viii. 55, 5, 8.
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at every step, formula are repeated showing their

immediate fitness for procreation; and hand-

grasping and consummation are the essential parts

of the Yedic marriage. These all go to show that

marriage took place when the girl had attained

her puberty.

We have many references in the Vedas to

unmarried girls
#
who grew old in the house of

their fathers. 1 4

3

The maidens growing up in

their father’s home mixed with the youth of the

village. 143 In Rg\edic times no girl was married

before she had reached the womanhood. She must
be fully developed physically in her father’s house

(Pitrpadam Vyakta) before her marriage could

be thought, of 1

4

1 Suryil. the daughter of Surya,

waslgiven away to Soma in marriage, only when
she became youthful and 3 earned for a husband.1145

Ghosa. the lady Rsi married when she had nearly

passed her youth. The virile young man ( marya )

is normally a lover, constantly in the company of

youthful maidens (Yuvati), embracing (Kanya), and
flattering (Yosa) 146

. On the other hand the

young maiden is also engaged in the midst of a

number of spitors trying her best to please and

142. E v. i. 117. 7; ii. 17.7; x. ,39. 3

143. Veche Index n. p. 485,

i44..R.V,<x. 85. 21, 22.

145, Ibid. x. 85.

116. Ibid, ui 31„7; 33, 10; x. 95. 20.
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attract them. Ladies woi’e competent to arrange

their own marriages. We get various charms and

spells in the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda

compelling. the love of a man or a woman.117 A
lover seeks to send the entire household to sleep

when he visits his beloved. 148 In the

Atharvaveda 149 a Kumariputra (Kanina,

according to Mahidhara ) is mentioned, which

indicates that a girl could bear children before

marriage. Thebe evidences hardly leaie any

doubt about the fact that the bride and the

bridegroom both were grown-up before marriage

There are only a few reftrences of doubtful

character to the existence of child-marriage in the

Vedic times “One might nddu< e in the favour of

the existence of child-marriage the Itihasa (story )

related on the obscene verses. Rgaeda, I 126.6-7.

Here Bhavavya invited to the enjoyment of love,

laughs at his spouse Roma§a believing that she is

still immature. On this Romasa invites him to

convince himself of the country adding that she

knew that the intercouse before puberty was

forbidden by the law. But apart from the fact that

these passages favour the general prevalence of

marriage with mature girl, the story conics too

14,’- Ibid, x, 145; A.V. iii. 18 ii, 30; h. 36; iii. 25; vi. 8. etc.

148. A.V. v. 28

14$. V. 28^
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much the impression of being a late invention

occasioned by aft etymological play on the name

Roma^a.” Another possible ( ? ) reference t.o

an early marriage is in the Chhandogya-Upanisad

(I. 10. 1 ) where a poor Brahman teacher adopts the

life of a beggar with his Atikl wife The mediaeval

commentators give Atikl a fanciful sense

of Ajatapayodbara etc. which evidently reflects

their own dislike of the idea that a Brahman
teacher’s youthful wife should go about freely. It

should be noted that Atikl is not a proper name,

and it has to be taken 'as an adjective Its only •

rational interpretation would be ‘‘fit for or used

to wandering life ” i. e hardy and patient

- The Grhyasutra marriage rituals also show
that marriage was generally arranged after the

girl had attained her puberty. The consummation

of marriage could take place immediately after

the nuptial ceremonies. According to the

ParaskaraGrhyasutca 1 50 th married couple

“for three days should not eat saline food, should

sleep on the ground and should not cohabit for a

year, twelve nights, six nights or at 1 east three

nights.” The last option speaks of the maturity

of the bride. Baudhayana 151 contemplates the

possibility of the bride’s being in her * monthly

150 . 1 . 8 . 21 .

151. iv, J. 16.
"
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course at the time of marriage. There was no

second marriage system in the Grhyasutra period,

which proves the existence of child-marriage. Thus

the instructions regarding the period of continence

after the removal to the husband’s house has taken

place. as also regarding the necessity

of consummating marriage after the expiry of time

can only refer to a grown-up gink This was the

general rul«, but a tendency of lowering the

marriageable age can be marked in the later

Grhyasutra?. Gobhila 15 2 and the author of the

Manava Grhyasutra 133 declare a Nagnika to be

the best. It shows that in their time late

marriages, though still customary, had fallen into

discredit.

During the periods of the Ramayana and the

Mahabharata also, girls were grownup at the

time of their marriage. In the first chapter of the

Ramayana it is described that after the brides

came to Ayodhya, they, having paid due respects

to the elders, lived merrily with their husbands in

seclusion, which presupposes post-puberty

marriege. 153a Sita, again, says to Anasuya,

in the Ramayana, “My father, having- seen me of

r>2.ii.*l.

15 i. 7. 12.

153£ i

Atom t?; li
n. 14.
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marriageable age, became very anxious and pulled

down like a man who has lost his wealth After

a long time, the illustrious Raghava camo here

with ViSvamitra to see the Yajna (here Dhanusa
Yajfia)'\ ls ,b The above statement shows that a girl

could wait for a long time after her' puberty for

suitable match. In the Vanakanda, however, it

is put in the ir^outh of Sita that, when Havana
went to kidnap her, she was eighteen and her

husband twenty-tive and that they had spent

twelve years at Ayodhya. Thus, the age of Sita

is brought down to about six Years at the time

of her marriage. But it should be noted that the

epic was recast many time3 and the. verses in

question are later interpolations, quite inconsistent

with overwhelming evidences to post-puberty

marriages. Bhavabhuti, in his Uttara-

Ramacharita 154
,
simply reflects the ideas of his age

when he bases the description of Sita as a

child-bride on the above text of the Ramayana.

The Mahabharata, equally with the Ramayana,
offers' evidences in the favour of the mariages of

grown-up girls. On hearing the Gandharva
marriage of Sakuntala, Kanva expresses his

i53b. qfira%ig55*r g $ fcran

ffTRrsiforispT: II etc. I. 119. 31.

154. He describes Sita as a child, playing lefore her mothers-
in-law

(
Act l. 37; I 2® )•
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sentiments, “O pure-smiling one, many menses of

yours went in vain. Now, you have become

fruitful. You have committed no sin. 1343 ’* In

the Uma-Mahesvar,a dialogue, a girl who has

attained her pub.-rty is called fit for marriage

“A girl, who bathes after her menses, is called

pure The father, the brother, the mother, the

maternal uncle and the paternal uncle should

give her away in marriage 135 ” Even in the

later classical Sanskrit epics the same tradition

is maintained In the Sanskrit dramas the main

theme is a love intrigue or a lovemarreiage, which

could only have been possible in th'e case of

gorwn-up matches

In subsequent times, the marriageable age of

the bride went down lower and lower. There

were many causes that conspired to bring about

this state of affaix*s After the complete

subjugation of Indii the life of the Aryans

became ease-loving and luxurious. They became

supreme in the country and began to enjoy life

in its full profligacy. This led to an early sexual

life The stoppage of Yedic study, and the

Upanayana of girls also removed the restrictions

of a disciplined and chaste life under teachers.

154a. % ncfl swl l

WWB 9IWRT $931 ^ qWIS^S9% u M. Ji. I. 94. 65.

155. M. B. Arm, 28f, 6.

41
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But there were other causes also that helped this

process. From the third or the fourth century

B. C. the foreign invasions of India began. The

Greeks, the Bactrian, the Parthians and the

Scythians, who were physically stronger

but less civilized than the Indians, occupied

the North-West provinces oi India. The

position of wo'man was very low among these

peoples and she was regarded as an article of

enjoyment. The social life of the Hindus was

endangered ami influenced by these onslaughts.

Perhaps, for safety and fashion both, ihiy

le^an an early married life.

The Dharmasufras that were reduced to

writing about 500 B. C. onwards clearly evin-e

tne tendency of lowering the marriageable age

of the bride. They generally expect that a girl

should be married before she attains her

womanhood. But they permit her to wait for

sometimes if her marriage was not arranged by

her ^guardians at the proper time. Vasigtha150

and Baudhayana 157 allow three jears and

Gautama 158 and Yi^riu150 three months. Though
it was desired that marriage should take

156. gwrfl sfrftr stfogft&r I
v.d.s. XVu. 59.

1 5 7 sflfa mx I
IV. 1. 14.

158. sugjreftj? etc. U.D.S. mi. -0*.

159. Vignu. D S. 24. 41.
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place before attaining womanhood, the
Dhirmasutras are silent about, the sin
resulting from the late marriage, and they do
not inflict stigma and threats on the
guardians of a grown-up girl, which is so
common with the later authorities. It seems
that marriages were generally arranged
before sixteen.

Different stages in the evolution of the custom
of child marriage can be traced in the Smrti
literature. In the one and the same law-book we
find passages whidi se? no offence in marriage
between adult, and others which recommend child

marriage. It can be accountedf or only wheu we
suppose a gradual transition from the Vedie
custom of late marriage to an increasing extent of

child-marriage

In the much-discussed passage in Manu*!60

the more importance is attached to the question
that a father must give his daughter at all events
to a suittor ofan equal caste and superior qualities

than to the problem whether a girl at marriage
should be mature or not: ‘'Let the fathar give the

girl, even if she be not yet marriageable, to a

suitor who is high born, handsome and belonging
to an equal^ caste”. According to the regulation

150. srut gierw =3T i

•Bnawfirsrf spursHifirfa 11
k . 38.
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“Let a girl, even she has reached maturity, remain

till death in the house of her father, rather than
• 1

that one should ever give her to a husband

lacking the high qualifications 161 ’’ We, again, find

in the Manu-Smrti: 163 ” Let a girl wait for. an

appropriate suitor for three years after the

commencement of first menses, from then onwards

let her seek a husband for herself from an equal

caste”. But although in these verses emphasis

is laid on the choice of a suitor from an equal

caste, yet also on the one hand marriage before

puberty is represented in “Apraptamapi” as the

exception and on the other hand words
‘‘Tririi” etc. ‘three

1

expressly admit that if an

appropriate suitor be not found, marriage may
be postponed until after the commencement of

menses and may even take place a long time

thereafter. And when Manu,Us shortly

afterwords lays down that a man of thirty

years shall marry a girl of twelve, and a man
of twenty-four a girl of eight years, and
quickly too if law is in danger, perhaps, this

ST ‘tSrrf smifl
II

ix. 89.

162 . sOfuj
I

TOf <nrtoc i
ix. 90

363, ix. 14.
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verse can be regarded as advocating hastened
marriage even with a girl who is un.der age.

But when we come down from the time
of the Manu-Smrti to the later periods, we
find regulations which unconditionally enjoin

child-marriages. In the Baudhavana104 it is

stated that “To a virtuous, pure husband the
girl should be given while she is still

immature; even from an unworthy man she

should not be withheld if she has attained

womahnood. 5
’ The strict rules regarding

marriage before the commencement of puberty
gaind additional force fron the fact that

disregard of it was represented as accompanied
by evil conseq ences to the guardians of the

*girl Whde Maaa 10 ° is content to characterize

the father as blameworthy who does not give

his daughter in marriage at the proper time,

it is stated in Vasistha .
166 “For fear of

commencement of puberty let the father giye

his daughter in marriage while she is still

going about naked. For if she remains at b°m®

after the marriageable age sin falls upon the

father”.

164. Quoted in vol, n.
165. $r%syErt fqrart erraft srr^ysrTgTP'rfh: i

# vifc ^ II
1* ix. 4.

166. jr^ifsrfagsr i

ff tv ll The./.S. xvii,
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In still later periods the dread of postpuberty

marriage became so terrible that the Smrtis

brought down the marriageable age still lower.

They divide the marriageable girls into five

classes: (1) Nagnika or naked, ,2 Gauri, eight

years old, (3; Rohini, 9 years old, (4) Kanya,

10 years old and >5) Rajasvala, above ten

years. 166 * Nagnika was regarded as the best

for marriage. Some authorities give ludicrous

prescription. For example, a later interpolation

in the Mahabharata says, “The father should

give his daughter at her birth to a suitable

husbaad. Having given her away at the proper

time, he attains merits’’. 167 Tn the opinion of

the Brahmapurana 1 68 also a girl should be given

in marriage while she is quite a child: “The

father should give his daughter to a handsome

husband while she is a child; there he attains

his goal; if not, sin falls on him. By all meins

he should marry his daughter between four and

ten. While she does not know womanly
bashfulness and plays with dipt, she should be

166a. The Sarvasamgraha quoted by Gadadhara on P.G.S.

i. 4, 8:Y S. i. 22; S S. i. 67; P S. vii. 6

167. srrfrJTRn g sdr i

forr sr&sr gs# i augsmrc, 33!

168 qifswjHf JTjsrwfcr qnefrtefir 'Tigfa: i

cflf?««ir irerrR’TT 5ft %ic<??Ksrr,ria>t II
^lipter 1 ->.
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given in marriage, if not, the father falls to an

evil state”.

The hold of child-raarriage became so strong

that the commentators, who flourished in the

mediaeval and the Muslim periods of Indian

history, tried to explain away ancient passages

in the favour of adult marriages. For instance,

they say that the verses like “one* should remain

unmarried if a suitable husband is not available

etc”, do not increase the age but they emphasize

the suitability of the match.

When did this change occur cannot be

precisely ascertained. Most probably it took

place about Jjle' beginning of the Christian era.

First, it did not appeal to all the sections

of the Hindu society In the Manu-Smrti

the Gandharva and the Bak§asa forms oi

marriages are recognized. In the Sanskrit

dramas and epics grown-up matches are

mentioned. But, as already pointed out, the

Hindus were influenced by the foreigners .who

conquered the North-western parts of India.

During the Gupta period, however, there was

national awakening and the security of life,

so adult marriages were revived and they

continued* up to the advent of the muslims.

The conquest of India by the Mohammadans,

again, made the life of the Hindus insecure,

and the influence of the Muslim ’culture itself
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was towards the lowering of the marriageable age

of a girl.

But besides the danger and influence o *.

the foreign conquest of India, there was a

religious belief also which changed the

idealogy of the Hindus about marriage-

Marriage, in course of time, came to be

regarded as a gift of the girl by the father

to her husband. A gift is given once and

should not be repeated ; moreover, a thing already

enjoyed should not be given in gift; its disregard

is sinful. Unfortunately the mythical gods,

Soma, Gandharva and Agni who were believed to

help the physical development of a girl, l68a came
to be held as the injoyers of her person So the

religious father of a girl became anxious to give

her away in marriage befor she was enjoyed by
these gcds. A Nagnika was preferred for this

lery reason.

At first the age of the bridegroom was not
lowered with that of the bride, as its danger and

It' 'a. STM Tt: qftf: |

^1311: II
HV X 85. 4 V.S.

reproduces the above passage and interprets it as

fo! lows.

gji s^'fRT |

rnsqK* qsira; §«?for «m'cu u

arei eWt TOg: ftif%ari furq; i

aw* Tmi it
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religious need was not felt. But when like

girls they also did away with the A4rama system,

their marriageable age fell down. In course of

time, in order to make suitable matches, the age

of the boy was brought down with that of

the girl.

Although these sacred regulations received

ever wider acceptance and finally beSame essential

for an orthodox marriage, marriages at an

advanced age must have been common for. centuries

till about the middle ages. Local differences also

must have been there, as they are at present.

Otherwise it will be difficult to explain the

disregard of this custom in the Sanskrit dramas,

epics and the mediaeval Jftajput customs of grown

up marriages. The early medical authors among

the Hindus, have also rightly recognized that a

girl does not reach the full development of her

physical capacities, even in India, until she is

sixteen. SuSruta 160 says: “A man in his twenty-

fifth but a girl in his sixteen have reached t;
he

summit of their vigour, an experienced doctor

ought to know that’*. In another passage he

confirms this view with these details: '‘When a

man who has not reached his twenty-fifth has

intercourse with a girl who is below sixteet, the

embryo dies in the womb, or if it is born it cannot

live long, or lives with little vigour; therefore one

169. 35. 8.

42
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must not permit any man to have intercourse

with a woman who is too young.

It is a happy sing that all the progressive

opinions in India to-day are advocating the cause

ot grown-up marriages, and the mediaeval

orthodox is passing away with the circumstances

under which tbe custom of child-marriage arose

The Government of India have aho thought it

wise to enact a law, namely “The Child-marriage

Restraint Act,’’ otherwise known as “The Sarda

Act’’ to stop this undesirable custom

(ooii/ Qualifications of the Bride

After the consideration of the age of the bride,

her personal qualifications were taken into account.

We have no particular reference to this question
in the pre-sutra literature. In the &atapatha
Brabmana, however, we get a description in which
an altar is being compared to a woman from
which we can form an idea about the Standerd of
a beautiful woman. “They praise that woman
whose hips are wide, breasts are developed and loin

is thin.’ 170 Again we find, ‘‘That beautiful young
woman, sweet and emotional .

1 When we come
to the Grhyasutras, greater details are supplied
to us. The A^valayana Grhyasutra is content with

170. qffire f| qft jRfeficr
i

8. Br. i.- 2. 5. 16.
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“a woman with good external signs”.171

According to the Bharadvaja G-rhyasutra
,

172

there are four considerations in a marriage-wealth,

beauty,intellect and family. The more secularly

minded authorities, says the author of the above

Grhyasutra, went very far and put the beauty of

the bride above all “A man should marry a girl

in whom his mind finds pleasure and towards

whom his eyes are attracted. A girl of this type

is called of good qualities What will he do with

intellect I
’’ 1

7

3 But this was not the most

accepted canon. The more religiously minded

writers preferred intellect to other considerations.

“How could one put up with a woman without

intellect ?
1

7

4

External qualifications of a bride are more

detailed in the §mrtis. Manu175 says, “Let him

wed a woman, who is free from bodily defects;

who has an agreeable name, the graceful gait of a

swan or an elephant, a moderate quantity of hair

on the body and on the head, small teeth and

171. i. 3.

172 f??r sgi 5rr«prfaRr I
>• 6.

173. jtftsgwl vg?* JTircgt at ft

i 1 12.

174. ft shra: i i. 16.

1 75. ajsinFTft uhaFriwff fuatwatfaiflg I

agspftWffsrt » NI-S. Si. 10.
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soft limbs”. YajBavalkya 176 speaks in a general

way that the. bride should be Kanta or lovely.

iSatatapa supplies further details, “Having married

a girl whose voice is like that of a swan, whose

colour is like that of a cloud and whos eyes are

sweet and readish, a householder finds

bappineess”. 177

The following girls were avoided on physical

grounds: “Let him not marry a maiden (with)

reddish (hair) nor one who has a redundant

member, nor one who is sickly, nor one e ither

with no hair (on the body ) or too much, nor one

who is garrulous or,s has red eyes 1 ’.178 The Visnu-

Purana, quoted in the Viramitrodaya, enumerates

some other bodily defect^ of a bride: “One should

not marry a woman who has beard or moustaches on

her face, nor one whose appeuance is like that

of a man, nor odb whose voice is hoarse, who
speaks always satirically. A wise man should

not wed a girl whose eyelids do not fall, nor one

whose eyesight is lost, whose thighs are covered

with hairs, whose ankles are projected or

prominent, whose cheeks are sunken, who has

lost her lustre, who is suffering from jaundice,

whose eyse are red, and whose hands and feet are

176 1.152

177. Quoted in V.M.S. vol. n. p. 731.

378. M.S, iii. 8;
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very Ihin. One should not marry a girl who is a

dwarf on \ery tall, who has no eye-brows, whose
teeth are very rare and whose mouth is

terrible”. 1 7 9

Awkward and inauspicious names were also a

disqualification in a», girl. Manu 180 declares,

“one should not marry a girl who is named after

a constellation, a tree, a river, a -low-caste man a

mountain, a bird, a snake, a slave, nor one whose

name inspires terror”. The idea underlying this

prohibition seems to be this, that these names were

originally current among the uncultured, rude

aboriginal forest-dwellers whose mode of living

and contact, both, were avoided by the civilized

Aryans. Afterwords the«e very names were

refined and gnen to girls of respectable families.

Ultimately the prohibition was removed.

Apastamba 181 forbids to marry a girl whose name

ends in “r” or “1,” most probably on the ground

of phonetic difficulties. Yama 183 taboos even a

girl who is named after a Yeda or a Gandharva,

Perhaps a Yeda was thought too sacred for a

secular purpose, and a Gandharva was a

179. V.M.S. vol. II. p. 731.

ItO. M.S. hi. 9.

181. I
Quoted in V.M.S. vol. II-

R. 732

182. snftJTiwff i

ms prstn gpsft ww n»d.
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representative of lust, which should not be always

present with a woman in the form of her name.

Some other qualifications weye also considered

while selecting a bride. According to the

Varaha Grhyasfitra “One should marry a girl who
has brothers, is virgin and is excellent even when

stripped of her clothes (Nagnika). 183 ” A
brotherless girl* was not desired on religious

basis, as her eldest son should bea dopted by her

father and therefore the Fathers of her husband

would starve for want of ancestral worship. This

prohibition, later on, was not strictly observed,

bscause religious considerations gave way to

economic gain. At present people do not attach

any importance to this question Virginity was

required to secure a chaste and unwidowed woman.

This rule was more and more strictly followed

later on, as the remarriage of a widow
was altogether tabooed among the upper-caste

Hindus The last pualification of Nagnika has got

different and in-teresting interpretations. The later

Smrtikaras and commentators interpret Nagnika,

as already pointed out, as “a girl who has not

attained her womanhood.184 ” The commentator on

183. X. 8.

184. qrsrsrgVerl i

^ i|
Quota-

V.M.S vol.H.
P,. 767.
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the Manava-Grhyasutra, 185 however, while

repeating the same interpretation, says “Or

( one should marry )
a Nagnika who is the best.”

He further elucidates his remark: “One should

marr} a woman who proves to be the best even

when she is stripped of her clothes, because even

ugly women with ornaments and clothes appear

charming; therefore, being naked, not all look

beautiful.”
*

In this connection it would be interesting to

note the view of Sir Thomas More recorded in his

Utopia that before marriage a staid and honest

matron “Showed the woman, be she maid or

widow, naked to the wooer...At this custom we
laughed and disallowed it as foolish. But they

on their part, do greatly wonder at the folly of

all other nations which, in buying a colt. ..be so

chary and circumspect that though he be almost

all bare, yet they will not buy him unless the

saddle and all the harness be taken off, lest under

these coverings he hid some gall nr sore. And

yet in choosing a wife, they be so reckless
#
that

all the residue of the woman’s body being covered

with clothes, they estimate her scarcely by one

hand’s breadth ( for they can see no* more than

185. ^«nTsrR€t«T(fm r-amr ag fafsratft

i ^Rpwsfqr i

srteel I
*• 7. 8
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her face ) and so join her to them. 186 ”

This custom . of showing the bride naked to

the wooer would net have been very eommon
even when and where there was no seclusion of

women. With the introduction of the Purdah

system in the Hindus, when women became

invisible to outsiders, the very demand of showing

a girl became absurd, and more absurd became

her naked examination.

Further, the bride should be younger ( than the

br 'degroom ), Yaviyasi and “Ananyapurvika”

(
not previously having come into physical contact

with a man ).
187 A younger girl was matched

with a grown-up man, because her physical

capacities develop earlier than those of a man
There were two kinds of ‘ Anvapurvikas’’

Punarbhu and Svairini Yajnavalkay 1 88 explains

the former as “one married for the second time

whether she has come info physical contact of a

man or not ” The latter according to the same
author is “one who, out of lust, having left her

own husband, approaches another man ” The
very prohibition shows that at one time marriage

with these women was permissible under law,

186. Quoted, by H. Ell<s, ftudte 1 in Psychology of tex, vol,

vi. p. 102.

187 YSj. S. I 5-2

158. arcpa aar % 3*: 1

m qftr u lbid -
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though not, liked by people. But later on when the

standard of female chastity became very high

and the widow-remarriage was tabooed, such

marriages became out of question.

* The last, but not the least, qualification of a

bride was, that she should be a “Strl” ‘‘a woman”
or a potential mother. Vijnane^vara189 on

Yajnavalkya explains the word Stri” as *‘one

examined in her womanhood in order to remove

the doubt of barrenness”. The main purpose of

marriage, according to the Hindus, was the

procreation of children, and a woman was
compared to a field where seed could be swon So

there was no sense in marrying a woman who
could not produce children. This consideration

was based on the racial instinct of t.he people.

In course of time, however, the idea that marriage

was meant for uniting a man and a woman
for social purposes rather than for exclusively

racial one, gained ground, though it was not

absent in early times too. Therefore .the

importance of womanhood was not particularly

realized. The system of child-marriage also

discouraged the examination of a girl

The internal qualifications of a bride were

believed *to be difficult to comprehend, so

189. ftreggfo I
Yi

J-
s - 1- 52.

M qflfsSEm* » i*»d.

43
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people resorted to queer superstitious means

to know them.' Tbe ASvalayana Grhyasutra 190

says “(Internal) signs (of a girl) are very

difficult to know. Therefore having brought

eight clods of earth from different places,

one should address them with the verse.

‘ Eta, the moral order was born first in the

very beginning r The Truth is established in

the moral order. Let that come to her to

which the girl is born. Let that be

seen what is true’’ After tie clods were

addressed thus, the girl was asked to touch

a particular clod she liked Different clods

told different fortunes, according to which

the poor girl was either accepted or i ejected.

Gobhila 191 and Saunaka 192 repea* the same

test. But it seems that the test in question

was not tery popular as it is mentioned by

no other ancient authorities The Dharmasulras,

and the Smrtis do not refer to it. The

modern Paddhatis do not contain it Perhaps

it was omitted very early as a silly

procedure.

Such were the ideal qualifications of a bride.

But, if strictly expected, they would have

excluded fifty percent of girls from matrimony.

190. lisRspnfe s^srriftk i i
i 5.

191.

G.G.S iiv l.

192. Quoted in. V.M.S. vol.'ll p. 732.
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The practice, however, mu<*t have been milder
than the rules. In course of time, family and
monetary considerations became so important

that they overshadowed all others except the

virginity of the girl. When child-marriage

became very common, the bridegroom, who
must have been very inquisitive about his

mate, lost his voice *n the matter and

automatically the examinaion of the bride

came to be neglected. Only in the Deccan

and the South, ancient Hindu traditions are

alive to some extent and a cursory formal test

of the bride takes place.

(riit) Qualifications of the Bxide-groom

The qualifications of a bride-groom were

equxlly high. Yajnavalkya 193 says that a

bride-groom should possess all the good

qualities of a bride. So there was no concession

or partiality towards the former. The first

requirement of a bride-groom was the completion

of his Bralimacharya. Manu 194 declares: ‘‘A

student who has studied, in due order, the

thiee Yedas, or two or even only ohe, without

breaking the rules of studentship, shall enter

193. g^r I Yaj. N I. 55.

194, STT eufa ssiraw I

U M.s. ill. 2.
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the order of a hause-holder”. He 195 again adds,

“Haring bathed with the permission of his

teacher, and performed the Samavartana

according to the rules, a twice-born should

marry a wife,” Brabmachrya was a primary

condition accepted by almost all the Smrtis.

The next important qualification of a

bridegroom was, his age. According to the

Linga-Purana quoted in the Viramitrodaya,

‘‘Before anything else, the age should be

considered and then other signs. What is the

use of the signs of a man who has passed

his marriageable age?” 196

In the opinion of the Varahx*Grhyasutra 197

“a bridegroom should have subdued his anger
and be cheerful in hi^ spirits”. Other
considerations were wealth, beauty, learning

intellect and family status. The latter were
more important than the former. Gautama 198

says that the bride should be given to ‘‘a

man who possesses learning, character, friends,

and "modesty”. Apastamba199 gives similar

195. iii, 4. „

19 '3
- iwrgi

i

auiffajpuir* 558$: f% II
V.M.S. vof. Hh p, 752.

197. fluif f?% |
x. 1; x. 6.

19

5

^gp'.D.s.

199.^ tifempirepnr, gwrafa |% i
Ap. d.s. i. 3.20.
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qualifications Yaraa lays down the most

comprehensive qualifications of a .bribe groom:

“Having considered the family, character,

physique, age, learning, wealth and resourcefulness-

these seven qualifications of a bridegroom—

a

wise man should give his daughter to him;

there is nothing else to be considered ’’.200

Just as “Stritva’’ or womanhood was

essential in a bride, so Purhsatva or potency

was an indispensable quality in a bridegroom.

“Women are created for offsprings; a woman is

the field and a man is the possessor of the seed;

the field should be given to that who possesses the

seed
;
a man without the seed does not deserve a

girl”. 301 “Tfa man is really found potent after

his examinatian in potency by the signs of his

own limbs, he deserves a gir.l”
202 Narada303

mentions fourteen kinds of impotent men who
were to be avoided

Ananyapurvakatva or virginity so necessary

in the case of a bride was not e-sential in a

00 g;55 =5 ^ fa?7r =3 f
=r?r ^ surmuf

gappHSSH 'UM I
Quoted ui

V.M.S.vol. 11 p. 754.

201, sn^jiir fare: ssi: sil sftfsuir i

II
Narda quoted bv

Gadadhara on the P.G.S. i.

202. Ibid.*

20$. Ibid.
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bridegroom, though observance of Brahmacharya

was required *from him A Hindu could marry

a second time if his first wife was dead, or if she

was physically incompetent or morally depraved .
304

In the case of a man his second marriage was

imperative on religious grounds. “A man having

burnt his dead wife with Agnihotra should

marry another woman without delaying

the worship of bis domestic Fire any

further
” 205 But giving one’s daughter to a

bachelor was regarded more meritorious than to a

man who marries for a second time. “The gift of a

girl in the hands of a man, who has not burnt his

wife brings infinite merits; in the hinds of a man
who marries for a second time it brings only half,

but the gift is quite fruitless if it is made to a man
who has married several times. ” 306

The disqualifications of a bridegroom were

several. The following bridegrooms were to be

avoided : “One who is retired from life, one who
is hated by his people or left by his friends and

relatives, one who belongs to another caste, one

who suffers from consumption, one who is a

204. Yaj.S I. 72-74.

205. fere qRn i

||
Yaj. S. 1.139.

216.
i

3*9?^ srficyre: tl
Quoted in V.Mf.S. vo*

U. p. 756".
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“lufigastba’’ ( living in disguise > or an Udarl

( tewing a large belly ), lunatic or fallen, who is

a leper, impotent, or a man of the same Gofra,

one who has lost sight and ears or suffers from

epilepsy-* hese all should le disapproved ior

marriage. If these defects exists before marriage

( some how unknown ) or arise after it, in both

the cases, the gift of a girl should be regarded

invalid”.207 “C ne should take back his daughter if

she is given to a man who has no respectable family

and character, who is impotent and

excommunicated from his caste, infected with

epilepsy, belonging to a different religion, sickly

and living in disguise’’.'-
08 Ihe same authority

enumerates other disqualifications as follows:

“A girl should not be ghen to six kinds of

men-one who is veiy near cr very far away, who

is either very strong or ^ery weak, who has no

means of livelihood and one who is an idiot ’.
209

Old age and ugliness were also regarded as defects

in a bridegroom : “If a man, out of greed for money,

gives his daughter, to a man who is old, wicked or

207. ibid. p. 758.

208. pr ft® Wife ifterer *3 i

^PTtsftsi afcr =* « sfhs ibid.

•209. Ibid.
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ugly, he is born in his next life as ta
,- Preta”

( an evil spirit )”.
210

In early times when girls were married in

advanced age an 1 freedom of choice was allowed

to them, these qualifications ol a bridegroom

wete more real and valued than in subsequent

times when early marriage became the rule and

post-puberty marriage came to be stigmatized.

The strict Gastric injunction was enforced that

“a Nagnika girl should be given to a meritorious

and celebate man, or even to one without merits,

but one should not delay the marriage of a

marriageable girl”. 2 ' 1 The parents, no doubt,

still cherish the pious desire of selecting the most
suitable husband, but they do not pay full

attention to purely religious considerations and
the rules of racial eugenics. The greatest

determining factors in marriage, at present, are

wealth and sonal status of the bridegroom.

Under the present Hindu Law, marriage with
those persons who are regarded invalids in early

Smftis, is i ecognized as lagal.

(obiv) The Germonies

,
(a; Original Simplicity,

^lectionof" the---brtde~~and

When the proper

the bridegroom was

210. fsrc sftaw *urf«5«urair i

sr 5T«t q*: II ItRK Ibid.

211. TOqgpuft I

wftr
i sffam, ibid.
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made, the ceremonies relating to marriage began.

In the beginning they must have been "very simple.

A woman was given to a man by the constituted

authority by which they became wife and husband.

But as marriage was a very important occasion

in the community, many rites, practices and

customs arose, which were regulatpd by the

community itself In course of time the society

became complex and many local and chronological

differences came into existence.

J (b) Gradual complexity. Marriage ceremonies

had, primarily,"~tfieir ’origin in religious belief of

the people, but as marriage was a festive event in

the communal life, all sorts of mirths and

amusements were associated with it in the form

of feasts, music, dance etc Decoration of the

house and adornment of the bride and the

bridegroom expressed aesthetic motives natural

to any important event in social life. Besides,

we find a number of ceremonies which are

suggestive of various features in a marriage.

The assemblage of the people had its origin

in the vested interest of the parties concerned.

The relatives of the bride had solne sort

of control or right over her, hence it was

necessary that she should be given in

their presence, so that there may be no

impediment. A large group of ceremonies are

symbolical. One class of them symbolizes the

44
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union between the wife and the husband. For

example, joining of hands, tying of garments,

touching of heart etc. had for their motives

the union of the pair. Another group of

ceremonies had their origin in desire to

promote the fertility of the union, or to ensure

an abundance of food for the household. Some
ceremonies are connected with the idea that

some danger is attendant on every transitional

period of life and it should be averted by

propor rites. Because marriage inaugurated the

most important epoch in one’s life many
ceremonies were performed to ward off the

evil influences connected with the event.

Other features of the marriage ceremonies are

essentially religious in their origin. The

beneficient gods are invoked for boons and

blessings, and specific appeals are sent to unseen

powers with definite rites of sacrifice and

prayer Divinatory elements are also religious

in their character, because they seek to find

out whether the higher powers are propitious

at a particular time or not.

(c) The Vedic Period. We have no knowledge of

the pre-Vedic marriage ceremonies. Most probably

they may have been prototypes of these described

in the Vedic literature The marriage rites and
m

Ceremonies must have varied in different

families even in Rgvedic times, but of it we
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possess no records We must be content with

the information supplied by the marriage hymns
of the Rgvcda 212 and the Atharvaveda 213 These

hymns begin with the allegory of the marriage

of Surya, the daughter of the sun with Soma
or the moon. The whole scene is made the

basis of a metaphoric description in which the

heavens take part. However imaginary the plot

may be, it can be safely concluded that the

poets largely drew up on the knowledge of the

ritea they had from the practical life. From
these hymns we can make out the main

details of the marriage rites prevalent in those

times. But we cannot be certain as to in

what order they occurred The procedures given

in the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda differ at

certain points and both the procedures vary

from that given in the Grhyasutras. The

description given in the Atharvaveda is more

detailed. So noting the differences we should

rely on it for the knowledge of the nuptials

in the Vedic period The following description

follows mainly the order, in which the verses

are given in the Atharvaveda:

The bride bearing a beautiful robe and a

coverlet, eyes daubed with unguents, head

2 12. x. 85

213. xiv. 1,2.
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dressed up in the Opa§a or Kurira style,

started for the house of her intended lord in a

canopied chariot accompanied by bridal friends

(anudeyl ).
214 Her treasure-chest ( Ko£a )

containing her dowry was also placed in her

chariot. 316

When she left her father’s house the

following benedictions were pronounced;

“ Worship we pray to Aryama, finder of

busbanbs, kindly friends,- As from its stalk

a cucumber, from here I loose thee, not from

there Hence and not thence I send her free

I make her softly fettered there, that

bountesus Indra, she may live blest in her

fortune and her sons. Now from the noose of

Varuna I free thee, wherewith the blesc ed

Savita has bound thee. In the heaven of

righteousness, in the world of virtue, be it

pleasant for thee, accompanied by the wooer

Let Bhaga take thy hand and hence conduct

thee. Go to the house to be the household’s

mistress, and speak as a lady to thy gathered

people.” 216

On the day of marriage the bride was bathed
in water consecrated with Vedic verses and a

214, 215. The A.V. xiv i. 6-13.

216- Ibid. xfv. x. 17-80.
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yoke was held over her head .

2 1

7

She was then

dressed with the recital of verses. The mother

shed tears on the impending departure of her

daughter .

218

Then the actual wedding rite began. The

bride was made to stand on a stone, to represent

“the lap of earth’’.219 The bridegroom took her

hand muttering appropriate verses and promised

to cherish her 220

Then the bride0room presented to her robes

and jewels with which she was invested
,

221 and

he expressed his rapture at the sight of the newly

berobed and bejewelled bride 222 After saying

some prayers to drive away demons and blessing

a chariot, they started on a marriage procession 223

Verses were recited, while the procession was

going round, to the effect that the bride was

first the wife of Soma, then of Gandharva, then

of Agni who lastly bestowed her on her human

husband .
224 Then the procession returned to the

house of the bridegroom from where demons were

217. Ibid. xtv. 1. 40.

218. Ibid xiv. 1. 46.

219. Ibid xiv. J. 47.

220. Ibid . xiv. 1. 4.-51

221. Ibid. xiv. 1. 53-57

222^Ibid- xiv. 1. 59.

223. Ibid, xiv, 1. 60-64

224, Ibid. xiv. 2. 2-11.
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exorcized. The bride entered the house, then sat

with her husbknd before the household fire,

covered with a wrapper pressented to her. She

sat on a bull-skin on whi h was spread the Bulbaja

grass and worshipped Agni with her husband 225

After this the bride was blessed : “Let there

come forth from the lap of this mother animals

( children )
of various forms, being born; as one

of excellent omen, sit thou by this fire; with thy

husband be thou serviceable to the gods here.

Of excellent omen, extender of houses, very

propitious to thy husband, wealful to thy

father in-law, pleasant to thy mother in-law,

pleasant to thy husband and house, pleasant to all

their clan; pleasant unto their property be thou.

Of excellent omen is this bride; come together,

see her, having given her good fortune. What
evil-bear: ed, young women, and likewise, what
old ones , are

) here, do ye all give splendour to

her. They go asunder and away home”. 226

Consummation of the marriage immediately

followed the nuptial ceremony .
22 7 At night the

bride was conducted to the bridal bed, where she

and the bridegroom anointed each other’s eyes.

The bride invested her husband with- her Manu-born
garment and the bride was told by her iiusband

225. Ibid. 12-lf', 1 9, 20, 24.

226 Ibid. 25-29.

227. Ibid, vii 36.*
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to mount the bridal couch with verses appropriate

to the occasion. After this, * Vigvavasu, the

Gandharva attached to unmarried girls was
prayed to go away from her 223 and co-habitation

followed with the recital of verses. Then valiant,

sons were prayed for and Agni was supplicated

for giving ten sons to the couple 229

In the end the nuptial garment was presented

to the Brahman priest, so that demons go away
with that robe and numerous benedictions were

uttered on the newly wedded couple.230 The

husband finally welcomed his wife, “I am the man,

that dame art thou; I am the Saman, thou the

Echa; I am the heaven, thou the earth; so will we
dwell together, parents of children yet to be.” 331

The marriage customs were almost the same

in the Eervedic and the Atharvavedic times, though

the Atharvavedic marriage hymns disclose a few

changes in the arrangement of the proceedings.

Indeed the marriage hymn of the Rgveda ( X. 85 )

is taken bodily in the Atharvaveda but with some

important changes and is extended up to* two

loner hymns with 64 and 75 verses, forming the

whole Kanda XIY of the Atharvaveda. The

taking of the hand of the bride by the bridegroom

228. Ibid, vii 37.

229*Ibid. xiv. 2. 33-36.

230. 40-50, 51-5 7.

2 1, Ib-,d 71
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is the most important ceremony here as it was in

the Rgveda, and' the gift of the bride, as before,

rests' with her father., the bridegroom going to him

to sue for her. But grasping of the bride’s hand

appears to take place at her house, as generally

now is the case, and not at the bridegroom’s,

because the bridal procession is mentioned again.

Curiously enough,'
5 the Atharvaveda omits the

prayer for ten sons appearing in the Rgveda,

Regarding the cerenonies given in the marriage

hymns of the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda, one

thing should be observed that the main outlines

of the Hindu marriage rituals of to-day are almost

the same as they were some five thousand years

ago.

(d) The Sutra Period. During the Sutra

period the ritualists arranged the floating mass

of rituals into a system and eiery Grhyasutra

describes the ceremonies in a set order. 231 * The

Grhyasutras, however, differ slightly in the

arrangement of their matters and contain a few

varying details. It was due to the fact that every

Vedic family had its own Sutras, containing local

and tribal differences. But there was no material,

difference, the religious and the social back-grounds

231a. & G.S. i. 5; \.G.S. i. 5, P G.S. i. 4-8; G.G S. iUi; Kh.
G.S.i, 3; H.G.S. i. 19. Ap. G.S 2. 12. B.G.S- i. 1; Bh.

G.S. i. 11-at ; M.G.S. i. 7-12; J.G.S. i. 20 ff.
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being the same. They quote almost the same Vedic

versos and follow the same marriage* customs. In

addition to the ceremonies developed in the Vedic

period, a few new features are fourid in the

Grhyasutras. We can form an idea of the

procedure followed in the nuptial ceremonies by

the contents given in the two following

Grhyasutras:

Paraskara Grhyasutra Baudhayana Grhyasutra

1. Arghya and Madhuparka 1. Vara.preksanaih

2 Vastra paridbanam 2 Brahmana-bhojana.

3. Samanjana 3, Nandimuk’ia-

Vivaha-Homa.

4. Vadhvasaha Niskraniana 4. The going of the

bride-groom to the

bride.

5 Sarmksanarh 5. bamik§anarii

0. Agnipradaksinaih 6. Hasta-gr ihanarii

7. Vanahika Homa 7. Saptapadi

Ajjahuti, Bastrabhrta,

Jaya and Abhyatana

Homas.

5. Laja-Iioma y. Arghya and

MadhuparkS

9.

Pani-grahariaiii 9. Alarhkarariam

10.

A^marohanaih 10. Homa to Aditi,

Anumati, Sarasvati,

Savita and Prajapati.

11.

Hrdaya-sj3ari§a11. Gatha-ganam

45
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12,

-Agni parikramanarh 12. Karnejapa

13. Se§a-Laja-Homa 13, Pani-grahanam

14, Saptapadt 14. Agni-pradaksinam

15. Murdbabhiseka 15, ASmarohanarri

P;
. Surya-dar^anarh 16, Laja-Homa

17. Hrdajaspaiga 17. Again Agni-pradaksipa

18. Abhimantrapa 18. Prajapatja and other

offerings

19. Sitting on a bull-Skin 19. Udvaha or departure

20. Grama-vaehana 20. Grha-praveSa

21. Gift to the Acharya 21. Sitting on the bull skin

22. Dhruva-dargaua 22. Dhruva, Arundbat.i and

Saptr§i-daisanam

23. Triratra-Vrata 23, Iriratra Vrata

24. Aiasathya Homa 24. Chaturthl-karma

26.

Udrahanam 25, Upasaiine^anarh

26. Chati'rthl Karma
27. Murdhabhisinchanam

28. Sthali-paka-praiana

29. The First Lesson in

Conjugal Fidelity,

30. (Garbhadhanaih)

The above table shows that while mainly
following the Yedie rituals, the Grhyasutras
elaborated the nuptials and introduced many
notable changes, eg Madhuparka, JL&ja-Homa,

ASmarohanaih, Gathaganarh, Murdhabhi§eka,
Hrdayaspar^a, Surya-dar4ana ete. and above all,

the great Saptapadi. It would be in vain to
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try to trace the whole of the Grhyasutra

ceremonies in the Vedas. It seems that after

the Vedic period, many popular rites and

ceremonies were assimilated and given place

in the scriptures by the priests, who

wanted to enlarge the range of their religion.

These later additions did not originally form

the part of the Vedic rituals.

(e) Tater Innovations. After the Sutra period,

the marriage ceremonies underwent further

changes. Many modifications and innovations

were introduced. Gramavachanarh of the Paraskara

Grhyasutra 231b and Janapada-Dharma 23 lc of the

Alralayana Grhyasutra were potent factors for

producing new features in the Saihskara.

According to the former, many items of the

Saihskara took their sanction from the old men

and women, who were the custodians of ancient

and popular rites and ceremonies. The latter

recognizes that local customs differed from place

to place and they should be consulted in the

performance of the Saihskara. Narayana Bhatta

remarks on the importance ' of customs, ‘The

procedhre has been given but it should be

followed according to one’s own Deiacara”. 282

Kamalakafh in his Nirnaya Sindhu says, “the

23lb. f|: I i- 8. U.

23 tc. i. \ ^
232. 3W: 3 ** I

The i’rayogarAtna.
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customs prevalent in one’s own province and

village should be relied upon in the matter of

marriage.” 332 ’ The Sarhskara-Kaustubha informs

“Many people overruled the express rules of the

scriptures and followed the De3acara”. 2 '',
'

,

(fj The Present Form. Thus, in course of time,

the religious idealogy, social customs and rites

and ceremonies changed. In the beginning, however,

the scriptures were anxious to record only Vedic

rituals and did not give the proper place to

purely popular rites and customs. Later on,

the priests were forced by the circumstance

to recognize the latter The Paddhatis and

the Prayogas on the marriage ceremonies,

that are more practical than tbo ancient

scriptures, incorporated many new elements

under the auspices of the Samskara In

different parts of India, different Paddhatis and

Prayogas are followed. Consequently, the

marriage ceremonies also differ in different

loqalities. But religious and social conservatism

is so strong in India that the main outlines of

the Sarnskara are' continued from the Yedic
period down to the present time, and its general

features are uuiversal throught tne country.

232a, forft srefaiq; i »i.

233. iRdtare g«rrsrrwr«r swV
fa®#-!

0
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Generally speaking, the following

adopted in the Paddhatis and the

Mandalikn

1. Vagdana

2. Mandapakarana
3. Punyaha-yachana

-1. Varagamana

5. Madhuparka

6. Vistaradana

7. Gaurihara-puja

8. Kanyadaniya

Jalasuddhi

9. Kanyadana

10. Aksataropana

11. Kankana-Bandhana

12. Ardraksataropana

13i Tilakakarana

14.

Astaphalidana

Jli, Mang ala-

sutrabandhana

16. Ganapatipujana

17. Vadhuvaryoruttariya-

prantabandhana

18. Ak?atar.opana

19. Laksmi-Parvat>

Saehi’pujana

20. Vapanadiina

21. Vivaha-Homa

22. SaptapadI

procedure is

Prayogas:

Gadadhnra

1 Vagdana

2. Mrdahararia

3. Haridralapana

4. Mandapa-nirmana

5. Ganapati-pujana

(3. SarUkalpa

7. Nandi-Sraddha

8, Vara - Varana

9 Ghati-Sthapana

10. Varagamana

11. Nirajana

12. Madhuparka

l?, Vara-puj i

14. Agni sthapana

15. Vastra-paridhapana

16. Samanjana

17. Gotrochchara

18. Kanyadana

19. Pratigrahana

20. Samiksana

21. Agni-Pradaksiua

22. Vaivarhika Horaa etc.
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Mandalika

23. Grhaprave3a-Homa

24 Arnidanam

25. Svasuraya

Kanyarpana

26 Devakotthapanarh

and Mandapodvasan

27. Grhaprave^a
^

28 Saptapadi

SO Suryavalokana

32 Abhimantrana

34. Sitting on bull-skin

36 Dhruva-dargana

38 Devakotthapaaa and

Mandapodvasana

40. Chaturthikarma

Gadadhara

23. Laja-Homa

24 Pani-grabana

25. Almarohana

26 Gathagana

27 6esa Laja-Homa with

Parikrama

29. Abhisinchana

31. Hrdaya-sparga

33. Sindura-dana

35. Daksina to Acarya

37. Triratra-vrata

39 Vadbupravega

(g) Description and Significance.

( l) Betrothal

The preliminary part of the marriage ceremonies

consisted in the Vagdanam (
Betrothal ) or oral

.giving away of the bride to the bridegroom. In

early times? the selection of the bride and the

bridegroom was mutual either from love or other

considerations, and in the majority of cases

love formed the dominant factor. Whegi the

parental control over the children became mere
rigid, the formal consent of the parents became
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necessary. Even in the Rgvedic times, the

bridegroom’s friends approached the bride’s father,

to whom the formal proposal was made, as was

done in the case of Surya by the Alvins on behilf

of Soma .
a34 If the bride’s father approved the

selection, the marriage was settled. The

Grhyasutras generally dc not begin with the

betrothal ceremonies, so we have* no information

as to how thev were performed One tradition is

recorded in the Narada-Smrti. Here betrothal is

called Kanyavarana. According to it, not only

the friends of the bridegroom, but the bridegroom

himself with friends went to the father of the bride

for the formal settlement of the marriage.

“Within the month of marriage, on an auspicious

day, the Kanyavarana ceremony should be

performed. Ihe bridegroom, well dressed and well

ad..rned, with music and chanting of sacred verses,

should go to the bride’s home with a loving heart.

Then the bride’s father should give his consent

happily. The bridegroom, having propitiated ^chi,

should worship the well adorned bride and pray to

her for good luck, health and progeny

V

35 It

seems that, in the mediaeval times the custom of

the bridegroom's himself approaching the bride’s

father wa£ dropped and he was substituted by his

2 ;4. 1 hi: R. V. s, h5. 9, 15, ;i:?.

s:i5. Quoted in V.M.s, yob II. p. 810.
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father, who, with a party, went to tne bride’s father

for the oral reeeption of the bride on behalf of his

son The description of this ceremony as given by

Gadadhara is as follows: “In an auspicious time

according to astrology, two, fmr or eight

gentlemen, putting on agreeable robes, with the

father of the bridegroom, having seen the !§akuna

bird should go to'the house of the bride’s father and

request him, “Give your daughter to my son.”

The bride’s father having consulted his wife etc.

should say, “On this auspicious moment I give this

gill, born in such and such Gotra, daughter of such

and such person and namely so and so”. After this

he should recite the verse, “This girl has been orally

given by me for progeny and accepted by you. Be
happy in inspecting the girl, having made up your

mind”. The father of the bridegroom should reply,

“The girl has been orally given by you for progeny

and accepted by me for progeny. Be happy in

seeing the bridegroom, having made up your

mind”.286 After the proposal was accepted the

father of the bridegroom worshipped the girl with
rice, clothes, flowers etc. according to his family

custom. Thb ceremony ended with the blessings

of the Brahmans ,

387

This custom is still alive in the* Deccan
in the form of formally seeing the girl and

286. The Vagda.navidhi, quoted . by Gadadhare on P.G.S’,

237. cfdt |
Ibid.
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settling the marriage. In Northern India,

however, the Purdah system and the supremacy

of dowry have abolished this useful custom.

Here, in the majority of cases, betrothal

consists in fixing the sura to be paid by the

bride’s father and presenting the Sacred Thread,

money and some fruits to the bridegroom

which is called Vararaksa or Thaladana. By

this ceremony the guardian of the bridegroom is

supposed to be morally tied down to the proposal

The custom of Vara-varana has become

more important than that of Kanya-varana.

According to ChandeSvara, “The brother of the

bride and Brahmans should go to the house

of the bridegroom and offer him Upa vita,

fruits, flowers, clothes etc at the occasion of

Vara-varana .” 338 At present, this custom is

popularly known as Tilaka, and in addition

to the articles mentioned above a fixed sum of

money is also presented. In the opinion of

Gadadhara this ceremoney should take place

one day before the marriage, but generally it

is performed many days before it.

(f?) Marriag Day

After . the betrothal an auspicious day is

fixed for the wedding ceremonies. Astrological

238. gqfrfcf is ?terfa fafawfa i

fgrita ^ ||
‘ he Krtyacmtanvini.

46
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considerations do not seem to play an important

part in ancient times. .As the union of the

bride and the bride-groom depended upon mutual

attraction of love, there was not much scope

for making matches on the actual calculation and

determination of the movements of stars Moreover,

though the ancient Hindus were acquainted

with astronomy* and astrology, the particular

branch of astrology that deals with marriage

was eiiher not developed or was not much
consulted for arranging a marriage. In the

Grhyasutras, the astrological considerations

are ver^ simple. Marriage was geneially

performed when the sun was in the northern

hemisphere, in the bright half of a month and
on an auspicious day. The later Smrtis, the

Puranas, the mediaeval astrological works and

the Nibandhas are very particular about fixing

the proper time for every detail of the marriage

ceremoney

(Sy •Mrdaharana
"*"*"********«,

A few days before the wedding, the

ceremoney ' of Mrdaharrn” 3;i8a
(
oringing some

earth or clay) ceremoney is performed. The
origin of this ceremoney is popular and* it does

not find mention in the ancient scrijjtures

238a, This ceremony is found in the Padd hatis only.
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of the Hindus The Jyotirnibandha quoted by

Gadadhara says, “In the beginning of every

auspicious cerem^ney sprouts should be

used for Manga la decoration. On the nin*h

seventh, fifth or third day before the marriage,

in an auspicious moment, with music, _ancL

dancing, one should go in the northern

or eastern direction of his house to fetch the

earth for growing sprouts in a pot of clay or

a basket of bamboo’’ 3,10 Another ceremoney

performed before marriage is haridralepana

or besmearing the bride and the bridegroom with

ointment of turmeric root and oil, a day or

two before the wedding. The above substances

besides being useful to the body are regarded

auspicious also.

(4) The Worship of Ganesa

The ceremonies preced in i the marriage

day are the following: In the beginning the

most auspicious god GaneSa is worshipped

and his symbol is installed in the nuptial

canopy erected according to- the rules laid down
in the scriptures. The sacrificial altar for

the Vaivahika Homa is also built under

the canopy. Then the father of the bride with

his wife, in the first half of the day, having

239. Quoted by Gadadhara on P.G.S. J..8.
•
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bathed, puts on auspicious robes. Next, having

seated himself,' sips water and restrains his

breaths. After this he prays to place and time,

andfmakes up his mind ( Sarhkalpa
)

to perform

Svastivachana. Mandapa-pratistha, Matr-pujana,

Vasordharapujana, Ayusyajapa and Nandi-graddha

as ancillary to marriage.- 40 The Sarhkalpa is

“a psychological act, the determination to direct

and control one’s energies in such ways as will

secure the attainment of object in view”.241

(6) Ghapka

On the day of marriage a Ghati_ or waterclock

( Clepsydra )
is established with the verse,. “Thou

art the mouth lof the ( universal ) machinery,

created by Brahman in the beginning; for the Bh&va

( good feelings
)

and A bhava ( lack of good

feelings ) between the husband and the wife, thou

art the measurer”. 242 The clock is not only useful

for carrying <he nuptial programme at proper

times but it is also symbolical o1 Time that rules

over the entire universe. It should be noted that

this custom is not very, popular.

240. The
I

241. Raghunatha Rao: 1 he Aiyan Marriage, p. 20.

2 42. pr emfa WJli StSWT fafifa I

sgRS: RnmPPinr tl Quoted by Gadadhara
pn P G. S- 4, 4-8 This iten is qot foumd injG.Ss.
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'[6) The Nuptial Bath

In the morning the bride and .the -bridegroom,

at their respective home 0
,
take—frhe nuptial bath

with scented water and recital of Yedic verses

indicative of the physical union of the husband and

the wife.

343 Then from the side of the bridegroom,

the marriage party proceeds to the place of the

bride’s father “In the second half*of the day, the

bridegroom bathes, puts on a pair of white clothes,

decorates himself with scent and garlands and
prays to the family gods. Aft*r thus he feeds the

Brahmans, who recite the sacred verses

(7) The Marriage Party

Then many amusements take place and the

bridegroom with his friends and relatives, goes

to the house of the bride on conveyance suited to

his status”. 3 4 J At arrival, the bridegroom stands

outside the gate of the house facing the east and
is welcomed by a company of women bearing

lamps and jars full of water”. ( The marriage

precession is mentioned as early as in the Kgveda

and the Atharvaveda .- 48 The Aankhyayana and

2-U. G.G.S. ii. 1. 10; $.G.S. i.’ll; Kh. G.S. i. 3. <\

2-R fflScTpqsisigg; l

wr JJ It &umaUa quoted iu

V.M.S. v.il. II. p. 8 19.

245. K. V. x. 85; A.V. xiv. 1, 2.
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the A^valayana Grhyasutras also describe it, with

the marked difference that the conveyance for the

bridegroom was either a chariot, an elephant or a

horse. Ihere was no system of a palanquin carried

by men. Perhaps it was introduced during the.

muslim period. )

(8) The Madhnparka
- -- - -- c

The first honour that the father-in-law bestows

upon the bridegroom is the_ offeriug of

Madhuparka, 24Sa a^rare honour, rPserve<f”for the

distinguished persons of the society and the most

respected relatives. Having ordered a seat to be

got for the guest, the father-in-law says, “Well

Sir ! Sit down ! We will do honour to you, Sir !’’

They g'et for him a couch ( of grass ), to sit down

on, another for the feet, water tor washing the feet,

the Arghya water» water for sipping, and the honey

mixture in a brass vessel with a brass cover.

Another person three times announces to the guest

the couch and other things when they are offered

to him. The bridegroom accepts the couch and

sits down thereon- with the verse, “I am the

highest one among my peoples as the sun among
the thunder bolts. Here I tread on whosover infests

t * 4

me.” When he sits on the couch, the father-in-law

washes the left foot and then the right foot of t he

245a. P.G.S. K 3. 1-32.
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guest : If the host is a Brahman, the right first,

lie does so with the formula, “The milk of Viraj

art thou. The milk of Viraj may I attain. (
May

)

the milk of Padya Viraj dwell ) in me”. The

bridegroom accepts the Arghya water with the

word?, ‘Waters are ye May I obtain through you

all ill) wishes’’. Pouring it out he recites over the

waters the formula, “To the oceam I send you;

go back to your source. Unhurt be our men,

May my sap bo not shod’. He sips water with

the formula, “Thou cometh to me with glory

Unite me with lustre. Make me beloved with all

creatures, the lord of cattle, unhurtful for the

bodies. Then he looks at the Madhuparka with

(he words, ‘‘With Mitr^ ect’b and accepts it with

the formula, “By the impulse of the god Savitr

e.)t”. Taking it into his left hand, he stirs it about

three times with the fourth finger of his right hand

with the formula, ‘‘Adoration to the brown-faced

one. What has been damaged when the food was

eaten, that I cut off from thee”. With the fourth

finger and the thumb he spirts away some part of

it and partakes it three times with the formula.

“What is the honeyed, highest form ofhtmey, and

by that enjoyment of food may I become highest,

hon yed and an enjoyer of food Having sipped

water lie touches the bodily organs with the

formula,"“May speech dwell in my mouth, breath

in my nose, sight in my eyes, hearing *in my ears,
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strength in my arms, vigour in my thighs May
my limbs be’ unhurt. May my body be united

witn my body”. 246

In ancient times, the Argha ceremony was

not complete without sacrificing a cow in the

honour of the guest 247 When the guest had

sipped water, the host, holding a butcher’s

knife, said to r him three times, "A Cow!” To

this the guest replied. “The mother of the

Rudras, the daughter of the Yasus, the sister

of the Adityas, the navel of immortality To the

people who understand me, I say, “Ho not kill

the guiltless cow which is Aditi.” I kill my
sin and- N.N.’s sin.” This verse was recited if

he chose to have it killed. But if he chose to

let it loose, he said, “My sin and M N.’s sm
has been killed. Om! let it loose < Let it eat

grass 1” 248 The cow was the choicest present

of the Indo-Aryans. An Aryan could not do a

higher honour than offering a cow to a guest.

But even in the Vedic times the cow was
attaining its sacred character, and in course of

time it became too- sacrosanct to be killed for

a guest. '"This tendency can be marked in the

Grhyasutra period when killing of the cow

246. This is the ceremonial reception of the Jndo Arynus.

The present practice, however, is a poor apology for it.

247. ritaur5 tflssr |
P.G. s. i. 3. 30

N
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became optional. 249 This tendency, may be

due to the growing regard for animal life

among the Hindus, the close domestic relation

between the cow and the householder and,

perhaps, to the economic consideration also in

killing a cow. In the time of the Smrtis the

cow-slaughter was forbidden altogether. The

Puranas brought it under the general prohibition

of killing a cow in the Kali-Age. 250 At p^s&nt
the living cow is offered to the bridegroom as

a gift. G-adadhara in his Paddhati says, “As a

rule the cow should be killed in a marriage and
a sacrifice. It, however, does not take place in

the Kali-Age. In the absence of the slaughter,

the word '‘Cow’ is also not announced. Under
the universal prohibition, it is simply given

away, as it is said in the Karika —'Un the

Kali-Age, in all cases, the cow is offered as a gift

owino to the prohibition of cow-slaughter.” 2
f
0a

(9) The
y
Bridegroom Honoured.

After the Madhuparka ceremony the bride

is worshipped by the iather-in-law with scent,

garland, sacred threads and a pair of ornaments.

The bride seats herself there after having

249. Ibid. i. 3. 29

250. flrfWeqrrcmTFr |
Adityapurana quoted in

the Nirnayasindhu, p. 262.

250a. On P.G.S. i. 3. 30,31.

47
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worshipped and meditated on the goddess

Gaurl. 2S1 Then t.he bridegroom establishes the

Laukikagni. According to the Grhyasutras, this

fire was produced by friction. The maternal

uncle of the bride brings her near the nuptial

fire lacing towards the east and a curtain is

drawn between the bride and the bridegroom. 252

(JOJ^ Presentation of a Garment to the Bride.

Now the bridegroom presents an under
garment to the bride with the verse, “Live to

old age; put on the garment 1 Be the protectress

of the human trii es against imprecation. Live
a hundred years full of vigour. Clothe thyself

in wealth and children. Blessed with life put
on this garment The upper garment was
presented with, “The goddesses who spun, who
wove, who spread out the threads on both sides,

may those goddesses clothe thee for the sake
of Ion,' life. Blessed with life put on this
garment.” 268 At present, generally, these presents
are not offered m tne nuptial canopy. They
are sent before the' nuptials take place The
custom of presenting clothes to the bridegroom
by the father-in-law is also current

251, ’I he Gargap/iddhati.

252* Ibid,

£58. P.G.S. i, 4 . 13-14,
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(11) Anointment
W

Next, the bride’s father is required to

anoint the pair, while the bridegroom should

recite the verse, “May the Vi^vedevas, may
the waters unite our hearts. May . Matari^va,

May Dhatr, may Destr join us”. The anointment

is symbolical of ‘Sneha’’ or ‘love’ and consequently

of uniting the pair This cere&oney is called

Samanjana. Some authorities explain it as

“facing each other’ But this explanation cannot

be accepted in the light of the fact that the

ceremoney of Samiksana or “looking at each

other’’ is mentioned separately.

-/IS) Gotrochchara

Before the bride is given away to the

bridegroom the names of the ancestors of both

the parties with G-otra and Pravara are announced

loudly, thrice according to Vasudeva and

Harihara and once according to Gangadhara .
254

This act signifies that ‘the people assembled

should know that, both, the bride and the

bride-groom. come of good families,

the pedigree of which can be traced to many
generations. The Grhyasutras do not mention

this item of the ceremoney. It is found in the

Paddhatis.

254, The Gargapaddhati.
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(IS) Kanyadana
m

Then the Kanyadana 2 6

s

or “the ooremoney

of properly giving away the bride’’ follows.

Only the constituted authorities are entitled

to make the gift of a bride. The Grhyasutras 255 *

speak of having accepted the girl given

by her father’’. The Smrtis extend this 'right to

other relatives also. According to YajRavalkya

“The father, the grand-father, the brother, the caste

people and the mother are authorized, in descending

order, to give away the girl”. 25sb Narada does

not mention the grand father and includes

friends, maternal crand-father and the state in

the list.
255

- In ancient times, the last guardian

was the patriarchal chief of the tribe or the

locality, who had more religious and social

considerations than the modern slates. But
even now according to the Hindu Law, some
provision is made for an numarried girl out of

the property of the father.

The guardian of the bride utters the following

255. ib'd.

255a. fcrsrr sranr^RT i p.g.s. ;. 4 16.

255b. fqrert ffatasi sirar swsksrt i

^«nsr^ ijrsrrer nffcrw <n:: tr: (| I 03

255c, Quoted in* V. M. S. voi. II. p. 82 J
.
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Sariikalpa, ‘‘determination :’’ 3 1

0

‘‘For the

obtainment of absolute happiness, * as the

consequence of Kanyadana, for our fore-fathers;

lor purifying my tweh e preceding and twelve

succeeding generations through the progeny

born in this girl; and for the propitiation of

Lak§ml and Narayana etc. “I make this gift”.

He, then, recites the verse, ‘ I give-away this girl

adorned with gold ornaments to you, Visnu,

with the desire of conquering the world of

Brahma The Nourisher o the whole Universe,

all creatures and gods are witness to the fact

that T make gift of this girl for the salvation

of my forefathers.” After this the bride is given

away to the bridegroom who accepts her

formally

(U) The Conditions

While giving away the girl, the guardian
puts forward following condition: ‘ In the

attainment of Piety, Wealth and Desire, she is

not to be transgressed”. To this the bride-groom

promises, “Transgress her I will not .” 357 The

25t.

sWtWIW aia% I
the Vivahapaddbati

by jagannaUia

; 57. *srw grw q ^ i

‘qrfapqnfa’ q<: i
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same promise is asked and repeated thrice. Many
suitable presents are given with the bride, e g
clothes, ornaments etc. According to the Hindu
religion, no sacrifice is complete without its

appropriate Daksina. So the marriage which is

regarded atf a kind of sacrifice must be duly

finished with a fitting Daksina in the form of

money and presents.

(IK) A Significant Question

After accepting the bride, the bridegroom

puts a very significant question to the

guardian of the girl: “Who has given this

bride to me The answer is “Kama (
the God of

Love ).’’ 2 58 Then he leaves the nuptial canopy
with the bride and in private utters the following

formula to her in order to win her over: “Where
thou wanderest far away with thy heart to the

regions of the world like the wind, may the

gold-winged Vaikarna ( the Wind ) grant that

thy heart may dwell with melN.N! The
Pad^hatis call it the Vadhvadega or the
admonition fort he bride. Samlksana or looking
at each "other follows next. The bridegroom
while looking at the bride, recites the verse,

258. rising; I t

259. jTjrai wr i ffcowf a «r.

i
p.g.s. i. 4. 16.
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“With no evil eye, not bringing death to thy

husband, bring luok to the cattle, be full of joy

and vigour. Give birth to the heroes; be godly

and friendly. Bring luck to men and animals.’ 360

(16) Protection Cord

Then comes the Kaixkana-Bandhana

ceremoney.
201 This ceremoney was ‘very important

in ancient times, because from this time until

the SamaveSa ( sexual union ) was performed,

the bride and the bridegroom could suffer no

pollution, as they had Kankan* or Eaksa

(Protective Cord ).- 03 Now it has only a

decorative value. In some provinces it is

regarded simplv auspicious and is called

“Mangala-Sutra.” This ceremoney is not

mentioned in the Gihyasutras and its origin

seems to be more popular than scriptural.

(17) Evolution of the Bride suggested

Wow the bridegroom utters the following

verses in which he reminds the bride that she has

become of age and they both have to enter the

responsible life of a husband and a wffe: ‘‘First,

Soma had thee for his bride; the Gandharva

260. Ib.d. i. 4. 17. 1.
#

261. of, 'I he padrihati by Mandalika.

262. The Aryan Marriage, pp. 2t, 25,
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obtained^ thee next; Agni was thy third husband,

thy fourth husband am I, born of man. Soma gave

thee to the Gandharva, the Gandharva gave thee

to Agni, and Agni has given thee to me, for

wealth and sons ”.263 Ihese mystic verses are

explained by Sayana thus: “While jet the desire

for sexual intercourse has not arisen, Soma enjoys

a girl; when nt has just begun, the Gandharva

takes her, and at marriage transfers her to Agni,

from whom man obtains her ( possessing capacity )

for pioducing wealth and sons”. 204 The Smrtis

oifer a clearer interpretation; “Women are first

enjoyed by the gods, Soma, Vi^vavasu and Agni;

only then do men enjoy them. But the women
are not tainted theieby. When hair has appeared

on the pubes, Souia enjoys a maiden
; the Gandharva

enjoys her when the breasts are dei eloped, and
Agni when she had menstrual discharge”,265

Different stages of physical and mental deielopment

263. uiFf: \

aafcrteffclt 'differ# ii

sum i

II • x. 65. 40
,

•ll.

264. SITUT on th* above verges.

2o5. gr’jrFtr i

*npi^wi3
; w; n v.s.

fbr. <?rai unfair aw fwin i

<rrf«j ^*1?# ?itiqcir a a.«. u7.
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in a woman are further explained: ‘‘Soma is

SasyadhipaH, the Lord of the Vegetable world,

and presides also over the mind.. .The physical

growth of the girl, including that of the hair^ was

under the care of the god, Soma. The mind of the

girl was also developed under his guidance...The

Gandharva is the master of graces. It is his

function to make the woman’s body, beautiful and

to add richness of tone. Under his care the

pelvis develop, the breasts become ro.und and

attractive, the eyes begin to speak the language

of love, and the whole body acquires a rich hue.

His work is advanced and he hands her on to

Agni. Who is Agni ? He is the Lord of Fire, the

Lord of Agni-Tattva. Nature is radiant with

colour and joy in Spring and Summer; animals

breed in Spring... Agni is fructifier. It is he who
brings about the menstrual flow, and women then

can bear children. Agni then gives her to man
5
her

fourth Pati or Lord”. 266 The Hindus believe that

different gods preside over the different stages in

the physical development of a girl and these gods

are mythologically regarded to be her husbands.

(18) Rdstrabhria and other sacrifices

A number of Homas follow, the chief among
them being Eastrabhrt, Jaya, Abhyatana and

266. The Aryan Marriage pp. 26. 27.

48
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Laja Homa. 267 The first three contain prayers

for victory and protection and aim at hostile

powers known or unknown to the bridegroom.

The last Homa is symbolical of fecundity and

prosperity. 2 67A The brother of the bride pours

out of his joined hands into her joined hands

fried grains mixed with 6a mi leaves. The bride

sacrifict s them with firmly joined hands standing,

while the bridegroom recites the verses, ‘ To the

god Aryaman the girl has made sacrifice, to Agni
May he, god Aryaman, loosen us from here, and
not form the husband’s side, Svaha The
girl strewing grains prajed thus: ‘-May my
husband live long; my relations bo prosperous

Svaha ! This grain I have thrown into the fire

;

May this bring prosperity to thee, and may it

unite me with thee. May Agni grant us that
N. N. Svaha

(19) JjPani-grahana

The Parti-grahapi or “the Grasping of the Brides
Hand” comes next.268 The Bridegroom ielzes

the right hand of the bride with, “I seize thy hand
for the sake of happiness, that thou mayest live to

267. cf. P.G.S, i. 6. '-2,

267a
- i^ersrmiiT'riKiKTt asr i

ibid.

23 .A.V.xiv. 1.4V, S.G.S.i. li. 2; A.G.S. i. 7. §; G G.S.
ii. 2, 16 jCh. G.S. i. 3 17, 31; H.G.S. i. 6. 20. 1.
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old age with me, thy husbanl. Bha ;a, Aryama,
Savitr, Purandhi, gods have given' thee to me,

that we may rule over house. This I am. That

art thou. That art thou, this am I. The Saman
am I, the Rk thou; the Heaven I, the Earth thou:

Come let us marry Let us unite our sperm.

Let us beget offsprings. Let us acquire many
son?, and may they reach old" age. Loving,

bright with genial minds may we see a hundred

autumns, may we live a hundred aulumns, may
we hear, a hundred autumns”. This ceremony is

symbolical of taking the charge and responsibility

of the girl. The responsibil ty is very sacred, as'

the girl is supposed to be given not only

by his father but also by the above guardian deities

who are witnesses to every solemn contract. Th9

prayer in the end is suggestive of a fruitful,

prosperous and happy married life.

(20)'j
f

Mounting the Stone

In order to make the wife firm in her devotion

and fidelity to him, the husband makes her tread

on a stone, 300 to the north of the,, fire, with

her right foot, repeating the verse, “Tread on this

stone; like a stone be firm. Tread the foes down-,

turn away the enemies” Stone, here, is symbolical

269. g.G.S i- 13. 10, A G.S. i. 7. 7; P.G.S. i. 7. 1.; G.G.S. ii.

2 3; Kh. G.S. i 8. 19; H G.S. i 19. 18fAp. G.S. 5. 3.
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of firmness and strength in crushing the enemies.

This cerdmoney is known as ASmaroha^a or

‘‘Mounting the Stone.’’

{21 1 The Praise 0/ Woman

The bride thus being confirmed in her duties

towards her husband, the latter sings a song in

the praise of woman who are here represented

by the goddess, Sarasvati. 2 7 0 “Sarasvati
!

promote

this undertaking, 0 gracious one, bountiful

one, thou whom we sing first of all that is, in

whom what is, has been born, in whom this whole

world dwells - that song I will sing to-day, which

will be the highest glory of women”,

(22) \hgni-Pradjiksind

The couple, then, go round the fire while the

husband recites the following formula: ‘‘To thee

they have in the beginning earned round Siirya

with the bridal procession. Mayest thou give

back, Agni, to the husbands the wife to-gether

with offspfings.” The rites from the Laja-Homa
are repeated again and the bride pours the

remaining fried grains by the net of*a basket

into the fire with, “To Bhaga Svaha !

”

870, P.G.s
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2?) The Sapta-Padi

Then the great ‘‘Sapta-padi” 271 or “The Bite

of Seven Steps” takes place. The husband

makes the wife step forward in a northern

direction seven steps with the words, “One step

for sap, two for juice, three for the prospering

of wealth, four for comforts, five for cattle, six

for the seasons. Friend ! be with seven steps

(united to me l. So be thou devoted to

me.” The objects referred to in the above

formula are essential for domestic felicities.

This ceremony is very important from the legal

point of view, as marriage is regarded legally

complete after it is performed .

37

3

After the Saptapadl the bride is sprinkled on her

head with the formula, “The blessed, the most

blessed waters, the peaceful ones, the most peaceful

ones, may they give medicine to thee”. 373 Water

is famous for possessing medicinal and sanctifying

271. P.‘ l.

272. ^nisrtei sirft fafisresH^ *ik i
Y.". 78.

<nfa?rpr«T5tf?3 ftra# ^«i? I

star f*gr § faiNi i
M -s * ix* 7J -

qfc&T gr*t m *6*1151: l

U Y.S. 84,

273.

P.G.S. 1 8.3,
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properties among all religions. By this ceremony

the bride is supposed to be free from physical

troubles and sanctified for the married life.

f%5) Touching the Heart

Next, the husband touches the heart of the

bride reaching ovpr her right shoulder
,

374 with the

words, “Into my will I take thy heart ;
thy mind

shall dwell. in my mind: in my word thou shall

rejoice with all thy heart: May Prajapati join thee

to me”. The heart is the centre of feelings. By
touching it the husband symbolically tries to rouse

them and make them flow out to meet his own
heart and thus unite them in the world of love.

{26) The B? ide Blessed

Now the bridegroom invites the assembled

guests and relatives to bless the bride, reciting

the verses over her, “Auspicious ornaments does

this woman wear. Come to her and behold her.

Having brought luck to her, go away back to your
bouses’*. 274* The Sindura-dana or painting of red

lead on the head of the bride by the bridegroom

takes place on this occasion. It is the most
striking feature of the present-day - marriage

ceremonies, but it is nowhere mentioned in the

274 Ibid. i. K 8.

274a. i'.G.S. i. t. 9.
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Grbyasutras, Tbe Paddhatis say, “According to

the tradition, Sindiira-dana etc. are* performed’’. 2 7 6

The ceremony is now called Sumangali, the name
being suggested by the first word “Sumaiigali” of

the above blessing.

{27) Sitting on Bull's Hide

According to the Grbyasutras, after the blessing,

a strong man snatched the bride up from the ground

and set her down in an eastern or northern

direction in an out of the way house; on a red

bull’s hide, with the words, % “Here may the cows
sit down, here the horses, here the men. Here may
sacrifice with thousand gifts, here may Pusan sit

down ’ 276 The bull’s hide was symbolical of

fertility and prosperity, as it is shown by the

prayer associated with this performance. At
present, the snatching up of the girl does not take

place, ncr the bull’s hide is requisitioned, as the

former is regarded indecent and the latter is

religiously objectionable. But after the prayer the

pair retire to a room in the house in the company
of ladies where many jestive pranks are played with

the bridegroom.

{28) Local Customs

At this stage of the marriage ceremonies, a

number ofrites are performed in conformance with

275. flf'CI 1 Tgfa on the above.

276. 1’ G.S, i. 8. 10.
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the local customs and tradition?. The Paraskara

Grhyasutra says that one should do according to

the custom of the village or Grama-vacanam .
377

Gadadhara explains “Gramavacan” as follows:

‘‘Though not given in the Sutras, the tying of the

auspicious yarns, wearing garlands, tying of the

garments of the bride and the bridegroom, touching

the cup of a banyan tree, touching the nose at the

arrival of the bridegroom, besmearing the chest of

the bridegroom with curd etc, and many other

things which the women of the ’place remember,

should be done”. 37

8

(%9) Nuptial Fees

In the end, the priest who conducts the nuptials

receives his fees. According to the Grhyasutras,

the Acarya should be given a cow by a Brahman,

a village by a Rajanya and a horse by a Vaigya .
270

At present, a cow is the ceremonial gift, which is

accompanied by some hard cash and clothes.

{30) Looking at the Sun and the Pole Star

Though tjie nuptials proper end at this point,

a number of ceremonies relating to marriage still

277. P.G.Si i. 8.11.

278. carar sfhni f|: i stasrlfstirfo

m55Mloi etc on the above.

279. P.G.S. i. 8; 15-1 7.
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remain fco be performed. The first few are

symbolical in their nature. The bride is required

to look at the sun if the marriage takes place in

the day time, with the words, “That eye etc’’.
280

In the night the bridegroom shows to the bride the

firm star ( i. e. the Pole Star
)

with, “Firm art

thou
; I see thee, the firm one. Firm be thou with

me, 0 thriving one 1 To me Brhaepati has given

thee ;
obtaining offsprings through me, thy

husband, live with me a hundred autumns”. 281

According to other authorities Arundhati star

and the Saptargi-Mandala should be also shown

to the bride. 282 Whether she sees them or not,

she is asked to reply when a question is put to

her, “I see”. These performances were suggestive

of firmness in the conjugal life.

(31) Triratra-vrata

The nuptial rites are followed by the fri-ratra-

vrata 2 83 or “The Observance of Continence for

Three Days.’’ “Through a period of three nights, they

shall eat no saline food; they shall sleep on the

ground; they shall refrain forfn sexual intercourse,

through one year, or through a period of twelve

days, or of six nights, or at least of three nights.”

2 SO. P.G- S. i. 8. 7.

281.

"Ibid. i. 8. 19.

282. A.G.8L ». 7. 22.

283. P.G.S. i. 8. 21.
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Such are the religious injunctions to be followed by

the husband and the wife At present, no restraints

are put on the couple and they share fully the

marriage festivities. In ancient times, a very

interesting procedure was adopted at the end of the

above observance. The pair had to wear ornaments

and lie on the same bed with Vigvavasu Gandharva

occupying the middle position, which consisted of

a rod of the Udumfcara tree, coated with sandal

paste, and covered with cloth. On the fourth night

after the performance of the Pakva-Homa. the pair

retired to a gaily decoratted room, and a verse of

great significance was recited: ‘‘Rise 0 ViSvana^u,

from this our bed, rise we pray. Seek thou a girl

that is tender in years, and that needs thy

assistance. Leave thou this bride, my wife, unto

me and let her unite herself to me. 0 Gandharva,

this bride, now united to me, her husband,

prostrates to thee, and begs this favour of thee.

Depart and find thou an immature girl that still

dwells in her father’s house. Such a one is verily

portion, nay thy birth-right.” 284 After this

the rod was cast away. The exact significance of

this rite cannot be explained, as this custom arose

under beliefs that are, at {resent, foreign to our

minds. A. C. Das is of opinion that “Thi<e rod was
supposed to be inhabited by Vigvavasu Gandharva,

284. B.G.S. ..'5. 17, 18.
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and was the witness of the pairs ‘‘Brahmacrya .” 285

A. B. Keith, relying on Oldenberg, opines, The

exact force of the magic is uncertain; the desire

by refraining from consummation to deceive evil

demons and cause them to depart is a possible

motive. Vigvavasu as a Gandharva seems to claim

his right of connexion with women even after the

marriage, and must at first be appeased and then

formally banished. But the obvious connexion of

the rite with other similar rites over the world

down to the triutti noctium is a warning against

any feeling of security in the interpretation of the

custom .” 2 86 The interpretation suggested by Keith

seems to be more probable than that offered by

Dr. Das. The belief was current in the Vedic times,

and it is recorded in the Grhyastitras also, that a

maiden in the course of her growth was enjoyed

by Soma, Gandharva and A.gni and in the last

bestowed on the man, her fourth hnsband .

287

Perhaps the people thought that even after the

nuptials the Gandharva was lingering, so it was

necessary that he should be formally asked to leave

the girl to her husband.

The Purpose of the Tri-ratra-vrsta appears

to be to give a lesson of moderation to the

285. Rgvedic Culture, p. 381.

286t#Rer!gion and Philosophy of the Velas, p. 37 ; cf

Oldenberg, Reli des Veda, pp. 88. 249,

287. A V. xiv. 2. 3, 4. V G.S. i. 4. \ 7.
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married couple iu the sexual life. Both the

husband 'and* the wife were youthful and
attracted towards each other by love It is

but natural to suppose that they would be

very eager to come into physical contact and
wish the rite to be soon over. But no, they

had yet to learn and realize that true love

was not passionate or passion-born, but was
based on perfect self-restraint. They had to

lead a life.of continence for a period, the minimum
being three days and the maximum one year.* 87 *

The longer the priod of continence, the better was
the chance of obtaining a superior issue. 287b

The Tri-Ratra-Vrata was a real necessity

when the marriages of grown-up parties took
place. After the introduction of early marriage,
however, it became defunct. In the orthodox
families it is supposed to terminate with the

Caturthl-Karma. which is performed on the
fourth-day after marriage. In the majority of
cases it is paid no heed at all The three days’
stay at the house of the father of the bride is

characterized by feasts, danoe and music.

(S2) Jljhe Bride carried and blessed

In ancient times, the marriage ceremonies
being over, the married couple started for their

287a. Cf, Rgvedic Culture, p. 381.

287b, B.G.S. i.*7.
1 J.
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home in a car,
3SB and as the wife mounted

it, she was told by the husband,' “Thou shalt

be my mistress henceforth and bear me ten sons.

Be mistress of thy father-in-law and mother- in*

law. Be mistress of these and of the other

daughters-in-law of the house, of the children,

property and all”.
3M0 In the present Hindu

society the bride is not sent to, her new home

at the time of her marriage, or if sent at all,

it i s only ceremonial for two or three (days.

The custom of the second marriage is the

general order of the day. Moreover, the child-

bride has got neither the capacity to understand

the above address nor the privilege to be the

mistress of her new home,

(88) Domestic Fire Established s Ghaturthi-karma

According to the Grhyasutras, in the fourth

night after the wedding, towards morning, the

husband established the fire within the house,

assigned his seat to the south of it, to the

Drahman placed a pot of water to the north,

cooked a mess of sacrificial food, sacrificed^the

two 5jya portions, and made other Ajja

oblations,, with, the following verses: “Agni 1

288 «5>,G.S. >. 10. 1.

2H9# Accord*ng to some, it is a reception address delivered

at the arrival of the bride to Ipr new hone.
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Expiation 1 Thou art tbe expiation of the gods.

I, the Krahmana, entreat thee, desirous of

protection. The substance that dwells in her that

brings death to her husband, that exterpates in

her, Sv&ha In the same way the husband

invoked Vayu, Stirya, Chandra and Gandharva

for. the protection of children, cattle, house and

fame. Then h$ sprinkled the wife with the

verse, “Ihe evil substance that dwells in thee,

that brings death to thy husband, < hildren,

cattle, house and fame, that T change into one

that brings death to thy paramour. Thus live

with me to old age; N.Nl” This rite is

called Caturthi-Karma, 290 Leean^e it is performed

on the fourth day after the wedding. At present,

it is performed not at the house of the

bridegroom but at the house of the bride’s

father before the marriage party leaves it The

purpose of this rite is to remove the evil

influences from the person of the bride which

may cause harm to the family.

(84) The Common Meal

At the end of the Chaturthl-karma, when
it took place at the house of the bridegroom,

the husband made the wife eat the mess of

290.P.G.S. i. 11. 13;G.G.S. ii 5; &G.S i. 18. 19; Kh, O-fl.

i. 4. 22; U’.as, i. 13. 11; Ap. G.S. 8. 8.
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cooked food with the words, “I add breath to

thy breath, bones to thy bones,’ flesh to thy

flesh, skin to thy skin.’’ 291 Later on, this

Pragana turned into a conjugal feast and now
it is performed after the second marriage. On
the Paraskara Grhyasfitra

,

393 Gadadha'ra observes,

“Here the husband dines with the wife according

to the custom.’’ Eating with the wife is

prohibited in the Hindu Dharma^astra. But it

is an exceptional case entailing no . sin. The

ceremony symbofizes the union of the persons

of both the husband and the wife.

{35) i emoral of the Nuptial Canopy.

A ceremony, not iccorded in the Grhyasutras,

has been prescribed by the Paddhatis, according

to which, the gods are dismissed to their

respictive places and the nuptial canopy is

removed .
293 It should be performed on some

An. 31%$ i

P.G*S# i* 11. 5,

292. ST3 few sc ffisfa I %<d $5$.

sfa ^ ^l«3f *WC ms?:—
gqsn* ^ wtarere: i

qfa weci ^ sk ww 11

293. »ft =3 fcc% 33; I

mi <5* fa«r« **£ gVWf U Quoted in the

Gargapaddhati.
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even day . after the marriage. Odd days are

prohibited except the fifth and the seventh.

(xv) Symbolism of Hindu Nuptials

(a) The Meaning of a Symbol. A symbol is a

thing regarded by general consent as naturally

typifying or representing or recalling something

by possession" of analogous qualities or by

association in fact or thought. A symbol is

not important by itself. It has only a vehicular

'value and conveys something beyond it It is a

mode of expression which vivifies abstract, subtle,

unfamiliar or supernatural ideas before common
folk. In ancient times, when human fancy was
stronger and the human speech was not

adequately developed {to express every shade of

thought, symbols played a very important part.

In religions and mythology they were commonly
used. But even now they have not lost their

value. The most up-to-date political ideology,

which recognizes little use of religion, employs

symbols for its ends and ideals

(b) Sacramental Marriage and Symbol.

Hindu marriage which the nuptials solemnize

is not a social contract in the modern sense

of the term, but a religious institution, a

sacrament. By it we mean that besides the

two human parties, the bride and the

bridegroom," there is a third superhuman,
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spiritual or divine element, in marriage. The

physical conditions of the two* parties are

always subject to change and, as such, they

cannot form the permanent basis of marriage.

It is on the third element that the permanent

relationship between the husband and the wife,

depends. The husband and the wife are

responsible not only to each otJb.er, but they

owe a greater allegiance to this third element.

This is the religious or mystic touch in the

purely social and material contract between a

man and a woman Without it the conjugal

life loses its charm and durability. The mystic

aspect of the Hindu marriage necessitates the use

of a number of symbols

(c) Marriage a Union of the Fittest Couple
In the very beginning of the Hindu nuptials

there is a ceremoney which symbolizes the union
of the fittest parties. This ceremoney, called

Arghya ‘Showing Respect ’, 294 while conferring

great honour on the bridegroom, indicates that he
is the best of his sex and equals. Having ordered

a, seat for the bridegroom, the father-in-law says,

“Well Sir, sit down. We will do honotfr to you,

Sir,” They get for him a couch of grass, to sit

down on, another *for feet, water for washing the

feet, water for sipping, and the honey-mixture

294. The Earaskara Grhyasutra, I. 3. 1-32.

50
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in a brass • vessel with a cover of brass. The

bridegroom accepts the couch and sitting thereon

says, '-lam the highest one among my peoples

as the sun is among the shining ones. Here I

tread on whosoever infests me.”-505 On this

occasion the guest of honour, accepting his dues

from the father in-law, makes a statement wherein

he publicly declares that he is the fittest,

match for the bride.

(d) Marriage a New Bond. Some of the most

important items of the nuptials* are those which

symbolize that marriage creates a new bond

between the bride and the bridegroom. They are

united like two young plants, which are uprooted

from two different plots and are transplanted

into a new one. They have to rear up this

union by dedicating their entire energy in the

direction of their common interest and ideal.

One such item is Samanjana or “Anointment”.1800

The father of the bride is required to anoint

the pair. While this cerernoney is being

performed, the bridegroom recites the verse,

“May the Vi4vedevah, may the Waters unite our

hearts. May MatariSva, may Dhatr, may De§ty
join us.” 29 7 The anointment is .symbolical of

«

295. fstfsfor HWfTRrgsmiftpr I
«tc. Ibid 1 3 g,

296, ibid. I. 4. 15.

297• mrert ppnfa ^ t

SRiraftMU sft ll Ibid.
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“Sneha” or love and consequently of the union

of the pair. Another ceremoney ’of this type

is the Panigrahana or the “Grasping of the

Bride’s Hand .
298 ‘‘The bridegroom seizes the

right hand of the bride with the verse, “I

seize thy hand for the sake of happiness, that

thou rnayest live to old age with me, thy

husband. Bhaga, Aryama, Savitr, gods have

given thee to me, that we may rule over the

house-hold. This I am That art thou. That

art thou, this am I The Saman am I, the

Rk 299 thou; the Heaven I, the Earth thou.

Come let us marry. This ceremoney is symbolical

of physical bond between the husband and

the wife. The next ceremony of this kind is the

HrdayasparSa or “Touching the Heart of the

Bride .’’ 300 The husband touches the heart of the

bride reaching over her right shoulder with the

words, ‘‘Into my will I take thy heart; thy mind

shall dwell in my mind; in my word thou shall

rejoice with all thy heart : May Prajapati join thee

to me.’’ 301 This performance indicates that marriage

is not only the physical union* of two persons but

also the union of two hearts or *souls. Tlfe heart is

298. The Atharvav^da, xiv. i. 49; the A^valayana G.S. I, 7. 3;

the Gobhila G S. II. 2 1 6.

299. Ifeid.

3C0. The Paraskara G.S. I* 8. 8.

30l. $3$ 3[enftr fawrsfsra % t Ibid.
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the centre of feelings. By touching it the husband

symbolically tries to rouse the soft emotions of

the wife and make them flow out to meet his own
and thus to create a real union in the psychic world*

One more ceremony may be mentioned in this

connection. In the Sthalipaka or the “Common
Dinner 1,0 2 the husband makes the wife eat the

mess of cooked food with the words, “I add breath

to thy breath, bones to thy bones, flesh to thy flesh,

skin to thy skin .’5303 Here both the material and
the vital selves of the husband a’nd the wife are

united.

(e) Marriage a Permanent and Stable Union,
Marriage is not a temporary contract to serve the

momentary physical demand or to enjoy good
company for sometime and then to lapse at the

slightest inconvenience. It is a permanent union
which stands various vicissitudes in life only to

grow stronger and more stable. This fact has been
symbolized by a number of ceremonies in the Hindu
Nuptials. In the ASmarohana or “Mounting the
Stoue” 304 ceremony the husband makes the wife
tread on a stone repealing the verse, “Tread on this

stone; like h stone be firm ,” 808 Stone is a symbol
of firmness and strength. The wife is exhorted to

31*2. The Paraskara G.S. I. ll. 5.

3°3. sn^ morRf^yrrfor etc. ibid.

804. The ^amklyayana G.S, I. i, '19.

305. few u=r i
Ibid,
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be adamantine in her conjugal fidelity. Another
ceremony of this class is Dhruvadargana or* “Looking
at the Pole Star.”’ 00 In the night the bridegroom

shows to the bride the Pole Star with the verse,

“Firm art. thou
; I see thee the firm one. Firm be

thou with me, 0 thriving one. To me Brhaspati

has given thee obtaining offsprings through me,

thy husband, live with me a hundred autumns,” 307

Here two thincs are indicated. Firstly, the wife

should be as firm and fixed as the Pole Star is amidst

innumerable moving bodies in the firmament.

Secondly, the union shou !d last for a hundred

years which is the normal span of human life*

Thus the firm and life-long companionship is the

objective in view. This aspect of marriage is

highly prized and the husband prays tot he goddess

Sarasvatl to protect it: ‘‘Sarasvati, promote this

undertaking, O gracious one, bountiful one, thou

whom will sing first of all that is-, in whom what is;

has been born
;
in whom this whole world dwells

—

that song T will sing to-day, which will be the

highest glory of women.” 308

(f) Biological Syrabolisrfi of Marriage lhe

primary function of a marriager is racial, that is, the

continuity f'f the race through the procreation of

:K)6„The Plraskara G.S. I 8. Id.

807. wsrafa ;*r etc. ibid.

30s. The Pliraskara G.S. I. 7. 2.
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children. In the Hindu nuptials, there are various

ceremonies that' pJnt out this fact and intend to

make the union fruitful, to aveit the dangers

associated with the sexual intercourse and to

facilitate the various stages of the process of

generation. After accepting the bride formally given

away by her father, the bridegroom puts a very

significant question to the guardian of the girl,

‘Who ha* given this bride to me l The answer is,

“Kama or the God of Love.” 30
'J

It meins that the

basic desire to exist through progeny is mainly
responsible for marriage In another place we find

a ie rerence to the biological development of the

bride, her preparedness for a married life and
consequent procreation of children. Thr' bridegroom
reminds the bride, ‘‘First Soma had thee for his

bride, the Garhdharva had thee next Agni was thy
third husband

; thy fourth husband a m I, born of
man. Soma gave thee to Ganhdharva

; the
Garhdharva gave to Agni; and Agni has given thee
to me for wealth and sons.” 15 10

These verses are explained by Sayapa thus,

“While yet desire for 'sexual intercourse has not
arisen Soma enjoys the girl; when it has just begun
the Gandharva takes her

; and at marriage transfers
her to Agni, from whom man obtains her (possessing

309.
) 4>w i

310. I he Rgvecfa, x, 83. 40, 41.
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capacity ) for producing wealth and sons .”311 The
Smrtis offer a clearer interpretation of the above
obscure passage: “Soma gave them (women) purity;

the Gaindharva bestowed sweet speech; and Agni
Sarvamedhatva rr purity. Therefore women are

alwajs in possession of Sarvamedhatva or

purity.” 312 A modern writer further clarifies

the suggestion. “Soma is Sasyadhipati, the Lord
of the Vegetable world

; and presides also over the

mind. ..The physical growth of the girl, including

that of the hair is under the care o r the god Soma.

The mind of the girl also develops under his

guidance...The Gaindharva is the master of graces,

It is his function to make woman’s body beautiful

and to add richness to her tone. Under his care

the pelvis develop, the breasts become round and

attracts e. The eyes begin to s peak the language of

love and the whole body acquires a rich hue His

work is advanced and he hands her on to Agni.

Who is Agni ? He is the Lord of Fire, the Lord of

Agni-tattva. Nature is radiant with colour and

joy in spring and Summer, Animals breed in

Spring
,

Agni is the fructifier. It is he who

brings about the menstrual flow and w,omen then

can bear children. Agni then gives her to man, her

fourth Pafci or Lord.” 313 In the “Grasping of the

3 l \ .£ a) ana on the above veiFe.

312, The Alrismrti, 137.

31 3 . The Aiya» Mattiaye, pp. 26, 27.
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Hand’’ ceremony also the biological aspect of

marriage is fully brought out. The bridegroom says

to the bride, “The Heaven am I, the Earth thou.

Come let us marry. Let us unite our sperm Let

us beget offsprings. Let us acquire many sons and

may they reach old age. Loving, bright with genial

minds, may we see a hundred autumns, may we live

a hundred autumns ,” 314 Just as in the Yedie

pantheon, the Heaven and the Earth
( Dyava

Pythivi
)
art the parents of gods or shining ones,

so the husband and the wife «are expected to

generate a worhi of their own.

(g) Marriage should be Fruitful and Prosperous.

The nuptials symbolize not only the biological

function of marriage but also employ a number of

symbols which refer to the fertility and prosperity

of the married life. There is tho Laja Homa 315

or “offerings of Fried Grains into Fire” ceremony
in which the brother of the bride pours out of his

joined hands fried grains mixed with Sami leaves.

The bride offers them with firmly joined hands
standing, while the bridegroom reoites the verses

“To the god Aryaman the girl has made sacrifice,

to Agni. he god, Aryaman, loosen us from
here, and not from* the husband’s side. Sr&hal”
The girl strewing grains prayed thus, “May my

an. srluf w i cnlff farat ** wr I etc._ rhe
Hitanyakeil G.S. I. 6. 20. 1.

315. The Parasfcara. G.S, I. 6, 1.
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husband live long, my relations be prosperous.

Svaha 1 This grain I have thrown into thfi fire, may
this bring prosperity to thee, and may it unite me
with thee. May Agni grant us N N. Svaha !’’ 3 16

Here grains and leaves are symbols of fruil fulness

and prosperity. There is another ceremony which

emphasizes the same thing. According to the

G-rhyasutras, a strong man snatches the bride

up from the ground and sets her down in an

eastern or northern direction on a red bull’s

hide with the word, “Here may the cows sit

down, here the horses, here the men. Here
may sacrifice with thousand gifts, here may
Pusan sit down 317 “The bull, the horse, the

cows, the men, the sacrifice are all rocognized

as signs of virility and fecundity. The idea

of, and a strong desire for, a prosperous life is

better expressed in the ceremoney called Saptapadl

or the Rite of Taking Seven Steps”. 318 The

husband makes the wife step forword in a

northern direction seven steps withthe word, ‘‘One

step for sap, two or juice, three for the prospering

of wealth, four for comforts,, five for cattle, six

for the seasons. Friend, be with seven steps

(
united to me ). So be thou devoted to me.” 31

9

316. Ibid.

317. Ibid. L 8. 10.

318. ibid. I. 8. 1.

319. Ibid.

51
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(h) Marriage a Crisis: Removal of Evil

Influences. Marriage is the most critical event

in the life of a man and ushers in quite a

a new era in his life It establishes a novel

relation between two persons, which is

attended by many anticipations, hopes and fears

In the nuptials various attempts are made to

remove the dangers associated with the crisis of

marriage. The father of the bride, while making

the pair face each other exhorts her in the following

words, ‘ Be thou of benign and pleasing eyes; never

cherish an evil design against your husbandj be

kind and well-wishing to cattle and others

dependent like them
; be always cheerful and

prosperous; be the mother of heroic sons;

sacrifice to the gods; be happy, be auspicious

to us, bipeds and quadrupeds”. 320 The first

fears and doubts are about the bride who is

to form the nucleus of the home and has to

deal not only with her husband but also with

his dependents and cattle. In relation with all

t^ese she is expected to be affectionate, kind

and generous. In -the Rastrabhrta sacrifice

bridegroom' seeks . protection from important

gods and Fathers against all possible dangers

which might be lurking in a m&rried • life He
says, ‘‘Let Fire, the Lord of creatures protect

320. The Paraskara G.S. I. 4. l7.
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me, let Indra the Lord of the Great protect

me; let Yama, the Lord of the Earthr, protect

me...”
321 In the Abhisifichana, “Sprinkling of

water ” 323 ceremony the waters are requested

to ensure perfect health and all-round peace:

“Let the waters, which are auspicious, the

most auspicious, peaceful the most peaceful,

be health-giving medicine to you”. 323 Then

there is a Sumaihgate ( Auspicious ) ceremony

in which the bridegroom invites the assembled

guests and relatives to bless her with the

following words: “Auspicious ornaments does

this woman wear, come to her and behold her.

Having brought luck to her, go away back to

your houses ’’. 324 At the close of the nuptials

there is a ceremony, called Caturthl-karma
,

333

which is performed on the fourth day after

marriage. The husband offers oblations with

the verses,” Agni > Expiation ! Thou art the

expiation of the gods. I, the Brahmapa,

entreat thee, desirous of protection. The substance

that dwells in her, that brings death to her

husband, that extrpate i.n her. Svaha !” 326

821. Ibid. i. 5. 7-11.

322. Jbids l. 8. 5.
-

$23. Ibid.

324. Jbid. I. 8. 9.

325. The Apastamba G S. 8*8; the Khadira G*S. I, 4. 22,

326. Paraskara G.S, I. 11, 2*
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Next he sprinkles water on the bri'le with the

words “The evl substances that dwell in thee,

that bring death to thy husband, children,

cattle, house and fame, that I change into one

that brings death to thy paramonr. Thus live

with me to an old age”. 3 8 7 In all these

ceremonies the critical nature of marriage and

the dangers attendant thereon are realized and

attempts are made to remove them. Here one

thing particularly is noteworthy. The bride is

supposed to be more susceptible to dangers than

the bridegroom and, therefore, she is the centre

of auspicious ceremonies.

( i ) Marriage not a Licence. The fact that

marriage is not a passport for sexuil indulgence

but a human institution aiming at moderation in

the conjugal life, has been emphasized at the end of

the nuptials, when the Triratra-vrata* or the

“Observance. of Continence for Three Nights”838 is

undertaken. “Through a period of three nights they

shall eat no saline food, they shall sleep on the

ground; they shall refrain from the sexual

intercourse through one year, or at least three

nights ’*.829 The symbolism of this observance

seems to be to give a lesson in moderation to

the married couple. It is but' natural for a

327. Ibid.

828. The Paraskara G.S. I. 8. 2b
329. Ibid.
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young man and a young womon to be strongly
attracted towards each other and to be eager
to come into physical contact as soon as
possible. But here the religious ceremonies utter

a word of caustion by introducing the aforesaid

observance. The married couple has as yet to

wait and realize thit married love should never
be controlled by blind passion* but should be

based on perfect self-restraint. The greater the

moderation the happier the married life

will be.

( j ) Marriage a Social Change and a Sacrifice.

The nuptials in their utterances, promises,

hopes and fears symbolize a great social

transition in the life of the bride and the

bridegroom. They are no longer irresponsible

youths depending for their bread and views on

their parents. The seriousness of life dawns upon

them. They for sake their old families to form a

new one. They have to run an independent home,

to earn their own livelihood, to procreate children

and to discharge their obligations towards godsj

Fathers and the creatures of the world. Ihis is

the life of responsibilities and cares. It*is only in

this sense that Hindu marriage or “Yivaha’’ can

properly tfe understood, which means “to lift, to

support, to hold up, to sustain”. This involves a

great compromise and mutual sacrifice. Those,

who regard marriage as the solution of the problem
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of happiness, suffer froma great misconception.

Tnose, tfho * marry for pleasures are sorely

disappointed. The essential difficulties of life

are not given send off under the wedding canopy

but. as a matter of fact, they are invited. The

conscious acceptance of responsibilities in life is

to court suffering. We, no doubt, talk of a happy

marriage. But the happiness of the married life is

not possible in the selfish sense of the personal

pleasure. .Marriage acquires its true meaning and

reaches perfection only when" the conjugal

relationship is based on the realization that

marriage is a willing sacrifice for. the good of the

partner, the family, the society and the world.

Thus the general function of nuptial symbolism

is to cover all the aspects of married life. The

biological significance, the critical nature, the

physical anil mental union of the couple,

moderation, the social transition and sacrifice, these

are the main features of the Hindu nuptials.

They have been symbolically suggested but not

described in transparent prose, because conveyed

through symbols, they are better emphasized and
become more eloquent and telling.



CHAPTER IX

THE ANTYESTI SAMSKARA
(THE FUNERAL CEREMONIES)

(1) Introductory

The last sacrament in the life of a #Hindu is

the Antyesti or the Funeral with which he closes

the concluding chapter of hi^ worldly career

While living, a Hindu consecrates his worldly life

by performing various rites and ceremonies at the

different stages of his progress At his departure

from this world, his survivors consecrate his death

for his future felicity in the next world This

Samskara, being post-mortem, is not less important,

because for a Hindu the xalue of the next world

is higher than that of the present one. The

Baudhayana Pitrmedha-Sufras say, “It is well-

known that through the Samskaras after the birth

one conquers this earth; through the Saihskaras

after the death the heaven ” 1 Therefore the

ritualists are very anxious to have the funerals

performed with meticulous care

(2) The Origin

y) The Horror of Death

The origin of the funeral cermonies like

that of the others is shrouded in mystery. There

1. |
in. U 4.
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were many factors that brought into existence

the rite? and ceremonies attending on the

occassion of death. First of all, there was the

horror ef death. To an early man death was not

the natural end of life, but an abnormal event

which shocked him to the core. The horror

depended not so much upon the physical pain that

is caused at the time of death as upon the

mystery of it and the results which is produced

for its victim and his relatives. All the familiar

relations ceased between then>, and the body

which was the centre of these relations

decomposed. This horror has given birth to an
obstinate disbelief in the necessity of death.

The attempts to escape it are repeated, though

with sad failure. - Even t ho most natural and
inevitable desease is ascribed to causes not beyond
human control. The picture thus presented of

the desperate i*efusal of mankind to accept the

necessary end of the worldly career is one of the

most pathetic episodes in the history of human
race. In the futile attempts for averting death,

many ceremonies of primitive type arose. a*But
the contrast between life and death was so
striking that man ftad ultimately to accept it as
the natural end of the human life. He,'
then, made the proper arrangement for making

2. A.G.S*
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the death and the life after death easy.

3

(it) jThe Conception of the Soul after death

According to the primitive belief, death did

not cause the entire annihilation of. man. * The

usual theory of the process of death was the

separation of the soul from the body. The soul

may separate from the body befdre death as in

dreams. Sickness was frequently held to be

such a separation. The distinction between such a

separation and that of death was that the latter

was final. Thus, the deceased, though disembodied,

was supposed to be stiil living.

{iii)J The mixid Feelings of Dread and Love

The survivors cherished mixed sentiments

towards the dead. Fir; t, there was the sentiment

of dread. 'It was believed that the deceased

had still some kind of interest in his family

property and relations, whom he would not like to

quit and, therefore, was lingering about the house.

3.
a?'

ftsridtawJTisrrd , sr

a fading; l 2.

awiswj id n 3.

asuprncR faswrer-? <t# 3d fagsir m<p5

B.P.S, iii.

52
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It was alsp'supposed that because he was alienated

from the survivors by death, he might cause injury

to the family. So attempts were made to avoid his

presence and contact. Formal farewel address was

given to him
;

4 he was asked to depart; and even

actual barriers were put letween the living and the

dead

5

Besides, he was provided with food and

other articles necessary for a traveller, so that

he should resume his journey to tTie next world.

-The next -sentiment was of affection and love

towards the deceased. The natural blood-relation

still existed between the dead and his relations.

The survivors were solicitous about the future

welfare of the departed. They thought that it

was their duty to help the dead in reaching his

destination after death. The corpse was
disposed of by means of fire, so that the dead,

being purified, may be allowed to enter the holy

place of the Fathers .
0 Articles necessary in the

journey were supplied to him, so that he may
not suffer from want. As the next world -

was believed to be a replica of this world,

every thing necessary for starting a new life

was presented to - him. For example, the

4. iff! Eff qfsdu: etc. A.V. xviii. 1. 54.

P.G.S. iii. 10, 24.

&• wft raNt&fer sfsienfaswt: i R.v. x,i6. l.

6. The qtU' Stein’s cat, p, 104.
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Anustarani or an old cow or a goat* was sent

with him to serve as a guide 'in the way;

daily food was offered; in later times, and

even now, the Vaitarani or a cow is given

to help the dead in crossing the river lying

in the way to Yama .
7 Formerly these things

were consumed in fire with the dead. Now
they are presented to the Brahqjans, who are

supposed to send them to the realm of the

dead through some mysterious agency.

(it?) Physical * eeds

In addition to the above sentiments, there

was the physical need of disposing of the

dead body and the subsequent performance of

ceremonies and observances. The decomposition

of the corpse made it impossible for the

relatives to keep it in the house for a long

time. So, like other refuses, it was also

removed, though with reverenee and care denied to

them. Moreover disease and death of the dead

caused pollution and contagion in the family.

In order to remove them many observances

and taboos arose.

The main objects of the proper disposal of

the corpse and the performance of all the

rites and ceremonies connected with it are to

7, E. V.x. 14. 16,18.
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free the survivors from the pollution of death

and to 'give- rest to the dead. Until these

rites and ceremonies are duly performed, the

soul of the man is not finally dismissed to

its place in the next world, it does not find

place in the company of the fathers, if is not

elevated to its due position in the cult of

ancestral worship and it continues to ho Preta,

haunting its relatives unpleasantly. This belief

was current in all the ancient peoples and is

universal in the lower culture ^von at present.

The funeral ceremonies were as significant

among the ancient Greeks and Egyptians as

among the Hindus.

(3) Different Kinds of Disposal

We have no pre-Vedic record of the disposal

of the corpse and other funeral ceremonies

connected therewith. Recent archaeological

.discoveries, no doubt, have brought to light some
instances of how the dead bodies were disposed

of in ancient India. But their chronology is

still disputable and we cannot trace them
all back do pre-historio times with any
appreciable amount of certainty. Moreover
information supplied by them is limited to the

burial of the dead and they do not tell any
thing about the postburial or the cremation
Ceremonies,
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The earlisest literary mention of the funeral

ceremonies is found in the Rgveda 8 and the

Atharvavoda .
0 The mode of the disposal of

the dead depends on the religious belief of

the people concerned and their general culture.

The society presented in the Vedic’ hymns is

sufficiently advanced, so the primitive forms

of disposal are not to be found in them.

Cannibalism or eating away of the dead by the

survivors cannot be traced in the Vedas. The

sub-aerial deposit? or leaving the body on the

ground was probably the earliest method of

removing the corpse, as it was the simplest. In the

funeral hymns there is no description of it, though

it is refeared to once .
10 In the very primitive

times, when people moved from place to place in the

search of food and fodder, exposure of the dead and

the diseased was very common, as they proveda

burden on the wandering family. During the

Vedic period, the Indo-Aryans were not a nomadic

people but they led a settled and civilized life and

the aged were held in love and respect. So no

exposure of the aged persons took place. But

Kaegie 1

1

quotes the following remarks qf Zimmer

to show the treatment accorded by the Germans

$0 A. V. I * 2. 3, 4*

9. tfaiarar % Ttfar % ^ i A.v * xviiL 2'34<

1 0. Dc-r Rgueda, No. 50.

1 1, Grimu Deutsche Rechtsalt, pp. 487 ff
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to the aged, in order to prove the existence of a

similar 'custom among the Rgvedio Aryans*

Among the Germans, when tho master
of the house was above sixty years old, if the signs

of the weakness of age were of such a character

that he
(
“no' longer had the power to walk or stand,

and to ride unassisted and unsupported, with

collected mind^frce will and good sense, he was;
obliged to give over his authority to his son

and to perform menial service; the old men might

be made by hard sons and crtiel grand-sons to

expiate painfully the love and gentleness they had
neglected in their more powerful days

; those who
had grown useless and burdensome were even
either killed outright, or exposed and abandoned
to death by starvation”. 1 * Kaegie says, “We
have to imagine exactly similar conditions among
the Indians, when the texts speak of ‘‘the divided
possessions of an old father’’ and of “old men
exposed”. 1

3

The above ifnerence is based upon a Kigvedic
verse, which indicates that the possessions of the
old father were divided among his sons in his
life time. 'But even if we suppose that they were
landed property, provision had to be first made for
his and his wife’s maintenance “The passages ii»

12. dimmer, Act. Laben, 326-328.

13. Vedic Index i. 351, 352.
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the later literature, however, “all negative the idea

that the property of the family was legally family

property ;
it is clear that it w as the property of the

head of the house, usually the father, and that the

other members of the family only had moral claims

upon it, which the father could ignore,' though he

might be coerced by his sons if they were physically

stronger.:.. ..The developed patria potestas of the

father, which was marked very early, as shown

by the legend of Sunahsepa, is inconsistent with

the views that tfie sons were legally co-sharers,

with the father, unless and until they actually

insisted on a division of the property”. 14 Then,

again, it should be observed that even in the

Rgvedic 15 times, sons were coveted, because they

would offer oblations to the dead parents and their

ancestors. This was not only a moral but a

rleigious duty It cannot, therefore, be conceived

by any stretch of imagination that the Rgvedic

Aryans killed their old and decrepit parents or

exposed and abandoned them to die by starvation.

The custom found among the ancient Germans

must have beeu a relic of the barbarous times,

that prevailed among the prehistoric aborgines of

Europe, with whom the half civilized German tribes

had amalgamated. There is no distinct trace of

li. it. fy. i. 105. 3.

15. viii. 51. 2.
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the existences of this barbarous custom in the

Rgveda, "the oldest work extant of the Aaryn

people.

There are a few passages more in the Vedic

hymns, from which the existence of exposure is

inferred. Th'e Rgveda16 refers to a person cast

out and the Atharvaveda 17 speaks of the dead

man being exposed ( Uddhita ). Rut the"

latter passage may well refer merely to the

bodies being exposed after death to the elements

as is done by the Parsis. life former passage

may refer to the individual case of some person

who may have been cast out, and proves

absolutely nothing as to a habitual or

recognized custom.

We have no record of the cave burial also

in the funeral ceremonies of the Hindus. It

seems that it was not a recognize 1 form of

disposal. Water burial or to fling a dead body

into a sea or a river is one of the easiest

ways of getting rid of it. That doubtless is

the reason for thus disposing of the corpses

of slaves or common people in various

places. Rut it .does not account for every

case of water burial. In pome cases the object

is not merely to get rid of the body, but to

prevent the deceased from returning to plague

16. x. 14.

17. xviii. 2- 34,
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the survivors
,

18 for water is usually regarded

a barrier to scare away evil -spirits. The

practical utility of water burial is recognized

in Hinduism in the case of those who have

no survivors, to perform their funeral

ceremonies. But the sentiment of -fear is not

so prominent in the Hindu mind. At present

•water burial is accorded to small children, who
are esteemed too innocent to require a

purification, or to realized ascetics and

mendicants, who - have no family ties and do not

stand in need of funeral. Married men and

women, who die of some epidemics, are given

water burial. But in their case, the funeral

ceremonies are postponed to a subsequent

convenient time when their effigies are properly

burnt and the post-cremation ceremonies are duly

perform* d.

Inhumation or burial proper is almost

absent in the present day Hindu funerals,

except in cases of great saintly personalities

and very small children .

19 But the existence

of this custom among common people in the

Rgvedic times is proved by the verses

contained in it .

20 Addressing the dead body
•

18. E. S. flai tland, Encyclopaedia if Religion and Ethics,

vol iv. p. 421.

19. iref i
P-G.s.in. in. 2-5

20. x. 18 10-13.

S3
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carried to, and lying in the burial ground, the

priest says: “Go to this thy mother, Earth,

the widespread, delightful Earth; this virgin

( Earth is, as soft as wool, to the liberal

worshipper
;
may she protect thee from the

proximity 'of Nirti. Earth, rise, above him;

oppress him not; be attentive to him (and)

comfortable; c<jver him up, Earth as a mother

covers her child with the skirt of her garment.

May the. earth heaped over him lie light; may
thousand of particles (

of dust ) envelop him;

may these mansions distil ghee for him;

may they every day be an asylum to him in

this world. I heap up the earth around thee

placing ( upon thee ) this clod of earth ; may I

not be injured
;

let the Piatra sustain this thy

monument; may Yama make thee a dwelling

here. ,,ai

Scholars influenced by the lator-day custom

of cremation and the subsequent burial of the

remains hold that the above hymns refer to

the Asthi-sanchaya or the collection of

bones. According t<j Sayana the above verses

were uttered at the time when the bones

of the dead were put into an urn and buried

into a grave. He bases his *opiniqp on the

S^valayana Grbyasutra. 21 * But this was a later

21. Ibid.

fla iv, 5.
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custom, and should be regarded as a relic of

the ancient custom of burial, ' which was

being replaced by the custom of cremation.

It. was a compromise between the two

customs. The opinion of Sayan a cannot be

accepted owing to the following reasons!

(1} At the time of cremation, verses were

uttered • with the object of sending the dead

man to heaven, the dominion of Yama, situated

in the highest heaven, 22 If he had already

been cremated &nd gone to heaven, why soon

afterwards, at the time of burying his ashes

and bones, should he be asked again to go “to

this thy mother Earth” the widespread delightful

Earth ? Such a procedure would be inconsistent

and contradictory.

(ii) If it be at all possible for the dead

corpse to suffer any paiD, it must have suffered

extreme agony at the time of cremation, and the

burnt bones and ashes would suffer no further

pain or agony at the time of their burial in

grave, enclosed in an urn provided with a lid,

over which earth was heaped up. But the

verses become quite 'intelligible when they are

applied to the burial of a corpse. The dead

body wa& still* there, as would appear from a

perusal of the verses in which the mourners

22.x. 16. 2,
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have been* described as taking away the bow

from the* dead man’s hand, and it was quite

natural for them not to have been able as yet

to dissociate themselves from their filings and

belief that the dead man, who have been quite

alive a few* hours back, could not feci any pain

afterwards. It was, therefore, quite natural for

them, while perform ing their last duty ‘towards'

him, to entertain tender feelings for him, and

address -him as follows: “Go to this, thy

Mother-Earth etc ’’ and the * earth was also

asked to be kind and soft to him.

There can be no doubt that the foregoing

verses refer to the burial of a dead person and

not to his ashes or bones after cremation. But
it must be admitted that even during tho Vedic

period this custom was becoming optional and
falling into disuse. When the cult of sacrifice

was fully established, the funeral came to be

regarded as a sacrifice'2 8 an i cremation

became the most prevalent custom, replacing

the older custom of burial. In the Grhy&sfifcras

the burial of the d'ead bodies is not mentioned,

though the ancient tradition was followed in

the form of burying the bones and ashes of the

dead after cremation. In subsequent Himes the

23, This, however, was a Pitryajga as the dead was sent

unto the Fathers, cf R,V. x, 16. 1.
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burial of the dead became quite unknown among

the Hindus except, in the cases 6f very small

children an 1 ascetics.

Preservation of the dead body in the house with

or without previous desiccation or mummification

is not mentioned at all in the ritual literature of

the Hindus. This custom was prevalent in a rude

'or archaic society that believed that the soul or

spirit of the man was still dwelling in the body

after his death. The Indo»Aryans outgrew this

stage as early as the Vedic period. According to

their faith the spirit departed form the dead oody 24

and there was no sense in preserving it.

Cremation or burning of the dead body is

the most recognized mode of the disposal of

corpse among the Hindus from the time

of the Vedas up to the present day. This

inode evolved at a high stage of the hunutt

civilization, as it is the most scientific and

.refined. Mire than one causes might, have

operated in bringing this custom into existence

;

(i) Tribes without a settled abode may have

found it convenient, .if they desired to carry

about the remains of their dead, or £o remove

such remains beyond the possibility of desecration

by. their lenemies.

(ii)
4
Another very powerful motive for

24. B.V. x. 14. 7-9 -
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cremationjnay hare been the desire to bo quit of

the ghost. The fortress of the ghost was destroyed

by fire anf1 it was frightened away by its flames.

(iii) Fire, consuming forest, grass and refuses

might hare suggested its utility in burning away
the dead also.

(iv) In the beginning the above causes may
have been more active, but the most potent factor

that gave the custom of cremation a lasting position

was the religious belief of the Indo-Aryans that

obtained during . the Vedic period. Fire was
regarded by the Indo-Aryans as the messenger of

the gods on‘ earth, and the carrier of the oblations

offered to them. 2 * The material things that

constituted Havya could not be bodily and directly

conveyed to the gods in heaven ; hence the services

of a heavenly messenger and carrier like Agni
"’were requisitioned. This analogy was also

extended to hnman corpses as well as to the

“carcases of the animals that were sacrificed to the

gods. After a man died, it was thought necessary to

send his body to heaven. This could be only done
by consigning it to

- Agni. After the body was
consumed by it and reduced to ashes, the dead
could receive a new body in the world of

Yama and join the Pitara and his ancestors* 85

25. ?rft 3RRT ki ggissf lyf |
R. V.* i. 60.

25a. R.V. k, 14. 8.
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This seems to be the most powerful idea

underlying the custom of cremation, ‘and this

idea was essentially a religious one. Before

fire waft discovered and brought to human use,

corpses used to be cast away as a rule, or

hurried under ground, or exposed to" be devoured

by carnivorous birds and beasts. The custom

’of cremation must, therefor^, have come

into existance in the last. One branch of the

ancient Aryans, the Parsis, however, retained

the older eustonf of exposing the corpse to be

devoured by birds, even after they had become

staunch Fire-worshippers, for they regarded Fire

too sacred to bo polluted by such an unclean thing

as a corpse. But the Vedic Ar}ans did not agree

with them in this view, and, anxious as they were

to see their beloved dead go to heaven and join his

ancestors, they consistently thought it right to

consign his dead body to Agni in order to transfer
,

it to heaven, in a subtler and a more resplendent

form befitting his new environments.

There was another religious belief also

which seems to have been instrumental in

introducing tho custom of grematiom It was

believed that the evil spirits mostly originated

from the «wieked souls of the dead persons

hurried in the fearth .

20 So the people thought

86. Vedic Mythology, p. 70. cf. Oldenberg, Die Religion

des Veda, 68-2.
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it necessary to restrict their number in the

terrestrial region by widely introducing the

custom of cremation and thus sending the

dead to the regions of Yama or Nirti, there

to receive the reward or punishment of their

actions. The Hindus even now regard cremation

as absolutely necessary for the welfare of the souls

of the dead, excepting those of the infants .who are.

sinless and pure, and of the holy mendicants or

Sadhus who are supposed to hate overcome evil

tendencies during their life-t ;me, <and are, therefore,

accorded a burrial'as perfectly harmless. But in the

case of ordinary men and householders, want of

cremation is looked upon with horror, retarding the

progress of the souls in the other world ( Sadgati ).

The Hindus cal! the cremation ceremony

Aurdhvadaihika-kriya or the ceremonies that

release the soul from the body for its upward

journey to heaven. Unless the ceremony is

performed, the departed soul is lelieted to linger

about its late habitation and hover about without

consolation, and in great distress as a Pi eta

The rites of cremation are denied to babes and

children under the age of inititon or puberatiy .

a7

Childrem are gently burned. In some cases

at least, and possibly in all, this is done with

a view to securing their rebirth. Persons

27 According to the Gfliyaustr,is, childien below two only

are denied this tite, See l’.G.S, iii, 10, 2,
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dying of epidemics are generally cast away in

water. It is due to the superstition * that the

evil spirits that bring these diseases will be

infuriated if their victims are burnt. Persons

held in reverence are also not burnt, as their

sacred qualities set them apart from the rest of

mankind. Women dying in pregnancy or childhed

also are 'not accorded the rites of carnation.

(i) The Funerals

(i) The Veclic Fj'iod

For the full details and descriptions of the

funeral ceremonies we should begin with the

Yedic period. The details of the rites must,

like those of the marriage rites, have differed among
different tribes during the time of the Vedas. But

we have no record of the different families.

Moreover, the verses of the ceremonies are

not arranged in the order of their occurence

in the Rgved X. lt-19 and the Atharvaved

XVIII where they are collected. Still we can

easily guess the main incidents of the rite:

(i) When a man d ?ed, verses were recited to

revive him (Atharvaveda VII.53) ; when
this failed funeral rites were started. 37a

27a, A Survival of a similar custom is found in Spain, On the

death of a pope or a king, a high official of the court calls

with a loud voice lhree tfmes the name of the deceased,

and receiving no reply, ceitifies the .death E. S. Hartland,

E, R. E. vol iv. p. 41 1,

u
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(ii) The corpse was washed ( Atharvaveda

V.19.4) and the big toes tied together

with a bunch of twigs, lest death should

walk back to the house after the corpse

was sent out (Atharvaveds,V.19.12).

(iii) The corpse was removed on a cart drawn
by two bulls (Atharvaveda 2’56

; Taittiriya

Aranyalsa IV. 1.3) accompanied by mourning
relatives and professional mourners

(Atharvaveda VIII.1.19; Atharvaveda

IX.2.11).

(iv) The corpse was dressed in the burning

ground (Atharvaveda. XVIII 2 57).

(v) The face of the dead was covered with

the .omentum of a cow 'Atharvaveda.

XVIII, 2.58).

(vi) The staff or the bow was taken off from

the hand of the dead person
(
Atharvaveda

XVIII.2.59.60 )

(vii) The widow lay down on the funeral pile

by the side of her husband (The Kgveda
X 18.7 ; Atharvaveda XVIII.3.1.2),

(viii) A %oat wa,s sacrificed and the pile was
lit up. Women expressed their grief

(Atharvaveda XVIII. 2.4.8}. .

(ix) The various parta of the dead man’s body
were directed to go to appropriate’ places

(Egveda X.16.3).
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(x) The bones were collected and burned and

in some cases a funeral monument was

erected (Rgveda X.18.11.13 ).

(xi) A farewel address was presented to the

dead .Rgveda X. 14.7.8).

(xii) The survivors took their funeral bath to

purge the pollution caused by the funeral

fire (Atharvaveda XII 2.4Q-42 ).

(x’ii) The pure sacrificial fire was lighted up

in the house to remove the impure fire.

(Atharvaveda. XII 2.43-45J

(xiv) On the completion of tho funeral rites

the corpse-eating Fire (Kravyad.i which

had been invoked for cremation had to

be sent out of the house (Atharvaveda

XII 2.4) The Grahi Fire was also sent

out, who holds fast in his net the house,

when a dame’s husband dies (Atharvaveda

XII.2.39;.

(xv) Then there was feasting and resumption

of dancing and laughter Rgveda X.18.3).

Thus in the above list of the incidents, we
find all the tour parts of the complete funeral

rites, the burning
; the Abhis'ifichana and the

Smagana-chiti ( the washing of the corpse and

piling of Che funeral pyre) ; the Udaka-Karma
(water

„
oblations) ; and the &antikarma

(pacificatory rites). The details have suffered

much alteration during the passage t>f time, but
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the fundamental divisions of the rite are still

the same.

(ii) The Sutra Period

Coming .down from the vedas we find the

description of the funeral ceremonies in the

sixth Chapter of the Aranyaka of theKrsna-

Yajurveda. 27b The Aranyaka describes the

ceremonies under the title of Pitrmedha, or the

rites for the welfare of the manes, and gives

all the mantras required for the ceremonial of the

first ten days after, death, leaving the !§raddha

or the rites meet for the eleventh day altogether

unnoticed. The verses are mostly taken
from the Rgveda, and arranged in consecutive
order, but without any clue to the particular

rituals for which they are meant. In the few
Grhyasutras, in which the Antyesti Saihskara is

described, the ceremonies are further detailed and
more systematic. The Baudhayana and the
Bharadvaja Grhyasutras aphorize the said
Aranyakas supplying many deficiencies in it. They
also give several particulars not to be found in the
ASvalayana Grhyasutras which also deals with
the subject. The Hiranyake§i Grhyasutras also
describe the funeral ceremonies and are* supposed
to be relied upon by laterday writers.

27b. The Taittiriyarapyaka, in.
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(Hi/ Later Additions and Omissions

The mediaeval and modern Paddhatis and

Prayogas Generally draw upon these sources, adding

new features and omitting obsolete items of the

Saihskara. Besides tradition plays a. great part

in these ceremonies. The chronological differences

will be noticed in their due places while treating

a particular item of the funeral rites.

(5) The Approach of Death
*

%

The scriptures do not fully record all the

Customs followed and ceremonies observed before

death. But from the tradition we know a number

of them. When a Hindu feels that his death is

near he invites his relatives and friends and holds

friendly discourse with them. To promote his

future weal he makes presents to the Brahmans

rnd the needy. Among the presents, the gift of a

cow is the most valuable. She is called Vaitarani,

is she is supposed to be the conductor of the dead

over the stream of the under.-world. In the Su'ra

period this cow was called Anustarani and she was

either sacrificed and burnt with the coifpse or let

loose to run away from the cremation ground.® 8

When the* slaughter of a cow became prohibited,

she was presented to a Brahman and was believed
9

28. B.P.S. iv, 1,
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to help the jlead in the crossing the infernal river

through some mysterious power of the receiver.

This custom still continues When the dying hour

draws nea^ the patient is placed on a cleansed spot

on sandy soil. The dying couch is prepared in

proximity to 'the three fires or, if he preserves only

one, near it, viz, the domestic fire
20 Here the

deseased is laid dpwn with his head turned towards
the south. Sacred passages from the Vedas of
one’s own school are chanted in the ears If the

patient is a Brahman, passages from some
Arauyaka are repeated in his ears. At present
verses from the Bhagvadglta and the Ramayapa
are recited to a dying person.

(6) Pre-disposal Ceremonies

The first mantra given in the 5ranyaka
refers to the performance of a homa just
after death. But this rule is binding only on
the death of one who, in his life-time ha)
maintained the sacrificial fires. According to
the Baudhayana, four offerings should* be
made, white touching the right hand of the
dead man, to the Garhyapatya fire, with a
spoon overflowingly full of clarified* butter.
Bharadvaja, however, prescribes that the

2 ), A.G.S. iv. 1,.
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offerings should be made to the „Ahavaniya

fire ; he is silent whether they should be

fourfold or not. A^valayana 80 recommends

that the offerings should be made at a

subsequent stage. With the decline of the

sacrificial religion among the Hindus, this

prescription has lost its force and is followed

in a • very few orthodox .families. New
Pauranie and popular customs hare taken its

place. They pour some drops of water with

a few leaves of'Tulasi in the mouth of the

dying person. A very strange custom has

evolved in Bengal. According to it, the dying

person is carried to the riverside and the

lower half of the body is immersed in water

at the moment of death .
31 This ceremoney is

called Antarjall and forms a very offensive

part of the modern ceremonial in Bengal.

With a flourish of rhetoric it is called

Ghat murder That this custom is not ancient

will be evident from the following observations.

All the scriptures referred to above take it

for granted that death has happened within

the house, if not near the. place *where the

sacrificial fires are kept .

33 Considering this

30. Ibid. iv. 1.

SI, This custom is not prevalent in other provinces of India.

32. B.P.S i 1.
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negative .evidence against the custom, its total

absence in-other parts of India and the oldest

authority on the subject being the most recent

of the Puranas
,

33 we can fairly conclude that

it is of, modern origin. None of the

authorities usually quoted, enjoining it as a

positive duty belongs to a time earlier than

the sixteenth century A.D 34 It has come into'

existance probably since the date of

Baghunaudana and his contemporary writers

on ritual.

(7) The Bier.

According tc the Grhyasutras, after the homa,

a cot made of udnmbara wood ( Ficus glemarata) is

to be provided, and having spread on it a piece of

black antelope skin with the hairy side downwards,

and head pointing to the south, the corpse is to be

laid thereon with the face upwards .

3 5 Under the

present practices, however, the cot can be made of

bamboo and the antelopeskin is dispensed with. A
son a brother, or other relative, or in their absence

whosoever takes the lead, should next address the

corpse to give up its old clothing and dress it in a

33. The Skandapurana quoted in the ^uddhitattva p. 167;

the Agnipurana. quoted in the l'raya^cittatattva, p. 292.

34. This is the date of Raghunandana. See P. V. Kane, History

of Dharma^astra, p, 416.

35. A.G.S. iv. "1.
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new suit : “Give up the clothes thou hast hitherto

worn; remember the Ista and the Piirta sacrifices

thou hast performed, the fees to Brahmans thou

hast given, and those gifts thou hast bestowed

upon thy friends .” 86 The body is then covered with

a piece of unbleached uncut cloth, having fringes

on both sides, the operation being performed while

•repeating the mantras, “This cloth, comes to thee

first.” The dead is required to change his or her

old shab by clothes and put on pure and -new ones

for entering the ftext world. Then the corpse, being

wrapped up in its bedding, is to be borne on its

cot to the place of cremation.

(8) The Removal of Corpse

The removal of the corpse, according to some
authorities, should be made by aged slaves,

according to others, on a cart drawn by two

bullocks .

37 The mantra for the purpose says, “I

harness these two bullocks to the cart, for the 1

conveyance of your life, whereby you may repair

to the region of Yama, to the place where the

virtuous resort.’’ This indicates tnat the most

ancient custom was to employ a cart ancl not men.

The Agvalayana Grhyasutra suggests only one

36. «rfei5 1 qfcstW. yr i *wr $

%rt fan'll I

37. A-ti.S. iv. J.

55
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bullock to. be employed. Any bow, the ancient

Sutrakaras evince none of the repugnance to the

employment of the ^udras for the removal of the

corpse of a Brahman, which the modern Smrtis

entertain on the subject. According to the latter,

none but the" blood relations of the dead should

perform this duty and the touch of others than

that of one’s own. caste is pollution, which can be

atoned for only by the performance of an expiatory

ceremony .?
8 This prejudice first manifested

itself in the time of Manu .

3 9 He says, “Let no
kinsman, whilst any of his own class are at hand,

cause a deceased Brahmana to be carried out by

a Sudra, because the funeral rite, polluted by the

touch of a servile man, obstructs his passage

to heaven.” The subsequent authorities are

equally emphatic on prohibition of a Sudra’s

touch.

(9) The Funeral Procession

The funeral procession is headed by the chief

mourner, generally the eldest son of the dead .
40 In

many localities, the man leading the procession

carries a fire brand in his hand which he has
kindled at the domestic fire. The Chief mourner

38. P.S. iij, 43.

39. M.8. v. 104.

40. lhe Paddhati by Jayarama P.G.S, ii« 10,
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is followed by the funeral bier and the latter is

followed by the relatives and the friends of the

deceased. The Grhyasutras enjoin that all the

Sapindas should join the 'funeral procession of the

dead who are older thin two yeai*s .

41 The order

of the mourners in the procession is according to

age, the elders being in front. In ancient *times

•women also we it to the ground of cremation with

loose dishevelled hair and their shoulder besprinkled

with dust .

4 2 But now this custsm is stopped. The

following verse is* repeated by the chief mourner

at the time of start: “Pd?a, who knows the road

well, has well-trained animals, to carry you, and

is the protector of the region, is bearing you away
hence; may he translate you hence to the region of

the Pitrs, May Agni, who knows what is meet for

you bear you away.”

(10) The Anustararii

A most important member of the funeral

procession, in ancient times, was an animal called

AnustaranI or Rajagavi .
43 For this purpose a cow

of a particular description ( which might be

41 fgspfsrefa I P.G F. iii. 10-8

42. q}^ 1

B.P.S. i, 4. 3.
s»

43. fwsrt 1$’F SNtff qsjspgw; I B.G.S.

i. 4, 1.
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substituted by a goat
)
was chosen. The animal

was brought with the following verse : “Protector

of regions, this is an offering for thee”. According

to the Sutrakaras the cow should be sacrificed, but

should any accident happen at the time of the

sacrifice, the -animal was set free .

44 The mantra

for the sacrifice runs: 'Companion of the dead, we
have removed the sins of the dead by thee

; -so that'

no sin or decrepitude may approach us”. If it was
necessary to let loose the cow, she was to be made
to walk thrice round the pyre, °while the leader

repeated the mantra each time. Then she was

sanctified by another verse which runs, “Mayes*1

thou be a source of satisfaction by the milk to

those who are living in my family, and those who
are dead, and those who are just born, as well

as those who may be born henceafter, ’ and lastly

the cow was set frre with, “This cow is the

mother of the Eudras, the daughter of the Vasus,

the sister of the Adityas, and the pivot

of our happiness, therefore, I solemnly say unto
all wise men, kill not this sacred harmless cow.
Let her drink water and eat grass. Om! I let her

loose”. At present the cow-sacrifice for any
purpose is prohibited altoghether and in its place

v
thegift of a cow is made just before the„ death of

the person and at the cremation ground before the
corpse is burnt,

44. A.G-.S. i/. I.-
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In the opinion of Oldenberg, 45 we get the idea

of substitution in offering a cow or a goat at the

time of burning the dead body Fire consumes the

flesh of the cow or the goat which cover the corpse

and spares the dead man. He bases ,
his opinion

on the Rgvedic verses (X 16. 4, 7 ) that run

The he-goat is thy part ;
with fire consume him ;

Let thy fierce flame, thy glowing heat devour him.

Shield thee with cows against the flame of Agni,

Be wholly covered with their fat and richness
;

So may the bold one eager to attack thee

With fierce glow, fail to girdle and consume.

The German savant is justified in his conclusion

so far as the Rgvedic ideology is concerned. But

during the Sutra period the ideas changed and the

above offerings were regarded as provision during

the ethereal journey and for the life in the next

world, as is evident from the verses acco mpanying

them 40 In subsequent periods the same idea

continued in the form of gift, though the method

of sending the provision to the next woild was

changed. Formerly the funeral Fire c envoyed it

there on its up-going flames; now - it is done

through the mysterious agency of the Brahmans.

Moreover, the cow or the goat were not only

provision but they served as guide and help in

+

45. The Kgveda, 5b7-8S,

46, A,G*S, iv.
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the journey of the dead, as their very name,

Yaitaranfor Anustarani suggests.

The journey from the house of the dead to the

cremation ground is divided into three parts, and
the funeral procession stops at every halt where
special rites' are performed 47 The Yamasflktas

are repeated in the way. The general practice

at present, however, is to repeat the sacred name
of Hari or Rama while carrying the corpse, The
majority -of population dispense with the

ceremonies in the way and the recital of the hymns
dedicated to Yaraa.

(11) The Gremation

After the arrival at the cremation ground,

the next operation is to select the ground for

arranging the pyre and digging a trench.48 The
Aranyaka does not allude to the items of the

ceremonies preceding the burning of the corpse
at the cremation ground which shows that these

were formerly performed without the aid of any
mantra. But the Grhyasutras contain special

regulations, particularly as to its orientation.
The rules prescribed -for the selection of theg round
somewhat resemble the same regarding the place
of offerings for the gods. The plot duly selected

47. Ibid.

48. ibid.
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is purified and a formula is chanted to scare away

demons or ghosts. The trench, ‘according to

A^valayana, should be twelve fingers deep, the

spans wide and as long as the corpse with its hand

uplifted The kind of wood used, the size and the

orientation of the pyres, and other things related

to them are regulated by the sacred texts and

nothing rs left to the whims of th^ mourners. In

the opinion of some writers the corpse should

be disembowelled and the cavity filled with ghee.
49

The idea underlying this operation was to purify,

the corpse and to feeilitate the cremation.

Later on, however, this custom was regarded

repulsive- At present, the pairing of hair and

nails of the dead dody and washing it with water

are thought to be sufficient for purification. The

corpse is now laid on the pyre, the threads that

bind the thumbs are loosened, the cords that holds

the bier together are cut off and the very bier is

either flung into the water or placed upon the

pyre .

00 The corpse, in its hands, should have a

pie e of gold if it is of a Biahman, a bow if of a

Krattriya, a jewel if of a Vaii.ya .
31 In the Vedic

and the Sutra periods, when everything "was done

according t.o the rule, the Anustararu cow, as
•

49 Vs<jf ffswuiw qsrea?

w edteqfir i
b.p.s. u 2-6.

50. A.G.S. iv.

51. ibid; B.P.fe.i. 8. 8-5.
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already said, was either slaughtered or let loose,

Now this" prescription is dropped altogether.

(12 )
Lying of the Widow on the fuenral pyre

At this stage, a reference should be made to

the custom of the lying of the widow on the funeral

pyre with her husband, which, though obsolete

n.ow-a-days, was prevalent up to the time of the

Sutras in ancient times. 52 The wife .should lie

down on the left side of the corpse according to

Baudhayana. A^valayana recommends that

she should be placed near the head on the north

side. The chief mourner, or he who was to set

fire to the pyre, should then adress the dead saying,

“0 mortal, this woman, ( your wife ), wishing to

be joined to you in a future world is lying by the

corpse; she has always observed the duties of a

faithful wife; grant her your permission

to abide in this world, and relinquish your

wealth to your descendants.” 58 A younger brother

of the dead, or, a disciple, or a servant, should then

proceed to the pyre, hold the left hand of the woman
and ask her to come away, “Rise up, woman, thou
liest by the side of the lifedess; come to the' world
of the living, away from the husband, and become
the wife of him who holds thy hands and is willing

to marry thee.” 5 4

53. Ibid.

53. Idid.

54, A.G.S. iv. ,2-4.
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The verses recited in connection with’the above

custom are first to be found in the funeral

hymns of the Rgveda 54 and the Atharvaveda.55

Here we find the ritualistic survival >f the Sati

custom. During the earlier periodr gifts to

the dead were buried or burnt with the corpse.66

These gifts consisted of food, weapons, clothes an'd

'domestic animals. Sometimes slaves and even wife

were also burnt or buried with the dead. 57 The

Atharvaveda calls it “the ancient custom.’’58 This

inhuman custom, however, was discontinued in th6

Rgvedic time, though the formality of lying on the

funeral pyre by the widow was retained. The

Gfhyasutras prescribe the same ritualistic substitut-

ion for the real burning of the widow. The ritual

literature since the time of the Rgveda is not in

favour of burning the widow alive. The Paddhatia

and the Prayogas on the funeral ceremonies have

cancelled this custom, altogether, even not

requiring the widow to attend the ceremonies

performed at the ground of ceremation But the

Sat! custom never ceased ent irely and later on it was

54. X. 18. 8-9.

55. xvli, 3. 1-2.

56. gchra€er, Aryan Religion, E.R.E., IT, pp, 1 1-57;

Indogenmnea, 146.

57. ibid.

58. gw i
Aviii, 3, 1.

56
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revived in- certain tribes and families .

59

When the ceremony of lying on the funeral

pyre by the widow was finished, she was asked to

bring away the gold referred to above from the

hands of the dead with the following mantra,

“For the promotion of thy wealth, and glory as

a.Brahman woman, and beauty and power, take the

gold from the hand of the dead, ( and abide-) in this

( region ); we ( shall dwell) here welserved and

prospering, and overcoming all assailants ’’. 60

The commentator pn the A^valSyana Grhyasutra

says that the remover of the widow, and not the

widow herself should take the gold, and that in

the case of his being a slave, this and the two
preceding verses should be repeated by the chief

mourner, Wilson and Max-muler take it in the

same sense
,

61 though Sayana’s comment is

opposed to it. But whatsoever may be the difference

in the interpretation the removal of the widow
and the articles was completed. No alternative is

contemplated in the Aranyaka and the Sutras.

It clearly shows that when the ^rnyaka was

59. It was"mostly prevalent among tie Rajputs. This custom
was finally stopped by Lord William Bentinc in 1835.

60. A.G.S. iv. 1-2.

61 . The Journial of the Royal Asiatic Sopiety, v<?!, xvi
( 1554 ),

pp. 201-14; for the opposite view see the remarks by Raja

Radhakania Deva on the abont J, R, A, S,. vol. xvii (^59),
pp. 209 220; The ^uddhitattva by Raghunandana.
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compiled, the inhuman practice of burning the living

wife with her dead husband, had < not » obtained

currency in the country. With the stoppage of the

Sati custom, this ceremony automatically ceased

to exist.
62

During the times when the sacrifieial rituals

were followed regularly, the sacrificial vessels

which the dead used to employ in his

ceremonial r.ites were, now, to *be placed on

the different parts of his body. And so were
the different members of the cow if she was
killed; if not, they were substituted by cakes

or by imitations of her organs made of rice

and barley. These articles were burnt with the

corpse, so that the dead might get them in

the next world.

(13) Cremation a Sacrifice

When the preliminaries are finished, the

cremation 63 begins, which is regarded as an
offering into the Sacred Fire, conducting the

corpse to heaven as a sacrificial gift .
04 When

the pile is ready to be lighted; a fire is applied to

it with the prayer. “Agni, consume not this body
to cinders

; nor. give it pain, nor scatter about its

62. Ibid.

63. A.Q.S. iv. 1-2; Bh G.S. i. 2.

64. Ibid.
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skin or limbs i O Jatavedas, when the body is fairly

burnt, convey- the spirit to its, ancestors .

‘

,0 5

The prayer is followed by an address to the

organs of the dead which runs as follows:

“May the organ of vision proceed to the sun

;

may the vital air merge in the atmosphere;

mayeet thou proceed, according to the virtuous

deeds to heaven or earth or the regions of-

water, whichever place is beneficial to thee;

mayest thou there, provided with food, exist

in corporeal existence”. 66 This ns a touching

scene when the s'urvivors send off their dead

relative to the next world for ever but with

every solicitude for his or her future happiness.

During the Sutra period the cremation was

performed by the flames of the three or five

fires kept by the householder and a divination

took place as to where the dead had gone

after the cremation. Note was taken of which

fire reached the dead first, and it was argued

therefrom whether the dead started for the

world of the gods of the manes, or to

somewhere, else ,

67 At present neither, the

different kinds of *
fires are preserved by a

householder nor the relatives of the deceased

bother about his future abode.

65. R.V. x. 16. l.

66. A.V. xviii, 2. 7.

67. A.Q-.8. iv, 2-4.
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Among the. followers of some Vedic schools,

a knee-deep trench is dug, in which a certain

water plant is placed. 68 In the opinion of A.

Hillebrandt 09 it is ‘Clearly an ancient

superstition, the purpose of which was to cool

the heat of the fire”. The tradition explains

this custom in this way “The dead man rises

'from the trench and ascends alon* with the

smoke to heaven”.

According to* the practices, of other Vedie

schools, the mourners leave the funeral pyre to

burn itself away, and the chief mourner

excavates three trenches to the north of the

pyre, lines them with pebbles and sand and

fills them with water brought in an odd

number of jars. The people who join the

procession are now requested to purify themselve

by bathing in the trenches. This being done, a

yoke is put up with the Pla4a branches stuck

in the ground and tied at the top with a

piece of weak string. The mourners are made

to pass under it. The chief mourner passes

last and plucking out the yoke * offers a

prayer to the sun. 70

68. H.G.S. ii. 10. l.

69. E.R.E. vol. Ii. pp. 475. ff.

70. A.G.S. iv. 2-4.
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(U) The?Return

Then the funeral party moves off without

looking around. The mourners are asked to

restrain themselves from any expression of grief,

and go 'forward with heads bent down,

entertaining one another with consoling speeches

and virtuous tales .
71 “Many tears’’ it. is said,

“burn the dead”. 72 We learn from the

Mahabharata that Yudhisthira was rebuked by

Vyasa for bewailing the death of his nephew.

For the purpose’ of driving away the sorrows

of the survivorsthe story-tellers are engaged .
73

(15) The Offering off Water

The next ceremony is called the Udaka-

karma 74 or the offering of water to the dead.

It is performed in a variety of ways. According

to one authority, all the relatives of the dead

down to the seventh or tenth generation bathe

in the nearest stream and purify themselves by
it and offered a prayer to Prajapati. While

71. The AntyeStipaddhati by Jayarama on P.Q-.S. iii. 10.

72. R V. viii 86.

SfftWWSg SfTKnn: I r

||
The .Rgmayana quoted by

Jayarama on P.G.S. hi. 10.

73. cf. Riders, ZDMG. \. viii. 706. off.

74. P.G.§. iii/' 10. 16-23.
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bathing, they put on only a single garment and

the sacred thread hangs over the right’ 'Shoulder.

Many authorities prescribe that the hair should

be dishevelled and dust thrown upon the body.

The mourners turn their face towards the south,

plunge under the water and calling upon the

dead person by name offer a handful of water

•to him.. Then they get out of the water, put

on dry clothes and wringing tfiose that they

had on before, they spread them out towards

the north. The * present day custom enjoins a

\ery interesting item after the Udaka-Karma.

Just after the bath some grains of boiled rice

and peas are scattered on the ground for the

crows. It recalls the primitive belief according

to which the dead were supposed to appear as

birds. This supposition is confirmed by the

comparison of the Maruts (an offshoot of the

Pitaras ) with ths birds .

7

5

(16) Regaling the Mourners

After the bath {he relatives of the dead
retire to a clean and pure grassy spot. Persons

conversant with the Itihasa's and the Puranas
regale the mourners with the praises of the

deceased and consoling stories from ancient

lord .
70 They dp not return to the village till

75. sfgt ^ I
E. V. i. 85. 7.

76, P. G.s. iii, 10. 22.
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the sunset or the appearance of the first star. 77

In the opinion of some, they do not go home
before sunrise. 78 Then the young ones walk

first and the old ones last-a procedure reverse

of that followed when the procession goes to

the cremation ground. When they arrive at

their" home, they touch, by way of purifying

themselves, the stone, the fire, cow-dung, grain,-

til-seed, od an5 water before they step in. 73

According to other authorities, at the door
of the house, they chew leaves <Jf the Pichumanda
or the Neeni tree, rinse their mouth, touch water,

fire, cow-dung etc. or inhale the smoke of a certain

species of wood, tread upon a stone and then
enter. 80 These magical performances symbolize
the severance of relation with the dead, and the
articles used in them are supposed to serve as
barriers against the inauspicious spiritof the dead.

(17.) Impurity

Now the period of AWcha, 81
pollution or

defilement, begins. The death of a person entails

77. Ibid. iii. 16. 35.

78. Ibid. iii. 10. 36.

79. B.P.S. i 12. 6. says, SCRPlffcr *fr5f

i’’

80. P.G.S, iii, 10. 24.

81. Ibid. «». 10. 27. fl; M.g. V. 58-105; Yaj. 8. iii. !; l\H. iii.
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a condition which can be adequately expressed by

the Polynesian word, “taboo” which means “setting

apart 9, thing or a person as shunned for a religious

or a semi-religioifl» reason”. A corpse is

everywhere regarded as a taboo and the greatest

Card i? taken in approaching or dealing with it.

Wis not quite clear what is this taboo -due to.

the corpse feared in and for» itself or as a

vehicle of death, or is it dreaded owing to its

connection with the disembodied spirit?

Whatsoever may be the religious or sentimental

motive underlying the taboo, one thing is evident

that, to a great extent, it was based on the

contagious nature of the corpse. So the survivors,

cowing to their contact with the dead person

during his sickness and with his corpse after his

death, are severed from the society on the sanitary

grounds. The prohibitions consequent on a death,

however, reach far beyond the persons who have

been compelled to perform the last offices about

a corpse. They extend* to the whole house, the

whole family, the whole clan, the whole village, nay,

to the very fields and even sometimes to the

heavens .
8 3 But generally speaking

;
though the

whole village attends the cremation, it is more

particularly the near relatives who are defiled by

death pollution than distant ones. Moreover, the

82. Cf. E.S, Hartland, E.H.E, vol. iv. p. 418?

67
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period of jttourning and therefore of taboo varies

among different peoples according to the

relationship of the mourners to the dead or their

various circumstances, from a*' few days to many
months. 83

The period and the scope of A^aucha differs

according to the caste, age and sex of the

deceased. The *Grbyasutras do not make any

distinction "between the periods of Agaucha for the

Brahmans' and the Ksatriyas, the common
period being ten -days, 84 But they fix fifteen

days for the Vai6yas and one month for the

&udras as the periods of defilement. 8 5 This

distinction was mainly based on the observance

of the rules of purity and cleanliness in

different castes. Option was, however, allowed
for people of different circumstances. “Impurity
caused by death lasts tor three or tea
days.’’86 This Sutra text is explained by
Jayarams with reference to a verse from the

ParaSara-Smyti-. 87 “A Vipra (Brahman), who
regularly performs Agnihotre and remains

83 . The period was determined by the standard of purity and
the closeness of relation.

84. F.G.S- iii. 10. 30.

85. Ibid. iii. 10. 88.

86. Ibid, iii; 10 29-30.

87. fwsfr qtsffcrlwfcRr: l

fogait uJil. 5.
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engaged in the study of the Vedas, is absolved

from defilement in one day ; one . wft® studies

the Vedas only, in three days; and one who
neglects both, in ^ton days.” 58 The later Smrtis

permit even exception from Agaucha- altogether.

“Persons engaged in conducting a sacrifice, one

initiated in a sacrifice, those performing

similar, ceremonies, men performing long

sacrifices or undergoing some observances,

students, one who has realized Godhood,

artisans, artwsts, me lical practitioners,

maid-servants, slaves, kings and their servanfs

become instantly purified.’’ 89 The exception is

entirely based on the social convenience. At
present the period of defilement lasts ten days

for a Brahman, twelve days for a Ksatriya,

fifteen days for a Vai^ya and one month for

a 6udra.90

The periods as prescribed above are in the

case of the death of grown-up persons. The

death of a child causes less impurity. According

to the Grahyasutras, the death of a child under

88. Ib d.

89 efi%arrw'r i

tCTlfiT STfRlkW m l)
Yaj. s. iii. 28.

“VlSTRIi n P*S. iii. 21-22 .

90. Ibid, iii, 1-2,
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two inflicts defilement on parents only, for one

night or .three; the rest of the family or the

clan are untouched .

91 The Smrtis, however
enjoin three days’ defilement for all the

Sapindas. “By the death of a child. whose
teeth hare . come out and whose tonsure

eeremgney has been performed, all the Bandhavas
become' impure,’’ 92 If a child dies before its

naming ceremonfcy no impurity is involved .

93

The ?ex of the deceased is also a determining

factor for ’fixing the period of defilement. This

distinction is not '-known to the Ghrhyasutras,

and most probably it arose during the.Smrti
period. The death of a boy after his Upanayana
entails full-fledged defilement

,

94 but a girl

before her marriage is still regarded a child,

and her death causes defilement for a period of three

days only
;

98
if she dies before her tonsure, 'her

death causes only one day’s defilement. Impurity
caused by the death of one’s mother ends with
the defilement caused by the death of one’s
father which takes place earlier, but such is

91. P.GS.iii 10 2-5.

92. =3
i

9T3JSI 9FW. SW qgi W ersft^ ||
(Quoted by - Jayarama

on the aboye.

93. M.S.jV. 70.

-94. Yaj. S. HI. 23.

95. M.S.V. 72,
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not the case when the death of the mother takei

place earlier than the death of the father,

because in this case impurity begins from the

latter occurrence .

9 6

, The observance of the rules of defiement for

relatives and friends is optional in the G-rhyasutras.

“It depends on one’s wish to observe the rules of

A^aucha on the death of a family priest, the

‘father-in-law, a friend, other relatives (matrimonial)

and sons of the sister” 07 But the Dharjnasutras

and the Smrtis tAake it encumbent and the length

of the periods differs according to the closeness

of the relation with the dead 98

The rules to be observed during the A&iucha

are of two kinds-negative and positive. The

negative rules 99 require the mourners to forego

the many pleasures and comforts and even

ordinary business of life and thu^ exhibit the

feelings of grief and sorrow. ’They forbid certain

things, such as the cutting of the hair nnd beard,

study of the Vedas, Grhya offerings etc. The

positive rules 100 have also their origin in the

aggrieved feelings of the survivors. They enjoin,

for a period of three days, to observe continence,

' 96. A Smfti quoted„by Vijnanegvara on Tig. S. iii. 20.

97.

<P.G.S. «i. 10. 46-47.

98. Ap. D.S. i. vi.

*

99. P.G*S. iii 10. 31. 32; Y.aj. S. iii. 15; M.S. v. 73

100. Yaj. S. iii. 16.
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to sleep on the ground, to live on begged or

purchased food, to eat only in the day time etc.

(18 ) AsthlSanchayanu

The ceremony that follows the cremation is the

Asthi SaHchayana 101 or the “Collection of Bones”.

It is the remnant of the ancient custom of burial.

During the Sutra period, a compromise ' betweeri

the burial and the cremation was introduced.

According to the then current custom, the dead

.body was burnt, tyut, in order to* preserve the old

tradition, the remains began to be collected and

buried after a few days. The Grhya-Sutras contain

a very detailed account of the ceremony.

According to ASvalayana 102 the Asthi-SaSchayana

ceremony should be performed on the thirteenth

or fifteenth day of the wane, while Baudhayana 103

enjoins the third, fifth or seventh from the day of

cremation. First of all, the cinders should be

besprinkled with milk and water and the heap

shoull be striken with fin Udumbara staff to

separate the bones. This should be done while

repeating the mantras. Th3 cinders should be

then collected and thrown towards the south

side, leaving the bones behind. Three oblations

101. A.G.S. iv. 5; B.P.S. i. I 4 .

102. A.G.S. iv. 5.

108. B.P.S. U4. 1 .
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should next be offered to Agni. According to the

custom of the Taittirlyas, the duty of collecting

the bones was performed by women, preferably by

the senior wife of tiTe deceased. Baudhayana 104

enjoins that the women must attach a fruit

of the Brhati plant tD the left hand
#
and

with a dark blue and red thread, mount
upon a stone, wipe their hands«once with an

Apamarga plant and with closed eyes Collect the

bones with the left hand. The following verse

was recited: “Arise hence, and assume a new-

shape. Leave none of the members of your dody

behind Repair to whichever place you wish

;

may Savita establish you there. This is one of

your bones; be joined with the third in glory
5

having joined all the bones be handsome in

person; be beloved of the gods in a noble

place,’’
105 The above formula is an appropriate

commentary on the purpose of the ceremony.

It shows that the dead were supposed to take

a new shape in the bther world for which it

was thought necessary to send every part of

the material body to the next world either by

burning or burial.

The bones, then, were washed and deposited-in an

urn,% or tied up in a piece of black antelope skin.

144 ibid i 14. 6.

105, Ibid.
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The pot containing the bones or the bundle was to be

hung from the branch of a &ami tree The bones of

person who had performed sacrifices were, however,

burnt again.
r

lhe bones of others were accorded a

burial. For this purpose, an urn was absolutely

necessxry. A£valayana 10c recommends an urn

with "spout for females and one without it for

males. The urn which was closed with a lid.
C w

was placed in a trench prepared in the same

way as 'the ground of cremation, or it might be laid

under the root of a tree. According to other

authorities grass and yellow cloth were placed

in the trench and the bones were thrown in.

After the Sutra period the Asthi-chayana

eeremoney underwent a great change During

the Fauranic times, people had no regard for the

custom of burying the bones of every individual.

The sanctity of rivers increased. The cremation

began to take place generally on the bank of

some river. The burial eeremoney of the remains

was simplified. From the later period we have

an account of ho v the cheif mourner, just

after the cremation, puts the remains into a small

earthen pot" and throws them into the water, if

there be any at hand,or if net, into some lonely

place or desert .
107 Now it is "regarded m&tj

136 A.G.S. iv. 5.

107. The Antyeftipaddhati by i.'arihaia.
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meritorious for the dead to collect the bo^es on

the day of cremation and subsequently throw them

into the Ganges or other sacred riyers: ‘ The virtuous

one, whose bone floats the water of the Ganges,

never returns from the Brahmaloka, to t,he world

of the mortals Those, whose bones are thrown i^to

the Ganges by men, live in heaven for thousands

of Yugas .’’ 108

(19) Santi-Karma

The next ceremony to be noticed’ is called ^anti-

karma 109 or the pacificatory rites for the well-being

of the living. The formulas uttered during it have

regard to life and adverting of death. Effective

measures are taken to ward off evil and to return

to ordinary way of life. The mediaeval and the

modern Smrtikaras enjoin the shaving and pairing

of nails and bathing .
110 But the Grhya-Sutras

prescribe a very long procedure. The ceremony

should be performed on the morning following the

ninth night after death, i.e., on the tenth day,

108 . nfieft ^ sjwswur-. i

Jr erw SHUftfi sfoftwww II

'SpTRr ll
Yama quoted by

Jay^rama on l’.U.S. lit. 10.

109. A.G.S. iv. 5.

110. The Antyestipaddhati by Harihara.

68
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53valayana, 1 1

1

however, recommends that it

should be performed on the fifteenth of the wane.

In the opinion of some auth orities, the ceremony

should take place at the burning ground, while the

others leave it with the mourners to select any

placje out of a town, whether it be the burning

groun'd or not, that may be convenient. The

relatives by blood, both male and female, having

assemled ' at the selected place, a fire should be

kindled 'and they should be requested to sit down
on a bullock hide of a red colour, spread on the

ground, with its neck side facing the East, and

its hair directed towards the North. The relatives

should be requested in the following words

“Ascend on this life-giving skin, asycuwishto
live to a decrepit old age. According to your

seniority, attempt carefully to abide on it. May
the well-born and well-adorned fire of this ceremony

bestow long life on you. Even as days follow

days, and seasons are attached to seasons ; even

as the young forsake not* their elders, may Dh&tft

so prolong the life of these prople according to

their age”.112

In the modern ritual, the females are not

required to attend this ceremony, as they perform
it separately from the ma !es. and the bullock-skin

as a symbol of life is not utilised, because in modern

11], A.G.S, iv. 5.

Il2.ibid.
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Hinduism it has become repulsive. The party

having properly seated, the chief mourner'’ should

offer four oblations to the fire. The relatives

should rise up and ^recite the Mantras, while

touching a red bull. In ancient times, the women
were asked to put on collyrium with the'following

words :

“Let these women, who are not widowed, who
*

1 o

have good husbands, apply the collyrious butter to

their eyes; without tears, without disease,, wdrthy

of every attention, let these wives enter the

house’’. 113

At present, this item has been dropped, as the

women do not participate owing to the Purdah

system, and the popular currency of widowhood

among the twice-born castes, which forbids any

rejoicings on the part of the widow. Then the

assembly should proceed towards the East, leading

the bull with the words:

“These men, forsaking the dead, are returning.

This day we invoke the, gods for our good, for

success over enemies, and for our merriment. We

113. fw g'Tefbispto uflfcn sfWg i

It R V. x. 18. 7.

The explanation of this verse is very conti oversal
%
Accor<fing to some, it was recited when the women

entered the home, while others hold that it was recited

when the widows mounted the fuaei al pyre of then

husband. See J.K.A.3. xvi, pp. 201-14; xvti,209, 20.
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proceed eastwards, haring well sustained long

lives”'114 *

The chief mourner then recite3 another Mantra,
and with a ‘Sami’ branch, efface the foot-marks of

the bull that precedes the party. On the de parture
of the last'inan, the Adhvaryu should place a circle

of Atones behind him as a wall to prevent death
from overtaking those that have gone forward,

praying .“I place this circle of stones for the

living ; . May we and others not go beyond it in

mid-life
; may we all live a hundfed autumns, driving

death away from this heap’’, 115 The party then
should repair to the house of the chief mourner.
The fire that served the deceased is removed and
extinguished outside. The new fire is kindled after

the removal of the old. Now a feast takes place

and the survivors follow the course of ordinary life.

{SO) The Smasana
„

Another funeral ceremonies of the Hindus is the
Pitrmedha or Smasana,* 16

i.e
, the building of a

mound over the remains of a dead person. Burial
of the dead is a custom whose origin can be traced
back to “the very early period of Aryan history.117

It must have proved a great incentive for erecting a

114 A.G.S. iv. „

115. Ibid.

116. B.P.S. i. 18.

117. Schrader,, Aryan,Religion, E.R.E. vol. I*, p. j 1-57.
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mound or tomb oyer the grave. Even at present,

among the Christians and the Mohamma'dans, where
burial is the universal custom, some kind of

elevation is madewover the body of the dead, and in

the case of rich and notable persons tomb or

mousoleum is builf. Though the' Indo-Aryans
gradually abandoned the custom of burial, they were

still -fond of perpetuating the memory of their

departed relatives by' building a mound over their

lemains. In the Yeias we have no. reference to

this custom. * But the omission is not a sure

proof of its nonexistence. The Brahmanas that

are mainly concerned with rituals refer to it. In

the &atapatha Brahmana 118 there is a detailed

description of the Smagana ceremony. Not all the

Gyhyasiitras describe it, which shows that it was

not a universal practice. But the Grhyasutras 119

that deal with it, adopt the procedure of the

iSatapatha Brahmana with some modifications.

Among the Buddhists, however, the custom of

raising a mound wae very popular and the Hindu

&astrakaras reserved this honour for great saints,

monks and Sanyasins only. The Paddhatis make

this custom optional apd allot* it a very

insignificant position amidst the funeral ceremonies.

Ip modern Hmduis&i, the raising a of mound is

li8. xiii, 8.

IJ19. A.G.8. tv. 5.
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almost stopped and the building of the Satnadhis

or Stupas is 'limited to a few religious celebrities.

The questions for whom and at what time the

Sma^ana should be performed hg re given rise to

ritual discussions and have been variously answered

by different schools of ritual The lapse of time

after the death, the season of the yeir and the

presiding constellations are all considered, and

preference is given to the new-moon day

After 'the spot is properly selected, on the day

preceding the ceremony some plants’are rooted up

at that place To the north of these plants earth

is dug up and form this bricks, from six to twenty

-

four hundred, are made for building the mound,

besides the number employed for packing. Now
the urn contiining the ashes of the de^d is brought

and placed between three Palana twigs driven into

ground and a hut is erected over it. If the bones

are not found in the *trench where they were

deposited, a very quaint procedure is followed.

Some dust is taken from the spot or the de.id man 1

is .called upon from the bank of a river, and
creature that happens to fall upoo an outspread

cloth is regarded as the representative of the bones.

Over the Pala4a twigs a vessel with many holes is

placed, through which sour milk and* whey trickle

upon the urn.
*

The ceremony prooeedas with the trumpet blast

and the soumjl of the lute. The company
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circumambulates the spot, striking the left thigh

with hands. The relatives assembled there fan the

urn with the skirts of their garments. Some
authorities prescrtbe songs and dance of females

also. Variations and modifications of the above

description are found in different schools.

The 6ma4ana ceremony proper should take place

during the first, the middle or the last part of the

night. The party goes early in the mo'rnipg to the

place selected fqjr the purpose. The spbt must be

cleared and surrounded by a • rope supported by

wood stakes. Its surface should be covered with

small stones. On the ground furrows are opened

with a plough drawn by six or more oxen ard

various seeds are cast into them In the middle

of the ground a hole is made, into which gravel or

saliferous earth is cast. Some quantity of milk

from a cow whose youngone is dead should be

placed in the hole to serve as food for the dead

person. A piece of reed is immersed in a trench dug

to the south of the *hole evidently to serve the

purpose of boat to the dead. Next the darbha

grass is arranged in the figure of a man and the

remains are laid upon it and ‘covered with an old

cloth. Then, the vessel containing the a^hes is
!

broken and over the bones a monument is built

according to a fixed plan. Where the monumqpt 1

is erected up to a certain heights, food for the dead
j

is enclosed within the walls. After the structure
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is completed, earth is piled over the £ma4ana and

water is poured bver it from the j-irs which are

destroyed after their use. The mound or Stupa

thus built is the symbol of death a«ad many devices

are used to separate the world of living from that

of the dead. The line of demarcation between them
is drawn by means of lumps of earth, stones and
branches of tree. Some formulas are also uttered to

meet the same end.

{SI) Offerings to the dead

The last item of the funeral ceremonies of the
Hindus comprises those offerings to the dead which
arc made during the A'gaucha period. 120 The dead is

regarded as still living in a sense. The efforts of

the survivors are to provide him with food and
guide his footsteps to the paramount abode of
the dead.

During the Vedic periods, the Fathers were
invited to partake the offerings in general,121

but an indivisual invitation vfas hardly met with.
This literary omission, however, does not negative
the supposition that the offerings were made to
the dead as *the custom is prevalent in all the
religions of the world. The Sutras 132 have got
positive rules on the topic. They prescribe that

-1M.PAS.Ui. 10. 27-18; The Kriyapaddhati^y GadSdk.r.,
‘’“iQi. aV.% 15.
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a Pijpda or - a “ball of rice” should b
s
e offered

to the dead on the first day. The bail was called

‘‘Pinda”, because it was supposed to constitute

the body of the Preta.128 With the ball of rice

water for ablution was poured out for him

and he was called on by name. Milk' 'and water

were set out for him in the open air with the

Words, “Bathe here.” Perfumes and drink were also

offered as well as a lamp to facilitate his progress

through the utter darkness that enshrouds th*e road

to the city of Yama. 1 2 4 Af east^ which contained

dishes of meat also, was given to the Brahmans on

the eleventh day. 125

The Paddhatis on the funeral ceremonies have

fully developed this part of the ceremonies.

They prescribe for every day after the cremation

up to the twelfth, a particular kind of offering for

a particular purpose. According to them, on the

first day, shouid be offered a rice ball, ajar of

water and food articles for satisfying the thirst

and hunger of the dead* and building the veins of

the would-be body of the dead. Darbhagrass

for sitting, ointment, flowers, perfumes and

lamps should also be set out for the ‘dead. On

the second day, offerings are made^ for

constituting the *ears, eyes and nose of the dead;

123. I
on the above,

124. A.G.S. iv. 5.'

125. F.G.S. iil. 10. 48.

60
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on the third day for neck, shoulders, arms and

breasts, and so on up to the ninth day when the

whole body of the dead is supposed to be

completed. On the tenth day the hair, beard

and the nails of the survivors are pared and the

Pipdas offered to the dead and Yama for ending

the Preta-state of the deceased. On the eleventh

day follow a large number of ceremonies.. In the*

beginning, ablution are offered to the dead and

Lord V»isnu is prayed to for the salvation of the

Preta. 127 It is quite a new feature in the funeral

ceremonies whert) heavenly blessings are

substituted by salvation. The most prominent

item of this day’s peocedure is the Vrsotsarga 128

or letting loose a bull and a heifer Both the

animals are bathed, adorned and branded with

a discus and a trident. The following verse

is uttered in the ears of the bull; “The
four-footed Lord Dhargia is Iiimself well-known
as Vr§a or bull I adore Him with devotion;

may He protect me’’.120 Then they are married by
fastening a piece of cloth to them, with “This

127. aunMsRt s&fWRPTD I

jfawfastftasr II
Quoted by Gadadhara on

P.G.S. iii. 10.

128. The VrSotsargapaddhati by Narayatfa
l2y * f? «nfapimc sre'fe t

**

1$ fs « rn ws II
Quoted in thS Kriya-

paddhati by Gadadhara.
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husband, the hest among all, has beeij given
by me; the most charming of all the wives»

this heifer, has been given by me’’. After this

the pair is let “loose and driven to the

Southern direction “for ending the Preta-condition

of the dead and enabling him or her^ to

cross the ocean of mortality * 1

.

180 The ceremony
terminates^ with a feast to the Brahmans, who
are called the Mahapatras and are eleven in

number. They receive ample Daksina ' and all

sorts of gifts that are supposed to be transported-

to the next world through them for the future

felicity of the deoeased. The provision of food

is made for full one year, as the dead is believed

to reach the abode of Yama in one year.

(&%) Sapindi-Karana

The ceremony of Sapindikarna131 or 'uniting

the Preta with the Pitaras’ takes place either on

the twelfth dav after the cremation, at the end of

three fortnights or on thee xpiry of the year- The

first day is prescribed for those who maintain the

sacrificial fire, the second and the third fqgr the rest.

The soul of the dead person does not reach the

world of the Pitaras at once. It remains separate

130. i ibid *

til. The Katyayana-gtaddha-Kalpasutra V. 1-2. AntyeSti

paddhati by Narayanabhatta,
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from them for a time as a Preta or Spirit. During

this period special offerings are presented to it.

But after certain time, the dead man passes into

the abode of the Fathers through the instrumentality

ef Sapindlkarana.

On the 'dates prescribed for Sapindikarana. the

Soda3a Sraddhas are performed in the beginning.

Then four pots are filled with sesame seeds,-perfumes

and water. Three of them are offered to the

PitaraS .and one to the Preta. The contents

of the Preta-pot are poured into the Pity-pot with
the words, ‘‘These equal etc.” and the ceremonies

are oyer.

(88) Special Gages

Besides the normal ceremonies attendant on the

natural death of an individual, many special cases

are recorded in the Grhyasutras and the Smytis.
In the Yedic hymns the regular funeral ceremonies
are described without any distinct reference to
abnormal cases. Verses-' 2, 3, 4 and 35 of the
Atharvaveda (xviii), however, may be assumed to
point out such cases. . The first of the above verses

runs; “0 "Agni, bring here all the Fathers, buried,

cast §way, burnt or exposed, to enjoy the offerings”.

The most popular method of disposing o£ the, dead
in the Atharvavedic times was cremation, so the
other cases mentioned above might have been
abnormal. The burial, here, may refer to the burial
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of children and ascetics, custom known to later

literatures on funeral; casting aWay may be the
casting away of mandicants dying in a foreet

which is mentioned- in the Chandogya-Upanisad, 181

or it may refer to merely depositing dead bodies in

a Samadhi as recognized in Buddhism
;

133 and the

exposure may have been the exposure of the dead
on trees

^
as it is recorded in, the Satapatha

Brahmana,134 These cases cannot refer to very

primitive method of casting away or exposure of

the dead or disabled persons, proving a burden

on the family, as it is supposed by some

scholars, 135 Bather they represent a special

ceremonial in abnormal cases. This

assumption can be supported by the fact that in the

above Atharvavedic verses the Fathers are invited

very affectionately and not remembered as cast

away refuse*. Coming down to the Brahmanas,

we find that the datapaths Brahmana, 130 as already

pointed out, mentions the exposure of dead bodies

on trees, a custom certainly followed in the cases

of homeless ascetics and beggars, who did not leave

heirs behind them to perform their funerals. The

132. vi. K2, 3.

133. Buddhist Ihdia, pp. 78 ff

134. «v. 5. 2. 1 J.

135. Zimmer, Alt. Leben, p 402.

136. iv. 5. 2. 13,
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Taittiriya-Aranyaka 137 speaks of the rite of

Brahmamedha, performed at the death of a Brahman
who had realized Brahman-hood. From the

Chhandogya-Upanisad 138 we know that sometimes

dead bodies were left uncared for and no funeral

ceremonies were performed specially in case of those

who had entered into forest and pursued
Brahmavidya and went to Brahmaloka from where
there was no return.

The most systematic treatmentpof I he abnormal
cases has been given in the Grhyasutras, where,

after a thorough classification, the ceremonies were
codified. Baudhayana 189 in his Pitrmedhastitras

has described almost all the irregular cases of funeral

ceremonies. The Smrtis do not develop the ritual

but prescribe different types of Agaucha to be.

observed and the Praya^chittas to be performed in

such cases. The later Paddhatis and the Prayogas
follow the ritual described in the Grhyasutras,
though these have evolved a^ few new ceremonies
e.g., the Jivaehchraddha not found in the earlier

literature.

The first special funeral rite was that of the
Ahitagnia or the householder, who maintained all

the tHree Fires. He distinguished himself from

137. iii.

138. yi. _6. 2- 3.

J39* The B,P.S.
*
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the rest of the society by his religious regularity. So
it was thought necessary to accord him special

funeral. According to Baudhayana ,

140 Homas should

be performed befo&e and after his death and his

sacrificial utensils should be burnt on a separate pyre

with his effigy made of Ku^a grass. It should be noted

that Agvalayana 141 prescribes the burning of

sacrificial vessels with the dead^body itself in a

normal funeral. He, undoubtedly, records. the earlier

practice, when the sacrifices were offered more

regularly The Smytis differentiate between the

cremation and Alaucha of an Ahitagni and of an

Anahi*agni. Vriddha-Yajnavalkya144 says, “The

Ahitagni should be burnt with the Three Fires,

Anahitagni with one and the rest with the

Laukikagni.’’ In the opinion of Angira
,

143 the

period of impurity in the case of an Ahitagni

Should begin from his cremation
(
which may be

postponed for certain reasons
), but that of the

Anahitagni from the diy of his death. In modern

practices, however, the distinction is not well

preserved as the sacrificial religion has declined and-

only a few Agnihotrins maintain the Three Sacred

Fires at present.

14Q, 1.

14 1. A.G.S

142 Quoted by Vfjnane^vati on Yaj. 8. Hi. 1. 9,

143. Ibid, iii, 1. 21.
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• Another special rite is that of children They

are not full men, so their funeral must differ from

that of the adult. Their tender body should be

spared the fierce flames of fire ; Iheir innocent life

neither inflicts so much impurity upon the family

nor it requires so much purification as the worldly

life of - the householders. Children do not also

require in the next world all the necessities of the

terrestrial life, because they are not accustomed

to them in this world. These ^ideas underly the

special rite accorded to children. Baudhayana144

says that Pitrmedha should not be performed in the

case of the uninitiated boys and unmarried girls.

According to him
,

145 in the case of abortion,

the abortive child should be buried and the performer

becomes instantly purified after a bath with

clothes on. In the opinion of Paingya
,

146 however,

the abortion entails impurity for a period of ten

days upon the mother. " A child, whose teeth have

not come out, should be buried with the recitation

of Pranava 1
?
7 denied to the abortive child. A

child before two, Paraskara 148 says, should be

144. nigsftant

..foafo I
B -p S. iii. 6. 1.

145. Ibid, iii. 6. 2.

146. Quoted by V ijnanegvara Yaj, S. iii. 1. 20.

147. B.P.S. iii. 6. 3.

148.

P.G.S, iii,i0. 4, 5.
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buried without cremation Manu149 differs from,

the above authorities and prescribes* that “The

relations of the dead child below two should take

it out of the village, should decorate its person

with garland and clothes and leave it in open air

( or bury it beneath the earth ) ; collection of bones

should not be done in this case Neither the ehild

'should be cremated nor it should be offered water

oblations”. ’But he 1 50 allows an ’option in the

case of a child whose teeth have come out; and

Baudhayana even recommends cremation if desired

by the relatives .

151 At presenf the burial of

children are performed in some localities, but in

the majority of cases they are thrown away into

rivers and no impurity is observed.

The next special rite is that of a Garbhini or a

pregnant woman, who dies in her pregnancy.

Baudhayana 153 says that she should be carried to

the cremation ground. After paving the child she

should be burnt properly with the additional gift

of an Astakadhenu, a Til^dhenu and a Bhumidhenu.

The ceremonies following cremation should’be the same

as usual. At present in such cases no attemp is

made to save the child and it is burnt -with the

l‘U M.s. v. 67-70.

150.

^rfsrf^f I

straff ft flfa €fcf l(
M.s. v. 70.

151. bp's. Hi. 6. 4:

154. Ibid. iii. 9. 1. .

60
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.mother, and the funeral ceremonies are the same as

in norihal cases. The modern Paddhatis 153

prescribe special ceremonies for a woman dying

in her confinement or monthly, course. According

to them, her dead body snoult be bathed with water

from a jar, ‘in which Paflehagavya is mixed. It is,

.certainly, done to purify her body which is

contaminated with the impurity of the -childbirth

or the menstrual flow. Then the Prafapatyahutis
are offered and the body is covered with new
clothes and burnt. But ttfe cremation is

distinguished by not burning the corpse

entirely .
154

The funeral of the Parivrajakas, retired

ascetics and mendicants, form another class by
itself. They are the persons, who have given

up all worldly attachments and have realized

the Brahman or the Universal Soul. Their goal
in life is not the ‘attainment of the Pityloka
nor of the Svarga, but the acquirement of
Brahmaloka or salvation. Therefore, both
socially and religiously, they are above the
drdinary householders. Hence their last sacrament
must be different Jrom that of those, who are
aftey worldly pursuits and heavenly pleasures.
The first mention of the funefal of a realized

153, I he Kriyapaddhati by ^adadharai*

154. “fos fon sfg i
ibid.
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Brahman is made in the Taittirlya Arariyaka 155

where it is called Brahmamedha. The 'Baudhayana

Gyhyasutra 130 describes the funeral ceremony of a

Parivrajaka as follow*. The dead body should belaid

in a ditch and the begging bowl placed on his

belly with the appropriate verses. ” Then his

Kamandalu ‘ should be filled with water. "and

put on his
s
right hand. Next the ditch should

be covered with earth and a mound should be

raised on it to save the corpse from * the

carnivorous animafs .

15 7 The performance of this

duty to the Parivrajakas is regarded very

meritorious .
1 38 The post-cremation ceremonies

are prohibited in the case of a Sanyasin .

150

This custom is still followed in certain sects of

the ascetics. But after the transition of Hinduism

from Vedism or Brahmanism to Puranism and

Tantrism, Sanyasa came to be regarded as

Kalivarjya. Though ^ankafacharya broke this

155 The raittiriya-Ar^ny^ca, iii.

156. B P.S.iii. 11.

157. Jfrrra^ITOI: WPSfo : I

H^SlspWcr I iii. 1) Later on, in c*ase of distin

guished this mound developed into a memorial,

158- asftTOf&cT I
Ibid. iii. II. 1.

159. 5pnjjjmismrai ^ fsihpiificw: tor* i

#s €cf8?i q Ut U Quoted by Gadldhara

in Vis Kriyapaddhati,
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.prohibition by his example, Sanyftsa- never became

populaifin Hinduism again. The modern Sadhus

belong to different sects, following Jnanatnarga

or Bhaktimstrga, and they canrnot. be properly called

Sanyasins. Some of the sects practise burial but

the majority of them prefer waterburial and their

last offices are completed with a grand ‘feast to the

Sadhus and the Brahmans The present ‘custom of

breaking. the skull of an ascetic is based on the

Upanisadi. belief that the soul of a Brahmajnani

escapes through the Brahmarandlira or a hole on the

"top of head .

160 So the skull is broken to facilitate the

departure. The Sanyasins are not cremated,

because being purified by the fire of spiritual

knowledge and merged in Brahman, they do not

require material fire to sanctify thoir body and

convey the soul to the next world. 100 *

Men, dying in distant lands away from their

homes, form another category. Here too

Baudhayana 161 is the first Sutrakara who
describes the ceremonies in detail. The relations,

.when informed of the death, should bring the

dead body, if preserved, or the bones for the proper

funeral. In the latter case, thirty, three bones

I6e. sjrij =t«r ipbwfirft; Scter i

sailor
||
CH. u. viii. 06

16 Ja Vide the Yatisamskara a part of the Prataparmrasimha,

cat p, 222 nos. 700.703**

161. BP.S. ni.^6.
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should be selected from different limbs; as the man

wus supposed to consist of thirty-three. 1 02 But

when the bones ware not available and only the

direction was known,122 the Preta was called by

name from that direction, an effigy of.the man was

made on the black deerskin, sacrificial vessels were

placed on it, Ku4a grass was scattered 'on these

articles and the cremation was performed When

no clue of the persons gone abroad was found and

he was be!ieved,to be dead, his funeral' ceremonies

were performed as described above. In such cases,

sometimes, a few of the supposed dead persons came

back home. They had got to be revived again with

the proper Samskaras, 18

3

from the Conception to

the Vivaha, as they were socially dead and no body

would keep contact with them. At present the

same ritual is followed but people do not evince

any hurry about the funeral of missing persons,

and their Antyesti is performed when the

possibility of tbeir return is over.

A peculiar by novel practice ofJlvaehchraddha 1 6 4

has come into existence in modern time By an

orthodox Hindu it is believed ahat. his proper

funeral is essential for his'Sadgati. ( heaven or

salvation ). In. case he has cot no sons, ol' when

I Ib*^. i». 6* 2.

163. Ibid iii 7

164. The Jivacchraddhaprayoga by Naray anabhatta,
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he ’is doubtful whether his Antyesti will be

properly performed by his children or not, he

becomes anxious to see that it is duly done in his

life-time. His person is represented by an effigy

and the entire ceremonies are performed as usual.

There is, however, a popular superstition that

persons, whoso Antyegti is performed in their life-

time, die very soon. So only a few dare to do so

Those, wh"j die of accidents are also treated as

special cases. According to Baudhijyaaa
,

1 • those,

who die of wounds caused by weapons,

administration of poison, choking by a string,

drowning in water, fall from a mountain or a tree

etc,, do not deserve a funeral. Most probably

they were thrown away into water or cast away
into forests. At present, however, they are

accorded funeral ceremonies after performing

certain Praya^chittasThe idea underlying the denial

of funeral in this case was that these persons could

not be admitted into the Pitrloka
; therefore it was

futile to undergo the botherations of tedious

ceremonies .

166 But the Gautama-Dharraasfltra

syas that the survivors could perform the

165. ]y\S. ill. 7. 1. He recognizes an exception

SfrffcW-J frfsRf 'bid iiL 7. 2.

66. ^4 fqo§T*pr
i

Wfofasfa
ll Quoted *by Vijfianegvar*

pn the Yaj, g- Hi- 1. 6
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Udakakarma etc. if they liked 1G7
- The majority

of the Smrtis, however, prohibit .the '.observance

of SMancha and performance of ceremonies, as no

impurity is caused by their death.

The Pafitas or fallen are also regarded as

special cases. According to Manu, 10.® an apostate,

a man Uorn of Pratiloma marriage, a suicide, a

Pasamja, an adultress, a woman causing 'abortion

or hating her husband et' 1

. should rrot be given

a funeral. yajfiavalkya includes thieves, also in

the same class. *The reason behind this 'prohibition

is that, these people are lost to ^society on account

of their unsocial habits and, therefore, they are not

entitled to the social privilege of deriving benefit

from a Sarhskara. At present such cases are not

detected or publicly accepted, and many of the

fallen pass as ordinary householders.

(Si) The Primitive Nature of the Ceremonies

The funeral ceremonies, though often repeated

and tedious, are of th§ simlest type. In no other

field of Hinduism the primitive beliefs regarding

life and death survive so insistently as in the naive

funeral operations. The next world ia nothing but

167 .

i laid -

*168. *.M s. 87 -90.

169. mwwvfifw #n ss"®*

grR wspnfaaft n YaJ>
s - ili- L 6>
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the replica of this earth, and the n«eds of the dead

are'tbe same- as those of the living. /Throughout

the ceremonies the prayers are offered for the

sensuous enjoyments and ease of the dead. \ We do

not find any indication of the d£siro for his or her

spiritual henefit, salvation or beatitude. The

prayer for freedom from the cycles of birth ^and

death is very casual and could be discovered only

in the latest pha^e of the ritual
.

J

ThQ "whole

performance *is of the most primitive kind, and

speaks of a period of remote antiqujty.



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

(1) Li/e a Mystery and an Art

Lifr has been a great mystery to man. Its

origin, growth, decadence and disappearance hare

always exeercised his thoughts and emotions. The

Hindu Sathskaras were just an attempt to,fathom

and to facilitate the flow of this mystery ’ Through

observations and experiences and through

faultering and confidence of ages the ancient

Hindus realised that life was an art like any

other art in the world. It required cultivation

and refinement Man born and left to himself

was a mass of elements, crude and brutal and

slightly removed from his fellow citizens of

the forest. His life stood in need of as much
care, protection and cultivation as a plant in

a garden, crops in a field and an animal in a ,

cattle-farm. The Sarh^karas involved conscious
,

elforts to meet this need. The seers and the sages .

of yore, to their light and resources, tried to

.

transform crude animality into refined

,

humanity.

(8)* Lijk a Cycle

As* in philosophy so in rituals life was.

regarded as a cycle. It starts .where it ends.;

61
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•From birth to death it is a continuous series

of incidents moving round a nucleus of desire

to live, to enjoy, to think and ultimately to

retire. All the Sarhskaras and their ceremonies

emanate from the centre of life and are concurrent

with its circumference. The Grhyasutras, the

oldest "manuals of the Sarhskaras start with the

Vivaha ( Marriage Ceremonies ), because^ marriage

was supposed to be the centre of life which

supports and sustains all social activities. The

Smrtis, however, begin with the conception of

a child in the womb of its mother, as,

obviously, the life of an individual germinates

here, and they end with the Antyegti ( Funeral

Ceremonies ), which apparently mark the end of

an individual life Between births and deaths’

like life, the Sarhskaras revolve.

(3/ Dogma a Conscious'Development

In the beginning, the Sarhskaras, though not

automatic, were spontaneous. There was no
dogma and there was no code. Precedent was
the only authority; the question of rationale did

not arise. "When in- course of time the various

'Veremopies connected with the Sarhskaras

developed and they were amplified! according, to

the social seutiments and needs, a 'conscious

attempt was 'made at the codification of the

Sarhskaras and dogmas were fixed. This provided
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for, the stability of the institutiofial aspect qf

the Saihskaras, but it hindered its* spontaneous

growth which resulted in its stultification and

decay.

(4) The Procedure of the Sirnskdras

The forms and procedure of the Satfrskara-s

were suggested by observation- and -reasoning.

Even in early times there were elaborate and

distinct procedures of the Saihskaras. Their

precise origin in lost in the depth of antiquity

but it is certain that thoy originated in social

needs and in course of time they assumed a

religious garb. Symbols and taboos' played an

important part in the procedural development of

the Saihskaras.

(5) The Place of the Samskdras in Hinduism

©

(%) Samskatas took Life as a whole

In the beginning of civilizations life was much
simpler than it is at present and it was no-t

divided into compartments.. Social institutions,

beliefs, sentiments, arts, sciences etc*, were all

closely interwoven. The Saihskaras covered all

the^s fields of life, Religion was an all-embracing

factor in ancient times and rituals were giving

sanctity and Stability to all possible incidents

in life, and, to this end, they were utilising al]
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. the moral and material resources of the world to

which man had an access. The aim of the

Sarhskaras was to create conditions for the

development of an integrator! personality of an

individual, who can adjust himself with the

world around him believed to be full of human
and superhuman forces.

(it) Sams'karas and the Three Paths of Life

When in course of time the cofnplexit iss of life

increased and distinctions in action came to be

made, the Hindus recognized three definite paths

of lifeX(i) Karma-marga ( the Path of Action ),

(2) Upakma-marga
( the Path of Meditation and

Worship
) and (3) Jnana-marga

( the Path of
Knowledge ). Though the Sarhskaras were
sufficiently comprehensive in their scope orginally,

they came to be included, later on, in the Path of

Action ( Karma-marga ) alone.
)
The first Path of

life was a preparatory step to the second and
the third onbs, meant for the purification of
mind ( Chitta-luddhi ). Therefore though the
Sarhskaras- were not of the highest importance
in life, they were of the primary importance
and fhus essential for every individual. As a
matter «of fact they provided a fcecessary
framing for a higher type of culture inteHectual
and spiritual.
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(Hi) Philosophic,al fndi/ference 4111d Hostility

towards the Samsltaras and theii\ ecqnciliation

w'th Philosophy

Tndian philosophical attitude towards life

centred round the idea that temporal life, in its

last analysis, is futile and that a permanent
state of consciousness transcending the ’ earthly

existence* is to be reached. -The <• Saihskaras

which blessed the mundane affairs of life were

looked down upon by retiring aspirants after

the transcendental values of ‘life. Some of the

TJpanisadic thinkers derided all sacrifices, including

the Sarhskaras, and compared them with frail

boats unfit for crossing the ocean of mortality.

But the classical Hindu mind, being synthetic

and taking a balanced view of life, was able to

reconcile ritualism with philosophy and under

the same sacrificial canopy, side by side with

most elaborate sacrifices, the highest metaphysical

questiones were raised and discussed. The

Charvakas ( Materialists
),

the Buddhists and the

Jains (Heterodox Religions
)
attacked rituals 'in

vain. The Charvakas, hating no jrituals and

dogmas to rest upon, died * out. The Buddhist

and the Jain churches developed theie own
rituals^ leaving their laityt to follow the popular

rituals curren.t in the society. The Brahmaniaal

thinkers never tried to discard them, perhaps,
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thinking th^t people could not live without some
kind of Q^rempnies

;
the Sarhskaras, being best of

them, received their approval.

(iv) Samskaras and Puranic Hinduism

The development, of Puranic Hinduism
synchronized with the decline of the Vedic religion

and the gravity of religious life shifted from

home—the venue*of the Sarhskaras—to tlie places

of pilgrimage and the temples. The emphasis
was laid on idol-worship. But, ‘though the b ;g
sacrifices fell into ’disuse, the Sarhskaras survived

with the change that some of them, e.g., the Tonsure
and the Upanayana, in some cases, came to be

performed at a temple instead of at home. The
Sarhskaras were so closely associated with the

personal life of an individual that they clung to

him or her through all changes and vicissitudes.

Their hold on life was so strong that even some
of the deities had to undergo some of these

Sarhskaras.
%

(6) The Achievements of the Samskaras

The Sarhskaras helped in the refinement and
purification of human life, facilitated the
development of personality, imported sanctity
and importance to human body; blessed

*
all

Material and spiritual aspirations of man and
ultimately prepared him for an easy and happy
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exit from this* world of complexitis and -problems”.

They also helped in the solution of the many
social problems of importance. For example,

the Garbhadhana (Conception) and other, pre-natal

Samskaras were connected with sex-hygiene and

eugenics. When the latter had not developed as

independent branches of science, the Samskaras

were the pnly educative agenc es in these matters.

Similarly, the Vidyarambha (Learning. * of Alpha-

bets) and the J^amskaras begining from the

Upanayan (Initiation) to the Samavartan.

(Returning Home from the Teacher’s > are all of

highly educational importance In early societies

there was no secular agency to enforce compulsory

education upon the masses The Sirnsk.iras, being

compulsory, served this purpose Fvery child,

if he was not mentally and physically invalid,

was to undergo a compulsory course of education

involving learning and strict discipline. This

maintained the intellectual and cultural level of

the ancient Hindus.* The Vivaha Saihskara

( Marriage ) regulated a number of sexual and

social problems by laying dawn definite rules on

the types and forms of marriage, the limitations of

marriage, the selection of parties and the nuptials.

No dpubt these* rules tended to make society

static but they also added to the stability and

happiness of sodial groups and family life. The

last Sarftskara, the Antyesti (Funerals) combined
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' the duties- of a house-holder towards the dead and

the living. It was a wonderful combination of

family and social hygiene and consolation for the

survivors. Thus, the SaihskSras operated in the

practical life as a graduated scheme of human
life and its development.

(7) The Decline of the SamsMras

Like otner socio-religious institutions the

Sarnskaras also, after serving their purpose for a

long time, declined in course of time due to their

internal weaknesses and external circumstances,

which developed in the history of the Hindus.

The creative stage of the Sarnskaras was followed

by the critical, conservative and imitative ones,

when the Sarnskaras were codified, common ted

upon, compiled and confusedly and poorly

imitated. The result was that they became static

and stultified and lost their power of elasticity

and adaptation. The time and ideology under

which they evolved were left far behind and new
social and religious forces were operating in the

society, which did not fully conform to old social

and religious institutions. Buddhism, Jainism

and the many new cults of devotion diverted the

at tention of the people from ritualistic exactitude

fto devotional practices of worship The linguistic

difficulty was also responsible for" the decline of

the Sarnskaras. The Mantras recited in the
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Sarhskaras were from the Vedas and the procedure'

of the Saihskaras was couched in arcliaic Sanskrit

and the both have continued to be so till to-day.

Though Sanskrit ha! ceased to be the popular

language of India and is intelligible to only a few

learned persons, the priests have never cared to

•change the language of the Samskaras, as they* are-

always anxipus to preserve the mystic and obscure

nature of the religious ceremonies. The natural

consequence is the Apathy and indifference of the

masses towards the Saihskaras, which have become
a sealed book to them.

A far-reaching cause of the deceline of the

Saihskaras was the development of the society

from its primitive conditions and the bifurcation

and specialisation of the different branches of

human activities. Originally the Saihskaras

combined religious beliefs and practices, social

customs and laws, educational schemes, rules

regarding health and hygiene etc. In course of

time all these aspects *bf human life
^
developed

more or less independently. So the Saihskaras

lost most of their contents and, importance
; only

its religious sanctity survived. in its truncated

form. The Saihskaras, which once constituted a
m

serious attempt at the reformation of man, were
reduced to mere ceremonies. The Saihskaras to-day

are in the majority of cares a matter of routine

bereft of effective influence.

62
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Hinduism assimilated foreign elements in its

fold throughout its long history. These elements

conformed to the broad outline of Hinduism, but

they did not find minute ritualistic details

congenial -to them. They performed the most

important Saihskaras like the Yivaha (Marriage)

and the Antyesti (Funeral), which they -could not

escape, l^ut they had little use of the minor ones.

The adyent of Islam in India, eclipsed Hindu

culture and in the major part of^the country there

was no free opportunity to perform religious rites.

For their safety the masses abstained from

ostentacious ritualistic procedure and only a few

orthodox families performed them at their great

risk. The later and modern impact of materialism

from the west has attacked Hindusim on a

different plane. Through western educational

system and foreign medium of instruction it has

uprooted the majority of young people receiving

this new education fronj. their moorings both

intellectually and emotionally. It has made its

converts hostile towards the traditional life of the

country, sceptic towards spiritual values of life

and impatient of any religious discipline. They
are getting lost to the very sacramental conception

of life. This constitutes the gravest menace to the

Samskaras. The only saving feature Tor. the

Saihskaras is the reaction which is visible to*day

hgainst materialism in a serious seotion Of
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humanity, which may restore the religious and

spiritual values to man in future again.

(8) Revivalism and the Samskaras

In the nineteenth century in India the impact

of western influences, was on the ^one hand,

capturing the mind of a large number of young

people, on the other hand, it created a reaction’

against it led by nationalistic cultural movements.

The more orthodox of them, like the Arya S^maja

and the SanatanE Dharma movements, Sought to

defend the Hindu community firstly by retorting -

to the charges hurled by the foreigners against- the

Hindu religion and culture and secondly by

reviving the old social and religious institutions

with some reforms and simplification, so that they

might attract the educated people intellectually.

The Sariiskaras werer evived with a zeal and they

appealed to the people for some time, but they are

loosing their influence again.
1

The real question is

not the West versus the East ; it is the Old versus

the New, The Sariiskaras originated in the hoary

past when the problems and the needs of the'

society were different from wliat they ape to-day

;

the mind of the people was ’working under an

ideology which .was peculiar to its age. To-day

the Society has. changed ; the man has changed

accordingly ;
his beliefs, sentiments and aspirations

have all .undergone change. Unless the Sjribsk&rapj
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are also ^transformed in the light of new
'developments, they cannot appeal to 'the new mind,

(9) Prospects

The Sarhskaras were the expression of human
beliefs, sentiments, aspirations, hopes apd fears,

and tjbey catered for human needs. With changes

in life they are bound to change. To-day .the very,

conception of life has undergone change. By
scientific discoveries many mysteries of life have
been solved and man’s control ov&r his environment
‘has immensely increased. Many natural forces

which were feared or respected have become docile

servants of man. Material resources of life are

getting multiplied. Many fields of life which were
regarded sacred have now become secular. So, the

awe and reverence with which the religious rites

were performed are diministhing gradually. But in

spite of all these changes in the material aspects
of the world, certain central mysteries of jlife and
some fundamental needs of, human existence will
remain. Though the evolutionary process of life

has been analysed and studied, the origin of
life, its constituents and their•(combinations are
still puzzling the human mind, and there [does not
seem'to be any possibility of solving the central
problem of life satisfactorily. A’t the source of
life man is even, [to-day"experiencing^ the *mystio
touoh of the invisible. This fact will keep alive
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the religious sentiments in man, , Though the

magic hold of religion in some fieldsof life will be

loosened, the human heart will not part with that

sanctity which is imparted by religious sanction.

The consecration of life will never cease. Similarly

the fact that life is an art and it requires conscious

and planned efforts, for its cultivation and

refinement will never die out. The ' art of

race-culture and nation-building will always form

an important part of human porogress. The

Saihskaras will! change their old garbs and will

assume new shapes.
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Abhimantraiia/ 354,. 358.

AbhieiSchana, .a ceremony
_ 358,?403 427.

Abhyudayika Sraddha, amii-
• tion of^to the^ritual proper
by Prayogas^and the Pad-
dhatis, 101; a preliminary
ceremony before Veda-
r&lnbha Saihskara, 243.

* Achara,? as ' gne of the
sections'of Smytis, 13.

Acharya,; importances of,

was- recognized ’even for

Brahmavidya, 192; . » the
problemof taking the child
to, 212, 213; selection of,

and qualification of, stated
by Yama, 214; teaching ex-

pected from, 215; his part
in Upanayana, 216; his part
in Kaupina, 221; his part
in. Girdle tying, 223

;
his

part in Sacred Thread
Saihskara, 226; a staff was
given]

4
by, ^to the student,

229; touching of heart be-

tween student & Acharya,
233; takes the charge of

student, 234; 'his part in

Savitrl Mantra,^,236; ^com-
plete harmony between stu-

dent* and Acharya required
240;inomThal # performer of

Saihskara, 243; permission
of, irequired, by thefs’tudent

for. performance of Sama-
vartana: remuneration to be
given by the "Student who
leaves*him, 255; many com-
forts' presented' to the stu-

dent at the time of Sanaa-

i vartana by, 258; gift to, 354;
i DakiSina to, 358; Nuptial

fees of, according to Grhya-
sufra, 384.

Aohyuta, according to Garga,
naming after month deity
beginning from, 139.

Aditya Purapa 17, 92, 128.
s Agni, while performing the

Chaturthikarma the hus-
band invited the help of, 42;
or Fire,* a cops'titutent of
Saihskara; 58; its impor-
ance to Ancient Hindu^f
61; its important place in
Saihskara; assumed the role
ofGrahapati, 59-60.; regard.
ed<ias the director of rites

and morality by Hindus,
62; prasie of. for AyuSva,
125;*deity of Kjittika, 137;
offerings to, 143; a Sacred
Fire, 236-237; the most
brilliant element in the
wprld, 240; two ahutis of
ghee^were offered tc, 244;
mythical god, 328; the bride
was supposed to be a wife
of, 349-376; bride worships
to, with her husband 350;
prajers were offereb to, for

valient sons, 351; bride’s

fourth Pati or Lot'S. 377-

387-399; sacrifice offered to,

37d, 40o-401; Pradaksioa
round 380; 422, 423, 435,
437, 443, 455, 468; treatment
of, given * in 6ra utasfttras,

19; 312,450.
Agni-,Parikramaparh, 354.

Agui-Pradak?ipa, 353, 357.

Agni Purana, 16, 432. note.



Agni Sthapana, 357;

Agni Stoma, 33;

Agni Tattva, 377. 399.

A&avanlya (fira), 431.

Ahitagni. 471
Ahitagnlya-JIouse-holder, 470

Ahuta, one of the heads of

Pakayajiias, 29.

Aitareya, 131.

Aitareya Brahamana. 7, 285.

Ajina, 7 the deer skin, 7
,
228.

Aksaralekhanaj 179.

Aksararambha-Yidy a- rambha

,

179, 185.

Aksarasvikarana-Yidyaram-

bha, 179.

Ak§ataropana, 357,

""Altekar, Dr. A. S„ 178 201,

'209, 219, 225.

Anadhyayas, rules of, in

Dharma Sutras, 13.

Anahitagni, 471.

Ahgira, a list of, contains

Saihskaras, 25, 35, 36; his

analogy on the formation

and development of perso-

nality, 51. iescendants of,

166; 198 47L
Ananyapurvika, 336, 341*.

Ananta, 139.

Anasiiya, story of, 319.

AnnapraSana, a Samskara,

11, 31, 32, 34, 33, 76; its ori-

gin, 151; its history; 152;

special significance 'sf, 156-

157.,

Aatevasin, 7.

Antyesti. a Samskara,
" (funeral ceremonies), 2,

11’

31} neglected in G-rhya

shtj-as, Dfearmasutras,

Smrtis work, 37-38; recog-

nised as a Saihskara, some
Sfahyasutras, Mann,
^apatalkya, Jatukat^ya,

eptuherate it in the list of
j

Saihskaras, 38; in the present
thesis it has found its

proper place among the
Saihskaras, 38; 407; des-
cribed in GrahyasfLtra,428;

477, 478, 482, 487.

Antyesti-Paddbati, by Hari-
hara, 416 note, 487. 456
Aote, 457 note, 467 note.
L Anuchana. ( who has read
only the Vedangas ), 83.

Anuloma, marriage, permi-
ssible in. the Vedic time,

306.

Anuradha, 'Nak§atrahame,
137.

Anuatarani, an old cow or a

goat, 411, 429, 435, 438, 439.

Apamarga, 455.

Apararka, 180 his remark on
IJpanayana. .95, s 230, 264,

- 303 ’

Apastamba, Dharmasfttra of

16, 19
,

5

20, 84, ;
endorsed the

view of Baudhayana, on
proper nights for Garbha-

dhana, 87; his opinon on

object of purification in

Smiantonnayaua Saihskara,

108; 197, 222, 288, 301.; on

qualification of bride 340-

241; forbids to marry a girl

whose name ends in V or

JV, 373,

Apastamba, Grahyasutra of,

301, 403 note.

Apaslamba Smrti of, on

_ Asmra marriegd,*V83.

Apri, hymns, 301. .

Aptoryama, its Sapta*Soma-
yajna-Saihsthah, 33.

Aranyaka, concerned with
philosophical subject, 8-,

referance to funeral ceremo-

nies found in 428, 430, 488,

442.
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ArdrSksataropana, is r mong
the last ceremonies of
marraiage, 357.

Arghya, 353, 366. 367, 308,
3$3.

Ar^idanaih 358.
Ar?a, form of marriage\271,

285, 288, 289. >
ArthaSastra,‘l8 1.

•Arthavada 7, 302.
Arundhati, 354; star^of, to b§
shown to bri(fe in marriage

_ rites, 385. •

Aru^ii, 193, 20?, 212* note.
Arya girl, connection, of,

with iSudra wa§ a joke in
courts according ftoiYajurv-
eda, 305, 306; marriage
between prohibited, 311.

Aryama, god, 379.’ 348,117,
137, 378, 395, 400.

Aryan, a [community, 8;

theory of refinment-to be-
comea full-fledged Arya, 48;
became well established in
India, 89; seeking expansion
in India, 95; civilized, -333,
ancient branch of, Parsis,
423; becomes agriculturist-
222; has to devote the peri
od of youth to education
209, Upanayana is essent-
ial for 210, pastoral life of,

221, for him marriage was
meant to be permanent
and regular, 269; girl, no
one coulfl marry her,
without ‘Upanayana, 189.
masters, Dasis came into
contact with their Aryan
masters, ,306. people,

Senart’s opiniouon, concer-
ning marriage, 295; life of,

became luxurious, 32 U 416.
were not willing to form
matrimonial relationwith

non-Aryans, 135 raee, Bra*
hman was the teaoher. of,

202; a militant race, 110;
probability ofVratyas asan
Aryan race, 206, religion,

6, 58, ; Brahman was a
custodian of, 203; Vratyas
were not Aryan in reli-

gion, 206;^ 60, society, Da-
siputras became very com*
mon|in, 305; Vratyas were
discarded from jihe social

previleges ofthe, 204.'

Aryaadorn* doors of, were
open to Vratyas if they
sought- • admission into
Aryan society, 206. -

Arya * Saniaja, orthodox
Hindu, sought to ^defend
Hindu community, 491.

Asajatiya/302.
A^aucha, rules of, in Dharma

Sutras, 13;
(
20, 307, 448,

450, 451, 453,; offerings
to the dead at the time of,

464; 470, 471, 479.

A^ma-rohanam, a ceremony,
*353, 358, 380, 396.

Alvalayana Snajrti, 48, note.
ASrama, (s),,9; stages of life,

(3; theory of, established *

in.Upanigdic period, 191
5

though reeognized, was
n£t universally obse-
ryed, 208; Dha^mashtras
recommend to pass through
all the four ASramas 251;
student would incur sift by
spending some days with-
out any particular ASrama,
254, ; theory of, 262, 263,

_ system of, 329.

A4fam-Dharma, develop the
social aspect of the Saifisk-

iiras that was simply sugge*
ted in the Gyhyasutras, 13.
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Astakadhefiu,? - addition of

gilt, 473.

Astakahoma, 29.

Asthi-Chayana, 45 5.

Ast'hi-SaHchayana, 418; refe-

rence to, in A^valayana,

454.

A?taphalidana, 357;

Astrology, 136.

Asura, Jform of marriage,

4,271, 272, 281, 283 285,

_ 283, 29S.

A^valayana, 31 5 his opinion
on 1 object -of purification in

Simantonayana Samskara,
_108; ongre’eting name, 138;

147; 162 note- 224 note. 232;

241, 245 272, on Gandharva
form of marriage, 277:

on Prajapatya form of

marriage, 286; 288, 395 note,

431, 439, 440, ;
on Asthi-

Sanchayana, 454, 456, 5
on

&anti Karma, 458, 471.

A^valayana Grhyasutra, 19,

30, its opinion on different

long names, 134; its obser
ration on Pai^acha form of

marriage, -273; 306: 311; its

opinion on a-Standard bea-

utiful woman, 331; 335,

355, 366, 418, 428, 442, 433.

Agvalayana Smpti, 92 105;

lays down duties o7 the
husband, 114;

AjSramedha, a sacrifice, 10 .

ASvayuji, seasonal festivals,
OA .

Afivayuji, in, Sapta-Paka-
YajHa-Samstha,c 33.

Agvin, 81,282,137,138,359.
ASvinlkumara, 137.

Atharran, 121.

Atharraveda, 5,6,74, 81,99,
117, 160, 173, 194, 205,208,
529, 261, 305, "306, 315, 317

347,1351, 352, 365, 385, 395.
413, 416, 425, 426, 441, 468.

Atharvavedic, marriage,
351.

Atharvavedic, time, 216, 351,

S
.

vavedic, verses, 469.
is, 265.

Athenian, 295.

Ati, bird, 154,

«Atiki, in „ early marriage,
refered to in Chhandogya
Upanisad,JLO; story o£ 318.

Atiraatra, a form of Soma
sacrifice, >3

Atkinson,. J. J
,
296 note.

Atri, 166.

Atyagnistoma, 33.

Aurdhvadaihika-kriya, 424.

Au§ija, 305,

Avabhrtha, final purificatory

batb;<in Agnistoma, 249.

Avantisundari, of the Chahu*
mana family, and wife of

_ poet Rajagekhara, f08.

Avasathya Homa, 354.

Avesta, religion of, 21; 59.

Ayodhya, { 319, 320.

„Ayu§ya, 52; second item of

_ Jatakarma, 124,

Ayusyajapa, 364.

Ayusyakarmapi, prayers for

long life, 5.

B
Baijavapa, 133; hi&^ observa-

tion'on;girl’c name, 134.

Balihararia, or " Bhutayajna,
one of the Sapta-Paka
YajSa, 29.

Bana, 30Q . _

Bauka, inscription of, 309,

BataSunga, herb, 104.

Baudhayana, 19, 20, 31, 86
,

108, 109, llu, 138, 200, 20?,

288, 290, 293, 301, 322, 325,
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,
428, 430, 440, 454, 455, 470,

477, 472, 473, 476, 478.

Baudhayana Dharmasutra,
19, 20.

Baudhayana Grhyasutra, 29,

31, 222, 353, 425. k

Bhaga, 137, 379, 395)348.

Bhagvadgita, 430. A
Bhaktimarga, 476.

Bharadvaja, a bird, 154, 197,*

430.

.'Bharadvaja Grhyasutra, 233,
• 247, 256, 331, 428.

BHaranl, 13?.

Bhargava, 166, 167.

Bhavabhuti, 3£0.

Bbavavya, 317.

Bhavisya Purana, 15, 16, 146.

Bhlmasena 6arma, 37, 143,

note, 186.

Bhi§ma, 91, 277, 282
Bhrgu, 166.

Bhrupa, 13

Bhumidhenu, an additional
gift of, 473.

Birhols, caste,-27 in Bihar,
275,

Brahma, creater of the world,

worshiped on the day of

performance oi Karriavedha
ceremony, 177 ( 175 ), knot
called Brahmagranthi,
symbolises Brahma, 226

;

263, 373.

Byahma, 17, 128, .271, 272.

Brahma, form of marriage,

291, 291.

Brahma*chari (n), praise of

in Yedic literature, 5,
resides with the teacher,

away from home, 9; 192,

definition «t the world
according to Grhyasutra,

86; twice-born householder

can be a Brahmacharin for

jsver if he binds himseef

with some rules,;881 V edio

student called a * 190 stu-

dent must be a,. 191; stu-

dent should announce his

intention to his teacher* to

becoihe a * Brahmachari,
221, * piece of cloth to be
worn in the house of, 222,
clothes of, should be white,

223; can put on oi\ly one set

of the Sacred Thread, 227,

according to^iskpu, some
people were compulsorily
required ’to lead the life of

251; rules of the conduct
prescribed for, 252. ^

Brahmacharya, usual period

of mentioned in the Ghan-
dogya Upanigad, 9$ the word
twice mentioned in Rgveda
in the sense of the life of

a religious student 190;

student had to announce
his intention to teacher,;

that he w^uld become a, 191

220; student should be re-

minded onoo more of his

vows of at the time of

KeSanta, » 246; KeSanta
began to be considered as
marking the end -of, 247;
.Samavartana Sariisnara

was performed at the end
of, the period, 209; 252;

longest periochpf, 254; many
luxuries which were denied
during the time of, were
provided at the time of

Samavartana, 258; those
families are good which
observe unbroken Brahma
charya, 313/, the first

requisit of a bride-groom
was the completion .of his

339; as a qualification for

bride-groom 340. 342. 387
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Brahmagranthi, 226.

Brahmjfiani, 476.

Brahmaloka, 457, 470, 474.

5rahlpaftmedha^.470* 475.

Brahmana ( Yarrta’), too

powerful to be attacked by
evil influence, 44, 51; ladies

110; feasting of, 111; helped
the incision of life into the

child, 125j father invites

five Brahnaaijtas to breath,

126; presents were offered

to, 128; 178 dhild Salutes •

to, 144
;
gives blessing to a

oljild; 149; was entertained
withfeasts, 185; Upanyana
ceremony of a, boy, 199;

complexion of, 200; 211,
families, 212; Upanayana of
a, 217; wore white clothes,

225; staff of a, 28*; 236,
Yedic Mteature studied
extensively by, 241; marry
a Kiattriya girl, 308, 309;

312; blessings of, 360; 364,
389, 340,

5
fees of, 433; 439,

450, 451 465, 467, 474, 475,*

476.

Brahman (Universal Reality),

realising it, one attains the
status of Brahman 49;
world of, 60 hdaven of, 51;
union of, 51; man goes
vicinity af, 197. .*

Brahmanas ( works ) 6, 7, 8,

15,23.28,29 33.49,83,112,
120; 123, 132, 133, 135 136,
166. 168, 169, 175, 176, 177
176 191, 194, 205, 214 216,
220 222, 228, 231, 237, 238,
244, 259. 260, 264, 291, 300,
301, 304, 305 307, 308, 318,
357, (361, *365, [367, 384,

390, 403,- 403, 411,

429,-434, 437, 442/461.

Brahmana Brahmacharin.
200 .

Brahmanhood 50, 19fc
, 207,

470,

Brahmanical, 201; culture,
211; thinking, 465,

Brahr^nism, 205, 475.

.Brahmana literature, 131.

Brahmarandhra, 476.

BrS.hma Parana. 16, 33, 92,
123, 210, 303, 326,

Brahma Saihsk^a's, 36.5 dealt
with in Paddhatis and
Prayogas, 37; 50.

Brahmavidya* 9, 192, 470.
Brahmayaina, daily study,

.
8

,
220 .

Brahml, 48
Brhdurantyaka Upanigad, 9,

19, 82
Bj-hadukth Yamneya, 132.

Byhaspati, 15, 102, his obser-
i at ion on naming the child,

130; 130, note; 137 ; his opi-

nion on Mamakarana cere*

mouy and its significance

142; 149; 163, 167, 173, 175,

rso 185, 217, 221, 233, 385,

397,

Byhaspati Smyti, 146.

Budha, 350.

Buddhism, 469, 488,

Btiddhist, 74, 29, 461. 485.

Buhler 181 ( 179 )
not**.

Bulbaja, grass, 35(1.

• C
Caland, writer, 16.

Cannibalism, eating away
of the dead, 413.

Carnatic, inscription, 211.

Chaitra, 163, 217.

Chaitri, 33; seasonal sacrifi-

ce, 34.

ChakrI, According • to
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Gargya, naming after month-
deity beginning from, 139,

Chande^vara, 361.

Chandogya upani§ad, 9, 299
318,469.

Charaka,his opinion on Chuda-
karana Sarhskara 150.

Charvakas, materialist, 55
note, 485.- V

Chaturthikarma, 45^ 354,

358, 388, 389, 390, 403,

Chaturvirhgati Puraria, 16.

Chaturmasjga, 33. •

.Chatvari Veda-Vratani 32.

Chaula, a tonure ceremony,
182.

* *

Chaulaka, 32.

Chhanda, 244.

Chitta §uddhi, 484.

Ghittra,£l37.

Christians, caste, 187, 189,-

247, 461.

Christian era. 77, 302, 309
327.

Christian fathers, 266.

Chudakarma, 11, 31,34,

Chudakarana, or tonsure 53,

67, >78; its origin and pur-

pose, 15Q , 159; a religious*

ceremony in Yedic period,

161} rules for the age for,

in Veda, 862; fixing the ti-

me of performence of, 163;

165; an auspicious day was
fixed for the performance
of, 167; main features ofthe

ceremonies of,.170, 174; co-

rnbi$e
#
d with Vidyaram-

bha, 183, 220; 245, 248.

Qhudamanl, 138.

Church Fathers, 266, 267.

Chyavana, 41. 127.

Chyavana SyUvaSva, 304.

Chikitsasthana, 129,1 72.

Prawford Howell Toy, 159.

D
Daiva, form of marriage,
271 290.

Daiya Saihskaras, according
to Harita,the sacrifices are,

to be taken as,5*33; were on
the wane in Sm?ti period

34; dot regarded as Sa-
ihskaras proper in "Eajna-

valkya Smrti, 35; excluded
by Gautama, Ahgira, Vya,
sa from their treatment,
36;not,‘ described in Paddh-
atis and Prayogas, 37; Ha-
nts's opinion on,50.

Daksa, Soffit of, 263.

Dak§ina, gift to teacher at
the end of educational Sa-
Jhsbara, 244; Dowry was
regarded as, 285; gift to
Acharya, 358; 467.

Dantodgamana, 31.

Darbha, grass, 463, ;
set

out for the dead, 465;
DarSa-Paurnamasya, 33.

Darwin, his observation on
marriage, 298.

Das, A C., 269, 289. 386.

Dasa, surname to be taken
by |§udra, 136, frequent
use of the word, compai-
red^wfth Dasi, 305.

_
Dasa or Bhakta, devotee, the
word added to the name

f of deity while naming the

( chiled, 140. ^ ,

*Dasi, Sudra mother, 305.

Dasiputra, son of a. &udar
mother, 306

Dayabhaga, 309
Dayamanda Sarasvat, 37;.

author ofSaihskara-viddhi,
143.

* De§ aohara, 355-, 356. 20.
Destr, g94.



Devakotthapanarb, 358.
»

j

Devala, a mediaeval Smrti-

writer, ‘90, 108,» 1S7 note.

176,196, his definition of

marriage/-273; commends
Bak?asa form of for

Kshatriyas, 277; on Pra-

japatya form of marriage,

287; states importance of

relegious ceremonies,'293.
Dharma, 2; right, iuty, law

12; 97, 229, 466. .

'

Dharma^astra, 16, 17;

refered to *time of perfor-

mance of Garbhadhana, 85;

89,. does not ' discuss* the
problem of "the performer
ofGarbhadhana Sarhskara
90

;
180 251! later writers

on, 302. 307
Dharmasutra, 1, 2; closely

connected with\Grhyasttt-
ras, 12, contents of, overlap
with Grhyasutras, 13; deals

with Vardas, 13; social as-

pects of Saxhskaras develop
in, 13; Pauranika deities,

unknown to, 14; comentary
on,H7* 18, 23, 24, not care
to enumerate Samskaras;
contain rules about the
Ppanayana, Vivaha etc 32;

add little to ther itualistic

sidd of the Saxhskaras, 84;

,
101, 118, 179 deals with.

Vidyarambha Sarhskara,
180 194,-242, 262, 301, 307,"

322, 322, 338,145 5,

Dhanu§a Yajfia, 320.

Dhata,' 458.

Dhatar, 81.

Dhaty; 894.

Dhrtl,218.
Dhruva, 354,

Dhruva-darSana, 354, 858,

Diti 113.

Dravidians, 299.

Dronaia, 42, 127.

Durkheim, au f hor, 290.
Dvija, twice born, 189,

Dyava PrthvI-, 400.

E
Earth, 409, lord of, 403. 418,

4i9. /
East, 4o9: v. west. 491*

F
Fathers, 410, 468, 468,
Fire? 423,427, 437., 470, 471.

G
Gadadhara, 84 nq.tejl67 noter

' 249
,
302 309, 326, 357, 360,

361, 363; also note, 364,
note, 384, 391; 398, 399.464
note, 466 "note 474 note,
475 note.

-Ganapati-Puja 3t7.
Gandharva, god, while per-

forming Chaturthikarma
the husband invites him, to

remove the injurious eleme-
nts, 42

;
mythical god 328;

as a representative of lust,

333; 349, 351,375, 376, 377,

, 386, 387, 390, 398.

Gandharva, a tribe, living

onethe slopes of Himalaya,
279.

Gandharva, form of marriage,
271;was more common than
the Raklasa form of marri-
age in primitive time 275;

according to Devala mari-*
tal rites nave to be p8?fo-

fmed injthe, presence office

in 293; 294; defined by £.&•

valayana and explained 277,
279;^older than Bakdasa
and

t
Paigacba ‘form of

marriage 27$?; Obildmarri-
age system rendered a
deathblow-to, 28% &sur%



- form of marriage is com-
pared' with, 282; 293, 294,

320, 327.

Gapeia, (Vinayaka) wor-
ship of, 85; naming of the
child after, Ho; 150, 168,

185, 218, 363.

Ganga, 132.

Gangadhara, 371.

Ganges, 457.

Gahgeya, 132.

Garbhadhana, a Sarhskara,

22, 22, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36,44,
67;<itS'Conception 76; pro-

cedure of, in Yedic period,

81; first time dealt with
systematically in^the Grh-
yasutras, 82;«dates avoida-
ble for,89;whether it is Ga-
rbha Samskara or Ksetra
Sarhskara, two schools of

opinion about, 93; a

compulsory Sarhskara, 95;

proper time for, 185; 354,

487

.

Garbhadhana Samskara,
proper, time for, 52; 80;

problem of the performer

of, 90-91; only husband is

authoried for, 93-94? its

- significance 97; „

Garbbahanta, his son Vighna,

and Meh ini daughter, 112.

Garbhalambhana, 31.

Garbha Sarhskara, 108.

Garbhipi, 473.

Gardner and Jewans, Greek
Airtiquilits, 116., note.

Garga, 173.

Gargapaddhati, ’ 370 note,

371 note, 390 note.

Gargya, a Smrtikara, 139.

Garhasthy a-, 251.

Garhyapatya, 430.

Gariida Purana, 16.

G^thdganaih, 353,-35 8,

Gauri/.eight'vears old girl,

326, 370.

Gaurihara-puja, 357.

Gautama, 36, 37, 50, 197, 231,

241, 273, 277, 286
r 299, 322,

040. «

Gautama, ^Dh,armasuira, 1,

19, 32,^93,478.
Gautama Smyti, 16, 35.

'

Gayatra, 61.

,
Gayatri, mantra, 9, 63;

contains prayer for stimul-
ating talent, 124; student
was tau > ht the, 191', 195,

232, 236.

Ghatl-watef-oloek, 364,

Gho?a, 316.

Gobhila, 76,’ 133, 319, .338.

Gofybila Grhyasutra, 85, 124,

395 note.

.Goblin, 41.

Godana, 7, 32, 241, 246.

Gond, caste 275.
Gopatha Brahmana account

of Upanayana, 7; 229.

Gopinath Bhatta,^180,
Gotra, f 299,'.301,

J

302, 343,
' 360. 371.

#
Gotrakrt^301.
*Gotra-pravaramanjarI, 301.

|

Gotrochchara, 357.

Grahi Fire, 427.

Gramavachanarh 354, 355,

. 884.

Grhapati, 'the lord of the

fhouse 59.

Grhaprave|a, 358»
Grhasthag Asrama 264.

Grhya,*453.
Grhyapari^ista 114.
Grhyajjjj &e§a

, (Karpavedha),
31.

5

Grhyasutras, ’

1,2-3, 11, 12,
13,>14,*17,§18, 19, 24, 28, 30,
*31, 38, 74, 75, 81, 8% 85, 89,
106, 107, 118, 133, 136, 142,



143, 146, 147, 152, 154, 155,

159, 160, 161, 163, 165, 172,

179, 180, 193, 194, 196, 199,

200, 206, 207, 216, 221, 222,

224, 242, 245, 252, 260, 261,

262-, 269, 272, 280, 301, 307,

318, 319, 330, 347-, 352, 353,

354, 355, 358, 359, 362, 368,

370, 371,-372, 375, 383, 384,

387, 389, 391, 407, 420, 424,

428, 432, 435, 438, 441, 450,'

451, 452, 453, 454, 457, 461,

468, 470,, 482.

Gun* ;
226.'

Gupta, 136/ 327.

H-
Hsmtrmukha, 127.

Hara. (Siva) 177.

Hari, 139,438.

Haridra (Yellow), 223, 254.

Haridralapana, 357.

Harihara, author, 96, note

114, note, 210, note, 371,

456 note. 457 note.

Harigyamin, 300.

Harita, a later Smpti-wri-
ter 33, 50, 108, 123,214 note

227, 263, 277, 314.

Hargacharita, 308 note.

Hartland, E. S. 417, 425, 449
note,

Haryakga, 127.

Hasta, 137.

Hasta-grahanarh 353.

Haver, J, W; 206.

Havi-Sacrifice, 30.

Havya, 422.

Hebrews, 66.

Hiliebrandt, author 445.

Himalaya, 279.

Hindu Dharma, 1, 19.

Hindu DharmalaStra, 391. -

Hindu Law, 32, 344, 372.

Hkdttfem, 265, 417, 459, 461,

475, 476; place of Saifts-

karas in, 483, 484, 490.

Hindu Sagtrakaras, 461.

IliranyakeS i, Grhyasutra of

400, 428.

History ofDharmaiSastra 432
Homa, 259, 377, 378, 471.

Howa/d, author, 271.
Hrd^a-sparSa, 353, 354 358,

395.

I
Israel, people of, 265.

Ida, daughter »of Mitra and
Varuna 126.

Indra, 137, 140, 149, 221, -234,

240, 303, 403, 3(2.

Iadragnl, 137.

Iranian, people 189.

Igana or Rudra, 205.
Ista, sacrifice, 433.

J
Jagannatha/373.
Jain, 74;|Hindus were not...

in Grhyasutra period, 164;

299, 455, 485.

Jainism, 488.

Jala3uddhi
)8
357.

Janapada-Dharma, 355.

Janardana, 139.

Jatakarma, > 11 (birth cere-

mony), 29; 31, 34, 35, 67,
116; time of performance
of, 121; ceremonies proper,
123; 124.

Jatavedas, 237, 444.

Jatukarn^a, 102; provides^
ist of sixteen Sariyjkaras,

36; includes A-utyestI in
a list* -of ‘Sathsbaras, *88;

245.

Jatyachara,[20.

Jaya, 353,Jsacrifice, 377.

Jayarama,|43£ note, 446 note,

450, 452]note, 457 note.

Jews,1266,

Jlvacfichraddha, a
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ny, 470, 477.
Jivaehchraddha prayoga, 477

note.

Jffanamarga, 476; the path of
• knowledge, 484;

137, proper time for
Yidyaraihbba, 184,247.

JyotirnibaAdha, 363.

K
Kaegie, 413, 414.
Kak?ivanfa, AuSiia. 132.
Kalha^a, 308.

«

Kali Age, 92, 211, 304, 369.
Kalrvarjya,.17. 92, 303, 309,

475 .

Kalavidhana, 114.
Kalpa, 11.

Kama, 374, 398.
Kamalakara, 355.
Kamandalu, 475.
Kane, P. V., 432 note.
Kanina, substitute for
Kumaripulra according to
Mahidhara, 217.

°

Kafikaiia, 375.

Kanka*a-Bandhana, 257, 259,
375,

1

Kativa,i280, 300, 320.
Ka

“f,|10
years old girl, 316,

326. #

Kagyadana, 289, 357, 372
373. ’

Kaijyadaniya,^357.
Kapyavara^a, 359, 361.
KapiSjala, 185.
Kia-ikasj versified* prese-
ntation of rituals; 121, 13,
184, 369.«

Karma-marga, Path of
Action 484.

Kariiaredha, 31, .(Grhya-
beam

) 5j a'ddejl later 353

i79
0
ii^

in
i^

d earIy history
1/4, 1/ a, 174; a compulsory
ceremony, 176.

Kagyapa, 112, 113,1 66.

809.

. „ Kalpa-
sfitra, 467.

Katyyana-gutra, 172, 174.
176.

' ’

Kaupina„220, *223.

Kau^ambeya, 132,
Kaugika, 73, 173, 301.
Kavasa, 305.

•KSyyamimaiiisa. 308.
Keith, A. B, 387.

Ke^anta, 31, 34; not enu-
merated in th'e list of
YajSavalkya Smrti, 35 ; 78.

Kesanta= Godana, its diffe-
rent names .and their sig-
nificance, 245, the origin
and early history 246^ its
later history and confusion,

- 247, 2ff8, 253.
Kegava, Lord Visnu, 179

301, note.

Khadire Grhyasutra, 403.
Khailika hymn, 800, 302.
Kimbadanta, 127.

Kovalesky, 295.
Kravyada, 427.
Kritapati, 282.

Kriyapaddhati, 464 note, 474
note, 475 note.

’

Krkasa, a bird, 154.

Krsiia, 139, 140.

Kyisna Yajmveda, 428.
Kri-achuda, 77.

K^tika, 137.

Kr^pachintama^i, U61.
Ksattra, marriage, 277.
Ksattriyas, 21, 135, 136, 499,

20b, 201, 202, 203,201,206
211, 2^2, 217, 222, 224, 225!
229, 230, 231, 264, 276, 305,
308, 309, 439, 450, 451,

K§&uma (silk), 222.
Ksetra SaEhskara, 93. 103

108.
* ’

Kula, 300.

,
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Knlachara, ’family custom,
20*-102.

Kullnata, 12.

Kumara, 41, 128.

Kutnariputra,® 317*

Kumbhina, 127.

Kurlra, 348.

Kurma Purana, 16, 97, note.

Kuru, 277, 282.

Ku6a, grass, 169, 183, 471,
*

477.
F

KugakarLtaJta/lOl.
Kutapa, (Kusa^grass), 222.

t*
Laghu Harita^Smrti, 11, 167

note.

Laja Homa, 353, 354, 358,

378, 380, 400.

Lakgmanaj 138.

Lakgml, 18 im 218m 373.

Lakgmidhara, 135.

Lak&aal Parvati-Saehipujana,
357

.

Laugak§Dl53.
Laukikagni, 244, 370, 471.

Lava, 183 (181).

Likhita,tl37 210 note.

LiSgpurajpa,|17,f7 6,- 340 •

Lord William .Bentink, 442/*v

note

M
Mac Lennon,.1 F., 296, n<jte.

Madhavacharya, *294.

Madhuparka, rules of, im

DharmaJJutras, 13; offere|l

to student, 259
5 353, 357,

367, 869. '

Maglla, Nakshtra Name, 137.

Magha, 217.

Mahabharata, 15, 91, 269,

277, 280, 282, 319, 320, 326,
446.

Mahadeva, 205.

Mhh&dhana, 135.

Mahanamni, 241,

Jdahapatra, Brahmans were

called as 467.
Mahavratani, 241.
Mahavyahrti, 197,
Mahldhara, 317.
luauraj'aui oamuita, aoz
MaitraVani^Upani§ad, 9.
Mai trajyaniya Dharmasutra, 4
Mah/lucha, 41, *127.
Manava, 299,
Manava Grhyasutra, 229
233,272,318,335.

Manava Sradeba Kalpa 16
Mandalika, 357, 395,|no’te. :

’

Mandapakarana, 357.
Mandapa Nirinana, 357
MandajJh-Pratistha, 364.
Mandapodyasan, 358.
Mangala, 363
Mangala 6raddha, 168.
Mangala-Sutra, 357, 375.
Mantra, 9

5
taken from Vedic

funeral hymns; 38; 459,
460, 488.

Mntra Brahmana, pre-Sutra
reference to Simanton-
nyan ceremony, 106.

Manu, 14, 34; includes* Anty-
esti in a list of Saihskaras,

,
.38; 48; taboos the 11th and
12th night ior Garbhadhana
88; his conception of per’
former in Garbhadhana,
90; protest against substi-
tute for performer, 92, 98;
refers to a sacred and com-
pulsory cluty ofman, 94, his
conception of Putrin, 67;
deal with, the time of per*
formence of Sarnskaras,
101; on girl’s name, 134,
135; his observation on 1

the time *of performance
of Annapragana; 152; his
observation on the -age
for Chudakaraga cere-
mony, 162; on ,Upanaya»a
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Saihskara, 195; 198; 202;
on Vratyas, 204; 223 note;
on staff, 231;. on norms!
course of Samavartana
Saihskara, 251; on permis-
sion*. of teacher, 255,* on
Viraha, 263; his ^obser-
vation on Pa isacha form of
marriage, 273; his obser-
vation on Kaksasa form
of marriage eeremoney,
274;, commends Raksas’a
form of. marriage • for

Ksattriya‘s, • 277;- gives
comprehensive definition
of Gahdharva fbnn of

marriage, i 278;o„n A sura
marriage, 283; on Praja-
patya^form of mairiage,

286; on Arsa form of

marriage, .288; stales

importance f^of leligious

ceremonies, 294; 307;
provides for inter-caste

marriage, 311-, ^ 813, 314
note, . 323, 324, ;

cn stan
dard beautiful -.'bride,- 331;
his i -observation on girl’s

' name, 333; on quali-

fications of the^bridegrooai,

339; 434
5
on abnormal cases

in 1 Saifiskara ceremony,
473/479.

Manu Smrti, 16, 19, 289, 310,*

324/325, 326, 327
;

Margajjpsa, proper' time for

Vidyarambha, 139, 163,

184 (182). .

Marka, 41, 127.

Marakandeya, 180, (178).

Marakandeya . Purana, 16,

111, 112, not^ 120, note,

155, 177, 179, note, 186
note.

Marpti, 227, 447.

M^jjfii?a, 371, 394.

Matrpuja, 85, 101, 109, 364.

Matsya i’urana, 118, ,-nofe

also note.

Matulayoga, 303.

Maxiimller* 442.
1 Medhajanana, ?Vst ceremony*

m Jatakarma proper, and
its method, 123; speaks-

• high about the intelligence

/
of Hin lus, 124, 239.

Medhatithr, 49 note 199, 200.
Megasthenes, 284,note.
Mehini, daughter of Garbha-

hautl, 1J2 . -

Messianic, a,ge of, 265.
,

Mimaifisaka, 26, 28
I
Mitaksara, 103, 309,
Mitra, 126, 137, 140.
MitraimSra, author of

SamskaraprakaSa, 204,
Mok§a, liberation 49.
Morgan, L. H., 290 note..
Mother Earth, 420.
Mrdaharaua, a ceremony,

357, 362.

Mrga^ira, '137.

MptasaHjivana, reviving
•* even the dead, 150.
Mula, 137.

Mufija, grass, 195, 224
Murdhabhigeka, 354.
Musim, 204, 211, culture
and period5.i327.

Njfgpika, 319, 326, 328, 334,
344.

Naifthika, 250, 251, 263,
N-aiyayikas, 26.

Nak?atra, 132, 136, 137, 139.
Nak§atra, name, 137.
Namakararia, a ceremony

11, 31, 32; important of
saining 130; merely a
custom, 133; its reference
in Grhyasutra, 142; 147.

Nandimukha, 353. •



Naodiiraddha, 85, 109 122,

^
123, 347, 364.

Naracla, 153 note; states

avoidable men in marriage,

34U 372.

Narada-Smrtfc . entirely

devoted to law, 14; 359

Narsir&ha Puran, 11.

Narayapa, 185, 373, 466

note
Naraya^a Bhatta, re-

marks on the importance
of custonfls, 355; 467, 477,

note
Nasatyas, 177 ‘(175)

Neem tree, 448.

Nfoandhas, mediaeval
* treaties, 18; describe

large number of minor
ritesi 63; 146, 362.

Nibandhakara 304.

Nirajana, 357.

Nirnaya Sindhu, 355, 369
note.

tfirti, 137, 418, 424,

Nirudha-paSubandha, 33.

Ni§krama, 35.

Nigkramapa, 11, 31, 34;

Nigkramapa Samskara,
146 ff.

JT^ma^i, 127.

O
Oldenberg, 387, 4&7.

Opa3a,?348.

Pacbpuatis, deal with only
thaBrahma Saihskaras, 37,

12? follow Grhyasutras
101-add a few new features
to Sanaskaras, 84; “Nama-
karapa ceremony described
i%, 133; particular method
of Katpakarapa ceremony
described in 143: 152, 155
161, 173, 180 ^178, , 194, 338

356, 357, 371, 374, their
observation on Sindura-
dana, 383; 391; mediaeval
and modern, 429 434 note;
441, 461,- on funeral cere-
monies, 465; 470, 474,

Padnufpurana, conversation,
in, between Kasyap and
Aditi, 112, 113, note.

PaiSacha, form of marriage.
.272,273,278, 281, 292.

Paithinasi, 22§, note, 231,
Paitrsvaseyi, 303.

Paka-Sacrifices, 30.

Paka-Ssymskara, 29.

Paka YajSa, the bodily
Sirhskaras included in the
list of 29; included in the
list of Samskaras, 34;

enumerated with bodily
Sarhskaras, 35; 37.

PalaSa, a wood 230; twigs,
462.

Pale, 399.

Panela bhusamskara, 29.

PaSchagav) a, 474.

Paficha—mahavajhas — five

great sacrifices, are promi-
nent in Srartis, 14; 30,

33, 48.

Panigrahana, 32, 353, 354,

355, 378, 395.

Paragara, smjrti of, 14; refers

to sacred and compulsory
duty of man, 94, 95, 308,

307, 450.

Paraskara Grhyasutra *.of,

divides the PakayajSas
into four classes, 29; 31; his

opinion on object of puri-

fication ofSimantonnayan
Samskara,* 108, observa-
tion! on name, 133; 173,

174,<observation on tha use
! of garment at th«
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time of Saraskara 228

301, 318, contents of cere-

mony given in, 353; 355;

on looal customs, 384, >91;

393, 395 note, 400 note,

402 note, 403, 404; on
abnormal cases in Sma-
Sana ceremony, 472.

Pardah, system, 459.

Pari£igta—addenda, 11, 12,

' certain features of Saras-

k&ra dealt with 12, 173.

Parivrajaka, 474, 475.

Parsis. 152, 187, 189,416, 423.

ParVan, 33, 218.

Parvati-vrata, to be observed

by pregnant woman, 113,

Putra-pani 127. *
,

Paul, St. author, 266.

Paurnamasya, 33.

Pau§a, 163.

Phaladana 361.

Phalguna, 217.

Pinda, 300, ball of rice, 4e®,

466.

PiSachas, 43.

Pitamaha, 212, 213 note.

Pitaras, 422; 467, 468.

Pitr, 137, 435.

Pitrloka, 474, 478.

Pitrmedha, 31, 428, 460, 472.

Pitjrnedhasutra, 11, 12, 407.

as 470.

Pitr-pot, 468,

Pitysadr^amukh I, 303.

PitryajSa, 420.

Pofynesijtn, 449.
Pole Star, 397.

Prajapati, * 81, 106r 109, 137,
140, 143, 215, 233, 234, 244,

239, 286, 353,382, 395, 446.
Prajapatiya, ceremoney of

Prajapati, 100,271; a form
ofmarriage, 286; 288, 354.

Prajapatyahuti, 474.
Prajfiajauftiia, 6$.

Pranava, 472.

Pratapanarasirhha,476 note.
Pratigraha^a, 357.

Pratlaraha, dynasty, 309.
Pratiloma, 306, 309.479,
Pravara, *166„ 225, ’ 225,

301, 37b.

Pravasagamana, 32.

Prayagchitta, 13, 14, 26,

470, 478.

Trayagchittatattva, 4?2 note.

Prayogas, works on Sams-
kara, 12;- deal ’with only
the Brahmans Sarf^katas,

• 37; add a* few’new features
to Sarhskaras, ’ 84; follow

Grhyasatras 101; 113, 35,

357; mediaeval and modern;
add and-omit Satfisk&ras,

429; 441, 476:

Pre-Natal Saihskara-, 79.

Preta,
1 412, 424; pre$upied

Pinda constitute "the

body of, 465; state of
diceased, 466, Lord Visnu
prayed for the salvation

of, 466; condition of
.dead, 467? united with
Pitaras, 467;-spirit,-> 468;

477
Pr&ta-po*-, '468.

Ppthviraja, 277
PuEhsavana^ll,|3l, 32, 4, 35;
meaning of the term, 99;

341 ~

Puihsavana Sariaskara, its

feature in Grbyasutra
period, 100, 101.

Punarbhu, 336,

Punarvasu, 137.

Pvndarlkak?a, 139,

Punyaha- Vachana, 357,
Pusana, 19, 23, 148, U%

309, 362, 369, 432, 447.
Pnrandhrl, 379.



Puranic Hinduism, its

relation with Saihskaras,
' 486.'

Purnapatra, 244.

Purumitra, 276.

Pnruravas, story of, and
urrasl in Bgveda, -270.

Purvamimaibsa, 49 note.

Purvaphalguni, 137.

Pusan, god, 83, 117, 137,

388, 401.
' Pu?ti,*218.

Pu^ya, 13£.

Purta, sacrifice, 433.

• .R
Raghava, 320.'

.

^aghunandana, 432 note
- also, 442 note.

Rajagavl, 435.

Rajamartanda, 163, 218.

Rajanya, 228, 236, 238, 307,
' 384.

RajaBokhara, 308.

RajatarapginI, 308.

Rajput; <277; 329, 442 note.

Rajsvala, above ten 'years

^ of did girl, 326.

K'^ka^full moon night’s addre-

[. ..Ss'ed to”pregnaht wife, 166.

KakSa, cerem'ony, 150, 375.

Rak§asa, form of marriage,

20, 43, 60, 271. 273, 274,
. -276,2; j8,r2&l. 327;'

Rama, 140, 438.

Ramayana, no early tna-

rriageisystera at the
v
tJme

of,' 319; 4.30, 446, note. j

Ra?tra^hyta, Hama, 353, 377,
402.

Rathakara,\217. ‘

Rathavlti, 290.
Ratnakara,^119 note.

Rayaha, 320.

pha/SBl,.
ftevail, 187.

Rgveda, 2; does not contain
positive rules of Sati&s
karas,' yet is a source of
Sariiskaras, 3; period, 4;
praise of students 4; 59;
occurrence of ‘Janman* or
birth in, 117; 131, 190, 244,
261^ 270; its opinion on
Gandharva \ form of ma-
rriage, 278 ;T 292, 300, 315,
316; charms

r
of love stories

tound in. 317, 347, 351,
352, 398, ’,413, 416, 425,
426,

' 427,.'428, 437 note.
441.

* r

Rgvedic, Aryans, 414, 415;-
Cultttre, 289, 387, note,

388 note, “Hymn. 227;*ideo-
logy, 437-priestiy class,

304;-society, 269;-time,

346, 351, 359, 415, 417,
441;**\ erses,. 414, 437.

Rk 379, 395.

Rohini, 137, 138; nine years
old girl, 326.

Rohinikumara, 138.

Roman, 21, 59, 217, 267, 295.
Roman Catholic, 26.

Roma&t, lover of, Bhavavya,

*
in Rgvedai, 317, 318.

Rsi, (who has read the four
' Vedas, 83, 50, 57, 125, 198,

229, 282, 316.

Rsikalpa, wno has read the
Kalpas, 83.

Rtusarhgamana, 30, 31. ,

Rudra, 137, 205, 368^436.
Rukmbg.1, .27.6.,’'’

/ - -S
Sachi, 359. .

Sacred Fire. 443.

Sagotra, -301, 302, 303, 304.

Sahadharmet-charini-Sariiyo-
ga, 32.

Sakunta, hymn, 149;
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Sakuntala, her foster-father

Kanva says in the • Maha-
bharat, 280; on hearing the
Gandharva marriage of,

Ka^va expresses his senti-

ments, 320.

Salya, 282, 283.

Saman, 351, 379, 395.

SamaSjana, 353, 357; ano-
intment, 394.

Samavartana * (ceremonial
bath after finishing Vedic
study), mention >of, in

Grhyasutras, 11; rules of,

in Dharma Sutras,

'

313; as a
procedure in ’Sjimskaras
counted, 30, 31, 82, 34, 35; a
strong bamboo -staff was
provided at the time of, to
protect from Raksasas and
Pi3achas,i43; was the entr-
ance and probation for the
life of a married household-
er, 49, 53; during the time
of, Snataka was presented
comforts of a househotder,

78;!Jateieaturesof,238, 243,
an^addition of later time,

243; meaning. of, 2+3; impo-
rtance of 250; tne normal
course of, 251; in the
i>egining< was”a- ^ceremony
corresponding gto modern
convocation function, 252;

a

passj3
#ortjjto£marnage, 253-

254; auspicious age for,254;
is Slow drowned into insgi-

nificance, 255; at the time
of the>austere

Blife»of.a stu *

dent was over, .258; an
absurdgsimplifjpation of, at
present 260; as a qualifica

/ tion-ef ^bride-groom, 340.

Sawmreda, 4, 244.

Saa»v®4a—Mantra-Brahma •

na, 46, note, prayers in,

for male children, 99. ,

Sarhgramaraja, the marriage
of the sister of, with a Bra-
hmana a§ stated by . Kal-
hana in .his Eajatarangini,

308.

Sarnhitas, 5.

Samiksana, one of the items
* of marriage ceremonies,

357, 353, 371, 374, 460.

Sarhkalpa, one of,, the
,
pre-

liminary ceremonies of
, Saiifskaras "84, ‘ 168, 857,

364, -373. . \ ,

Satnskara, domestic rites

and^eremoniesl,2; sources’
Vedie, 1 5;Brahmanas,6-8.
Aranyakas, 9-10. Ritual
literature, 10-12. Dharma
Sutras 13;

1

Snirtis, 14; *15; in. the
Puranas 16; comentaries
17; Nibandas 18; customs
as the source of, 19;

meaning and number of,

« 25; derived from Sanskrit
root Sam Kr .Ghan,
26; used in co’Iective

sense, >ete.’ 28; are included .

in^the list of Paka-YajfhSs,

29; are treated later on, as

domestic sacrifices, 30;

Je^lth with in Grhyasu*
eras, 31; not erfhmerated
in Gautama Smrti, 35

f
in

treatiesgitf means 6nly ,the
bodily Saihskaras, 36; a
list of. provided in Jatu-
karnya, 36; enumeraled in

Paddhatis and Prayogas,

§7; Antye$ti included in

the list of, by Manu,
Yajfiavalkya, jatukarpa
etc, 38; .Purpose of, 39'6fy



consfcittenfcs of,]* 58-78;
involved conscious efforts

to meet the mystry, * and
an art of, life, 481; ema

. nate from thp^ centre of

life and are ^'concurrent

with its circumference, 482;

its consious development,
procedure of, 483; its ple'm

in Hinduism, 483; its rela-*

tion*with .three paths of

life, 484; philosophical

indifference and hostility

towards and4ts„reqpncilia

tion with philosophy, 485;

achievements of, 486, 487;

/the decline of, 488,

489; revival of, 491. 'pros -

,

peets of, 492,-493.

Saihskara^Kaustubha,
^
356.

Sarhskaramayukha, 36.

Samskara J?raka4a, 18, 180
(178;.

Sarhskara-ratnaraala, 179
note, 180 (178 .

$aih$karavidhi, 37, 143 note.

Saiftynkta, 277.

Sanatana Dharma, orthodox
culturist movement, 49.

. Sandhi, a critical junctive,
m.

Sankara, 140. .

Sankaracharya, 475.

Saftkba, 102, 137, 139 noie,
210 no®.

Sankha-Likhita, 50.

Sankhyayana, 365.
Sanskrit, 131, 138, 181 179),

182 242, 250; 308, 321.
archaic, 489.

Sanskrit Drama, 327, 329.
Sanskrit Epic, 229.
Santikarma, 427; a ceremo-

ny, 457 /

Sany&sa, 251, 283, 475,/476.

Sanyasin, 461, 475, 476,
Sapinda, 301, 302, 303, 435,

452.

Sapindikarana, 467, 468,

Saptapadi,’47, dote, 353, 354,

«

357,358,381,401.
Saptaj%i-dar6anam, 354,

Saptarp Mapdala, 385.

Saruda Act, 330.

Saras vat, 81, 177 185,

218, 353, 380, 397.

Sasyadhipati, *377, 399.

Satabhik, 137, .

Satapatha,-refers to Brahma-
charya, and Antevasin, 7;

84, 231 note.- 332.

Satapatha. Brahmana, 7, 8,

132, 194, 235, 3.00, 330, 461
469.

Sati, 441, 443.

Satyakama Jahali, 192, '299.

Satyavatl, 91.

Sauaaka, 79, 102, 103,. 138,

214 note, 239, 338, 865
note, ->

Saundikeya, 41,. ,127. . ./

Sautramani, itii’Sapta Havi-
ryajSa Samsthah,«33.

Savita or the sun,. 160, 348,

<*853, 455.

Savitr,? 137, 168, 199, 203,

234, 275, 379. ^ s.

Savitrl, 165, 204, 232.
*

SavfdrI Mantra, 235,]236.
Sayana,- 376,^898, 418, 4J9.
•A42. ,

,

Schrader,* 460 .not©.

Senart, 295,' •:
*

Sikha, sacred knot of hair,
f most important feature-of

the Chndakarapa,5 log.
160. ^

Slmant, 31, 35, 78, 10&
Simantonnayan a ‘Saifcsfeftra,.

first reference to in
asutras-,. 11; 29j ©A©
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. Sajtftskaras, 31, 32, 34; pur-

pose of 43; importance of

Udumbara in the ceremony
of, 44; in the ceremony of,

wife was asked to look at

a mess of rice, 46; its defi-
'

riition, 105, 106; auspicious

time for the performance
of, 108.

Sindhradana, 358, 382, 383.

Sisara, ,128.

Sita, 319, 320-*

Sira,.150, 205, 226.

Stnarta . Saiiiskara, . Samska-
t ras proper, 34, 36, 206.

Sma^ana, 34, 460; ‘detailed

, description of, is in Sata-

• patha Brahmana, 461; pro
' per time for the ceremony

\

. of, 463,-464,

SmaSana Chiti, 427.

Smrtichandrika, 36, 180, I

.. (178), 303.

Smyiti-Maharanava; 175.

Smrti-Kara, 457,
\

Smrtis, mainly concerned

i-with’ the social aspects nf

the Samskaras, 1, 2, ;
deve-

lopment of the Dharma
sHtras, 13; information *on

prayers and sacrifices in,

.
1ST; Pnrarias in many ways
contented with, 16; com-
mentaries on, 17. were
connected with ,N ibandhas,

•18; prescribe the*rules and
regdlatiopi ofSarhskaras, 24;

when arose the, sacrificial

religion etc. were on the
wane, 34; (later)' supply a

list of sixteen Qaihskaras,

35; .add little^to ritualistic

side of Samskaras, 84; their

views on the time of perfor-

mance of G-arbhadhana, 85;

the question of polyga-

m
mous householder * was
raised in the majority
of 89; give the, rules
for pregnent •

' woman,
113. on duties of the -Husb-
and- of a pregnent woman,
114- 115; do not give any
descriptive details of Jata-

karma Samskara, 118; pecu-
liar names suggested inl31;
System *ofnaming afterNa-
ksatra -name was. fully wo-
rked out by the later, 136.
the latfer elaborate the rit-

uals and.customs reating
to Niskramana, 147; cere-

mony, 146; on the ausqtcl-
ous time of Performance
of Niskramana, 147;
Supply a few changes in re:

gulations of Annapraiarih,
ceremony, 152

;
the dedi-

cative purpose of Chuda-
karana was unknown to,

159; their observation on

the age for^Chudakarana
ceremo ney, 161, l62;Vidy-
arambha Samskara ori-

ginated eaf.lier than its

mentionin the/' 182 (180)-.

on the age for Vidyaram-
bha> Samskara, 183; many
disabilities were impo-
sed for not performing the

’"CFpanayana ®ceremony;

;

208; insist that the 1 colour
of the clothes oYBrahma-
chari should bo white, 223;
Yrat§,s altogether passed
over by, 242. Asram system

,

was believed to be divinely ’

n ordained, in the time of,
1

262, 263; recognised forms,

of marriage; 271; divided
the eight methods .-off;
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marriage into_two groups,

272s describe Asura marri-

age only either as a tradi-

tional'custom or as a nece-

ssary evil, %83;/>n Brahma
form of mfarriage, 291; on
r.eligious ceremonies, 294;

on sagotra marriage, 302;

enjoin that, a twice-born
should marry a girl of his

*

own caste, 304; on marriage
ceremon^s, 307, 309, 210,
333,’ 320, 331, 338 344, 362,

869, 37 6, 392J 399. onjfiwieral

ceremonies, 434 451/452,
„453, 468, 470,*-471, 476, on a
life cyle, 482,

Snarra, ^see under Satfiava-

,

rtana
,
32 35, 249,

Snataka, prohibited to pro-

.nounce with any unlucky
letter, 4 ;

sprinkled, 68
;

presented comforts of a

householder to, at the time
of Sainaiartana, 78; three

types of, 252; 'AnujSa of

the teacher was required

before Samayartana, as it»

certify the fitness of, 255;
sun may not be insulted

by the superior lustre of,

257; after the ceremony, of

Samayartana was oyer, all

day the...kept away froip

the sun-shine, 259; 260; „ r

Soda^a-Samskara VidhI, 37,

143 note, 183, 186.

Sodas’a Sr&ddhas, performed
in the begiifing of Sapiridi-

karana, 468.

Sodasi. 33.

Soma, deity, 137, 140, 143.

Soma, king, 168, 258.

Soma, mythical god, 328, 349,

375, 376, 377, 387, 398, 399
Soma/ Moon; marriage of

Surya with, as described
in the Kgveda, 292, 316,

347, 359/
Soma, sacrifices, 30, 208.

Somadeva, 309.

Somalata, 101.

Sosyaptikarma, 74 note, 118,

121 .

Spain, 425, note.

Spartan, 265.

Sparta, Plutarch, 265.

Sprint?, 377, 399.

Sraddhas, rules of, in Dhar
ma Sutra,’ .13

5
Caland's

writing on, 16; 33; prohi*

bted fbr a husband whose
wife hag six months of

pregnancy, 114; is an ina-

uspicious ceremony 123;

on the day of, namakarana
ceremony cannot be aus-
picious, 143; no gift should
be gnen to Brahmapa,
through whose ear-holes

do not pass the rays of the
sun, in the ceremony of,

according to Derala,

176; in the ceremony of
learning do not count, 312;

Arapyaka gives all the
mantras for Pitrmedhe
ceremony except Sraddha,
428.

Sraddha, goddess, 218.

^radhbakalpa, 12, 16.

Srauta, sacrifice, 5,7,. 33
iSrautasutiras, 33, ^01.

Havana, 137.

Sravani, 33.

Sri, goddes®, 2L8.

Srotriya (one who has read
one Sakha,k 83; SIS.

Sripati, 147. 175.

6ruti, 309, 313.

Sthalipaka, 396.

Sthali-paka-prt^ana; 35 1.
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-Stiipas, 462, 464.

Subhadra, 276.
Suddhi, 26.

Suddhitattva, 432 note, 442
note.

oftdra, man born as 8>udra

but after Salickaras
becomes Aryan, 48. 49;

auspicious naming for,

after Naradhsa, 135;

auspicious surname for,

Dasa, 136; types of needle
to be used for Karnavedha
for, made „ of iron, 176;
Vratyas were classed
with; 205, doors were
closed for, "206; persons
wearing Sacred Thread
were called regenerate
and distinguished form
the, 210; shoud not accept
money while giving away
his daughter, 283; 6udr.i-
Arya connection recorded,
306; Brahman can have a

Sudra wife, 307'; Bapa had
two Paranava brothers born
of a step mother, 308;
later Smrti unanimously
forbid marriage with a

310; root cause of the
prohibition of marriage
between Arya and ... 311

;

a deceased Brahman a
should not be touched by,

434, ^period of A Mancha
for^fsof one 'month, 450
451.

Sulak§mana, herb, 104
Sumahgali, preseht nan*e

of Sindurdana ceremony.
383.

SunahSepa, 4 If?.

Sunda, 41, 127. _

Supe£a ( of beautiful limbs
)

address to pregnant wife,

106.

Surastra, S00.

Surya, >42,; 390.

Surya, daughter ot Surya,
who married Soma, .292,

316, 247, 50, 380
Surya-dar^anaih, 35 1.

Suryavalokana, 358.

Su§ana, 117.

Su^ruta, 103, 115, 124, 151,

155, 15 *, 170, 172, 174 175,

177 ( 175, ) 329
Sutika, 121
Sutika-bhav^na, 119,

•SutjM-grha, Tv 9, 147.

Sfftra, 131, 132 464.
Sutra, period,’ 136 139, 149

152, 161, 162, 165, 184

( 182 ), 194, 194, 200, 247,

280, 352 384, 355, 406,
428, 429, 437, 439, 440,

442, 444. 460, 454
Svairini, 336.

Svanaya-Bbavayavya, 305
Svarga, 474.

Srastika, 148.

Svastivachana, 364.

ft
Svati, 137.

Svayarhvara, 308
Svetaketu, 19 207, 212

note, son ofUddalaka, 269,.

Syayagva, 290
T

Taittiriya, on Asthi-
. Saiicbayana, 455.
$a*ittireya Aranyaka, 8, 9,
4

'.6, 428, 470, 475.
Taittiriya Saihhita, 80,. note.
Taittirrya Brahma na, on

^

Yivaha, 262.

Tandya-Brahmana, 8.

Tantrism, 475.

Taptakrcchra vrata,- 167
uladhenu additional gift

of. 473.

filak, 3Q1.


